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Preface

This volume provides innovative methods and applications of sequence analysis
(SA) to life course and time use data with a focus on the relationship between SA
and other methods for longitudinal data. It originated in the International Conference
on Sequence Analysis and Related Methods (LaCOSA II) held in Lausanne, 8–10
June, 2016. The 15 articles that, together with the introduction chapter, constitute
the book were selected among 25 propositions received in response to a call for
papers addressed to the participants and members of the scientific committee of the
Conference. The selection was conducted through peer reviewing with each paper
being evaluated by at least three reviewers.

How to Read the Book

The chapters are self-contained and each one can be picked-up independently of
the others. They are not ordered by difficulty level but have been organized so as
to optimize the topical and methodological consistency in the succession of the
chapters. The retained storyline is based on the kind of SA involved and on how
SA relates to other methods for longitudinal analysis. There are six parts each with
two or three chapters.

In order to guide the reader in selecting the chapters, Table 1 below characterizes
their nature by means of a series of attributes. The column “SA type” gives an idea
of the kind of knowledge involved.

In addition, the reader will find useful information for her/his choices in the
introductory chapter that summarizes the development of SA to date, enshrines the
editors’ view on the future of SA, explains the storyline of the book, and gives a
short overview of what you find in each chapter.

The chapters in Part I by Courgeau and by Eerola that overview different
approaches for longitudinal analysis and their relationship with SA are the most
general. They probably also are the most difficult papers because of the number of
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Table 1 Characteristics of the chapters

Chapter SA typea
Classic
SA

Primary
applied

Innovative
method

Original method
combination

Mathematical
level

Ritschard, Studer overview

Courgeau overview

Eerola D, other x ++

Malin, Wise G, S x

Lundevaller et al. D, S x x

Rossignon et al. D, S x x x x

Cornwell N, I,G +

Hamberger N,G x x +

Collas D,G x x +

Borgna, Struffolino D, other x x

Helske et al. M,D,G x x +

Taushanov, Berchtold M x x +

Studer D,G x x +

Bison, Scalcon D, I x x ++

Manzoni, Mooi-Reci I x x +

Ritschard et al. I x +
aType of SA: D dissimilarity-based, N sequence network, M Markov-based, I individual sequence
summary numbers, S survival approach, G graphical sequence representation

concepts and approaches they refer to. Moreover, the chapter by Eerola is one of
most demanding mathematically. Nevertheless, these two chapters are important by
demonstrating the range of possibilities and advantages of using SA in conjunction
with related approaches. Courgeau’s text highlights the added value of SA with
regard to other methods used in demography to study the dynamics of trajectories.
Eerola’s contribution addresses the combination of SA with probabilistic models
rarely considered in social sciences, which opens new perspectives for the analysis
of life processes.

The first two chapters in Part II, i.e., those by Malin and Wise and by Lundevaller
and colleagues, are easily accessible even for newcomers to SA. These chapters are
pure applications in which SA is used in combination with event history analysis
(EHA) and require just basic knowledge in EHA (i.e., survival analysis). Chapters
that use or deal with classic SA, i.e., with the clustering of sequences from pairwise
dissimilarities, should also be easily comprehensible especially by readers with
basic experience in SA. The other chapters either deal with non-clustering aspects of
SA or consider alternative approaches such as sequence networks or Markov-based
models. They may require basic knowledge in the concerned fields to grasp all the
details.
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Sequence Analysis: Where Are We,
Where Are We Going?

Gilbert Ritschard and Matthias Studer

1 Sequence Analysis: Optimal Matching and Much More

Sequence Analysis (SA) has gained increasing importance in the field of social
sciences since the pioneering contributions of Andrew Abbott (e.g., Abbott 1983;
Abbott and Forrest 1986) and has become a popular tool with the release of
powerful dedicated software (Brzinsky-Fay et al. 2006; Gabadinho et al. 2011;
Halpin 2014). The increasing availability of longitudinal data sources such as panel
and retrospective surveys also contributed to the rise of interest in SA. In recent
times, SA has garnered a central role in life course studies to appraise, for example,
occupational careers, cohabitation pathways, or health trajectories. In addition,
it is effectively used in domains such as time use, spatio-temporal development
of economic activities, and historical evolution of political institutions. In fact,
sequences are a convenient way of coding individual narratives into a form suitable
for quantitative analysis.

Briefly, SA primarily provides a comprehensible overall picture of sets of indi-
vidual categorical sequences—the retained coding of the narratives—and involves
using this overall picture for objectives such as discovering the characteristics of a
set of sequences, identifying possible atypical or deviant individual trajectories, and
comparing trajectory patterns among groups such as sexes, birth cohorts, or regions.

Abbott and Tsay (2000) describe the typical SA as a three-step program: (1) code
the narratives as sequences, (2) compute pairwise dissimilarities between sequences,
and (3) analyse the sequences based on their dissimilarities. The coding stage
involves the selection of a suitable alphabet for the states or events to be considered,
and the definition of the timing scheme to be used to time align the sequences.

G. Ritschard (�) · M. Studer
NCCR LIVES and Geneva School of Social Sciences, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland
e-mail: gilbert.ritschard@unige.ch; matthias.studer@unige.ch
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2 G. Ritschard and M. Studer

The computation of the dissimilarities implies the choice of a suitable dissimilarity
measure. The analysis itself typically involves building a typology of the trajectories
by applying a clustering algorithm that takes the dissimilarities as input, even though
Abbott and Tsay (2000) also consider multidimensional scaling.

The optimal matching (OM) distance borrowed from signal processing (Lev-
enshtein 1966; Hamming 1950) and biology (e.g., Needleman and Wunsch 1970;
Sankoff and Kruskal 1983) and popularized in the social science by Abbott and
Forrest (1986) was typically used to compare the sequences. OM was so intimately
connected with SA that the expression ‘optimal matching analysis’ was—and still
is—often used as a synonym for SA, and this even when no or non-optimal matching
distances are used.

In fact, during the second wave of SA development (see Aisenbrey and Fasang
2010) most methodological developments focused on the measurement of the dis-
similarities between sequences and more specifically on OM. Several new variants
for defining the OM-costs, but also new non-OM-based distance measures were
proposed to address criticisms raised in the literature. This scattered development
was recently summarized by Studer and Ritschard (2016) in their comparative
review of dissimilarity measures.

More recently, the use of SA has seen developments in several other directions.
The visualisation of sequences started veritably with the release of software
dedicated to SA (Brzinsky-Fay et al. 2006; Gabadinho et al. 2011). The multiple
possibilities to render a set of sequences with easily interpretable colourful plots
undoubtedly boosted interest in SA. The most popular of these plots are index plots
(Scherer 2001) that render the individual sequences and their diversity, and chrono-
grams, which display the evolution of the cross-sectional distribution at successive
time points. The cluttered aspect of the former and the over simplification of the
latter—which completely overshadows the diversity of the sequences—naturally
called for lightened forms of index plots. The search and plot of representative
sequences by Gabadinho and Ritschard (2013) and the relative frequency sequence
plot of Fasang and Liao (2014) offer solutions to this challenge. The decorated
parallel coordinate plot (Bürgin and Ritschard 2014) focuses on sequencing within
trajectories and is useful for identifying the most typical sequencing patterns while
rendering the diversity of the entire set of observed trajectories at the same time.

Multichannel sequences, i.e., the joint analysis of narratives of different domains
such as linked lives, or occupational and cohabitation trajectories, also received
increasing attention. Here, one difficulty is the exploding size of the alphabet that
results from the combination of different dimensions. For the specific case of OM,
some authors (e.g., Pollock 2007) proposed tricks for defining the substitution
costs between different combinations of states from costs set for each individual
dimension. This dramatically reduces the number of parameters that need to be
specified. The measurement of the strength of association between channels is
probably more interesting and promising to study the relationship or interaction
between dimensions such as familial and professional pathways. The contributions
of Piccarreta and Elzinga (2013) and Piccarreta (2017) are path-breaking in that
respect. The graphical rendering of multichannel sequences also requires special
attention and effective solutions are, for example, provided by Helske and Helske
(2017) and their seqHMM package.
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There has been some work on exploiting the pairwise dissimilarities between
sequences differently from clustering and multidimensional scaling. Studer et al.
(2011) showed how to conduct an ANOVA-like analysis and to grow regression
trees for sequence data. Gabadinho and Ritschard (2013) used the dissimilarities to
find representative sequences such as the most central sequences or sequences with
the densest neighbourhood.

With regards to clustering, there are attempts to get rid of explicit dissimilarity
measures by resorting to latent class approaches (Vermunt et al. 2008; Barban
and Billari 2012), or more or less similarly hidden Markov models (e.g., Helske
and Helske 2017; Bolano et al. 2016), to clustering the sequences. Markov-based
approaches may also contribute to understanding the dynamics that drive the
unfolding of the sequences. However, the difficulty to synthesize the outcome of
Markov-based transition models—especially when more realistic models with order
greater than one are considered—negatively affected the extension of their usage.
The graphical rendering of hidden Markov models (HMM) by Helske and Helske
(2017) (see also Helske et al. 2018, in this bundle) as well as the use and rendering
of probabilistic suffix trees (Gabadinho and Ritschard 2016) for sequence analysis
should facilitate the access to such probabilistic approaches and shed light on how
the current situation is linked to the history of previous situations.

More or less independently of classical SA, graph and network approaches (e.g.,
Butts and Pixley 2004; Bison 2014; Cornwell and Watkins 2015) have proven to
provide useful summaries of individual sequences as well as synthetic views at the
population level. See also Cornwell (2018) and Hamberger (2018) in this bundle.

Alongside the discovery of characteristics of the set of sequences, such as the
diversity among sequences and typologies of trajectories, there are works concerned
with summary numbers of individual sequences. More specifically, here, the aim
was to complement simple indexes such as the sequence length, the number of
different states visited, and the number of transitions, with measures of internal
diversity and complexity of an individual sequence. Contributions in that direction
have been made, for example, by Brzinsky-Fay (2007), Elzinga and Liefbroer
(2007), Elzinga (2010), and Gabadinho et al. (2010).

2 Towards Stronger Interaction with Related Approaches

The short survey included above covering what has been done in SA is certainly
incomplete. In particular, we did not mention two important issues that already
received some attention in the literature: the handling of censored sequences and
more generally of missing values, and the possibility to study the relationship of
sequences with time-varying covariates. These issues have no definitive solution
thus far and deserve further research. While different schemes for imputing missing
values have been proposed (e.g., Halpin 2015; Gabadinho and Ritschard 2016),
there remains the question of the maximal proportion of missing values that are
appropriate to impute in a sequence. Moreover, the real impact of such imputations
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on the SA outcome remains to be investigated. Regarding time-varying covariates,
Studer et al. (2018a,b) proposed procedures combining SA with event history
analysis in order to study the influence of such time-dependent covariates on a
trajectory in a semi-holistic perspective. A possible completely holistic solution
lies in the multichannel approach and the joint analysis (Piccarreta 2017) of the
dependent channel with those defined by the history of values of each time-varying
covariate. Here again, further investigation seems necessary. Therefore, there is still
room for further development in classical SA. However, we think that the future of
SA is intimately linked with the development of its interaction with other—more
inferential and/or probabilistic—methods for longitudinal data.

Despite few attempts to introduce inferential methods in SA with ANOVA-
like analysis and Markov-based modelling of sequences, SA essentially remains
exploratory and needs to be complemented with other modelling tools, especially
when it comes to testing hypotheses or studying the dynamics that drive trajectories.
The powerfulness of SA as an exploratory tool has been largely demonstrated by
many substantive studies that use SA tools; moreover, most of these studies run SA
in conjunction with other approaches, typically involving the use of the obtained
typology of sequences either as an explanatory variable or as the response variable
in a regression analysis. In these studies, the SA outcome serves as input for the
regression stage, but we could imagine using regression outcome, e.g., the most
contrasting profiles with respect to the regression response variable, to guide the SA
analysis.

One advantage often discussed for SA is its holistic perspective (see e.g.,
Billari 2005) meaning that SA sheds light on the entire trajectory rather than, for
example, on specific transitions in the trajectory. With this holistic perspective,
sequences are considered as static objects, which is not suited for studying the
process that generates the sequences. For investigating sequence dynamics, we
require alternative methods such as probabilistic models of the occurrences of
successive transitions in the sequence. As already mentioned above, an issue with
such transition models is the difficulty to present their outcome synthetically. Here,
SA could help rendering the outcome of the modelling phase.

As illustrated, by the abovementioned two examples, an intimate combination of
SA and related methods seems necessary to achieve a better understanding of life
course data. We describe below how the chapters of this book lead in that direction.

3 Directions for the Future: The Chapters of this Book

In Part I, two chapters address the relationship between SA and other methods for
analysing longitudinal data. In the first chapter, Daniel Courgeau (2018) examines
four major approaches for longitudinal analysis in population science, namely,
approaches based on sequences, duration between events, multiple levels, and
networks. He first identifies the proper characteristics of each approach in terms
of the mathematical tools involved and the considered statistical unit (e.g., event,
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individual, group), among others. He then depicts a general robust program that
could lead to the convergence of these different models. The next chapter by
Mervi Eerola (2018) discusses three original ways of combining SA—in fact, the
clustering of sequences—and probabilistic modelling. This is done through a short
presentation of three case studies of life course analysis. With case study 1, Mervi
Eerola considers the combined use of SA and prediction probabilities obtained with
a marked point process—a kind of multistate model. In case study 2, SA is used to
identify pathways to adulthood and is used in conjunction with a structural equation
factor model of social and achievement strategies, and a model for transitional
pathways accounting for the strategies. In case study 3, SA is used to identify the
most vulnerable individuals among Finns between 18 and 25 years of age and Mervi
Eerola addresses the use of either a latent transition model or a HMM for analysing
their risk pattern, e.g., risk to be outside work force, to be living on social benefits,
and to have the lowest educational attainment. These three case studies are good
illustrations of the many possibilities of combining SA with modelling approaches.

Part II is devoted to the combination of SA and event history analysis or
equivalently, survival analysis. The strength of the connection between SA and the
survival models increases in each of the successive chapters. In the first chapter,
Malin and Wise (2018) propose a study of gender differences in career advancement
across occupations in West Germany. In this study, sequence visualization is used
to provide an overall view of the data at hand, and the focus is then placed on
the study of the time to a leadership position and time to leaving a leadership
position by means of Kaplan-Meier (KM) survival curves and Cox regressions. The
connection between sequence and survival analysis remains loose and no explicit
SA outcome is used in the survival analysis. The second chapter by Lundevaller et al.
(2018) studies the mortality of disabled and non-disabled individuals in nineteenth
century Sweden. A classical clustering of life trajectories is realized—separately
for women and men—and the obtained types are used as covariates in the survival
analyses carried out with stratified KM and Cox regressions. Finally, the chapter by
Rossignon et al. (2018) introduces an innovative method—called Sequence History
Analysis (SHA)—where SA and event history analysis are more tightly entwined.
The method consists of an event history analysis that accounts for the past trajectory
at each time point. More specifically, SA is used to determine the type of past
trajectory at each time point, which makes the past trajectory type a time-varying
covariate. This method is applied to study how the risk of leaving home depends on
the past co-residence trajectories in Switzerland.

Part III includes two papers concerned with the network approach in SA. In the
first chapter, Benjamin Cornwell (2018) starts by explaining, with some detail, how
a sequence can be represented as a network with states as nodes and time-adjacency
between states as links. He then shows how a series of network concepts—such as
network density, centralization, and homophily—prove useful for characterizing the
structure of individual sequences and to compare multiple sequence structures with
each other. The approach is illustrated with an analysis of daily activities using data
from the American Time Use Survey. The next chapter by Klaus Hamberger (2018)
introduces relational networks and demonstrates their scope in a study of mobility
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patterns in Togo. Relational networks are built from networks of kinship and
mobility relations. The nodes of the relational network are the classes of (mobility)
events obtained by classifying the events according to the type of relation—e.g.,
kinship, employer, friend—between the individuals involved. The arcs indicate the
immediate succession of the events. Then, the author proposes two complementary
ways of using the personal networks. First, he aggregates the individual networks
into one network for women and one for men with node sizes and arc widths
proportionate to the observed counts, which allows the visual identification of
the gender differences in the mobility itineraries. Second, he orders the individual
networks along a spanning tree. Here, again, we see that women and men occupy
different areas of the tree and thus reveal gender differences.

Part IV is composed of three chapters that attempt to gain knowledge about the
process behind the observed trajectories. The chapter by Thomas Collas (2018)
suggests that life trajectories decompose into phases and follow a different logic—
possibly characterized with a different alphabet—in each phase. He shows how
such multiphase trajectories can be formalized and rendered, and proposes a
dissimilarity measure that can account for this decomposition into phases. The
method is illustrated with an application to competition trajectories of French pastry
cooks with an explicit distinction between the junior and senior phases. The next
chapter by Borgna and Struffolino (2018) combines SA with qualitative comparative
analysis (QCA), which is a method related to the mining of association rules, to
find out factor configurations that are ‘logically sufficient’ to be in employment or
education at crucial time points in divided Germany. Discrepancy analysis, more
specifically the analysis of the evolution of the discrepancy among sequences along
the time frame, is used to identify the crucial turning points in the divergence
between sequences. QCA is then applied at the identified turning points to find
out the relevant ‘sufficient’ factor combinations. The third chapter by Helske et al.
(2018) also considers that trajectories belonging to a same group share similar
phases. Here, however, the phases are not predefined, but are associated to the
hidden states of a HMM and thus probabilistically determined. In fact, this chapter
presents a general framework for the combined use of SA and HMM to analyse
multichannel sequences. SA is used to cluster the sequences and then the HMM is
used to identify similar phases within each group. In addition, the authors propose
two original compressed representations of a group of (multichannel) sequences,
including a graph of the structure of the hidden states and the transitions between
them, and plots of the most probable individual pathways predicted by the HMMs
for each group. The method is illustrated with data from the German National
Educational Panel Survey (NEPS).

Part V includes three chapters that present advances in the original task of SA,
namely the clustering of sequences. The chapter by Taushanov and Berchtold (2018)
proposes clustering sequences of continuous data by means of a Markov-based
mixture model—the hidden mixture transition distribution (HMTD) model—and
applying their method to Swiss data obtained from the internet addiction test (IAT).
The clustering is achieved by setting the transition matrix of the hidden states as the
identity matrix, which makes their model a mixture of Gaussian distributions. One
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advantage of the proposed approach is the possibility of accounting for covariates
at the clustering level. The authors compare the results provided by their method
with those obtained by means of a growth mixture model (GMM). Note that
this chapter is the only one in that volume that deals with continuous data. The
next chapter by Matthias Studer (2018) investigates two original dissimilarity-
based ways of clustering sequences: a divisive property-based method and fuzzy
clustering. The former orders the splits of a discrepancy-based regression tree
that provides classification rules defined in terms of covariates, and considers the
partition that results from the splits up to a given, optimally chosen rank. Splits
are ordered according to the overall share of reduction of discrepancy that each
of them produces. In fuzzy clustering, each sequence may belong to more than
one cluster and cluster membership may have different degrees. The method is
especially useful when clusters are not well separated. Here, the author addresses
a series of issues such as the graphical representation of fuzzy clusters and how
to measure the effect of covariates on the individual strengths of membership. The
methods are illustrated with the school-to-work transition data from McVicar and
Anyadike-Danes (2002). The last chapter by Bison and Scalcon (2018) focuses
on the measure of the dissimilarity between sequences. The authors decompose
each sequence into basic binary sequences that indicate for each element of the
alphabet whether it is active at successive time points. Then, they associate to each
binary sequence two index numbers, the first one indicating the proportion of time
spent in the concerned state and the second one synthesizing when the concerned
state is actually observed. The dissimilarity between a pair of binary sequences is
obtained as the Euclidean distance between the couples of index numbers, and the
dissimilarity between the original—possibly multichannel—sequences as the sum
of the distances between the underlying binary sequences. The method is applied to
cluster data describing the time-use during a typical day of Italian dual earners.

Finally, the book concludes with Part VI with two papers concerned with
summary numbers of individual sequences. Both papers aim to measure the quality
of sequences, i.e., to get an index that would allow the ranking of, for example,
occupational sequences from the most negative—insecure, undesirable—to the most
positive ones. The solutions proposed are, however, very different. In the first
chapter, Manzoni and Mooi-Reci (2018) assume that each state of the alphabet can
be classified as a success or a failure. Then, the proposed quality index is defined so
as to increase with the proportion and recency of the successes. The index is applied
to a study of the quality of employment career after a first spell of unemployment
using data from HILDA, an Australian household survey. In the second chapter by
Ritschard et al. (2018), the quality index—named precarity index—is defined based
on the quality of the transitions rather than the states themselves. Assuming that
the states of the alphabet can be (partially) ordered, the authors define the index as a
complexity index corrected by a factor that depends on the proportion of upward and
downward transitions. The scope of the index is illustrated with the school-to-work
transition data from McVicar and Anyadike-Danes (2002) by showing the strong
impact of the quality of the initial trajectory on the situation three years later.
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4 Conclusion

To conclude, let us highlight how this volume traces the expected trend for the
future of SA. First, we observe a shift in the methodological concern. The measure
of dissimilarities between sequences that was the major central aspect of SA until
recently, is the concern of only two papers (Collas 2018; Bison and Scalcon 2018)
out of the fifteen.

The trend seems to be more oriented toward alternative approaches for SA and
the combined use of dissimilarity-based SA with other related methods. Five papers
address alternatives to the classical ‘compute dissimilarities—partition the set of
sequences’ approach. These alternatives include feature-based and fuzzy clustering
(Studer 2018) and non-dissimilarity-based methods such as those based on network
representations of sequences (Cornwell 2018; Hamberger 2018), and Markov-based
models (Helske et al. 2018; Taushanov and Berchtold 2018). Alongside the two
general papers (Courgeau 2018; Eerola 2018) in Part I, five papers demonstrate
the benefit of combining SA with other methods to grasp the dynamics that drive
the trajectories. SA is combined with survival models (Malin and Wise 2018;
Lundevaller et al. 2018; Rossignon et al. 2018), with QCA (Borgna and Struffolino
2018), and with hidden Markov models (Helske et al. 2018).

Finally, there seems to be an increasing interest in individual sequence sum-
maries. Such summary numbers are central in Part VI (Manzoni and Mooi-Reci
2018; Ritschard et al. 2018), but also play an important role in two other chapters
(Cornwell 2018; Bison and Scalcon 2018).
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Do Different Approaches in Population
Science Lead to Divergent or Convergent
Models?

Daniel Courgeau

1 Introduction

Since its introduction by Graunt in 1662, the scientific study of population, initially
called political arithmetick, has become possible not only for demography but also
for epidemiology, political economy, and other fields. For more than 200 years,
researchers adopted a cross-sectional approach in which social facts in a given
period exist independently of the individuals who experience them, and can be
explained by various characteristics of the society of that period. After the end
of World War II, researchers examined social facts from a new angle, introducing
individuals’ life experience. This longitudinal approach holds that the occurrence of
a given event, during the lifetime of a birth cohort, can be studied in a population that
maintains all its characteristics as long as the phenomenon persists. However, this
condition was too restrictive, triggering the development of new approaches that we
shall discuss in greater detail here, with an emphasis on the scope for convergence
or divergence.

From the comparison of these new approaches, we shall try to identify the
conditions that would allow a synthesis of these approaches by means of a Baconian
inductive analysis. This induction method consists in discovering the principles of a
social process by experiment and observation. It is therefore based on the fact that,
without these principles, the observed properties would be different. It will enable
us to draw a conclusion.
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2 Different Approaches

We shall describe and focus our discussion on four major approaches based on:
duration between events, sequences, multiple levels, and networks; we set aside
agent-based models (i.e., based on agents’ decisions) which are of a totally different
type. We will try to show in what these approaches are different and in what they
may converge.

2.1 An Approach Based on Duration Models

The first approach emerged in the social sciences in the early 1980s, more than
30 years after the introduction of longitudinal analysis. However, it was already
used by statisticians, such as Ville in 1939 and Doob in 1953, in association with
the concept of martingale. It was Cox who, in 1972, recommended the simultaneous
use of life tables and regression methods, and Aalen in 1975 who proposed the use
of counting process theory for the simultaneous analysis of several events that an
individual may experience over time.

The principle of this approach is that “throughout his or her life, an individual
follows a complex life course, which depends at any moment on the past history and
the information acquired previously” (Courgeau and Lelièvre 1997, p. 5).

This “event-history” approach rests on robust mathematical and statistical foun-
dations that make it possible to determine risk factors and to process censored
observations. It has been described in many statistical works since 1980 (Kalbfleisch
and Prentice 1980; Cox and Oakes 1984; Aalen et al. 2008). It can be used
to analyze changes of state, however diverse, and to demonstrate the role of
many individual characteristics that can change over time or during transitions.
The application of these methods in demography yielded significant advances
with respect to longitudinal analysis (see, for example, Courgeau and Lelièvre
1992). Many other social sciences adopted it including epidemiology, biostatistics,
sociology, econometrics, actuarial sciences, and medicine.

The event-history approach eliminates the need for the highly restrictive hypothe-
ses of longitudinal analysis while maintaining the individual point of view. Individu-
als can be followed for relatively long spells of their lives by means of retrospective
or prospective surveys that track a large number of events. For example, the French
1981 “Triple event history” survey (“3B survey”) allowed a simultaneous analysis
of family-related, occupational, and migration-related events occurring from their
birth to the survey date, for cohorts born between 1911 and 1936 (Courgeau 1999).
As the approach makes it possible to process censored observations, the persons
still economically active at the time of the survey (four-fifths of the sample) could
be studied over the duration of their working careers in the same way as the persons
already retired (one-fifth of the sample).
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The approach relies mainly on semi-parametric methods that, while maintaining
a nonparametric vision of time between events, use parameters to describe the effect
of personal characteristics.

However, the event-history approach raises a set of problems to which we now
turn. All the problems mentioned here are more structural than technical.

The first problem concerns unobserved heterogeneity. How does this heterogene-
ity affect the parameters of observed characteristics? An important result obtained
by Bretagnolle and Huber-Carol (1988), but often overlooked by the models’
users, provides an answer to the question. These authors show that when omitted
characteristics are independent of observed characteristics, the omission does not
impact the signs of the estimated parameters, but only reduces their absolute values.
Therefore, if the effect of a characteristic is fully significant, the introduction of
the initially unobserved characteristic will increase this effect alone. Conversely,
a characteristic without significant effect may have one when the unobserved
characteristics are introduced (Courgeau and Lelièvre 1992). One must be aware
of this risk.

When the observed and omitted characteristics are interdependent, the situation
is more complex. It may be tempting to introduce this heterogeneity in the form of
a distribution of a known type, which Vaupel et al. (1979) have called frailty. When
information on this distribution is available, its introduction is entirely legitimate.
The problem is that, in most cases, we know nothing about this distribution, and it
is often chosen for no other valid reason than convenience. In such circumstances,
some distributions may change the sign of an estimated parameter, whereas a model
without frailty avoids this drawback (Trussell and Richards 1985).

We therefore totally agree with Aalen et al. (2008, p. 425), who, in their extensive
studies on stochastic processes, have tried to identify individual frailty:

As long as there is no specific information about the underlying process and observations
are only made once for each individual, there is little hope of identifying what kind of
process is actually driving the development.

Indeed, for the analysis of non-repetitive events, there is only one model without
unobserved heterogeneity, but an infinity of models with unobserved heterogeneity
(Trussell 1992). Their estimates differ, but none has a solid justification. By contrast,
if we are analyzing repetitive events—such as successive births or migrations—
we have the option of estimating multilevel models that allow the introduction of
unobserved heterogeneity, which reflects the multiple events experienced by every
individual. We shall present these multilevel models later.

The second problem concerns the concept of probability used. Most of the
statisticians who developed the method chose an objective probabilistic approach.
Could an epistemic approach to probability enable us to lift some of the constraints
involved in objective probability? Space precludes a full description of these
different approaches, but we can focus on the constraints linked to statistical
inference (Courgeau 2012).

The purpose of statistical inference is to optimize the use of incomplete
information in order to arrive at the best decision. Statistical inference will therefore
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consist in providing the best possible analysis of a past phenomenon and the best
possible prediction of a similar phenomenon to come. The first point is important
for sciences such as demography or epidemiology, which must analyze human
behavior. The second point is crucial for disciplines such as medicine or public
health, which aim to produce the best possible forecast of the outcome of a treatment
course or a decision on the best policy to implement for achieving a specific effect.
Statistical inference leads, among other things, to testing various hypotheses about
the phenomena studied.

Objectivist methods seek to verify whether a given factor does or does not affect
the phenomenon studied. This brings us to the notion of statistical test, which
involves treating the sample under analysis as one possible selection from an infinity
of samples that we could extract from a population also assumed to be infinite.
When we assign a confidence interval of, say, 95% to a parameter estimated on this
sample, we wish to conclude that the probability of the unknown parameter lying
in the interval is 0.95. In fact, however, the objectivist tells us that this conclusion
is wrong. All we can state is that if we draw an infinity of new samples, then the
new estimated parameters will lie in that interval 95% of the time. As Jeffreys wrote
(1939, p. 377):

The most serious drawback of these definitions, however, is the deliberate omission to give
any meaning to the probability of a hypothesis. All they can do is to set up a hypothesis and
give arbitrary rules for rejecting it in certain circumstances.

That is exactly what happens with objectivist statistical tests. Similarly, the use of
frequentist methods—here, for prediction—will consist in taking the parameters
estimated, for example, by means of maximum likelihood and introducing them into
the distribution function of the new observation. But this does not allow us to factor
in the uncertainty of the parameter estimations, and it will cause us to underestimate
the variance of the predicted distribution.

This is why Jeffreys showed that, if we adopt an epistemic approach, a 95%
confidence interval will mean precisely an interval in which the statistician can
conclude that the unknown parameter will lie with a probability of 0.95. Moreover,
this approach offers a more satisfactory resolution of the prediction problem than we
could obtain with objective probability. All we need to do is calculate the “posterior
predictive distribution” of a future observation from the initially observed data,
which are known. What we obtain is not a single value, as with the objectivist
solution, but a distribution.

These advantages of an epistemic method have led a number of authors to
propose it for event-history analysis (Ibrahim et al. 2001).

The final problem we would like to discuss is the risk of atomistic fallacy
involved in the event-history approach (Robinson 1950). If we can take all individual
characteristics into account to explain a behavior, we may overlook the context
in which the behavior occurs. If, instead, we use a cross-sectional approach, we
only introduce the characteristics of society to explain social facts. This aggregate
approach is, by contrast, vulnerable to the risk of ecological fallacy. We can easily
show that the relationships between two characteristics measured on individuals
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or on proportions applied to different aggregates are generally far from identical
(Courgeau 2007). In the third subsection of this section, we shall see the solution
for overcoming these divergences.

2.2 An Event Sequences Approach

Sequence analysis was first introduced in computer science (Levenshtein 1966),
then in molecular biology to study DNA and RNA sequences (Levitt 1969). It was
imported into the social sciences by the sociologist (Abbott 1983, 1984) to study the
social processes occurring in sequences over a long period.

The main principle of this approach is that social organization derives “from the
regular and predictable pattern of temporal, spatial, hierarchical and other ordered
phenomena that result”. (Cornwell 2015, p. 24–25). So that the key assumption is
that there is such a pattern and that it is socially meaningful. Its purpose appears to
be quite different from the one of the previous models, and is now based in the order
rather than in the duration of phenomena.

In the social sciences, however, this approach rests on less robust mathematical
and statistical foundations than event-history analysis. In its most common setting,
its goal is to describe complete sequences in terms of types reflecting socially
significant trajectories of subjects (individuals or more general entities such as
stimuli in psychology or artifacts in archeology). The approach comprises two
stages. First, it tries to calculate a distance between sequences with the aid of certain
operations (insertions or deletions called “indels” or substitutions) with a given cost
for each operation. The most widely used metric is called Optimal Matching (OM),
but we shall discuss other methods for calculating distances below. In the second
stage, cluster analysis is used to detect types of sequences, grouping subjects into
mutually exclusive categories. Many natural, biologic and social sciences use these
methods, including computer science, biology, sociology, demography, psychology,
anthropology, political science, and linguistics.

With sequence analysis, we can move from a Durkheimian search for causes
(1895), to an emphasis on contexts, connections, and events—a shift about which
(Abbott 1995, p. 93) says “a quiet revolution is underway in social science.”
The surveys tracking individuals for long spells of their lives resemble event-
history surveys, with a focus on observing complete processes without censorship.
Their objectives, by contrast, are very different: while event-history analysis seeks
the causes of phenomena, sequence analysis explores the paths followed without
looking for the reasons for the underlying processes that generate the paths (Robette
and Bry 2012). Individual characteristics are thus of little value in this approach,
apart from the sequence of events and certain characteristics preceding the sequence
analyzed. For instance, the 2001 survey by Lelièvre on “Event histories and contact
circle,” covering a sample of cohorts born between 1930 and 1950, applied a
sequence analysis of occupational trajectories of mothers and daughters in order to
compare them (Robette et al. 2012). However, there exist some attempts to look at
how individual factors may explain the observed heterogeneity between sequences
(Studer et al. 2011).
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This approach is largely based on non-parametric methods that make no assump-
tions about the underlying process over a lifetime. Its goal is to explore and describe
the course of events as a whole, without worrying about the risk of knowing the
events or their determinants. There have also been recent attempts at a Bayesian
extension of the sequence approach with the aid of Hidden Markov Models (Bolano
2014; Helske et al. 2018) or variable length Markov models (Gabadinho and
Ritschard 2016).

Sequence analysis, in turn, raises a new set of problems that differ from those of
event-history analysis. The first problem is mainly a technical one, the others being
more theoretical.

The first problem concerns the metric used in social sciences. The OM metric was
imported from information theory and molecular biology, where it is fully justified
by the basic assumptions. In the social sciences, however, the structure of sequences
is far more complex and the metric used is less self-evident. As Wu (2000, p. 46)
notes:

Part of my skepticism stems, in part, from my inability to see how the operations defining
distances between trajectories (replacements and indels) correspond, even roughly, to
something recognizably social.

For example, if we interpret substitutions as transitions, assigning the same cost for
a substitution from employment to non-employment and for the substitution from
non-employment to employment seems scarcely plausible. Bison (2009) clearly
shows, using simulations, that different substitution costs yield inconsistent results.
As a result, we can find regularities even when none exist (Bison 2014).

To solve these problems, a number of generalizations of the OM method
have been proposed, such as variable substitution costs, different distance mea-
sures, spell-adjusted measures, non-alignment techniques, and monothetic divisive
algorithms. However, with the increase in the number of distances and costs,
their comparability becomes increasingly difficult. We do have some comparisons
between different metrics, but the only studies comparing a large number of metrics
using a set of artificial sequences are those of Robette and Bry (2012) and Studer and
Ritschard (2016). In the former study, the authors did not try to find the best metric
but “rather to unravel the specific patterns to which each alternative is actually more
sensitive” (p. 2). Although they found differences between the results obtained with
different metrics, “the main patterns they conceal will be uncovered by most of the
metrics” (p. 14). However, these differences exist, and Bison’s inconsistent results
leave the comparability problem largely unsolved.

The second problem lies in the use of cluster analysis to detect classes of
sequences. This classification method was used long before sequence analysis, for
example by a psychologist (Tryon 1939) for manual calculation. The advent of
computers spurred the development of many methods to detect significant groups,
but also raised numerous complications, which we shall summarize here.

One of the most important criteria for a good classification is the number of
groups that should exist in a given study. Unfortunately, when the classification
criterion is plotted against the number of groups, in most cases, there is no “sharp
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step” that we can use to determine the ideal number of classes. The choice becomes
highly subjective (Everitt 1979). The assessment of the validity and stability of
the clusters found using different approaches is equally problematic. Regrettably,
there are few validity tests for these approaches, and even fewer tests of their
social significance. A recent comment (Byrne and Uprichard 2012, p. 11) concludes:
‘Although written in the late 1970s, actually many of the “unresolvable problems”
raised in Everitt’s article are still problems today’.

The emphasis on context, connections, and events leads sequence analysis to
abandon regression methods and to view the search for causes as obsolete. This
raises a third problem: “whether the clusters obtained under this method might
be an artifact or something else social” (Wu 2000, p. 51). While unobserved het-
erogeneity was a significant problem in event-history analysis, here even observed
heterogeneity creates difficulties. As sequence analysis tries to capture trajectories
as a whole, the only characteristics that can be introduced are the ones measured
before the start of the trajectory. Introducing characteristics measured later, or time-
dependent characteristics, will raise a host of conceptual problems that are hard to
solve. In section three below, however, we shall see that new attempts to combine
event-history and sequence analysis may offer a partial solution to these problems.

A fourth problem is linked to the fact that sequence analysis—unlike event-
history analysis—cannot fully handle censored observations (Wu 2000, p. 53;
Studer et al. 2018). Such a limitation entails the exclusion of incomplete trajectories
and confines us to a study of the past. For example, as French retirement age was
65 years at the time of the 3B survey, a sequence analysis of occupational careers
would have to be confined to persons born between 1911 and 1916, i.e., one-quarter
of the sample.

Sequence analysis is intended to allow a description of trajectories in terms of
classes, meant to reflect types of social behavior adopted by groups of individuals.
The fifth problem raised is that the meaning of these behaviors is not as clear as
one might imagine. First, as an individual is assigned to only one type, the resulting
classification is very narrow, whereas we know that an individual may in fact be
assigned to a large number of groups such as family, business firms, organizations,
and contact circles. These groups are real entities, whereas the classes obtained with
sequence analysis are open to question. Consequently, what are the grounds for
believing in the existence of these types? Abbott and Tsay (2000, p.27) argue that
sequence methods “would find this particular regularity because people in particular
friendship networks would turn up in groupings of similar fertility careers”. Their
argument, however, assumes that data on these individuals’ friendship networks
are available simultaneously with data on their fertility history. To the best of my
knowledge, however, there are no examples showing the congruence of cluster
results with friendship networks, but only examples of impact of trajectories on
personal network (Aeby et al. 2017).

More recently, several authors have similarly argued that network analysis may
be a valuable tool for solving these problems. Bison (2014), for example, suggests
converting individual sequences into network graphs. While this method makes it
possible “to bring out career patterns that have never previously been observed”
(p. 246), it has major limitations. The most important one, advanced by Bison (id),
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that creates the greatest methodological and philosophical problems is the annulment of
individual sequences. [. . . ] Everything is (con)fused to form a different structure in which
the individual trajectories disappear to make space for a “mean” trajectory that describes
the transitions between two temporally contiguous points.

If we want to stay in the purely descriptive field of sequence analysis, this
characteristic is a genuine hindrance. More recently, Cornwell (2015) goes further
and devotes an entire chapter to “Network methods for sequence analysis” (p. 155–
209). While some methods used in network analysis may be useful in sequence
analysis, it is important to grasp the difference between the goals of the two
approaches. The main goal of sequence analysis, as noted earlier, is to understand
a life history as a whole and to identify its regularities and structures. Network
analysis, as we shall see in the fourth subsection of this section, is focused on
understanding the relationships between entities (individuals, or more general levels
of “collective agency”) and to see how changes at each level drive changes at other
levels. We suggest a solution to this problem in the final synthesis of the third
section.

2.3 A Level Based Approach

While the two preceding analyses operated at a given aggregation level, we shall
now introduce the effects of multiple levels on human behavior. These methods
derive from the hierarchical models used in biometrics and population genetics
since the late 1950s (Henderson et al. 1959). They were then applied in the social
sciences—in sociology by Mason et al. (1983) and in education science in 1986 by
Goldstein (2003).

The simplest solution is to incorporate into the same model the individual’s
characteristics and those of the groups to which (s)he belongs. These “contextual”
models differ from cross-sectional models, which explained aggregate behavior
by equally aggregate characteristics. We can thus eliminate the risk of ecological
fallacy, for the aggregate characteristic will measure a different construct from its
equivalent at individual level. It now acts not as a substitute, but as a characteristic
of the sub-population that will influence the behavior of one of its members.
Simultaneously, we remove the atomistic fallacy, as we take into consideration the
context in which the individual lives.

However, contextual models impose highly restrictive conditions on the formu-
lation of the log-odds (logarithm of relative risks) as a function of characteristics.
In particular, the models assume that individual members of a group behave
independently of one another. In practice, the risk incurred by a member of a
given group depends on the risks encountered by the group’s other members.
Overlooking this intra-group dependence biases the estimates of the variances of
contextual effects, generating excessively narrow confidence intervals. Moreover,
for individuals in different groups, the log-odds cannot vary freely but are subject to
tight constraints (Loriaux 1989; Courgeau 2007).
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Multilevel models offer a solution to this double problem. By incorporating
different aggregation levels into a single model, they generalize the usual regression
models. The basic assumption is that the groups’ residuals are normally distributed.
The analysis can thus focus exclusively on their variances and covariances, but may
introduce individual or group characteristics at different levels.

Multilevel analysis no longer focuses on the group, as in the aggregate approach,
or on the individual, as in the event-history approach. Instead, it incorporates the
individual into a broader set of levels. It thus resolves the antagonism between
holism and methodological individualism (Franck 1995, p. 79):

Once we have admitted the metaphysical or metadisciplinary concept of hierarchy, it no
longer makes sense to choose between holism and atomism, and—as regards the social
sciences—between holism and individualism.

We can finally say that this approach regards “a person’s behavior as dependent
on his or her past history, viewed in its full complexity, but it will be necessary
to add that this behavior can also depend on external constraints on the individual,
whether he or she is aware of them or not” (Courgeau 2007, p. 79). It can be seen as
complementary of event-history analysis but is less linked to sequence analysis.

This approach, however, requires new types of surveys to define and capture
the various levels to examine (Courgeau 2007). It has been used in biometrics,
population genetics, education science, demography, epidemiology, economics,
ecology, and other disciplines. Its methods are basically semi-parametric but can
take non-parametric forms, as in factor analysis models.

Although some of these models use the frequentist paradigm, they generally
adopt the Bayesian paradigm in order to deal effectively with nested or clustered
data (Draper 2008). However, as Greenland (2000) notes, the multilevel approach
makes it possible to unify the two paradigms, leading to an empirical Bayes
estimate.

But again new problems arise: the three first ones are technical while the last one
is mainly structural.

As group characteristics, the multilevel approach often uses mean values,
variances or even covariances of group members’ characteristics. The first problem
is that we must go beyond this approach, for we need a fuller definition of the
aims and rules prevailing in a group in order to explain a collective action. What
are the mechanisms of social influence that permit the emergence of a collectively
owned social capital in different contexts—a capital that “is more than the sum of
the various kinds of relationship that we entertain”? (Adler and Kwon 2002, p. 36).

The second problem is that “independence among the individuals derives solely
from common group membership.” (Wang et al. 2013, p. 125). In fact, the groups
are generally more complex. For example a family, generally treated as a simple
group, is composed of parents and children, who can play very different and even
conflicting roles. This dissymmetry of roles partly undermines the value of the
family for multilevel analysis, in which we are looking for what unites group
members rather than what divides them. As a result, we take into account the
interactions between group members and their changes over time in order to fully
incorporate their social structure. In the next subsection, we discuss how a multilevel
network approach makes it possible to avoid this problem.
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The third problem stems from the difficulty of defining valid groups. It leads to
the use of geographic or administrative groupings that often have little impact on
their inhabitants’ behavior. However, by observing existing networks through more
detailed surveys, such as those included in the Stanford Large Network Data Set
Collection, we should be able to avoid using these unsatisfactory groupings.

The fourth problem is that, while multilevel analysis enables us to incorporate
a growing number of levels that constitute a society, it continues to focus on only
one of these levels—an event, an individual or a group. As a result, this “approach
assumes that links between groups are non-existent.” (Wang et al. 2013, p. 1). On
the contrary, it is important to take the analysis further by trying to identify the
interactions that necessarily exist between the various levels. In Franck’s words
(1995, p. 79): “the point now is to determine how the different stages or levels
connect, from top to bottom and from bottom to top.” We shall now see how the
analysis of social networks allows us to solve this problem.

2.4 A Network Based Approach

While earlier examples exist, research on social networks effectively began with the
work of the sociologists Moreno and Jennings, particularly with a paper (1938)
in which they used the term “network theory” and proposed statistics of social
configurations. Until the 1970s, however, while research teams in various social
sciences worked on network analysis, no cumulative theory resulted (Freeman
2004). Social networks did not begin to be regarded as a full-fledged research
field until the 1970s and 1980s. The development of structural models introduced
by White et al. (1976) and Freeman (1989) made it possible to examine the
interdependent relationships between actors and the similar relationships between
actors’ positions in the different social networks.

The principle of this approach is to “identify different levels of agency, but
also intermediary levels and social forms (such as systems of social niches and
systems of heterogeneous dimensions of status), and relational infrastructures that
help members in constructing new organizations at higher levels of agency and in
managing intertwined dilemmas of collective actions” (Lazega and Snijders 2016,
p. 360). It permits to answer to the two last structural problems of sequence analysis,
in introducing networks, and the last one of multilevel analysis, in introducing the
interactions which exist between the various levels.

This approach rests on robust mathematical foundations. These, however, differ
substantially from the previous ones, as the assumption that observations of individ-
uals are independent no longer holds: network analysis argues that units do not act
independently but influence each other. The use of graph theory and matrix analysis
is important in this field (Wasserman and Faust 1994). Many disciplines—and not
only the social sciences—have adopted this approach. They include information
science, computer science, management, communication, engineering, economics,
psychology, political science, public health, medicine, physics, sociology, geogra-
phy, and demography.
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More recently, we have seen the development of a multilevel network analysis
that has provided the link with multilevel analysis. While network theory generally
analyzes one given level, the newer approach examines not only the networks
that exist at different levels but also the links between levels. It has led to major
extensions of existing models of social structures, with networks as dependent
variables. One class of models tries to “reveal the interdependencies among the
micro-, macro-, and meso-level networks,” (Wang et al. 2013, p. 97), the meso-level
being defined here as between nodes of two adjacent models”. They generalize
graph models for multiple networks. A second category of models accommodate
“multiple partially exchangeable networks for parameter estimation, as well as
pools information for multiple networks to assess treatment and covariate effects”
(Sweet et al. 2013, p. 298). Often called hierarchical network models, they are
a generalization of the multilevel models described in the previous section. A
third type of model “partition[s] the units at all levels into groups by taking all
available information into account and determining the ties among these groups.”
(Žiberna 2014, p. 50). It is a generalization of classical blockmodeling developed
for relationships between individuals.

Like the multilevel approach, many of these models use Bayesian estimators—
which offer many algorithmic advantages, particularly for non-nested data stru-
ctures—and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms. They use the fre-
quentist paradigm as well as the epistemic paradigm, producing more general
estimators of the empirical Bayes estimator type (Greenland 2000).

This approach requires surveys capable of capturing different levels simul-
taneously. For example, a survey on relationship networks captured the family,
occupational relationships, friendly relationships, and memberships in various
organizations and groups for individuals living in a rural area (Courgeau 1972).
A network analysis of this survey (Forsé 1981) used a complete diagram of
acquaintance networks to construct “sociability” groups distinguished by social and
demographic characteristics. Other examples of more restricted networks include
biomedical research networks and a secluded monastery (White et al. 1976), as
well as larger networks such as those found in the Stanford Large Network Data
Set Collection, which comprises social networks, citation networks, collaborative
networks, Internet networks, and so on (Leskovec et al. 2009).

What new problems will this approach now encounter? They are now mainly
technical ones.

An initial problem is the difficulty of capturing the ties between individuals or
in collecting available data on the subject. To begin with, the ties will never be
exhaustive, and the many reasons for their limitation complicate their study. Very
often, such surveys can capture only a limited number of ties, and the number
may vary substantially between surveys. There is also an ambiguity about how to
designate ties: the term “best friends” may have a different meaning from “friends
most frequently met” or “most trustworthy person.” While a survey may ask a
respondent for information on different kinds of relationship networks such as
family, friends or work colleagues, an existing data collection, such as people linked
on Facebook, will not allow this distinction. Some respondents may even report
more connections with popular, attractive or powerful persons than they actually
maintain.
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A second problem is that network clusters are generally created by the researcher
rather than pre-existing. The method used to create them requires many decisions
that are hard to take in a truly scientific way. As Žiberna (2014, p. 50) noted:

In conceptual terms, the main disadvantages are that there are no clear guidelines concern-
ing what are the appropriate restrictions for ties between levels and what are appropriate
weights for different parts of multi-relational networks, that is for level specific one-mode
networks and for the two-mode networks.

While this statement relates more specifically to Žiberna’s blockmodeling approach,
it also applies to the more general multilevel network approach. In both cases, the
researcher must decide whether to include or exclude people from a given network,
merge or divide network clusters, and so on. Such decisions are needed to allow
statistical analysis later on.

A third problem is the difficulty of introducing individual or network character-
istics in the study. This can be done only by using the hierarchical network model.
But, even in this case, few data sets give measures of the effects of characteristics
or measures of network structure (Sweet et al. 2013). These characteristics may be
individual, network-specific, tie-specific, or a combination of the three.

A fourth problem concerns the introduction of time in these studies. Here as
well, very few surveys enable us to observe changes in networks over time. Some
multi-wave surveys capture network structure at different times. Lazega et al. (2011)
used a three-wave survey to show that an organization’s structure remains the same
regardless of its membership’s turnover. However, we need more detailed surveys
on the changes in networks over a long, continuous period in order to study the
changes that may occur, up to and including the end of a network.

We can conclude this examination of the problems and challenges of multilevel
network analysis with the following quotation (Lazega and Snijders 2016, p. 260):

Among the most difficult [challenges], we find combining network dynamics and multilevel
analysis by providing statistical approaches to how changes at each level of collective
agency drive the evolution of changes at other levels of collective agency. In all these
domains, much remains to be done.

Arguably, these problems should be seen more as a challenge for future research
than as insuperable difficulties.

3 Toward a Synthesis

After describing and assessing four approaches—with different goals—to under-
standing human behavior, let us now see if we can give a more synthetic view of
them. We begin by examining two basic concepts without which no social science
would be possible.

The first concept is the creation of an abstract fictitious individual, whom we
can call a statistical individual as distinct from an observed individual. While for
Aristotle (around 350 BC, Book I, Part 2, 1356b) “individual cases are so infinitely
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various that no systematic knowledge of them is possible,” Graunt (1662) was the
first to introduce the possibility of a population science by setting aside the observed
individual—too complex for study—and using statistics on a small number of
characteristics, yielding a statistical individual. In Courgeau’s words (2012, p. 197):

Under this scenario, two observed individuals, with identical characteristics, will certainly
have different chances of experiencing a given event, for they will have an infinity of
other characteristics that can influence the outcome. By contrast, two statistical individuals,
seen as units of a repeated random draw, subjected to the same sampling conditions and
possessing the same characteristics, will have the same probability of experiencing the
event.

The statistical individual having been thus defined, the key assumption that allows
the use of probability theory here is that of exchangeability (de Finetti 1937), which
we can formulate simply as follows: n trials will be said to be exchangeable if
the joint probability distribution is invariant for all permutations of the n units.
Social scientists routinely use exchangeability for the residuals obtained, taking
into account the various characteristics included in their analysis. In so doing, they
distinguish the statistical individual from the observed individual.

The second concept is the statistical network, as distinct from observed networks.
It was introduced more recently, by Coleman (1958). While observed networks may
be as diverse as the different kinds of ties existing between individuals—consistently
with Aristotle’s comment on individuals—statistical networks are obtained from
an analysis of ties between individuals along with and the choice of criteria to
circumscribe the ties. Here as well, the basic assumption that allows the use of
probability theory is that of the exchangeability of networks and the individuals
that compose them, taking into account the characteristics introduced at each level.

It is interesting to compare these two concepts with the contexts proposed
by Billari (2015) to explain population change, namely, the micro- and macro-
level contexts. In fact, Billari clearly recognizes the abstract concept of statistical
individual—the same concept proposed here—as the basis of the micro-level
context. For the macro-level context, however, he only proposes to examine how
“population patterns re-emerge from action and interaction of individuals” (p. S13),
without fully recognizing the abstract concept underlying the interactions: the
statistical network, which makes it possible to flesh out this macro-analysis. As an
example, we have already seen how multilevel analysis reconciles the macro- and
micro-level results.

Once these two main concepts are defined, we can see that the study of time
between events and the study of event sequences are directly connected to the
same concept of statistical individual. Despite the earlier-noted difference in their
approaches to this individual, we can regard them as two complementary ways to
study the individual. Furthermore, some recent studies combine the advantages of
the two approaches by modeling “interaction between macro-institutional configu-
rations and individual life-course trajectories” (Studer et al. 2018). The definition
of event-history analysis, already given on the first subsection of the second section
of this chapter easily extends to sequence analysis. The itinerary is followed event
after event in the first approach and with more complex sequences of events in the
second approach.
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Similarly, we can see that the contextual, multilevel, and multilevel network
approaches are simultaneously connected to the same concept of statistical network.
They also seem complementary. We can say that contextual and multilevel analysis
focuses on attributes of both individuals and levels, whereas network multilevel
analysis focuses on relationships combining the different levels. The paradigm
offered for the contextual and multilevel approach is “to explain dependent variables
by models containing multiple sources of random variation and including explana-
tory variables defined as aggregate or other higher-order units” (Lazega and Snijders
2016, p. 3). They can easily extend this paradigm to the network-based approach,
with the additional specification that it “means analyzing separately, then jointly,
several models of collective agency” (p. 4).

Interestingly, multilevel approaches may be seen as complementing event-history
analysis by introducing the effects of membership of different levels on individual
behavior. Similarly, multilevel network analysis may be seen as complementary
to sequence analysis. This proximity may explain why Cornwell (2015) tries
to introduce network analysis methods in sequence analysis. However, sequence
methods rely mostly on a grouping of statistical individuals determined by personal
criteria, while network methods introduce statistical networks from the outset.

The problems encountered when using one of the four approaches above
are easily solved by simultaneously examining the statistical individual and the
statistical network by means of a more general biographical multilevel network
analysis. As noted earlier, such an approach avoids the risk of atomistic or ecological
fallacy by using a synthesis of holism and methodological individualism. It also
avoids having to choose between Bayesian and frequentist probability through the
use of a more general compromise on confidence distributions (Schweder and Hjort
2016), paving the way for a more satisfactory statistical inference. By introducing
networks that yield a better understanding of human behavior, it offers solutions to
several problems posed by unobserved heterogeneity. It is also likely that a number
of problems involved in sequence analysis—such as the choice of metric, cluster
analysis, and the question of whether the groups formed actually exist—can be
solved by undertaking more complex surveys on social networks. These would
enable us to replace theoretical clusters with real networks of individuals linked
together by existing social forces. Similarly, the main problems raised by multilevel
analysis could be solved more easily by multilevel network analysis, such as the use
of a Multilevel Social Influence (MSI) model (Agneessens and Koskinen 2016) to
explain the emergence of social capital, and the use of Exponential Random Graph
Models (ERGMs) to show that within-level network structures depend on network
structures at other levels (Wang et al. 2016).

Lastly, we believe that the problems posed more recently by multilevel network
analysis should be seen as a challenge for future research rather than as insuperable
difficulties. For example, such an analysis will reach its full potential when
truly longitudinal observations of the multiple levels analyzed become available,
providing a combination of individual and network event histories. Collecting data
and providing valid statistical approaches to solve this problem will be necessary
and appear to be a challenge for such a biographical multilevel network analysis.
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4 Conclusion

If we define a scientific approach solely by its methods, we inevitably adopt a partial
view of the core of the approach. We must now set up a more robust research
program for demography and, more generally, the social sciences—a program that
converges with the now well—established program of the physical and biological
sciences. The source for this program can be traced back to Bacon in 1620 (Bacon
et al. 2000, XIX, p. 36):

There are, and can be, only two ways to investigate and discover truth. The one leaps from
senses and particulars to the most general axioms, and from these principles and their
settled truth, determines and discovers intermediate axioms; this is the current way. The
other elicits axioms from sense and particulars, rising in a gradual and unbroken ascent to
arrive at last at the most general axioms; this is the true way, but it has not been tried.

Bacon calls the second approach induction, not in the meaning later given to the term
by Hume and his empiricist tradition—i.e., the generalization of observations—but
in the sense of the search for the structure of observed phenomena. That is how
Galileo, Newton, Graunt, Einstein, Darwin, and others developed their approach to
the study of phenomena—whether physical, biological or social.

It is important for the social sciences to begin by observing and measuring
social facts, for this measurement, far from being of secondary importance, makes it
possible to assess the “potentialities” of a social fact (Courgeau 2013). Next, instead
of relying on often arbitrary hypotheses, the modeling of observed phenomena
should follow the method recommended by Bacon by analyzing the interactions
between the networks created by people and seeking their structure (Franck 2002;
Courgeau et al. 2017).

While we can argue that individuals each have an unlimited and unknowable
number of characteristics with their own freedom of choice, social science can show
that they are born in a given society with its rules and laws, which restrain their
freedom, and that they are subject to biological laws, which are the same for all
humans. This is what allows the existence of a social science that takes into account
a limited number of characters and is based on a set of concepts without which these
characters would be inconceivable or impossible (Franck 2002).

We should like to conclude by emphasizing the following point. We have more
often viewed the social sciences as a whole to which certain approaches applied and
not others. We must now consider that it is not by erasing the boundaries between
disciplines that we can improve our knowledge (Franck 1999). The boundaries are
real, for each discipline endeavors to analyze different properties of human societies.
However, we believe it is possible to construct a new formal object that can explain
certain properties of human societies—an object that transcends existing disciplines
and allows their synthesis.
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Case Studies of Combining Sequence
Analysis and Modelling

Mervi Eerola

1 Introduction

The recent two decades have shown that sequence analysis is a valuable tool for
life course analysis. While the significance of the past and future is of fundamental
importance in event-history analysis, sequence analysis, which in its basic form is
ignorant to this distinction, seems to highlight the diversity of life patterns in a way
that cannot be achieved with traditional statistical modelling. Several improvements
and contributions either to the dissimilarity measures or to the cost matrix have
been suggested to the original version. However, the question still remains whether
the colourful figures of individual index plots or state distribution plots merely
pose interesting hypotheses and further questions rather than provide analytic
answers to the causes of life course differences. Therefore, current consensus in this
research area seems to emphasize combining the benefits of both approaches. In
this methodological paper, I shall present three case studies of life course analysis
in which the clustering of the sequences has been combined, or contrasted, with
modelling. Two of the studies are already published and one is an ongoing project.
The results and complete versions can be found in the References. In the Discussion,
the experiences of using both methods are compared in more detail and their role in
life course analysis is evaluated.
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2 Case Study 1: Prediction of Excess Depressive Symptoms
and Life Events

This study investigated how the timing and pattern of certain life events, here
partnership formation and steady employment, affect the prediction of parenthood,
especially remaining childless, and whether this is associated with excess depressive
symptoms in middle age. The participants of the Finnish Jyväskylä Longitudinal
Study of Personality and Social Development (JYLS), born in 1959, were from 12
randomly selected second-grade classes in Jyväskylä, Central Finland. They were
followed from age 8 to 50. The original sample consisted of 173 girls and 196 boys.
A life history calendar (LHC) was used to collect information about partnership
status, children, studies, and work, as well as other important life events. The
occurrence, timing, and duration of the transitions were recorded annually from
age 15 to age 50 during interviews in which 275 participants gave reports based
on memory and visual aids provided by the LHC-sheet. Since both partnership
formation and career events can have variable patterns in time, and be interpreted
as ‘states’ also, we were interested in investigating what information probabilistic
multistate models on one hand, and sequence analysis, on the other hand, can
provide about the study question.

2.1 Multistate Models

We considered the life course events in an observation interval T as a marked point
process (T ,X) specifying the sequence of events by a pair of random variables, the
occurrence time T and a mark X identifying the event (e.g. Arjas 1989). Other
presentations of multistate models can be found, for example, in Andersen and
Keiding (2002).

The discrete time event-specific hazard of event x is the conditional probability

px(t) = P(ΔNx(t) = 1 | FN
t−1)

of a jump of type x in time interval t ∈ T in the counting process Nx(t) =∑
t≥1 1(T ≤ t, X = x), given its internal history FN

t−1 generated by the points
and marks until time t − 1. We denote the extended history by Ht = FN

t ∨ Z0,

where Z0 are covariates fixed at time t = 0 already. The crude hazard that any event
happens in the interval t is the sum over event-specific hazards p(t) = ∑

x px(t).

While the hazard of an event gives a very short-term prediction of the life course,
prediction probabilities associated with the marked point process give a long-term
prediction of some random event for the whole observed interval in a life course
(e.g. Eerola 1994; Putter et al. 2007; Eerola and Helske 2016). They are functions of
event-specific hazards but provide more comparable results with sequence analysis
than simple hazard analysis.
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Fig. 1 A schematic model of multistate model for the JYLS data. (Source: Eerola and Helske
2016, reprinted by permission of SAGE publications)

In a multistate model the state-space can increase rapidly, so we only considered
the first occurrences of partnership formation (P ), child births (C), and steady
employment (W ) for each of which we specified event-specific hazards (that is,
for X = W , P or C). For example, the hazard of entering steady employment when
the other events have not yet occurred, is in the general form

pW(t) = P(TW = t | TW ≥ t, TP ≥ t, TC ≥ t)

where TW is the time (age) of first steady employment, and the other event time
variables are defined accordingly. As a statistical model for the discrete time hazard
of event x, a piecewise constant logistic model with time-dependent indicator
variables for earlier events

px(t) = (1 + exp(−β ′Z(t)))−1

was used. The covariate vector Z(t) comprises indicator variables for the events
in Fig. 1, as well as piecewise constant indicators for time (age). For example, the
covariate ZW(t) = 1 if steady employment was reached at age t and 0 before that.

The prediction probabilities of remaining childless are sums of the probabilities
of all paths of remaining childless within the prediction interval when all possible
timings of partnership formation and steady employment are considered. The most
complicated path results when nothing has yet happened at the prediction time t ,
the other paths being special cases of it. In particular, when initial partnership (P )
and entering working life (W ) have already occurred by the prediction time t , the
prediction is simply the survival probability (for time points 0 < v � w < t < u)

P(TC > u | TW = v, TP = w, TC ≥ t) =
u∏

s=t+1

(1 − pC|WP (s | v,w)).

Fixing the prediction time t, the prediction interval from t + 1 to u (the last
observation time), or the history, results in different visual representations of the
predictions. For example, fixing prediction interval and history, and identifying
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t with the occurrence time of a life event, compares factual and counterfactual
predictions of remaining childless, depending on whether the event x in fact
occurred at t , or not. Finally, the prediction of excess depressive symptoms if the
person remained childless until age 42, given the history of partnership formation
and entry to stable employment, is the joint conditional probability (for 15 < t ≤
42)

P(TC>42,D(42)>d∗ | Ht )=P(D(42)>d∗ | TC > 42)P (TC > 42 | Ht )

in which D(42) is the score of depressive symptoms at age 42 and d∗ is the median
score in the study population.

2.2 Sequence Analysis

As a comparison, we performed multidimensional sequence analysis. Pairwise
comparison of the original sequences using the Hamming distance resulted in eight
clusters. They differed mostly in terms of timing of partnership and parenthood, and
to a lesser extent in terms of the length of education. To associate these results with
depression in middle age, we used the individual cluster membership indicator as a
covariate in a logistic regression predicting higher than median depression score d∗,
as before. This covariate was used as a ‘proxy’ variable for parenthood, partnership
and employment history. For a generic individual, the model was

logit(P (D(42) > d∗ | c)) = α + βZ(c)

with Z(c) = 1, if the individual was a member of cluster c. Only the most deviant
cluster (“singles or late family”) had significantly higher odds of excess depressive
symptoms than the other clusters. This supports our results with the prediction
probabilities but is less informative in terms of separating individual effects or
timing effect in general. More results of the study can be found in Eerola and Helske
(2016).

3 Case Study 2: Antecedents and Consequences of
Transitional Pathways to Adulthood

This study from developmental psychology linked two types of longitudinal data:
the sequences of young people’s transitions to adulthood and longitudinal data
of psychological resources. The study investigated the extent to which university
students’ depressive symptoms, and the strategies they deploy in achievement
and social situations (Nurmi et al. 1995) at the beginning of university studies
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Fig. 2 A schematic model of the structural equation model for the HELS data. (Source: Salmela-
Aro et al. 2014, reprinted by permission of Springer)

would predict their transitional pathways, and the extent to which the pathways
contribute to depressive symptoms later in adulthood. The study was part of the
Helsinki Longitudinal Student Study (HELS study). The participants were 182
undergraduates who started their studies at the University of Helsinki in 1991
and were born in or around 1970. A life history calendar was completed in 2008,
retrospectively reporting on key life events during the years 1991–2008 (residence,
partnership, parenthood and career).

In a previous study (Salmela-Aro et al. 2011), six clusters (transitional pathways)
were identified by sequence analysis. Figure 2 shows a schematic model of the
study. A strategy-specific structural equation model combined the submodels for
achievement and social strategies with depressive symptoms at the start of follow-
up, with the model for transitional pathways, and finally with the model for
depressive symptoms at the end of follow-up.

3.1 Model for Strategies Accounting for Depressive Symptoms

We defined hierarchical factor models for social and achievement strategies (social
optimism, social withdrawal, achievement optimism or task-irrelevant behaviour) as

yijs = λiηjs + εijs, s = 1, . . . , 4, j = 1, . . . , 182

ηsj = η0s + γsx
pre
j + ζsj

where yijs is the ith item measuring a particular strategy s and ηsj is the factor
corresponding to that strategy for individual j, λi is the factor loading of item
i, and εijs is the unique factor of item i for strategy s. The hierarchical or
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multilevel structure of the factor model (Muthén 1994; Goldstein 2011) assumes
that depressive symptoms at the start of the follow-up may affect the strategies, and
this is accomplished in the model by allowing each strategy factor to depend on the
individual’s depression score. The parameter η0s is the mean level of the factor s, γs

is the regression coefficient of depressive symptoms score x
pre
j at the start of studies

in 1991, and ζsj refers to the individual-specific deviation from the mean factor level
η0s . In this model, only the items of the strategy measures and the depression scores
are observable. The factors ηsj and the error variables εijs for items and ζsj for
factors are assumed zero-mean normal random variables.

3.2 Model for Transitional Pathways Accounting for Strategies

The predictive value of social and achievement strategies for the probability of fol-
lowing a particular pathway was studied by binary or multinomial logistic regression
models with the membership indicator of a particular transitional pathway as the
dependent variable. Achievement and social strategies were included as separate
predictors. Since the most distinguishing factor between the six pathways was that
some life events did not occur at all, or that their timing was exceptionally late,
we estimated a joint model for the pathways that we called postponed (singles with
slow career who never lived in a partnership during the follow-up, and slow starters,
whose transitions were postponed in general). They were combined to a postponed
group (n = 56). The remaining four pathways (fast starters, fast partnership and
late parenthood, career and family, and career and unsteady partnerships) were
combined to a non-postponed group (n = 126).

The model for the log-odds of belonging to the postponed vs. non-postponed
pathway which accounts for social and achievement strategies was of the form

θ
post
sj = logit(P (y

post
j = 1 | ηsj )) = αs + βsηsj

Here y
post
j is the membership indicator of postponed pathway, βs the regression

coefficient of factor ηsj of strategy s for individual j.

3.3 Model for Depressive Symptoms When Accounting for
Pathways

The model for the expected level of depressive symptoms in 2008, which accounts
for pathway and indirectly also the initial level of depression and the strategies, is
for each strategy

μsj = μ0 + δ1s exp(θ
post
sj ).
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The parameter μ0 is the mean level of depressive symptoms in 2008, exp(θ
post
sj ) the

individual- and strategy-specific odds of following the postponed pathway, and δ1s

are the direct effects of pathway, containing also the indirect effects of initial-level
depressive symptoms and strategies. This model was contrasted with the model of
direct effect of the initial level of depressive symptoms

μj = μ0 + δ2x
pre
j

on the level of depression in 2008, where the parameter δ2 is the direct effect of
the initial level of depression symptoms in 1991, without considering the effect of
strategies or pathways. This 18-year follow-up showed that depressive symptoms at
the beginning of studies were associated with pessimistic and avoidant strategies
in both achievement and social situations, which further predicted postponed
pathways later on. The transitional pathways also contributed subsequent changes
in depressive symptoms. More results of this study can be found in Salmela-Aro
et al. (2014).

4 Case Study 3: Pathways to Social Exclusion

The so called NEET problem (Not in education, not in employment or training) has
in many countries initiated special government policy acts to prevent young people,
especially young men, from ending up in social exclusion. By social exclusion
is usually meant a combination of problems such as unemployment, unfinished
education, low incomes, alcohol problems, crime, bad health and unstable family
conditions. These problems are linked and mutually reinforcing, and can create a
vicious cycle in a person’s life course. Cross-sectional studies are not helpful when
trying to understand the dynamics of this process.

In this ongoing study, we are in particular interested in originating events or
factors of risk accumulation and potential turning points in a young person’s trajec-
tory. We use the Finnish National Birth Cohort 1987 (around 60,000 individuals)
data from the years 2005–2012 when the members were 18 to 25 years old. The
cohort can be combined with all official registers, from which we restrict to data
on unemployment, education and use of social benefits, episodes in mental health
care and reimbursement of medicine expenses for mental illness, inpatient days due
to intoxicant abuse and notifications in crime register. As usual with register data,
it is important to analyse carefully which outcomes are results of the social benefit
system itself to prevent from meaningless modelling.
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4.1 Sequence Analysis

Sequence analysis is here used to find the most vulnerable individuals for the
follow-up. Two clusters out of 12 (together around 10% or 6000 individuals)
having the most fragmentary trajectories in terms of the main activity classification
(“Employed”, “Unemployed”, “Studying”, “Other”) are chosen for further analysis.
Several approaches can be suggested to analyse underlying lifetime periods charac-
terised by the accumulation of risk factors.

4.2 Risk Pattern Analysis

Let ya = (y1a, . . . , y6a)
′ be individual’s observed risk pattern at age a where

y1, . . . , y6 are indicators of the measured risk factors (outside of work force, lowest
educational attainment, living on social benefits, mental health care or medication,
intoxicant abuse and criminal record, respectively). This amounts to M = 26

possible binary risk patterns in each follow-up year.
We assume that ηa is a latent state with values s ∈ S representing underlying

situational characteristics of a young person at age a. As usual in hierarchical mod-
elling, we assume that the observed indicators {yia} are conditionally independent
given ηa at each a. This is a latent transition model (e.g. Collins and Lanza 2010)
of observed risk patterns given the dynamics of the underlying latent states.

Denote the conditional probability of risk factor i at age a by P(Yia = 1 |
ηa = s) = pa(i | s) and the transition probability to latent state s at age a by
P(ηa = s | ηa−1 = r) = qa(s | r), s, r ∈ S, given that the previous latent state at
age a − 1 was r . For a generic individual, the (marginal) probability of risk patterns
in the follow-up is then

P(Y = y) =
∑

sa

25∏

a=18

{P(ηa = s | ηa−1 = r)P (Ya = m | ηa = s)}

=
∑

sa

πs

25∏

a=19

qa(s | r)

25∏

a=18

[
6∏

i=1

pa(i | s)yia (1 − pa(i | s))1−yia ]

=
∑

sa

πs

25∏

a=19

qa(s | r)

25∏

a=18

[
M∏

m=1

pa(m | s)1(ya=m)]

when summing over all possible latent states at ages a = 18, . . . , 25. πs is the initial
probability of latent state s at age a = 18 and 1(ya = m) = 1 if the observed risk
pattern at age a is m.
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If we, in turn, assume that ηa = η, where η is an inherent tendency or ‘trait’,
predisposing to marginalisation, which can be partially observed in terms of the
accumulating risk factors, we would consider it as a fixed continuous latent variable.
If the probability of the observed risk factors change by age, this is a dynamic latent
trait model (e.g. Lord and Novick 1968).

A hidden Markov model (e.g. Rabiner 1989) has a similar probability structure
but the observed states y would then be the main activity groups “Employed”,
“Unemployed”, “Studying”, “Other”. To include the risk factors, we can either
enlarge the state space by combining the statuses of the risk factors with the main
activity groups resulting in states such as “Other/LowEdu/MHealth/Drugs/Crime”
which would resemble multidimensional sequence analysis. A more natural way is
to define the transition rates or transition probabilities between the four main activity
groups with time-dependent covariates as in Case 1.

4.3 Predictions of Positive Trajectories

Since there already exists several studies on the prevalence of risk factors for
NEET, yet another approach is to estimate predictions of no marginalisation, that
is, predictions of integration into the labour market or in educational trajectories
by age 26 when avoiding a particular risk factor along the developmental pathway
while experiencing others. As in Case study 1, such “What if” -analyses compare
two probabilities: that of an individual, initially at high risk, but who avoids a
particular risk factor (mental health problems, criminal records, living on social
benefits, lowest educational level) at least until age a, with the probability of not
avoiding it, given other risk factors. Since we are interested in the effects of risk
factors on the positive outcome (integration into labour market or education), it is
the difference of these probabilities that allows us to evaluate the effect of timing on
the positive trajectory.

5 Discussion

This paper has illustrated three case studies which combine sequence analysis and
probabilistic modelling in life course analysis. In the first, prediction probabilities
for individual’s entire observed life trajectory were estimated to find out how the
timing of certain life events affects the prediction of an outcome. Since all of the
life events could repeat in time, sequence analysis provided a much more detailed
picture of the life patterns while multistate models restricted to the first events
only. Nevertheless, for the analytic and ‘causal-like’ questions posed in the study,
sequence analysis turned out to be less helpful.
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In the second case study, multivariate psychological measures before and after
the pathway analysis were combined into a larger structural equation model.
Embedding the clustering results from sequence analysis in it allowed for including
the multidimensional information about the trajectories in a way that could hardly
be achieved with a few covariates. However, this information is often weak because
individuals may in fact have characteristics of several overlapping clusters. Since
clustering is based on the matrix of pairwise distances, and not on the individual
sequences any more, explanatory models based on membership indicators can be
rather unspecific. The cluster characteristics are not then representative to all its
members, and sensitivity analysis with, for example, MDS plots can be useful.
Lundevaller et al. (2018) used the combined SA states directly as covariates in Cox
regression models but this approach would require a larger dataset than they had.
Rossignon et al. (2018) propose to add the individual trajectory as a time-dependent
covariate which resembles our logistic risk models with time-dependent indicators
for the events of the multistate model in Case 1.

The third case study uses sequence analysis to find the most plausible cases for
the follow-up from a large register data while leaving the rest of the cohort as a
reference, if needed. Initial clustering with SA allows again multidimensional and
time-dependent criteria to extract out a subgroup for further analysis. In Helske
et al. (2018) clustering with SA was used to get initial values for the latent states of
a hidden Markov model.

Preserving diversity in life-histories in the preliminary stage usually means that
we need dimension reduction in later stage. In this paper, we have used latent
variable (hierarchical) modelling in various ways for this purpose. Latent variables
may have different interpretations: individual-specific tendency to respond (latent
response models), deviation from group-specific mean behaviour (mixed models),
frailty (excess risk for an event in survival models), or an underlying hypothetical
construct or trait which can be observed as a pattern of multiple items (latent trait
models, IRT models etc.). In latent transition models or hidden Markov models
the latent structure is dynamic and, especially for multichannel problems, the
interpretation of the latent states becomes sometimes quite difficult.

Sequence analysis is undoubtedly most effective in grasping the ‘big picture’ of
the state dynamics in population-level studies. It provides an easily understandable
visual representation (proportions of states by time) of multidimensional longitu-
dinal data with minimal simplification of the original data. The figures lead to
questions as to why these observed differences between population groups exist.
This often requires individual-level information, which unfortunately, apart from
the membership indicator, is lost in clustering. More specific causal inquiries, such
as “How would the trajectory of an individual of certain type most likely be, had
he/she faced (or avoided) a particular life event, which he/she didn’t, given that
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everything else had been the same?” are only possible in probabilistic modelling.
In a more general sense, however, combining SA with statistical modelling allows
quantitative comparative analysis of observed differences in terms of explanatory
covariates, and evaluation of their significance.
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Glass Ceilings, Glass Escalators
and Revolving Doors

Comparing Gendered Occupational Trajectories
and the Upward Mobility of Men and Women in West
Germany

Lydia Malin and Ramsey Wise

1 Introduction

Several studies have demonstrated a female disadvantage with regards to upward
occupational mobility due to structural barriers commonly referred to as “glass
ceilings” (Maume 1999a; Reskin 1993; Cotter et al. 2001). These barriers are often
attributed to prejudice based on gender stereotypes of social roles (e.g. Eagly 2003;
Eagly and Karau 2002) as well as discrimination and stigmatization, particularly of
mothers (Aisenbrey et al. 2009; Benard and Correll 2010; Budig et al. 2012; England
2005; Gangl and Ziefle 2009). In addition to studies of a female disadvantage
in male-typical occupations, Williams (1992) demonstrated men to experience
more career opportunities for promotion compared to women in female-typical
occupations (i.e. “the glass escalator” effect).

We provide a holistic description of how gender effects on upward occupational
mobility vary by gender-typical occupations.1 To this end, much of the empirical
research concerning gender differences in career advancement has focused on either

1The gender-typicality of occupations is defined as follows: occupations with more than 70% of
female employees are defined as female-typical, occupations with 30 up to 70% women as mixed,
and occupations with less than 30% of female employees subject to social insurance contributions
as male-typical or henceforth referred to as female, mixed and male.
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the American (e.g. Maume 1999a; Budig 2002) or Scandinavian context (e.g. Hultin
2003). For Germany, there are many studies on gendered occupational careers (for
the motherhood penalty in downward occupational mobility see e.g. Aisenbrey
et al. 2009, for gender-pay gap see e.g. Brückner 2004, for gender inequalities in
occupational prestige see e.g. Härkönen et al. 2016, or Manzoni et al. 2014), on the
importance of partner resources for occupational promotion (Bröckel et al. 2015) or
the gender pay gap in managerial positions (Busch and Holst 2009; Holst 2006).

Only one study controls for gender-typical occupational differences. In analyzing
the gender gap in attaining a first management position, Ochsenfeld (2012) uses field
of study as measurement of gender-typicality of occupation. However, this study
only considers access into leadership, but does not consider a potential revolving
door mechanism, whereby access to leadership position may not guarantee remain-
ing in this position. Similarly, Dämmrich and Blossfeld (2017) recently investigated
a female disadvantage in holding a supervisory position from a country comparative
perspective. For Germany they found that women working in male occupations do
not significantly differ from men in holding supervisory positions. Although they
accounted for horizontal gender segregation, we contribute to the literature by taking
into account two dimensions of a potential male advantage in upward occupational
mobility: (1) accessibility and (2) the likelihood to stay in or to leave a leadership
position.

Subsequently, we investigate to what extent glass ceiling and glass escalator
effects are indeed evident in West Germany. More precisely, we ask: (1) Do men
demonstrate an advantage regarding access to and staying in leadership? (2) To
what extent does occupational segregation explain gender differences in upward
mobility? (3) Do gender effects vary across occupations?

To answer these research questions, the West German case is of special interest.
Despite recent changes in work family policies in Germany that are work-family
oriented, our observation time is better reflected in the long-standing tradition of
the male breadwinner and female caregiver household division of labor that has
reinforced gender norms over time (Trappe et al. 2015). Moreover, this dynamic has
been further strengthened by strong horizontal sex segregation, whereby women
typically belong to different occupations than men (Jacob et al. 2013).

Previous research has linked this selection process of men and women into
gender-typical jobs to explain gender differences in vertical sex segregation (Dämm-
rich and Blossfeld 2017; Charles 2003). Others have investigated whether men
and women are more advantaged in gender-typical or gender-atypical occupations.
Some have found evidence of a “glass ceiling” effect for women in male occupations
(Reskin and Roos 1990), but a “glass escalator” effect for men in female occupations
(Williams 1992; Maume 1999b; Cotter et al. 2001). To this end, we aim to
demonstrate to what extent these gender differences are attributed to horizontal sex
segregation in West Germany.

Section 2 presents our hypotheses, which are derived from theory and empirical
evidence. In Sect. 3, we discuss our sample using data from the German National
Educational Panel Study (NEPS). As this provides monthly employment histories,
we use discrete-time hazard models to estimate the influence of gender, gender-
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typical occupations and the interaction of both on the probability to enter and to stay
in leadership positions. The results of the analyses are provided in Sect. 4. Section 5
discusses results and avenues for further research.

2 Theoretical Considerations and Hypotheses

The expected male advantage regarding upward occupational mobility denotes two
dimensions: (1) a higher probability to enter leadership positions and (2) a higher
probability to stay in leadership positions. This assumption receives support from
several theoretical approaches discussed in more detail in the following sections.
As we aim to also disentangle the main and interaction effects between gender and
occupational gender composition, we have organized theoretical considerations by
(1) gender effects, (2) gender compositional effects and (3) how gender effects vary
across female, mixed and male occupations.

2.1 Gender and Upward Occupational Mobility

Despite some improvements in female educational attainment and labor market
participation in younger cohorts, women often fail to attain leadership positions,
which are dominated by men (e.g. Eagly 2003). Several theories have been put
forward to explain the well-documented male advantage in upward mobility. For
example, the “glass ceiling” effect refers to structural barriers that women face when
rising up the career ladder. Consequently, the male advantage is stronger at the top
of the status hierarchy than at lower levels (Cotter et al. 2001).

Albeit a highly complex phenomenon, many sociologists have emphasized how
gender norms contribute to prejudice against women with regards to obtaining
promotions during the career (e.g. Ridgeway 2001; Ridgeway and Correll 2004;
Williams 1992). For example, “role congruity theory” argues that women hold
fewer leadership positions because these positions are typically associated with
characteristics attributed to men (Eagly and Karau 2002). The perceived incongruity
between traditional female role characteristics and leadership roles thus stigmatizes
women as less appropriate for leadership. Eagly and Karau (2002) further observed
that women exhibiting male characteristics are also stigmatized and devalued in
comparison to their male counterparts (England et al. 1994; Ridgeway 2001),
despite being more congruent with leadership characteristics. Therefore, the male
advantage is not only observed when entering leadership, but also over the occupa-
tional trajectories of men and women. Based on these theoretical considerations, we
hypothesize:
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• H1a: Men are more likely to enter a leadership position compared to women,
irrespective of the gender composition of the respective occupation held.

• H1b: Men are less likely to drop out of leadership positions compared to women,
irrespective of the gender composition of the respective occupation held.

2.2 Gender Composition and Upward Occupational Mobility

In additional to gender effects, there are several studies that attribute male advan-
tages in the labor market to occupational sex segregation (e.g. Charles 2003; Ko
et al. 2015 for the US; Hultin 2003 for Sweden; Busch 2013 for Germany). However,
most of these studies do not take into account the role of labor market segmentation
or provide theoretical arguments for differences in the institutional set-up structuring
upward mobility in female and male occupations. Because men and women often
(self-)select employment in gender-typical occupations, we argue that much of
the gender effect can be explained by the different work arrangements of these
occupations. For this reason, we are interested in how gender composition influence
leadership opportunities regardless of gender.

As an important aspect of mobility research, labor market sociologists have long
debated the relationship between labor market segmentation and opportunities for
promotion (Edwards 1979; Sengenberger 1987). The growth of large firms is argued
to have contributed to labor market segmentation, as hierarchical career ladders
were created as a means to secure employee commitment, control the workplace
and to reduce sunk costs caused by worker turnover (Farkas and England 1988;
Sørensen and Kalleberg 1981). These characteristics, however, largely describe the
career trajectories in male occupations.

In contrast, female occupations tend to be primarily aligned either with low-
skilled, service sector or semi- and high-skilled, professional occupations. The
first type of female occupations exhibits the “revolving doors analogy” comprising
low-wage, dead-end jobs that do not provide opportunities for career advancement
(Jacobs 1989; Charles and Grusky 2004; Williams 2013). The second type of female
occupations is more closely associated with occupational-specific professions (e.g.
teaching professions or health professions).

As upward mobility opportunities are highly differentiated across occupations,
we expect that female occupations offer fewer opportunities for promotion than
male occupations irrespective of the employees’ gender. Subsequently, much of the
so-called gender effect may actually reflect the selection of women into female
occupations that do not offer many opportunities for promotion. Therefore, we
hypothesize:

• H2a: Men and women are more likely to hold a leadership position in male-
typical occupations and less likely in female-typical ones compared to mixed
occupations.
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• H2b: Men and women are less likely to drop out of leadership positions in male-
typical occupations and more likely in female-typical ones compared to mixed
occupations, irrespective of gender.

2.3 Gender Composition and Upward Occupational Mobility,
by Gender

In addition to the direct effects of gender and occupational sex segregation, other
researchers have argued that the effect of occupational sex segregation may also vary
by gender (Dämmrich and Blossfeld 2017; Maume 1999b; Reskin and Roos 1990;
Reskin 1993; Cotter et al. 2001). To this end, we lastly inquire whether the male
advantage is stronger in male or female occupations. In the following paragraphs,
we review several theories that offer polarized viewpoints that we have adopted here
as competing hypotheses.

The implicit effect that gender has on the job-matching processes has been
extensively demonstrated in relation to statistical discrimination and others means of
social closure, i.e. the process by which a group attempts to maintain their position
by preventing others from entering (Reskin 1988; Acker 1990; Baron and Newman
1990; Cockburn 1991; Maume 1999a). Women entering male occupations, they not
only enter a job queue as job search and job matching theories suggest, but they also
enter a “gender queue” whereby employers rank women beneath men due to gender
stereotypical belief (Jacobs 1989; Reskin and Roos 1990). For this reason, women
are often more disadvantaged when competing for jobs and promotions so that they
often are eventually driven out of male occupations due to discrimination or the lack
of opportunities (Reskin and Roos 1990).

Kanter’s theory of “tokenism” similarly argues that all tokens or minorities
are disadvantaged due to heightened visibility, prejudice and gender segregating
processes that contribute to social exclusion (Kanter 1977). In line with this theory,
men and women are more likely to hold a leadership position in gender-typical
occupations than in atypical ones. Respectively, a third hypothesis tested here is:

• H3a: The likelihood to enter a leadership position is higher through gender-
typical occupations than gender-atypical ones.

In line with the revolving doors analogy (Jacobs 1989), individuals in gender-
typical occupations are less likely to drop out of these occupations. Thus, we further
hypothesize that men and women spend more time in leadership in gender-typical
occupations:

• H3b: The likelihood to drop out of leadership positions is lower in gender-typical
occupations rather than in gender-atypical ones.

In contrast to Kanter’s theory of tokenism, however, role congruity theory argues
that men have a greater advantage in upward occupational mobility in female
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occupations because they are “only” competing with women whose gender roles
are less closely aligned to leadership role characteristics. Similarly, Williams (1992)
also argues that men demonstrate a greater advantage in female occupations due to
gender stereotyping prejudice in favor of men for leadership positions. Empirical
support for this argumentation is given by Dämmrich and Blossfeld (2017). In
a country comparative study they investigate women’s disadvantage in holding
supervisory positions based on the ISCO classification of occupations. Coined as
the “glass escalator” effect, this perspective presents competing hypotheses to H3a
and H3b:

• H4a: The male advantage in entering a leadership position is highest in female
occupations rather than male ones.

• H4b: The male advantage regarding a lower drop out of leadership position is
highest in female occupations rather than male ones.

3 Data and Methods

3.1 Data and Sample

To compare gender and gender compositional effects on upward occupational
mobility, we use information on monthly employment biographies from the NEPS,
starting cohort 6, (see Blossfeld et al. 2011). This longitudinal dataset contains
retrospectively collected employment biographies of individuals born between 1944
and 1986. We use the first four waves available as scientific use file (SUF), carried
out from 2009 to 2013. Furthermore, a previous wave of the adult survey was
conducted from 2007 to 2008 by the Institute for Employment Research (IAB) under
the title, Working and Learning in a Changing World” (ALWA).

We follow individuals from their first significant job for a period of 15 years (180
months). Hence, recent changes in work-family policies are not covered by our data.
The first significant job is defined as the first job between the age of 15 and 35 that
lasted at least 6 months, which has been similarly used in several previous studies
(e.g. Lindemann and Kogan 2013; Smyth 2005). Jobs in preparation for a career,
such as internship, traineeship, preparatory service and jobs as student worker are
not included. We also excluded respondents who never had a first significant job
or have missing information for additional sample-defining characteristics, such
as gender or birth date. Furthermore, we excluded individuals born after 1975, as
there are too few individuals in the latter birth cohort that adhere to our selection
criterion of 180 months of observation following their first significant job. After
data preparation and cleaning, our sample consists of 6,402 individual employment
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biographies of which 2,926 are female (45.7%) and 3,476 are male (54.3%). We
cover the birth cohorts from 1944 to 1955 (32.8%), from 1956 to 1965 (41.1%) and
from 1966 to 1975 (26.1%).2

3.2 Variables

Our primary variables of interest are: (1) upward occupational mobility, (2) the
gender of respondent and (3) gender composition of the occupation held at each
point in time. In the following we show how these concepts are operationalized.

3.2.1 Upward Occupational Mobility

With regards to upward occupational mobility, we are chiefly interested in whether
men are more likely, to enter and to stay in leadership compared to women. A
leadership position is defined as supervisors and executives, coded with “9” as digit
four of the KldB2010—the German job classification—coding, and coded with 3 or
4 as digit five of KldB2010 (educational requirement level). Following the German
statistical office, we also code 71104 (Managing directors and executive board
members-highly complex tasks), 71214 (Legislators-highly complex tasks) und
71224 (Senior officials of special interest organizations-highly complex tasks) as
leadership positions (Eisenmenger et al. 2014). Regarding this definition 253 of the
1286 occupations are defined as leadership position. However, not all occupations
are represented in our sample.

The first outcome “entering leadership position” is defined as first month of an
employment in a leadership position after entering the labor market; the second
outcome “staying in” versus “leaving” is defined as any state which is not a
leadership position after holding one. This is irrespective to job change, i.e. if the
individual continues in another leadership position at a different job, the time spent
is viewed as leadership continuous. Furthermore, we are not able to control for if
the drop out is voluntary or involuntary.

3.2.2 Gender and Gender-Type of Occupation

While the interviewers report the respondents’ gender, the occupation is surveyed
by the open question: “Let’s start with the first job you had since <DATE>. Please
tell me what occupation this was!” The additionally merged gender composition of
occupations based on the German Mikrozensus is provided by the German Labor

2Further descriptive statistics are available here: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
320036349_Appendix_only_online.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320036349_Appendix_only_online
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/320036349_Appendix_only_online
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Agency. As the gender composition of occupations is subject to changes over time,
we use the mean share of female employees between the years 2001 and 2011.3

The occupations were then categorized as female occupations with more than 70%
of female employees, mixed occupations with 30 up to 70% women, and male
occupations with less than 30% of female employees subject to social insurance
contributions.4

3.3 Methods

For a first glance we use sequence visualization to describe occupational biographies
of men and women. Therefore, we distinguished between nine mutually exclusive
states that are based on employment activity, the gender composition of a job held
and whether or not the position is in a managerial capacity. These include: (1)
manager in female occupation, (2) employee in female occupation (3) manager
in mixed occupation, (4) employee in mixed occupation (5) manager in male
occupation, (6) employee in male occupation, (7) parental leave, (8) unemployment
and (9) education and training. Additionally, we had to include a tenth state for gaps.

In a second step we look at Kaplan-Meier survival functions. To compare the
survivor functions between our groups of interest, we are calculating risk sets
for each of the 180 month of observation “for being in a leadership” position
or “not being in a leadership” position. Firstly, we compare leadership positions
held by men and women; secondly, we compare the duration of men and women
in leadership position by gender-type of occupation. For both calculations, we
use four test statistics: Log-rank, Wilcoxon, Tarone-Ware and Peto-Peto test as
recommended by Blossfeld et al. (2012).

In a third step, we use discrete-time event history models, which documents
whether, and if so, when events occur (Andreß et al. 2013). We use separate analyses
for our two outcome variables of interest: (1) we model the accessibility of leader-
ship for the whole sample and (2) we estimate the probability to leave the leadership
position for those who at least once in observation time hold a managerial position.
Subsequently, our dependent variables are conditional transition probabilities that
individual i will experience the respective event at time t, given that the individual
hadn’t such a transition already in the past. We do not allow for repeating events.
Thus, we only consider the first managerial position observed and assume that
the dependent variables are dichotomous: “0” for the origin state and “1” for the
destination state. Observations after the first occurrence of the event of interest are
no longer part of the analysis.

3The mean is based on the data from 30th of June as record date for each year to prevent bias of
seasonal variation. At that time, the labor market is sturdiest due to stable weather conditions.
4With a stricter cutting point of, for example, 80%, there are too few occupations female-typical
and with a lower cutting point, such as 60%, occupations that have a nearly balanced gender ratio
are also defined as female. However, lower and higher cutting points are used for robustness checks.
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As the starting point of our observation period, we identify the first significant
job as the point of entry. For the second analysis, we begin with entry into the first
leadership position. Although our data are not left censored, we do not know or do
not take into account if any of the observed individuals move up into or leave a
leadership position after observation time. Thus, we may have right censored data.
For this reason we chose this period length of 15 years apart from labor market entry
to have a balanced panel data set.

The event history model is estimated using logistic regression, including a time
variable as independent covariate, and time-constant as well as time-varying control
variables (for more detailed discussion see e.g. Andreß et al. 2013). Furthermore,
we use robust standard errors to take into account that month are nested within
individuals.

4 Results

To first examine the relationship between the probability to enter a leadership posi-
tion with gender and gender-typical occupations, Sect. 4.1 presents the visualization
of occupational biography sequences; in Sect. 4.2 we report results for Kaplan-
Meier Survivor Functions by gender and gender-type of occupation, as well as
regression results of event history analysis for entering a leadership position; and
finally Sect. 4.3 shows the results for the probability to drop out of leadership for
the subsample of those who hold such a position.

4.1 Leadership Position by Gender and Gender-Typical
Occupation

Based on the KldB2010 measure, only 6.2% of individuals in the sample hold
a leadership position. With regards to gender differences, men appear to have
a comparative advantage over women: Only 3.4% of women hold a leadership
position, compared to 9% of men.

Table 1 shows the duration (Share of Month) in leadership for the subsam-
ple of those at least once in leadership. Here again, all gender differences are
highly significant and as expected. Women seem to have an advantage in female
occupations, while men demonstrate a comparable advantage in mixed and male
occupations. Compared to women, men are only more likely to stay in a leadership
position in mixed or male- occupations compared to female ones. From these
descriptive results, men are more likely to stay in leadership positions in gender-
typical occupations. A male advantage in female occupations is not observable.

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the distribution of occupational states by gender for a
period of 180 months, following the first significant job. Both men and women are
likely to start their employment biography in a gender-typical occupation (62% for
women and 56% for men). Thereby, at least at labor market entry, men are less
gender-typical than women. In addition, the difference between distributions of
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Table 1 Duration in leadership, by gender and occupational gender-type

Women Men Total Chi2 (Pr)

Female-typical leadership occupation (n = 7,686) 58.1 49.2 56.6 0.000

Mixed leadership occupation (n = 26,288) 62.3 89.2 78.4 0.000

Male-typical leadership occupation (n = 54,708) 62.6 87.7 81.6 0.000

All occupations (n = 88,695) 61.5 87.3 78.5 0.000

Data: NEPS SUF, SC6 D-5.1.0
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Fig. 1 Sequence distribution plot of occupational states, by gender. Time (horizontal axis) is the
number of months following the first significant job. Data: NEPS SUF, SC6 D-5.1.0

occupational states at 1 and 180 months is much more varied for women than it
is for men. For example, the share of women working in a female occupation has
decreased from 60 to less than 40% by the end of observation period.

For men, the share employed in a male occupation is nearly the same in month
180 after labor market entry. It should also be noted, however, that roughly 35% of
women have dropped out of the labor market by month 180, presumably accounting
for much of the decline of women in female occupations. It is also observable that
the gender differences in holding a leadership position, is smallest at the beginning
of observation time. As time goes by, more men than women enter leadership
positions, especially in male occupations. Regardless of the occupation, however,
the highest proportion of leadership positions is observable at the end of observation
time, for both men and women.
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Fig. 2 Access to leadership, by gender and gender-type of occupation. Data: NEPS SUF, SC6
D-5.1.0

4.2 Access to Leadership Positions

4.2.1 Kaplan-Meier Survivor Function

In this section, we present results from product-limit estimations by gender and
gender-type of occupation. This technique has the advantage to be a time-driven
estimation technique, meaning that we can demonstrate how differences develop
over observation time. The survival curves demonstrated in Fig. 2 reflect the effect
of gender—or respective gender-type of occupation—on the probability to “survive”
without entering a leadership position. Thus, a “failure” means upward occupational
mobility. Subsequently, we applied several test statistics to test whether differences
between the groups are significant.

It is obvious that differences are increasing over time, even if they remain
relatively small. However, we can observe the expected pattern: men seem to have an
advantage to “not survive” without upward mobility. All four applied test statistics
confirm that gender differences are highly significant (p < 0.001).

Similarly, the survivor functions by gender-type of occupation meet our expec-
tations: Individuals in female occupations are at lower risk to take up a leadership
position then individuals in mixed and especially male occupations. All four test
statistics again are highly significant (p < 0.001). However, none of those survivor
functions take into account a possible interaction of gender and gender-composition.
Furthermore, it is not controlled for further heterogeneity between the groups.
Therefore, we show results of event history models in the following.

4.2.2 Regression Results

To disentangle the relevance of gender, gender-type of occupation and their
interaction for the upward occupational mobility of men and women, we estimate
hierarchical discrete-time event history models with robust standard errors (Table 2).
In the first model we only include gender as explanatory variable beside all control
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Table 2 Logistic EHA for access to leadership positions

M1 M2 M3

State number per ID 0.021*** 0.020*** 0.020***

Men 0.792*** −0.096 0.294 #

Gender-type of occupation (Ref. mixed)

Sextype female −2.213*** −2.329***

Sextype male 0.728*** 1.230***

Interaction of gender and gender-type of occupation (Ref. mixed)

Men*female occupation 0.793 #

Men*male occupation −0.768***

Time constant control variables

Cohort (Ref. 1944–1955)

1956–1965 −0.022 −0.122 −0.113

1966–1975 0.085 −0.012 −0.008

Born in Germany −0.115 0.029 0.026

Age at LM Entry 0.033 * 0.040 ** 0.038 **

Educational Degree at LM Entry (Ref. without vocational degree)

With VET 0.238# 0.229 0.265#

With higher educational degree 0.484* 0.381 0.394

Time varying control variables

Marital status (Ref. single)

Married −0.226# −0.222# −0.218#

Divorced 0.038 −0.003 0.007

Number of children −0.165 −0.109 −0.125

Number of month employed −0.028*** −0.028*** −0.028***

Number of month in parental leave −0.007 −0.003 −0.003

Number of month in unemployment −0.014* −0.012# −0.012

Number of month in further education −0.006 −0.004 −0.005

Employed as public official −1.281 *** −0.849* −0.937**

Selfemployed 0.118 −0.372 −0.487

Constant −8.465*** −8.135*** −8.304***

N 836474 836474 836474

Pseudo R-squared 0.03 0.07 0.07

AIC 9253.72 8945.95 8927.97

BIC 9474.82 9190.33 9195.62

Data: NEPS SUF, SC6 D-5.1.0
#p < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.001; ***p < 0.001

variables; in model 2 we add the gender-type of occupation and model 3 contain both
plus their interaction. In this way, Likelihood-Ratio tests can be used additionally to
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
to assess the model fit.

The overall model fit measure AIC indicates that model 3 including also the
interaction effects is the best model. The BIC measure is slightly lower for M2,
but the AIC measurement is more straightforward than the BIC, therefore, the
recommended choice if there are contradictory outcomes. Furthermore, model 3 is
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also recommended looking at the LR-Test results: M1-M2 (p < 0.001) and M2-M3
(p < 0.001).

In line with the results of the Kaplan-Meier survivor curves, the time variable
shows a general increase of the conditional transition probability that individual i

will experience upward occupational mobility at time t , given that the individual
hadn’t such a transition already in the past. Also the main effects of gender and
gender-type of occupation are significant and confirm the results from Kaplan-
Meier estimation. When controlling for gender-typicality of occupation (M2), the
male gender has a non-significant, negative effect on the conditional transition
probability. However, this can be explained through the missing interaction effect, as
the gender effect returns to be significantly positive after the interaction is included.
Thus, it can be concluded that the consideration of only one aspect—or both main
effects–does not lead to proper estimations.

Our results show that women have a significant disadvantage to enter leadership
positions compared to men in all occupations. Thus, we find support for H1a: Men
are more likely to enter leadership positions compared to women, irrespective of
the gender composition of the respective occupation held. Furthermore, we can
support H2a: Men and women are more likely to enter a leadership position in male
occupations than in mixed ones and less likely to enter a leadership position in
female occupations.

Additionally, we find supporting evidence for H3a from the interaction effect
of gender and gender-type of occupation. The effect for men is the sum of the
main coefficient of “sextype male” (1.230) plus the interaction for men in male
occupations (−0.768), which results in a significant positive effect (0.462). Thus,
men are more likely to enter a leadership position through male and mixed rather
than female occupations, even if the advantage in male occupations is smaller for
men than for women. For women, H3a has to be rejected because they have the
highest likelihood to enter leadership in male occupations. This finding is in line
with previous research in Germany that found women to be less disadvantaged
in male occupations (Dämmrich and Blossfeld 2017). The absence of a strong
male advantage in male occupations may in part be explained by unobserved
personality traits of women who take up male occupations (e.g. lower risk aversion,
career-orientation etc.). However, the disadvantage to enter leadership in female
occupations is less pronounced for men, while the advantage in male occupations
is smaller for men than for women. Thus, we as well do find support for a male
advantage—in form of a smaller disadvantage—compared to women in gender-
atypical occupations, which supports H4a.

4.3 Leaving Leadership Positions

In the following, we restrict our observations to those individuals who already
entered a leadership position. We are now interested in a possible male advantage of
staying in a leadership position. Like in the previous section, we first report results
from survivor analyses and second from event history regression.
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Fig. 3 Dropping out of leadership, by gender and gender-type of occupation. Data: NEPS SUF,
SC6 D-5.1.0

4.3.1 Kaplan-Meier Survivor Function

The survival curves in Fig. 3 reflect the effect of gender and gender-type of occu-
pation on the probability to “survive” within a leadership position. Subsequently, a
“failure” means the dropout of leadership and stands for the revolving doors. With
regards to the “survival” in a leadership position, a comparable male advantage is not
observable. Following, the applied test statistics do not confirm gender differences,
except the Wilcoxon: Log-rank (p = 0.697), Wilcoxon (p = 0.008), Tarone-
Ware (p = 0.124), Peto-Peto (p = 0.312). However, a gender-typicality effect
is indeed evident and in line with our expectations. The probability to “survive”
within a leadership position is steeply decreasing over the observation period, lowest
in female occupations and highest in male ones. All four test statistics are highly
significant (p < 0.001).

While the descriptive results above indicate a stronger gender effect with nearly
no differences between mixed and male-typical leadership positions, the Kaplan-
Meier estimations are inconsistent. Therefore, it is important to have a closer look
at the multivariate analysis for a final assessment of results.

4.3.2 Regression Results

The event of interest for the following event history analysis is “dropping out of
leadership” and refers to the revolving door analogy. The month of entry in the first
leadership position is the new starting point of analysis. As in the first analysis, a
“failure” or drop out of leadership aligns with sample attrition as an individual that
already left leadership is no longer “at risk” of dropping out of leadership.

As in the previous section, results (Table 3) are presented including the model
fit measures. Most obvious, the model seems to be more appropriate to estimate
the conditional probability of “surviving” within a leadership position. Nearly all
coefficients are highly significant. The same is true for the LR-Tests which suggest
that the full model including the interaction effects is the most appropriate one (M1-
M2: p < 0.001 and M2-M3: p < 0.001). AIC and BIC confirm this suggestion.
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Table 3 Logistic EHA for dropping out of a leadership position

L1 L2 L3

State number per ID 0.022*** 0.023*** 0.023***

Men 0.115 0.529# 0.531

Gender-type of occupation (Ref. mixed)

Sextype female 2.381*** 2.952***

Sextype male −0.573* −0.849#

Interaction of gender and gender-type of occupation (Ref. mixed)

Men*female occupation −1.258#

Men*male occupation 0.33

Time constant control variables

Cohort (Ref. 1944–1955)

1956–1965 0.014 0.007 0.001

1966–1975 0.168 0.181 0.17

Born in Germany 0.031 0.040 0.008

Age at LM entry −0.087* −0.063 −0.067#

Educational degree at LM entry (Ref. without vocational degree)

With VET −0.084 −0.044 −0.043

With higher educational degree 0.320 0.323 0.363

Time varying control variables

Marital status (Ref. single)

Married −0.192 −0.344 −0.339

Divorced 0.800** 0.733* 0.757*

Number of children 0.611** 0.546** 0.571**

Number of month employed −0.006* −0.007* −0.007**

Number of month in parental leave −0.003 −0.009 −0.011

Number of month in unemployment 0.051* 0.042# 0.042#

Number of month in further education 0.000 0.002 0.001

Employed as public official 0.095 −0.262 −0.185

Selfemployed 0.896 0.643 0.489

Constant −0.091 −0.832 −0.702

N 50892 50892 50892

Pseudo R-squared 0.13 0.21 0.21

AIC 53654.54 48808.49 48546.69

BIC 53813.61 48985.24 48741.12

Data: NEPS SUF, SC6 D-5.1.0
#p < 0.1; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.001; ***p < 0.001

The time effect is increasing again in this model, as it was already visible in the
Kaplan-Meier curves. In comparison to the results for leadership access, there is no
general male advantage for not leaving leadership position. Deviating, the gender-
effect indicates a higher transition probability out of leadership for men, but only
in M2, without control for the interaction. Thus, we are unable to confirm H1b that
men have a general advantage for remaining in a leadership position.
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However, the effect of gender composition is in line with our expectations in H2b.
Women and men do have a higher probability to drop out of leadership in female
compared to mixed occupations. The lower probability to drop out of leadership
in male occupations compared to mixed ones is only significant for women so that
men do not have an advantage in gender-typical occupations. Thus H3b has to be
rejected. However, the disadvantage of a higher drop out risk in female occupations
is lower for men. Thus, we find empirical support for H4b, as a male advantage is
again visible in form of a lower disadvantage in female occupations.

5 Discussion

We have argued that both gender and occupational gender composition have an
independent effect on the likelihood to enter and to stay in leadership. To draw
support for this claim, we have presented several theoretical perspectives that offer
potential explanation for these effects, including gender role congruity theory,
labor market segmentation theory, devaluation theory, tokenism theory and social
closure theory. Using these arguments, we contribute to the literature by specifically
theorizing as to why gender-typical occupations present different opportunity
structures for entering leadership positions and how these may vary by gender.

Using sequence visualization, Kaplan-Meier survivor analysis and event history
regression, we examined conditional transition probabilities of men and women into
and out of leadership positions. Thereby the aim of this paper was to disentangle
effects of gender, gender composition of occupations and their interaction.

For access to leadership positions, most of our hypotheses are supported (see
Table 4). Men do have a comparable advantage in entering leadership positions.
Their likelihood to enter leadership is highest in male occupations. However, their
comparable advantage over women is highest in female occupations but in form of
a smaller disadvantage. Our analyses support the presence of a male advantage with
regards to upward occupational mobility, even when controlling for occupational
gender composition (H1a). Additionally, we were able to show the importance
of the gender-typicality of occupations. We presented discrete-time event history
results for each of the outcome variables. In line with our theoretical expectations,
we find that compared to mixed occupations, female-typical occupations have a
negative effect on access to leadership, while male-typical occupations have a
positive effect (H2a).

A particular surprising result, however, is the interaction effect between the two.
In the theoretical section, we presented two competing hypotheses. We hypothesized
that leadership access would be higher in gender-typical occupations rather than
atypical ones (H3a). We further tested for a glass escalator effect, whereby the male
advantage was hypothesized to be stronger in female occupations rather than male
ones. We found that the likelihood for leadership access is highest in gender-typical
occupations, but this is only the case for men. Moreover, we found support for
H4a, although the male-advantage is only evident in form of a smaller disadvantage
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Table 4 Hypotheses and findings

Access to leadership
(a)

Finding Staying in
leadership (b)

Finding

H1 Men are more likely
to enter a leadership
position compared
to women,
irrespective of the
gender composition
of the respective
occupation held.

Yes Men are more likely
to stay in a
leadership position
compared to
women, irrespective
of the gender
composition of the
respective
occupation held.

No

H2 Men and women are
more likely to hold
a leadership position
in male-typical
occupations than in
female-typical ones.

Yes Men and women in
male-typical
occupations are
more likely to stay
in leadership
positions,
irrespective of
gender.

Yes

H3 The male advantage
in entering a
leadership position
through
gender-typical
occupations is
greater than
gender-atypical
ones.

Yes The male advantage
in staying in a
leadership position
is higher in
gender-typical
occupations rather
than in
gender-atypical
occupations.

Yes

H4 The male advantage
in entering a
leadership position
is highest in
gender-atypical
occupations rather
than gender-typical
ones.

Yes, in form of
smaller disad-
vantage

The male advantage
in staying in a
leadership position
is highest in
gender-atypical
occupations rather
than gender-typical
ones.

Yes, in form of
smaller disad-
vantage

compared to women. Thus, we do not find any evidence of a glass escalator for men
but an advantage compared to women in female occupations.

The second dimension of the comparable male advantage in upward occupational
mobility refers to the revolving doors analogy, meaning wherein that individuals—
especially women—who manage to enter a leadership position are forced out
again. The findings from this analysis are perhaps the most surprising as the
male advantage is not statistically significant (H1b). However, the expected gender
composition effect is indeed evident: Men as well as women have the highest
dropout risk in female occupations (H2b) even if this disadvantage in female
occupations is again less pronounced for men, so that H3b as well as H4b receives
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support from our results and are not thus competing as expected. There is no male
advantage compared to women to stay in leadership position in male occupations.

The general conclusion from our results is that it is not appropriate to analyze
gender differences in upward occupational mobility without taking into account
the gender composition of occupations and especially the interaction effects.
Furthermore, investigating only the access to leadership provides only limited
insight into the male-advantage regarding leadership. While many studies have
focused on gender differences in leadership access, we found only significant gender
differences in terms of staying in leadership for female occupations.

Nevertheless, our results suggest that the (self-)selection into gender-typical
occupations largely fosters a male advantage regarding access and lead to a gender
difference in dropout risks out of leadership. The lower dropout risk for women
in mixed and especially male occupations is likely to reflect a specific selection of
women into leadership and into male occupations regarding other factors, such as
personality or career-orientation. Unfortunately, we were not able to control for or
analyze a probable mechanism of (self-)selection with our data. Therefore, further
research is needed to assess results properly. The use of experiments is particularly
promising to provide important insights into these mechanisms underlying gender
differences and gender discrimination (Correll et al. 2007, see also).
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Modelling Mortality Using Life
Trajectories of Disabled and
Non-Disabled Individuals in
Nineteenth-Century Sweden

Erling Häggström Lundevaller, Lotta Vikström, and Helena Haage

1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is to investigate how disabilities and the experiences
of work and family during early adulthood affected subsequent mortality in past
society. As in many other historical demographic studies, this calls for a life course
approach and a choice of analysis methods accordingly.

In the last two decades, statistician Gilbert Ritschard has promoted sequence
analysis for studying events during extended time spans of individual life, just as the
research of he and his colleagues has shown (Oris and Ritschard 2014; Ritschard
and Oris 2005; Ritschard et al. 2008; Studer and Ritschard 2016). Although
statistical life course analysis has come to predominate within the field of historical
demography when there is ample access to data, the method of sequence analysis
has been of limited use compared to Cox regression models. While the latter models
provide accurate estimates of significant factors determining the single event under
study, sequence analysis examines a series of several events that help to grasp the
life course as the dynamic process it is.

Researchers increasingly call for a combination of the two methods that can
work to complement each other (Courgeau 2018; Kok 2007; Madero-Cabib et al.
2015) and some of them have undertaken such an approach of interest to historical
demography (Bras et al. 2010; Dribe et al. 2014; Schumacher et al. 2013). A similar
approach, but with logistic regression in place of Cox regression, is proposed in
Rossignon et al. (2018). See also the first case study in Eerola (2018). We appreciate
this move towards joining methods and the present study is an attempt to test this
combination so as to contribute results that reflect life and death among disabled
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people historically. They constitute a group whose demographic experiences have
received poor recognition in historical research and who are rarely subject to the
statistical use of life course analyses.

Our study aims to detect the life sequences among young adults pertaining
to their transition to work and family formation, and then see whether there are
significant associations between the mortality risks and the specific life sequences
we find in a nineteenth-century Swedish population comprising both disabled and
non-disabled men and women.

Our previous findings are primarily based on Cox regression models using a
larger population (some 35,000 cases), a selection of which is targeted below
(N = 4,116), that originate from Swedish parish registers digitised by the Demo-
graphic Data Base (DDB), Umeå University. Our mortality results demonstrate that
disabilities caused people to have significantly higher premature death propensity
(< 54 years of age), in particular if having mental disorders or if male regardless of
type of disability (Haage et al. 2016). In another study, our Cox regression results
suggest that disability jeopardised the marital propensity in similar ways (Haage
et al. 2017). In a recent study, we employ sequence analysis on a series of events
expected to occur in the life of young adults: work, marriage and parenthood, also
taking some account of outward migration and death (Vikström et al. 2017). We
found that the trajectories of disabled individuals did not include work or family
to the same extent as those of non-disabled people, and that they rarely migrated,
but suffered from premature death (<34 years of age). The trajectory findings
from conducting sequence analysis and the mortality results obtained through Cox
regressions models made us curious about the outcomes from combining the two
methods somehow, as increasingly suggested by life course scholars.

From the eighteenth century onward, mortality patterns have been investigated
through both macro and micro studies, especially in the Western world (Bengtsson
2004). These studies demonstrate gendered variations in mortality across different
time-space contexts and age groups. The Tabular Commission (Tabellverket) began
population statistics in 1749 (Sköld 2001), and since then we can see that the
mortality among Swedish men has been higher than that among women, except for
some brief time periods, and mainly among young people (Willner 1999; Fridlizius
1988; Edvinsson 1992). This male excess in mortality persisted throughout the
nineteenth century although the gap between the genders decreased.

There are few historical studies on how death hit a larger number of disabled
individuals and whether their mortality differed from general or gendered patterns.
Our own research reveals that disability jeopardised the survival of individuals
in nineteenth-century Sweden, but with some variation by type of disability and
gender. Both men and women with mental disabilities and men with any type of
disability ran the highest premature death risks compared to their non-disabled
peers (Haage et al. 2016; Vikström et al. 2017). For East Flanders, Belgium, 1750–
1950, De Veirman (2015) presents statistical life course results of deaf individuals.
Comparing their mortality risks with those of their hearing siblings, who constitute
a reference group, De Veirman cannot find that deafness significantly influenced
survival chances. Olsson (1999) provides some results in her study of disabled
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people in nineteenth-century Linköping, a town in central Sweden. Measures of
their longevity demonstrate that disabled women on average grew older than their
male counterparts, but this did not make their mortality patterns different from the
gendered death differentials outlined above.

2 Methods

To investigate how disabilities and the experiences of work and family during early
adulthood affected subsequent mortality in past society we, have to operationalise
these concepts, find adequate data and apply a suitable statistical approach to
analyse the data.

The strategy chosen here is to first note the occurrence and type of disability
prior to the age of 15. Second, life trajectories are analysed using sequence analysis
between ages 15 and 33 in order to determine homogeneous groups, given their
experience of work and family in their early adulthood. Important demographic
events that occur in the life of young adults—first occupation, first marriage and
first child—are recorded yearly and cause the person’s trajectory to change state.
From the parish registers we know the date of the events so the dates are discretised
to the age of the individual in full years. The reason for choosing young persons is
that they were, in the beginning of their transition to adulthood, associated with the
central events under study, getting the first job, marrying for the first time and giving
birth to the first child. Third, the groups derived are used as explanatory variables
in combination with disability and other variables in continuous Cox regressions
with mortality as outcome. The individuals are followed from their 33rd birthday
as long as the registers permit and it is noted if the period ends with death or if the
observation is censored. The duration of this period is counted in days as we have
dates for the events.

As indicator of different types of disabilities, notes from the parish registers
are used as described in detail in the next section. As indicators of experience of
work and family, we have chosen to use the occurrence of first job, first marriage
and first child. These are used to create two sets of explanatory factors. Both of
these are created by first looking at the yearly combination of these occurrences,
giving rise to a preliminary factor variable factor with eight levels. E.g. if a person
has experienced the first marriage, first child and first occupation the state will be
“Married/child/occupation” for the rest of the observation period.

The first factor variable is constructed using sequence analysis by clustering
them into similar groups based on similarities of the trajectories. This is done using
Ward hierarchical clustering of the sequences using the optimal matching distances
between the sequences of transitions between states (Studer and Ritschard 2016).
The method used is implemented in TraMineR in the function seqdist as “OMstran”,
here used with parameters otto = 0.2 and indel = 1. This method is highly sensitive to
the sequencing of the events which is relevant here. Substitution costs are calculated
with the method “TRATE” which uses the observed transition rates. The parameter
values are chosen so that they give groups that perform well in the Cox regression.
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The second factor variable we will call End-state. It is the status just before the
33rd birthday and serves as a comparison to the variable constructed above.

Two control variables indicating urban setting and cohort are also used. Cohort
is defined as cohort 1 if the person is born 1820–1829 and cohort 2 if the person is
born 1850–1859. The parishes are divided into rural and urban/industrial as will be
detailed in the data section.

We also have access to other variables, for example indicating the socio-
economic background. We do not use it, since studies have shown this background
had little effect on mortality in the period and region under study (Edvinsson and
Broström 2012; Edvinsson 1992; Haage et al. 2016).

All our analyses are performed in the statistical environment R, using the package
TraMineR (Life Trajectory Miner for R, Gabadinho et al. 2011).

3 Data

To meet the purpose of our study, and to be able to handle the vast information
about individuals and impairments reported in the DDB’s parish registers, we target
a young population in the Sundsvall region. The data-set consists of observations of
4,116 unique 15-year-old individuals born 1820–29 or 1850–59, of whom 74 had
marks of impairments before the age of 15 years. In the following subsections, the
area and parish registers that are the source of our data is described.

3.1 Area Selected for Analysis

The Sundsvall region is chosen as a research area. (See Fig. 1). This region is a
fairly representative selection of the population makeup and the economic structure
found elsewhere in nineteenth-century Sweden and north-western Europe. Also in
the Sundsvall region the majority of people depended on agricultural production,
especially eight parishes in this study, Attmar, Hässjö, Indal, Ljustorp, Selånger,
Såttna, Tuna and Tynderö. In another four parishes, Alnö, Skön, Njurunda and
Timrå, the socio-economic and demographic structure transformed from the middle
of the century onwards, from agriculture to being primarily shaped by the sawmill
industry. In these parishes and Sundsvall town, the effects of industrialisation were
most evident. Besides the mortality decline typical for the nineteenth century, the
large influx of primarily domestic migrants looking for better prospects in this
expanding sawmill industry explains the rapid population growth during the latter
half of the century (Bergman 2010; Edvinsson 1992; Vikström 2003). In 1840 there
were 18,793 inhabitants, a number that had increased to 46,418 in 1880 (Alm Stenflo
1994).
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Fig. 1 Map of Sweden and the Sundsvall region and the parishes included in the study. (Source:
Demographic Data Base, Umeå University)

3.2 Digitised Parish Registers Indicating Disabilities

The parish registers of the Sundsvall region are digitised and stored by the Demo-
graphic Data Base (DDB) at Umeå University, Sweden. They are based on original
registers for parishioners’ birth, baptism, marriage, outward or inward migration,
death and burial and the catechetical examination records. They also provide notes
on occupation. As all these registers are digitised and linked on an individual level,
they yield a demographic description of each parishioner containing essential life
events, such as the start and type of work, marriage, childbearing, relocation or
death (Westberg et al. 2016; Vikström et al. 2006). The rich information across an
individual’s lifetime makes the DDB registers well suited for life course research.

The catechetical examination records (husförhörslängder) explain why Sweden’s
parish registers are exceptionally informative. They go back to the seventeenth
century, due to the obligation of the church ministers to keep records of the parish-
ioners’ knowledge of the catechism and their reading skills (Nilsdotter Jeub 1993).
In these records, the ministers reported events such as occupational changes and also
made other notes about the parishioners, such as remarks about their impairments
(lytesmarkeringar), which indicate the presence of disabilities. Parishioners whom
the ministers recognised as disabled have been manually categorised as such by us,
since this information is not consistently coded by the DDB. Further, we account
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Table 1 The categorisation
of disability based on the
notes of impairment in the
parish registers from the
Sundsvall region, 1835–1844
and 1865–1874

Disability Description

Blind Visual defects from weak-sighted,
short-sighted to blind

Deaf mute Hearing or communication dysfunctions,
ranging from poor hearing to deaf and
from difficulties speaking, stammer to
mute

Crippled Physical dysfunctions e.g. lame, limping,
walking on crutches, missing body parts,
hare-lipped, small in size or crippled

Idiot Mental dysfunctions since childhood and
lack of full intellectual development as an
adult, e.g. foolish, silly or less cognisant
(Mindre vetande)

Insane Mental dysfunctions identified in
adulthood and fully developed intellect as
a child, e.g. insane, feeble-minded or
crazy

Multiple disabilities Combination of two or more of the above
disabilities

only for fairly evident impairments, such as hearing and visual disabilities and a few
other types of physical or mental dysfunctions described in Table 1. In the analysis
we have merged the two groups that ministers labelled as idiots or insane into a
new group that we term “mentally disabled”. All other disability groups are merged
into one group called “other disabilities” in the Cox regression. This facilitates
comparisons both within the group of disabled people and with parishioners in the
Sundsvall region who did not have any of these particular impairments reported in
the parish registers. Thus, those who were not blind, deaf mute or crippled and so
forth we recognise as being non-disabled, even though some of them may have had
impairments more vaguely defined by the ministers or perhaps suffered from some
illnesses (Drugge 1988; Haage et al. 2017; Rogers and Nelson 2003). They represent
the average, or typical, life trajectory of the population living in the same time-space
context as did the group of disabled people.

Of course, there is a risk of underestimating disabilities in the parish registers, as
this type of documentation was not the primary task of the ministers. However, this
is not a big problem, as disabled persons who may have been incorrectly added to
the group of non-disabled people will affect the results very little and because we
can be fairly certain that those in the group with disabilities were in fact disabled.

In Table 2 the frequencies and mean observation time for the different disability
groups are presented. Observation time is the time in years from observation start at
the 33 birthday until death or censoring. There are considerable differences between
the groups in follow up time due to different mortality and migration patterns.

In Table 3 the frequencies and mean observation time for the different end types
are shown. Of all observations, 919 end with death, the outcome we are interested in.
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Table 2 Frequency and
mean observation time in
years after the 15th birthday
by disability group

Disability Frequency Mean observation time

Non-disabled 4042 16.00

Blind 6 32.11

Crippled 14 20.04

Deaf mute 22 17.48

Mentally disabled 32 14.02

Table 3 Frequency and
mean observation time in
years by end type

End Frequency Mean observation time

Unknown 14 7.56

Registers end 2545 16.15

Dead 919 21.91

Migrated 638 7.26

4 Results

First, results from the sequence analysis are presented, followed by the Kaplan-
Meier curves for survival for the different groups derived in the sequence analysis.
Lastly, the results of the Cox regressions are presented.

4.1 Sequence Analysis Results

In Fig. 2 the transversal state distribution within each cluster found in the cluster
analysis for men is shown. Three typical types are found. Type 1 gets a job but
does not get a family quickly. Type 2 gets a job, gets married and has a child
rather quickly. Type 3 is characterised by not getting a job or family until late in
the observation period or not at all.

The pattern for women shown in Fig. 3 is a bit different. Type 1 starts a family
but does not get a job. Type 2 gets a job early and then most get a family. The third
type is, as for the men, characterised by not getting a job or family until late in the
period or not at all.

These identified types below are used as stratification variables to make Kaplan-
Meier curves and in the Cox regression as explanatory variables to see if they affect
mortality.

4.2 Kaplan-Meier Curves

The x-axis in the Kaplan-Meier curve is years after the 33rd birthday. p-values in
the caption of the figures refer to log-rank or Mantel-Haenszel tests (Harrington and
Fleming 1982).
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Fig. 4 Kaplan-Meier by type according to sequence analysis, men, p-value: 0.001
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Fig. 5 Kaplan-Meier by type according to sequence analysis, women, p-value: 0.235

Figures 4 and 5 show the Kaplan-Meier curves for the types extracted for
men and women respectively in the sequence analysis. The curves for men are
significantly different with a lower mortality for type 2, those that achieved both
work and family. The curves for women are not significantly different but there is a
tendency for type 3, those that remained without family and work longest, to have a
slightly lower curve indicating higher mortality.

4.3 Cox Regression Results

Four different models are analysed with Cox regression, two for men and two
for women. The genders are analysed in different models as it is likely that
mortality patterns differ. Within gender the models differ depending whether End-
state or Type is used as explanatory variables. Reference level for End-state is
married/child/occupation and for Types, Type 1. Variables controlling for urban or
rural setting (Rural/Urban) and cohort inclusion (Cohort) are also used. Reference
levels for these variables are Rural and Cohort 1. Proportionality tests for all models
indicate no significant violations of the proportionality assumption.

The results are shown in Table 4. The significance test for the complete factor
variables (Disability, End-status, Type, Urban and Cohort) as shown in Table 5
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Table 4 Cox regression estimates as hazard ratios. Reference levels are Non-disabled, Mar-
ried/child/occupation, Men Type 1, Women Type 1, Rural parish and Cohort 1

Hazard ratios for mortality

Men Women Men Women
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Mentally disabled 1.516 3.620∗∗ 1.446 3.512∗∗

Other disability 1.064 0.903 1.036 0.883

Unmarried/No child/No occupation 1.097 1.115

Unmarried/No child/Occupation 1.273∗∗ 1.097

Unmarried/Child/No occupation 0.0004 1.167

Unmarried/Child/Occupation 1.572 1.001

Married/No child/No occupation 0.596 0.905

Married/No child/Occupation 1.113 0.882

Married/Child/No occupation 1.017 1.022

MenType 2 0.689∗∗∗

MenType 3 0.916

WomenType 2 1.022

WomenType 3 1.203

Urban/Industrial 1.113 1.151 1.112 1.147

Cohort 2 1.029 0.813 1.004 0.796

Observations 2,262 1,854 2,262 1,854
∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01

Table 5 p-values for the
factors in the four models

Model (1) (2) (3) (4)

Factor:

Disability 0.59 0.11 0.66 0.12

Cohort 0.85 0.26 0.98 0.22

End-status 0.49 0.99

Type Men 0.00

Type Women 0.35

Rural/Urban 0.29 0.24 0.29 0.25

shows a significant result at the 5% significance level only for the type of men
variable derived from the sequence analysis. However, comparing levels within
factor, mentally disabled women have a significantly higher mortality than non-
disabled women in Model 2 and 4. For men, having a job, wife and family, implied
significantly lower mortality risk than if only having a job in Model 1.

5 Discussion

This study combines sequence analysis with event history analysis to examine how
past trajectories in terms of work and family determined mortality among disabled
and non- disabled individuals in nineteenth-century Sweden. We find that sequence
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analysis is a useful tool to encapsulate information from people’s life histories and
then make use of this information in Cox regressions to gain evidence on how past
trajectories shaped subsequent events in life, here mortality. While the results from
using end states did not render any significant outcome, two major findings stand
out from our examination of the variables constructed by sequence analysis. First,
it seems as if experiencing work and family during young adult life (between 15
and 33 years of age) significantly affected subsequent mortality, but only for men.
The trajectories that consist of job, marriage and children, often perceived as the
desirable life path, seem beneficial for men. This suggests that men’s survival was
more sensitive to having a job, a spouse and family than was the case for women.
Our second major finding regards the effect of disability, or rather the low impact
of it. While mental disabilities among women made them run significantly higher
mortality risks, such an effect was insignificant among women having other types
of disabilities. The effect of disability was also insignificant among and all men.
However, it is possible that some of the negative effect of disability is captured in the
variables based on past trajectories. There may be yet another reason contributing to
the absence of significant effects of disability on mortality and it concerns a possible
selection bias. It must be borne in mind that all individuals under observation
have survived their 33rd birthday. This implies that the persons most frail in the
disability group, which we expect to be more vulnerable than the non-disabled
group, have already died before reaching this age, probably leaving the strongest
and healthiest disabled persons for us to study. Moreover, according to the “healthy
migrant theory” (Abraido-Lanza et al. 1999), frail people tend to relocate to a
low extent, just as did the disabled individuals we analyse in comparison to the
high level of migrants in the non- disabled group. If frail people from the latter
group did not move and thus are included in our follow up, this partly explains the
low mortality difference between the two groups. However, the life-course results
we obtain through a combination of sequence analysis and event history analysis
suggest that disability cannot only be associated with the disadvantages indicated
above with high mortality risks. Obviously, getting a job, spouse and family during
young adulthood helped to limit nineteenth-century individuals’ death risks later in
life even if disability was part of it.
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Sequence History Analysis (SHA):
Estimating the Effect of Past Trajectories
on an Upcoming Event

Florence Rossignon, Matthias Studer, Jacques-Antoine Gauthier,
and Jean-Marie Le Goff

1 Introduction

In many research questions framed within the life-course paradigm, the estimation
of the effect of a previous trajectory on an upcoming event is of central interest.
While this paradigm recognizes that structural constraints influence choices and
outcomes, it also acknowledges the significant impact of past individual trajectories.
Many previous studies addressed such kinds of issues. For instance, Madero-Cabib
et al. (2015) modeled the influence of past occupational trajectories on the timing of
retirement. Studer (2012) studied the effect of past working and financing conditions
on the chances of obtaining a PhD among teaching assistants at the University
of Geneva. Lundevaller et al. (2018) investigated how different work and family
trajectories during early adulthood affected mortality risks during late adulthood in
Sweden in the nineteenth century. Finally, Eerola and Helske (2016) studied how
trajectories of partnership formation and parenthood predict depression scores (see
also the first case study in Eerola 2018, in this bundle). In all these examples, the
past processes under study consist of categorical states unfolding over time, such
as family or occupational statuses. These kinds of research questions might also
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emerge when studying linked-life domains, another core principle of the life-course
paradigm. For instance, one may be interested in estimating the effect of past family
trajectories on the chances of obtaining a promotion among female managers.

From a methodological point of view, some event history models have tackled
this issue by including a few summary indicators of the past trajectory (e.g., time
spent in a given state, or a dummy variable indicating whether a specific event has
already occurred or not) (Blossfeld et al. 2007). This approach allows estimation of
the effect of these past trajectory indicators on the chances of experiencing the event
under study. However, this process is often limited as it might fail to identify the key
dimensions of the previous trajectory affecting the event. First, these key dimensions
might depend on the trajectories themselves. In that case, it becomes spurious
to decide a priori which relevant past trajectory indicators should be included
in the model. Second, trajectories represent complex objects with many different
dimensions. It might therefore be difficult to identify the most relevant ones. For
instance, life-course scholars stress the importance of three sub-dimensions, each
requiring several indicators to be included in the analysis. These indicators refer
to the timing, the ordering, and the duration of states and of transitions (Scott and
Alwin 1998). Finally, there might be many interaction effects between these sub-
dimensions, making the selection of relevant indicators of past trajectories even
more difficult.

In this article, we develop an innovative method combining Sequence Analysis
and Event History Analysis which we call Sequence History Analysis (SHA). Its
aim is to tackle the aforementioned methodological challenges and the method
works in two steps. We start by identifying typical past trajectories of individuals
over time by using Sequence Analysis. As trajectories are considered as a progres-
sion over time, where events and life stages accumulate, individuals are likely to
move from one cluster to another over time. We then estimate the effect of these
typical past trajectories on the event under study using discrete-time models. SHA
is presented in the first part of this paper.

In the second part of this article, we use the proposed methodological approach
in an original study of the effect of past childhood co-residence structures on
the chances of leaving the parental home in Switzerland. In western countries
where nuclear families and neolocality prevail, the departure from the parental
home is a crucial step and an indicator of the transition to adulthood. It is often
a prerequisite to achieving other family life transitions, such as co-residency and
becoming a parent (Mulder 2009; Schizzerotto and Lucchini 2004). Furthermore,
the departure from the parental home has significant consequences for important
policy areas, such as the demand for housing (Ermisch and Di Salvo 1997) and the
risk of poverty among young people (Iacovou and Aassve 2007). In this context,
identifying the determinants of the early departure from the parental home of young
adults is of prime interest. Among these determinants, many sociological theories
stress the importance of family configuration, as well as the whole individual
trajectory preceding home-leaving. This is a key concern in Switzerland where the
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number of divorces has experienced a strong increase over the past 40 years (Swiss
Federal Statistical Office 2016), with a divorce rate that reached 52.6% in 2005.
A significant number of studies showed the impact of lone- and step-parenthood
on early departure (Holdsworth 2000; Bernhardt et al. 2005). Consequently, some
studies focused on the co-residence structure in which a young adult lived at a
specific moment of his/her life, often at the time of the youth’s final home-leaving
(Mitchell et al. 1989; Chiuri and Del Boca 2010). However, few studies looked back
at the effect of the whole co-residence trajectory. This is mostly due to the lack of
detailed life history records of co-residence structures during childhood (Aquilino
1991; Goldscheider and Goldscheider 1998; Blaauboer and Mulder 2010) and to
the lack of a proper methodological framework to estimate the influence of early
co-residence trajectories on the departure from the parental home.

The structure of the article is as follows. First, we will present the methodological
features of SHA. We will then apply it empirically using social science data. Based
on data from the LIVES Cohort Study (Elcheroth and Antal 2013), our analyses
showed that it is not only the occurrence of an event such as parental divorce that
increases the risk of leaving home, but also the order in which changes to the
preceding family co-residence structure occurred. Two features have a significant
influence on leaving home: the co-residence structure itself and the arrival or
departure of siblings from the parental home.

1.1 Sequence History Analysis: A Combination of Sequence
Analysis and Event History Analysis

Several methods are available to estimate the effects of a set of covariates on the
hazard rate of a given event. This approach uses a discrete-time representation of the
data: the so-called person-period file (Allison 2014). In this format, one observation
is generated for each individual i at each time point t . Since the time t is assumed
to be observed on a discrete scale, a finite set of observations is generated. The time
ranges from the start of observation (typically 0) until the end of the observation
period of the ith individual.

Before going into details, let us present a small example that will help us to
clarify the presentation of a person-period file. In this example, (Table 1), we are
interested in estimating the effect of past cohabitation trajectories on the chances of
leaving the parental home among a cohort of young adults. The individual 72 is a
woman. She left home after 6 time periods. She also has the following cohabitation
trajectory: BP-BS-BS-BS-LS-LS where BP stands for biparental household, BS for
biparental household and siblings, and LS for lone-parent household and siblings.
The corresponding person-period file therefore reads as follows:
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Table 1 Example of a person-period file

Departure from
ID Time the parental home Cohabitation status

72 (Woman) 15 0 BP

72 (Woman) 16 0 BS

72 (Woman) 17 0 BS

72 (Woman) 18 0 BS

72 (Woman) 19 0 LS

72 (Woman) 20 1 LS

1.2 Sequence History Analysis: Operationalizing Previous
Trajectories

There are two different interpretations of the aim of Sequence Analysis. It may
be seen as a way to identify ideal-typical trajectories. It can also be considered as
an effective means to reduce the complexity of trajectories into a few main types
of sequences. Both approaches are interesting in our context, because one might
typically expect to observe many different individual past trajectories. Sequence
Analysis can therefore be used to operationalize the concept of past trajectories by
reducing this complexity or as a way to identify ideal-typical past trajectories.

Since the 1990s–2000s, the research trend in Sequence Analysis has been
structured around a core program including a limited number of methodological
options (Gauthier et al. 2014). Generally, Sequence Analysis works in three steps.
First, trajectories are coded as sequences of states. Second, the distances between
each pair of sequences are computed and gathered into a distance matrix. Finally,
a cluster analysis is conducted on this matrix. It gathers together similar sequences
while separating dissimilar sequences. The result is a categorical covariate that can
be used in subsequent analyses. Let us briefly discuss these three steps in our case.

In the first step, we rebuild the past trajectory at each time point, i.e., for
each observation of each individual i at time t . Taking our previous example a
step further, Table 2 presents two ways of modeling past family trajectories. First,
rebuilding the past trajectory at each time point for each individual in our person-
period file is done by considering, at each time point t , the trajectory leading to
the current position. As such, the length of the trajectory logically increases by one
for each additional time unit. Sometimes, we are only interested in the previous
trajectory, excluding the present state. Thus, the last column reconstructs for each
individual i at each time point t , past trajectory until t − 1. These past trajectories
can therefore be interpreted as past trajectories until all possible present times. There
are, thereby, t trajectories of varying lengths for each individual. Indeed, since the
duration from the starting time is not the same at each time point, the past trajectories
considered grow over time.

In a second step, we need to choose a distance measure to conduct Sequences
Analysis. This measure defines which criteria should be taken into account to
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Table 2 Two different ways of reconstructing past trajectories

Departure from Past trajectory
ID Time the parental home Past trajectory excluding present

72 15 0 BP/15 BP/14

72 16 0 BP/15-BS/1 BP/15

72 17 0 BP/15-BS/2 BP/15-BS/1

72 18 0 BP/15-BS/3 BP/15-BS/2

72 19 0 BP/15-BS/3-LS/1 BP/15-BS/3

72 20 1 BP/15-BS/3-LS/2 BP/15-BS/3-LS/1

Table 3 Creation of a typology of past trajectories

Departure from Past trajectory
ID Time the parental home excluding present Typology

72 15 0 BP/14 Biparental household

72 16 0 BP/15 Biparental household

72 17 0 BP/15-BS/1 Early arrival of siblings

72 18 0 BP/15-BS/2 Early arrival of siblings

72 19 0 BP/15-BS/3 Early arrival of siblings

72 20 1 BP/15-BS/3-LS/1 From biparental to

lone-parent household

(with siblings)

compare two trajectories. According to Studer and Ritschard (2016), the choice of
a dissimilarity measure should be based on its sensitivity to timing, sequencing,
or duration. For instance, if age is thought to be an important property of the past
trajectory, one should emphasize timing. This would be interesting if age at parental
divorce is believed to be of key importance. Conversely, if we want to focus on the
path, i.e., the states through which an individual goes, a distance measure sensitive
to sequencing should be chosen. Finally, if the time spent in each state is important,
a distance measure sensitive to duration should be used.

In a third step, after having computed the distances between sequences, a
typology is built using cluster analysis. This step results in a categorical covariate
in our person-period file. Taking back our previous example and assuming that the
cluster analysis identified three groups: (1) “Biparental household”, (2) “Arrival of
siblings”, and (3) “From biparental to lone-parent household (with siblings),” our
person-period file would be read as shown in Table 3. It can be noted that a given
individual can belong to different clusters over time. In other words, the type of past
trajectory an individual belongs to may change over time. It stems from the fact
that our unit of analysis is one person-period, not one individual. In the next step,
we will use this information to estimate the effect of a past trajectory on the event
under study.
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In these last two steps, we analyze sequences of different lengths.1 Sequence
Analysis should not be used to analyze sequences of different length when this
difference results from incomplete or censored data, because Sequence Analysis
implicitly assumes that the processes under study are fully observed.2 However, in
our case, the differences in sequence length do not result from incomplete data.
They result from meaningful differences in the length of the process leading to the
current situation. However, as the length of the previous trajectory and age are often
closely related, we strongly recommend to always control for age.

1.3 Event History Analysis: Estimating the Effect of Typical
Past Trajectories on the Event Under Study

Event history analysis is an suitable tool to understand how events are produced and
how they are conditioned by other explanatory variables, which may or may not
vary over time (Allison 2014). As such, once the typology of previous trajectories is
created, we propose to estimate its effect on a given event using a discrete-time event
history model. More precisely, at each time of observation since the starting time,
the trajectory is introduced as a time-varying covariate. Consequently, applying
Sequence History Analysis to our previous example, we could estimate the chance
of obtaining a promotion according to the type of previous family trajectories.

Two factors should be taken into consideration when specifying the model. First,
our typology of past trajectories might be linked to their length. If this is the case,
we recommend adding the length of the previous trajectory or a transformation of it
to the model. Consequently, the effect of the typology will no longer be related to
the length of the trajectories, which could lead to misleading interpretations.3

Second, two interpretations of the past trajectories’ effect can be made. It could
be related to the ability of the typology to summarize the main information of the
current situation. For instance, the effect of the past family trajectory on the chances
of receiving a promotion could be related to the characteristics of the current family
situation, such as being married or having a child at time t . It could also be linked to
the individual history, such as the age when the individual got married or if he/she
was married before having a child or not. We can distinguish these two situations
by adding simple indicators of the current situation to the model. If the effect of the
past trajectory types remains significant, one may conclude that “individual history

1The length of the previous trajectories typically depends on age.
2By clustering incomplete sequences, we often end up with one (or several) clusters of incomplete
trajectories, which cannot be interpreted. If this is not the case, we implicitly predict the end of the
sequence, which might also be problematic.
3From a general point of view, even though this is not specific to the proposed methodology, it is
generally recommended to add some timing information to the model as the hazard rate is usually
not constant over time.
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matters” for the issue under study. Aside from these two kinds of information, the
usual control variables should be added to the model. The latter are research-specific
and we therefore do not discuss them in more detail.

To sum up, we propose a methodological approach to estimate the effect of a
previous trajectory on an upcoming event. This methodology functions in three
steps: (1) building previous trajectories in a person-period file, (2) running Sequence
Analysis, and (3) estimating the effect of typical past trajectories on an upcoming
event using a discrete-time model. After having presented this methodology, we
now turn to its application. Therefore, we provide an empirical example displaying
the effect of childhood co-residence trajectories on the risk of leaving home. The
analyses will be based on life history calendar data.

2 Empirical Application: Childhood Co-residence
Trajectories and Leaving Home

In this section, we apply Sequence History Analysis to assess the influence of
childhood co-residence trajectories on the probability of leaving the parental home
in Switzerland. Previous research has demonstrated the multiple effects of previous
co-residence trajectories on the departure from the parental home (Mitchell et al.
1989; Aquilino 1991; Sandefur et al. 2008; Blaauboer and Mulder 2010). There are
also some reasons to believe that the number of siblings living in the same household
is likely to affect the probability of young adults leaving the parental home (Mitchell
et al. 1989; Aquilino 1991; Gierveld et al. 1991; Avery et al. 1992; Buck and Scott
1993).

First and foremost, growing up with two biological parents—which is still the
most common form of living arrangements in Western Europe—is linked with closer
family bonds and longer stays in the parental home (Mitchell et al. 1989; Aquilino
1991; Mitchell 1994; Goldscheider and Goldscheider 1998).

Second, several studies showed that children of divorced parents tend to leave the
parental home earlier than those of intact families (Goldscheider and Goldscheider
1998; Cherlin et al. 1995; Juang et al. 1999; Holdsworth 2000; Bernhardt et al.
2005; Zorlu and Gaalen 2016). As noted by several authors, this effect might be
more related to low family socio-economic background than to the absence of one
of the parental figures (Bianchi 1987; Mitchell et al. 1989; McLanahan and Carlson
2004; Kiernan 2006, for instance). Aquilino (1991) showed that young adults who
grew up in a single-parent household from birth do not have a higher hazard of
leaving home than those who grew up in an intact family. Therefore, the stability of
co-residence structure could also have an impact on the timing of leaving home.

Third, children from step-parent families tend to leave home earlier than young
adults from intact families (Mitchell et al. 1989; Aquilino 1991; Kiernan 1992;
Goldscheider and Goldscheider 1998). Among various explanations, Goldscheider
and Goldscheider (1998) stress the difficulty of welcoming a new parental figure,
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step-siblings, and/or half-siblings into one’s home. Other studies have shown that
severe conflicts and disagreements within step-families play a significant role in
early nest-leaving (Gaehler and Bernhardt 2000; Gossens 2001).

Fourth, there might be some circumstances in which both intact and non-intact
families may no longer be able to maintain their households. In such situations, both
children and parents might seek shelter in someone else’s household, in most cases
in the houses of grandparents (Aquilino 1991). This type of family arrangement is
often referred to as “extended family.” Therefore, as having to move back in with
relatives is usually the result of financial difficulties, such situations might push
children to get a job and establish an independent household earlier.

There is some evidence that having siblings might also influence the departure
from the parental home. Individuals with many siblings were found to have a higher
likelihood of leaving home (Mitchell et al. 1989; Aquilino 1991; Gierveld et al.
1991; Avery et al. 1992; Buck and Scott 1993). This may be explained by the fact
that individuals who grow up with a large number of siblings have a higher risk
of feeling “overcrowded” in their parental home and of suffering from a lack of
physical space for privacy. First-born children have a higher risk of leaving home
at an earlier age than any other children, except if they are an only child (Bianchi
1987). Indeed, Holdsworth (2000) has shown that an only child will tend to stay
longer at home in order to take care of their parents.

3 Data

We use data from the LIVES Cohort Study (FORS and NCCR LIVES 2015), a
panel survey whose first wave was conducted from mid-October 2013 to the end
of June 2014 (Elcheroth and Antal 2013). The sample includes 1691 respondents,
of whom 415 were Swiss and 1276 were from a foreign background. The sample
is composed of people aged 15–24 on January 1st 2013 and who began in a Swiss
school before the age of 10. Second-generation immigrants are over-represented in
the sample and particular attention is paid to offspring of low- or middle-skilled
migrants who mainly hail from Southern Europe or from the Balkan Peninsula. The
sampling design of the survey is quite innovative in the sense that it combines a
stratified random sample with two iterations of controlled network sampling, with
random selection within the personal networks (Brändle 2017, for more details).

The life history calendar allows for the collection of detailed information
regarding the co-residence trajectories of each respondent. This information was
recoded into five statuses—combining information on parents and siblings—namely
living with: (a) both parents (without siblings), (b) both parents and sibling(s), (c)
one parent (without siblings), (d) one parent and sibling(s), and (e) other relatives.
Unfortunately, living with a step-parent could not be distinguished from the “one
parent” situation, since this information was not available in the survey.

The timing of the departure from the parental home was operationalized as the
first episode in which an individual does not live with his/her parents anymore.
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We assumed that individuals are at risk of leaving home from the age of 15.
Consequently, we identified 147 events (i.e., departures from the parental home)
for 1637 individuals.4

3.1 Control Variables

Several control variables were introduced into the model, such as age (logarithm),
sex, ethnic origin (based on the mother’s country of birth), place of residence at
14 years old, labor market integration (apprenticeship included)5 and family socio-
economic background.6 This last is a key control variable since it has been argued
that the effect of living with a single parent is linked to differences in economic
conditions. However, the large number of missing values for family socio-economic
background (70%) forced us to run a model without it. Finally, two additional
control variables were included: the occurrence of parental disruption and the
presence of siblings. These variables were included to verify that the effect of the
previous trajectory, as measured through our method, is not only related to the
current situation of the household.

4 Analysis

Sequence History Analysis works in three steps. We start by recoding all past
trajectories in a person-period file. We then conduct a Sequence Analysis on these
recoded past trajectories. Finally, using a discrete-time model, we estimate the effect
of these past trajectories on the probability of leaving home. Let us present these
steps in more detail using our empirical example.

4This means that 55 individuals had missing data in at least one of the variables.
5The Swiss education system is largely an apprenticeship-based system of education (Thomsin
et al. 2004). Almost two thirds of every cohort of students attend a vocational and training program
(VET) (Swiss Federal Statistical Office 2015) In principle, an apprenticeship contract is signed
between the apprentices and an approved firm in which the former will spend about two thirds of
their time following a practical vocational training. The rest of the time is spent in a vocational
school.
6In most cases, the occupation of the father when the respondent was 15 was taken as the
benchmark to define the family’s socio-economic background. When this information was
unavailable, the occupation of the mother when the respondent was 15 was used.
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4.1 Sequence Analysis: Operationalizing Previous
Co-residence Trajectories

Here, we consider previous co-residence trajectories for each individual i at each
time t , from birth until the current age of each individual at the time of the survey.
Since we are interested in the hazard of leaving home after the age of 15, the past
trajectories have a starting length of 14 for all individuals. The final length of the past
trajectory corresponds to the occurrence of the departure from the parental home
minus one time unit (cf. Table 2, past trajectories excluding present state) or to the
end of the observation period.

We then ran Sequence Analysis on these past trajectories excluding the present
state to identify ideal-types of past trajectories. All past trajectories were included
in the analyses at the same time. The use of Sequence Analysis involves choosing
an appropriate distance measure and a clustering algorithm. We are interested in
estimating the effect of a previous family history on the departure from the parental
home. This previous history is strongly linked to the order of the stages through
which an individual goes. We have therefore chosen a distance sensitive to differ-
ences in sequencing. When sequencing is of central interest, Studer and Ritschard
(2016) suggest using optimal matching on sequences of distinct successive states
(DSS). In our case, we used a constant substitution cost of 2 and an indel cost of 1.
The DSS is obtained by considering the succession of states without considering the
duration of each state. For instance, the sequence “S-S-M-M-M” is recorded “S-M.”
We therefore focus only on sequencing (the information about timing and duration
is not used).

We then clustered the sequences in the following way. Two specific groups
were created “manually” to match a precise definition: two whole trajectories spent
with both parents either with or without siblings. Each resulting group represents
respectively 40.5% and 4.1% of the sample. Although small, this latter group (i.e.,
only child with both parents) is relevant as being an only child is expected to
have a significant influence on the risk of leaving the parental home. We then used
the PAM (“Partitioning Around Medoids”) algorithm to cluster the remaining past
trajectories. This algorithm aims to obtain the best partitioning for a data set into
a predefined number k of groups (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 2005; Studer 2013).
Based on the best average silhouette width, we kept six groups. The result is a final
typology of eight groups (the two manually-constructed groups and the six clusters
on the remaining sequences).

All statistical analyses conducted in this article use the R Software and environ-
ment (R Core Team 2016), along with the TraMineR package (Gabadinho et al.
2011) for sequence analysis and the WeightedCluster package (Studer 2013) for
cluster analysis. The final typology of co-residence trajectories is presented in Fig. 1.
When we observe these ideal-types of past trajectories, we see that the percentages
presented are based on the person-period trajectories and that individuals can switch
between clusters over time. For instance, we expect that some individuals will start
by being in the cluster “Both parents and siblings” before going to the cluster “Late
departure of siblings.”
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Fig. 1 Trajectories of past co-residence structures

• Both parents and siblings (40.5%)—Trajectories spent entirely with both parents
and siblings. As this cluster represents the most common trajectory, it was used
as the reference category in the regression models.

• Early arrival of siblings (28.7%)—Trajectories of oldest children who experi-
enced the arrival of younger siblings during their early childhood.

• Both parents to one parent (with siblings) (10.4%)—Trajectories characterized
by a transition from a biparental to a lone-parent household, in both cases in the
presence of siblings.

• Early arrival of siblings and parental separation (6.2%)—Trajectories of older
siblings who experienced the arrival of younger siblings during their adolescence
and a subsequent parental disruption.

• Both parents to one parent (without siblings) (4.5%)—Trajectories characterized
by a parental disruption without siblings.
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• Both parents (4.1%)—Trajectories spent entirely with both parents, but without
siblings.

• Late departure of siblings (3.1%)—Trajectories characterized by the departure of
siblings. These trajectories are probably those of younger children.

• One parent to both parents (with siblings) (2.5%)—Trajectories initiated by a
co-residency with one parent only and siblings before the second parent joins the
household later. This might be a typically common trajectory of a migrant family.
Fathers first migrate alone, leaving their wives and children behind. After a few
years, mothers and children will also migrate, reuniting the family. Consequently,
children will live their first years in a “lone-parent household” before moving to
a biparental household.

4.2 Event History Analysis: Estimating the Effect of Typical
Past Trajectories on the Event Under Study

After having identified the previous typology of trajectories, we estimate their effect
on the risk of leaving home using a discrete-time model (cf. Table 4). We do it by
running a logistic regression on the person-period file. Individuals with missing data
were not included in the models (4% in models 1,2, & 3 and 70% in model 4).

Four models were estimated. The first model includes the past trajectories and the
control variables. In the second model, aggregated indicators of parental divorce and
presence of sibling(s) were included to assess whether the effect of past trajectories
remains significant in the presence of these aggregated indicators. The third model
is computed without the past trajectories to estimate its statistical power. Finally, the
last model is composed of the past trajectories, the control variables, and the family
socio-economic background factor.

A first sign of the overall importance of the past trajectory covariate can be
asserted by looking at the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).7 We decided to
use this criterion because it is the most conservative and penalizes complexity more
than the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). According to the BIC, the first model
is the most parsimonious. The BIC value of the second model is also very close to
that of the first model. Both models include the ideal-typical past trajectories. From
a statistical point of view, there is therefore an added value to including the past
ideal-typical trajectories in the model.

7BIC = −2 ln(L) + ln(N) ∗ k, where L is the likelihood, −2 ln(L) is equal to the deviance, ln is
the logarithm, and k represents the number of parameters (i.e., coefficients). Raftery (1995) argues
that the N can be estimated in three different manners when it is used for event history models:
the number of observations (person-period), the number of individuals, or the number of events.
According to the recommendations made in this article, we used the last option which is the least
conservative. This option is also coherent with the calculation of the BIC for survival continuous-
time models (i.e., Cox models) in which N represents the number of observed events.
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Table 4 Logit models predicting probability of first home-leaving

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

***)01.1(67.01-***)66.0(02.9-***)77.0(97.01-***)76.0(97.9-tpecretnI
Co-residence configurations:
Both parents & siblings (ref.)

)56.0(69.0)65.0(90.0stneraphtoB -0.05 (0.83)
Late departure of siblings 1.05 (0.35) ** 1.91 (0.48) *** 0.92 (0.49) +
Early arrival of siblings 0.34 (0.25) 0.40 (0.26) 0.75 (0.35) *
Both parents to one parent
(without siblings)

1.62 (0.34) *** 2.06 (0.45) *** 2.59 (0.53) ***

Early arrival of siblings
& parental separation

0.66 (0.35) + 0.66 (0.48) 0.32 (0.60)

One parent to both parents
(with siblings)

0.32 (0.58) 0.37 (0.59) 0.71 (1.13)

Both parents to one parent
(with siblings)

0.80 (0.28) ** 1.01 (0.30) *** 1.01 (0.40) *

Age (ln) 3.10 (0.28) *** 3.14 (0.29) *** 3.12 (0.28) *** 2.96 (0.42) ***
Women 0.52 (0.18) ** 0.54 (0.18) ** 0.44 (0.18) * 0.83 (0.27) **
Ethnic origin: Switzerland (ref.)
Eastern Europe -0.99 (0.26) *** -1.02 (0.26) *** -1.10 (0.26) *** -0.75 (0.43) +
South-Western Europe -0.88 (0.29) ** -0.88 (0.27) ** -0.93 (0.28) *** -0.98 (0.42) *
North-Western Europe
& North America

0.69 (0.33) * 0.74 (0.33) * 0.61 (0.33) + 0.56 (0.51)

Other continents -0.29 (0.31) -0.24 (0.30) -0.15 (0.30) -0.11 (0.44)
Labor market integration 0.52 (0.22) * 0.56 (0.22) * 0.51 (0.22) * 0.89 (0.31) **
Place of residence: Large population
centers (ref.)
Periurban & metropolitan centers 0.22 (0.34) 0.19 (0.35) 0.11 (0.34) 0.23 (0.50)
Touristic municipalities 0.48 (0.51) 0.39 (0.51) 0.46 (0.50) 0.58 (0.65)
Middle- and small-sized population
centers

0.17 (0.22) 0.09 (0.23) 0.13 (0.22) 0.62 (0.33) +

Periurban & commuting municipalities 0.26 (0.36) 0.35 (0.36) 0.07 (0.35) 0.44 (0.56)
Outlying municipalities 0.31 (0.28) 0.24 (0.28) 0.19 (0.28) 0.56 (0.39)

Underrepresented places of birth -0.19 (0.28) -0.14 (0.28) -0.29 (0.26) -0.14 (0.46)
Divorce 0.09 (0.37) 0.54 (0.23) *
Siblings 0.89 (0.33) ** -0.03 (0.22)
Family socioeconomic status Qualified
manual professions (ref.)
Top management -0.35 (0.81)
Academic professions
& senior management

1.11 (0.47) *

Liberal professions 0.47 (0.49)
Other self-employed -0.14 (0.60)
Intermediate professions 0.27 (0.52)
Skilled non-manual professions 0.88 (0.38) *
Unskilled non-manual
& manual professions

0.48 (0.50)

Nb obs. 8700 8700 8700 3456
Nb ind. 1624 1624 1624 506
Nb events 142 142 142 77
Deviance 1096.1 1088 1118.2 550.23
BIC 1200.2 1201.9 1212.4 724.57

+ p< 0.1, * p< 0.05, **p< 0.01, *** p< 0.001
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In all models, most coefficients of past co-residence trajectories are significant
and go in the same direction. While the differences between the trajectories “both
parents” and “both parents with siblings” are not significant, we observe a significant
effect concerning the changes in the presence of siblings. Staying in the parental
home after the departure of siblings increases the probability of leaving home. The
“early arrival of siblings” also increases the hazard rate of leaving home. Besides,
living with only one parent—with or without siblings—is associated with a higher
risk of leaving home. There is no significant difference between the categories
“early arrival of siblings and parental separation” and those who grew up with two
parents. The same applies for young individuals who started by living in a lone
parent household with siblings before moving to a bi-parental household.

We can see in Table 4 that the types of past co-residence trajectories are more
informative than the aggregated indicators of parental divorce and of the presence
of siblings. Indeed, in the second model that includes covariates related to these two
aspects, the effects of childhood co-residence trajectories remain significant. These
results show that behind the effect of having siblings or of having experienced a
parental divorce, the past trajectory, i.e., the personal history, does matter.

The effect of control variables confirms our hypotheses. The hazard rate of
leaving the parental home rises with increasing age. The departure from the parental
home is also significantly influenced by the ethnic origin. Second-generation
immigrants from Eastern or South-Western countries are less likely to leave home
than Swiss natives. Conversely, having a Northern-Western European or a North-
American background increases the risk of leaving home. Obtaining a first job
significantly increases the likelihood of leaving home. Women are more likely to
leave the parental home than men. However, we did not find a significant effect
of the place of residence. Residents of middle and small centers have a higher
probability of leaving home than inhabitants of large population centers, but this
effect is only significant at the 0.1 level. Lastly, respondents whose parents had an
academic profession or a senior management position when they were adolescents
leave home more often than those whose parents had a qualified and manual
profession. Children of skilled and non-manual workers are also more likely to leave
the parental home.

5 Discussion

The occurrence of divorce does not play a strong role in the departure from
the parental home, nor does that of having siblings. Conversely, childhood co-
residence patterns influence the ways in which young adults leave the parental
home. More precisely, the occurrence, the timing, and the sequencing of the events
have a specific effect on home-leaving. For instance, two features have a significant
and strong impact on the departure from the parental home: the lone parenthood
configuration and the arrival and departure of siblings.
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Having spent some years in a lone-parent household has a positive impact on the
risk of leaving home. It does not seem to matter much if it occurred in the presence
of siblings or not, as both situations lead to an increase in the likelihood of leaving
home. In addition, these effects remained significant when controlling for the family
socio-economic background. In other words, the negative effect of lone parenthood
is not only explained by lower socio-economic background.

Having siblings matters when it comes to leaving the parental home. However,
behind that simple fact, our method showed that birth order and arrivals or
departures of siblings matter more. Moreover, when the family socio-economic
background is taken into account, being an only child significantly increases the
odds of leaving the parental home. Additionally, the departure from the parental
home of siblings (most probably older siblings) encourages the remaining siblings
to leave home. This could be interpreted as an imitation of the first-to-go individuals’
behavior.

In this study, we measured a link between childhood co-residence structures
and departure from the parental home. However, the underlying mechanism linking
these two concepts was not explained. For example, some longitudinal information
regarding the relational quality in households was not available and could therefore
not be included in the model. Moreover, the respondents were quite young.
Consequently, only a small proportion of them had left the parental home at the
end of the observation period. Hence, the observed effects could be mainly related
to differences among early home-leavers.

6 Conclusion

The aim of this paper was two-fold. First, we proposed a methodological framework
to estimate the effect of an unfolding trajectory on an upcoming event. We then
applied the proposed approach to an original study of the effect of past co-residence
trajectories on the departure from the parental home in Switzerland.

The results obtained with the combination of Sequence Analysis and Event
History analysis provided results that would not have been obtained if each method
had been used separately. However, the combination of Sequence Analysis and
Event History Analysis was not an easy task as these two methods are based on very
different approaches to life-course data. Sequence Analysis is based on a holistic
approach of life course trajectories. The overall trajectory of each respondent is
examined and compared with that of the other individuals. Consequently, Sequence
Analysis aims to investigate the progression of individuals over their life course.
Conversely, the focus in Event History Analysis is rather the investigation of the
probabilistic distribution of life course events over time according to individual
characteristics (Tuma and Hannan 1984; Mayer and Tuma 1990; Courgeau and
Lelièvre 1992). The aim of Sequence History Analysis is thus to resolve this
conflict between the two approaches. The proposed framework may have a much
broader field of application. For instance, it could allow us to study how previous
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professional trajectories are linked with the risk of dying at each age. We believe
that Sequence History Analysis is a very promising tool. This method allows
the combining of two traditions of investigating longitudinal data in life-course
research: the holistic approach of Sequence Analysis and the processual approach
of Event History Analysis.

Further work is needed to develop this approach more fully, to address its
weaknesses and build on its strengths. For example, the proposed framework does
not allow the drawing of causal interpretations of the results. We cannot state
that parental divorce “causes” early departure from the parental home. In this
respect, quasi-experimental designs, such as propensity-score matching, could be
an interesting lead to follow. It would also be interesting to know to what extent the
individuals have experienced relocation in their past. It might make young adults
more likely to move out of the parental home and less hesitant about setting up their
own independent households. Consequently, if possible, further analysis should take
this factor into account.
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Part III
The Sequence Network Approach



Network Analysis of Sequence Structures

Benjamin Cornwell

1 From Sequence Pathways to Sequence-Networks

Many social sequences can be analyzed as independent linear chains of events.
For example, a given firm’s trajectory of growth can be analyzed as a set of
developmental stages that may be similar to, but not connected to, other firms’
experiences. A common goal in recent analyses of such phenomena is to describe
multiple chains and compare them to each other, then classify them or describe
their degree of dissimilarity (e.g., see Aisenbrey and Fasang 2010; Piccarreta 2017;
Studer et al. 2011). Expanding on the interest of scholars in the relational nature
of social phenomena, some social scientists (e.g. Bearman et al. 1999; Bearman
and Stovel 2000; Bison 2014; Cornwell 2015) have begun to explore sequences in
terms of sets of intersecting events that constitute a larger network of pathways,
in which multiple sequence chains are inextricably entwined and not considered as
separate. These larger structures of intersecting sequences can be called “sequence-
networks.” See also Hamberger (2018) in this bundle.

Researchers who study sequence-networks are often interested in characterizing
the overall landscape of interconnectedness and intersection—considering these
structures as whole standalone entities, opportunity structures (Merton 1996), or
social systems (Parsons 1951). Visually speaking, this involves seeing sequences as
a vast, integrated web which, in two-dimensional space, resembles a roadmap. The
ordered nature of the phenomena that make up these structures naturally invites
the use of existing sequence-analytic tools such as discrepancy analysis (Studer
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et al. 2011) and parallel coordinates plot (Bürgin and Ritschard 2014) to help
describe them. This has also prompted more focused investigation of the structure of
whole sequence-networks, as well as the role that particular elements within those
structures play in tying those networks together.

Toward that end, this chapter presents a set of explicitly network-analytic
methods for understanding the larger structure that reflects the connections that
exist between the individual sequences that one observes within a given setting.
This approach expands on other useful sequence-oriented tools. The notion that
social life is a set of sequenced phenomena still holds. But the question now shifts
to collectivist questions such as “Is the set of action pathways forged by group
A more complex than that forged by group B?” I argue that network methods
can offer unique insight into these kinds of issues and therefore provide a useful
supplement to existing sequence methods. The goal of this chapter, then, is to
outline some affinities between network analysis and sequence analysis, and how
the former can be used to enhance the latter. To illustrate, this chapter maps out the
complex network of sequence pathways by which individuals get through everyday
life. To highlight the capacity for network methods to help shed light on the
overall structure of these larger maps, it then compares the complex landscape of
interconnected pathways that characterize the everyday lives of younger and older
adults, respectively.

2 Sequence Pathways in Everyday Life

What does a sequence-network look like? A context that invites this approach is
that of individual-level behavior that unfolds on the hourly or daily time scale. How
individuals order everyday action has long been an issue in the social sciences (e.g.
Bales 1951). Microsequential activity (Gershuny 2000) is composed of series of
successive acts (e.g., talking, eating) that form temporally ordered chains. These
sequences contain activities that span a specific period of time, usually a 24-h day.
Social actions that occur in a given individual’s schedule on a given day—e.g., “I
took a shower, got dressed, and then went to work”—are temporally connected
and therefore provide the basis for larger chains of social action. These are not
trivial sequences, as the way people sequence their activities during the course of
the day provides a key basis for social organization, and reflects their positions
within a larger system of social roles and social norms (e.g. Giddens 1984; Merton
1968; Parsons 1951). Thus, understanding how sets of individuals order their
everyday activities—and how those activities are related to each other—is vital to
understanding larger social structure.
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2.1 Activity Sequences in Networks

Assume that we are interested in the activity sequences reported by g individuals.
Assume also that we have activity sequence data from each of these individuals that
describe which of the k elements (e.g., number of different types of activities) each
individual was doing at each of t time points (e.g., 1,440 min in a given day). Here,
the activity data for a given set of individuals are observed in one-minute intervals.
An element in a given person’s activity sequence may be: “Working between 12:00
p.m. and 12:01 p.m.” That particular time-activity will then be followed by another
time-activity, such as: “Eating between 12:01 p.m. and 12:02 p.m.”

These sequence data can be treated as network data. Every network has two
aspects: Nodes, or vertices, and the links, or ties, that associate specific pairs of
nodes with each other (Wasserman and Faust 1994). Here, the activities that occur
at specific times—in other words, the activity-time elements are treated as the nodes
in the network. The “links” between them are temporal connections, which are
inferred from their adjacency in the sequence of events that is observed in one or
more individuals’ activity sequences.

2.2 Organizing the Data as a Sequence-Network

The ordered activity sequence data that are contained in a typical time-diary dataset
can be recorded in a rectangular matrix, which we will call A. In A, the g individuals
are arranged down the rows of the matrix and the k × t activity-time combinations
described above are arranged along the matrix’s columns. In network terms, this
is known as an affiliation or “2-mode” network matrix (Borgatti and Everett 1997;
Wasserman and Faust 1994).1 The left side of Fig. 1 shows how this matrix would
be constructed using a simple hypothetical sample of 10 individuals (1 thru 10),
who are observed for three time periods (1, 2, and 3) for evidence regarding which
of four activities (A, B, C, and D) they were doing at each time point. Each cell
contains information about whether the individual in the corresponding row reported
doing the specific activity at the specific time that is designated in the corresponding
column. For example, a “1” will appear in the upper-left-most cell if individual 1
reported doing activity A in time period 1. That cell would contain a “0” otherwise.

Note that matrix A does not yet show how the time-activity elements are linked
to each other in a chain. In network-analytic terms, sequential order can be captured
in what is referred to as a “directed” network. One can transform matrix A (which

1The network framework is very flexible and can be used in different ways. One might fashion a
sequence-network that is composed of multiple sequences from a single individual. For example,
individuals’ activity sequences from different days might interest, thus providing insight into the
emergence of routine in everyday life. Alternatively, one can use networks to show how different
activities that occur in potentially non-adjacent time periods link together for a given individual.
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Matrix A: Which individuals did which
activities at which time points

Time-Activities 

Time

1 2 3

Activity Activity Activity

A B C D A B C D A B C D

S
u
b
je

ct
s

1  1 0 0 0  1 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 

2  1 0 0 0  1 0 0 0  0 1 0 0 

3  1 0 0 0  0 1 0 0  0 0 0 1 

4  0 1 0 0  0 0 1 0  1 0 0 0 

5  0 1 0 0  0 0 1 0  0 0 1 0 

6 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

7 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

9 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

10  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Matrix B: Frequencies of transitions between
successive time-activities in the activity

sequences shown in matrix A

Time-Activities 

1A 1B 1C 1D 2A 2B 2C 2D 3A 3B 3C 3D 

T
im

e-
A

ct
iv

it
ie

s 

1A  - - - - 2 1 0 0 - - - - 

1B  - - - - 0 0 2 0 - - - - 

1C  - - - - 0 0 1 0 - - - - 

1D  - - - - 2 1 0 1 - - - - 

2A  - - - - - - - - 2 2 0 0

2B  - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 2

2C  - - - - - - - - 1 0 2 0

2D  - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 1

3A  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

3B  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

3C  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

3D  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Fig. 1 Sequence-network matrices A and B, describing a hypothetical set of ten individuals who
engaged in three potential activities (A, B, and C) at four specific time points (1, 2, 3, and 4)

is an undirected affiliation matrix) into a directed matrix that reflects the ordered
relationships among the activities. The cells in the resulting matrix reflect how
many times a given pair of successive time-activities—for example, 1A and 2B—
occur in order across the different sequences. The cells of this new matrix are
valued, so that relationships between pairs of successive activities—for example,
“Working between 12:00 p.m. and 12:01 p.m.” and “Eating between 12:01 p.m. and
12:02 p.m.”—are expressed in terms of the number of individuals who reported this
transition.

The example from the left side of Fig. 1 is carried over into the right side, which
shows the contents of matrix B for this group. For the purposes of constructing
the directed sequence-network, we null all of the blocks along the diagonal
(which would represent connections between elements in the same time period,
or simultaneous activities), the blocks below the diagonal (which would represent
time in reverse), and most of the blocks above the diagonal (which represent links
between elements in non-adjacent time periods). This leaves us with the partial,
asymmetric matrix that is shown, which contains only the shaded regions. The valid
cells in matrix B tell us in how many individuals’ sequences a given activity at a
given time is followed by another specific activity at the subsequent time. This is
therefore a “valued” network matrix. For example, this matrix would suggest that of
these 10 people, two transitioned from doing activity D at time 1 to doing activity
A at time 2.
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Note that matrix B essentially consists of a set of nested first-order transition
matrices, but one could expand to include higher-order transition matrices in
the nulled regions above the diagonal. There are also numerous ways one could
manipulate the values in matrix B, such as by dichotomizing at a given level or
by normalizing by row and/or column values. The methods presented here are
intentionally left simple and accessible. For an overview of the analysis of temporal
networks, see Batagelj et al. (2014).

The following sections describe how the network-analytic framework can be
utilized to understand this complex system and what it can reveal about the
sequential structure of social phenomena that conventional sequence methods
cannot reveal.

3 Analyzing Sequence-Network Structure

As described above, the network framework treats sequences as integrated sets
of intersecting pathways. The adoption of this framework does not imply an
abandonment of sequence concepts. Rather, it shifts the focus from the individual
chains and transitions to the larger structure that results. This system has properties
that, once analyzed, reveal additional information that should be of interest to
sequence analysts. This section describes some of the properties one might be
interested in along these lines (along with some discussion of sequence approaches
that share a similar focus), and how to compare those properties across sets of
sequences. Note that all of the analyses that were conducted here were executed
using Stata 14.2 (StataCorp 2015), but most of these analyses can be conducted
using publicly available network software, such as Ucinet (Borgatti et al. 2002) or
in R.

3.1 Describing Sequence-Network Structure

I begin by highlighting some affinities that exist between some network concepts
and sequence ideas. Table 1 provides a non-exhaustive list of sequential properties
(in the middle column) that can be analyzed using an integrated network framework.
To give a simple example and to help fix ideas, the concept of network diameter
reflects the distance between the most distant pair of nodes in the network (that is,
how many “steps” they are from each other in terms of the presence of intervening
nodes in the observed sequence). In a sequence, this corresponds to the length of
the longest observed sequence. Thus, assuming that all of the observed sequences
include the same number of time periods, the network diameter is simply the number
of time periods being observed.

Network size is the most fundamental network-level property, as it reflects how
many nodes are involved. In the sequence context, network size is equivalent to
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the number of unique activity-time elements that are observed. This can also be
expressed as a proportion of the possible element universe. With respect to activity
sequence-networks, a greater number of nodes means that there are more possible
pathways through the day, and thus more sequence complexity.

Network density is a property that refers to the extent to which all of the nodes
which could be connected within a network are indeed connected. In a sequence
context, greater density means that more of the available pathways which could
be followed are indeed being followed in reality (to some extent). With regard to
activity sequences, greater density means that alternative pathways between time
periods are being followed by different people—as opposed to a circumstance in
which the sequence are characterized by dominant pathways that many people
follow. All else equal, lower levels of density mean that there are numerous
pathways that are not being followed.

A related concept is centralization. Centrality can refer to the number of
connections a given node has or how dominant a given pathway is. Those that are
more central tend to be more influential or prominent in the context in question
(Wasserman and Faust 1994). For example, a more central node corresponds to an
activity that serves as a junction between many other preceding and subsequent
activities. This corresponds to what (White 1995) refers to as “publics.” Likewise,
central ties are those “wide” pathways on which numerous actors are observed
at a given time (i.e., common transitions). “Centralization” is the network-level
extension of this idea, as it refers to a network in which pathways tend to
converge on central events or where certain pathways are more dominant than
others. Here, I focus on path centralization, which can be measured simply as
the standard deviation around the average width of paths that are observed in
the network. (Note that there are numerous other measures of centrality—such as
betweenness centrality—that may be employed to understand sequence structure
and how particular elements fit into it. But due to space constraints I focus here only
on path centralization.)

A final concept is network homophily, which refers to the extent to which like
elements (e.g., people of the same race) form connections with each other as
opposed to with unlike others (McPherson et al. 2001). Sequence-networks are
“partitioned” networks, meaning that the nodes have different properties—where
temporally adjacent elements may or may not be similar. In this context, homophily
can refer to the extent to which sequence elements tend to be followed by like
elements in subsequent time period (i.e., a “run” or “spell”). There are numerous
ways to measure this, but one straightforward approach is to simply calculate the
proportion of times a given sequence element (e.g., sleeping) at one time point is
followed by the same element at the next time point, as opposed to transitioning to
a different element (e.g., eating).

There are numerous other potentially relevant network concepts one could con-
sider, but measuring the concepts that are described in Table 1 will help to demon-
strate how a network approach can help to describe overall sequential structure. To
be sure, there are more conventional sequence-analytic approaches one could take
to measure related properties of sequence-network behavior. Dissimilarity-based
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discrepancy approaches can be used, for example, to assess the diversity of pathways
followed by different groups (e.g., see Studer et al. 2011). Likewise, something akin
to the homophily measure that was just described can be derived using a measure of
the mean of the sequence entropies for subjects belonging to different social groups.
Indeed, just about any measure that is derived from matrix B can be derived from a
first-order Markov model.2

Another benefit of treating sequences as networks is that it facilitates a different
type of visualization of sequence pathways. Visualization aids in the comparison of
the larger systems of action that characterize different groups. One conventional
approach is to present a sequence index plot (e.g., Brzinsky-Fay et al. 2006;
Gabadinho et al. 2011) or, more germane to the notion of linking elements across
time points, parallel coordinate plots (Bürgin and Ritschard 2014). For recent
developments in the visualization of sequences, see e.g. Fasang and Liao (2014)
and Gabadinho and Ritschard (2013). Network diagrams that use spring-embedding
algorithms (Mrvar and Batagelj 1996, e.g., see) can be useful as well by allowing the
positioning of particular activity-times within the plot to vary on the vertical axis,
thus highlighting how their relationships to other particular types of elements (e.g.,
another type of activity) depends on the element position/time. This reflects a core
network-analytic argument, which is that the significance and meaning of a given
node or element depends on the nodes or elements to which it is connected and
its position within the larger structure (Wellman 1983). This will also be illustrated
momentarily, in a representation of the daily action sequences of younger and older
individuals, respectively.

3.2 Comparing Sequence-Networks

A key concern for many sequence analysts is whether these properties of sequential
action differ between groups. For example, do older adults tend to enact more
homogenous activity sequences that are characterized by dominant pathways
than do younger adults? Conceptually, this involves testing whether older adults’
sequence-networks are smaller, evince less variation with respect to tie strength,
and have lower density.

But the network framework poses an interesting challenge in this respect, as
theoretically a given group (e.g., older adults) is characterized by only one sequence-
network. If comparing the structure of sequence pathways for younger individuals to
that of older individuals, for example (as will be done later in this chapter), there are
only two structures to compare. This is akin to attempting to compare two roadmaps.
Prima facie, it seems that this makes any statistically definitive comparison of
sequential patterns between the groups difficult. Yet, as will be shown below, with a
nonparametric approach, these comparisons are relatively easy to conduct.

2I am indebted to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out these very useful affinities between
network analysis and sequence analysis concepts and methods.
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The first step is to identify some feature of the sequence-networks that one wants
to compare. For example, as just discussed, we may be interested in the extent to
which the two groups differ with respect to the total number of elements that are
involved in their sequence-networks (i.e., sequence-network size).

A challenge emerges when the groups being compared differ in size. This makes
the estimates of their key network properties incomparable, as network properties
automatically vary by group size. For example, the greater the number of individuals
in a group, the larger and less dense the network will be (Borgatti and Everett
1997). Because each group is a different size, any apparent differences in network
properties often merely reflects group size differences. Therefore, the procedure will
involve comparing the value of a given measure that is calculated for one group to
the value of the same measure for the second group that would be expected if that
second group were the same size of the first group.

It is relatively easy to use a bootstrap approach to obtain these comparison
values (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). Begin by treating the smaller of the two groups
being compared as the baseline group. For example, if the first group includes
500 individuals and the second group includes 300, then begin by recording the
properties of the network of the second group of 300, and treat these as baseline
estimates.

The next task is to obtain comparable estimates for the first group, which contains
500 people. To do this, we draw a random subset of the same size (300 people)
from the sample of 500 people in the second group, without replacement. We
then calculate the network measure of interest for that random subset, and record
it as a first comparable observation. For precision, we do this 1,000 times using
different combinations of 300 randomly chosen respondents, thus generating 1,000
comparison estimates. We then average these 1,000 estimates together to assess the
“typical” value of the measure in question for 300-person sets from within the larger
second group. We use the percentile method (Mooney and Duval 1993) to obtain a
95% confidence interval around this estimate. We can thereby assess whether the
observed values of various network measures for the smaller baseline 300-person
group fall within the confidence interval that we see for the random subsets that are
drawn from the 500-person group. This makes it possible to determine whether there
are statistically significant differences in the structure of the sequence-networks of
people in the groups being compared.

4 Illustrative Analysis: Activity Sequencing by Age

To demonstrate the potential analytic value of networks for studying sequential
social phenomena, a network analysis of the activity sequences that emerge in
different age groups is presented below. There are good reasons to analyze how
age shapes sequential daily behavior. Most importantly, the notion of “successful
aging” is an influential concept in efforts to conceptualize the lives of adults who
remain physically, cognitively, and psychologically healthy, as well as physically
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active and socially engaged throughout the life course (Rowe and Kahn 1987). A
substantial body of research (Adams et al. 2011, e.g.,) shows that older adults who
remain physically and socially active lead healthier and happier lives in general.

Attempts to study this aspect of successful aging have typically involved
examining age differences in generic estimates or summaries of activity tendencies
or levels. Empirical measures capture overall levels of activity—for example,
frequencies of social group participation. One problem with such measures is that
they lack temporal context. Rates of various types of activity may be higher for
members of a given group on the whole, and yet be lower than another group’s
at certain times of day. The more fundamental problem is that the conventional
approach treats activities as independent events, as if they do not occur within a
larger chain of activities. As discussed above, activities are elements in a larger
chain or path. As numerous scholars have argued, how people experience activity
sequences can be just as consequential as their levels of certain activities (Bales
1951; White 1995). Some sequences, for example, include more transitions between
activities, which in turn implies greater movement between social roles (Cornwell
and Watkins 2015). The higher rates of switching that result require that people
move from automatic to deliberative modes of cognition, reduce their dependence
on pre-established routines, and heighten their awareness of environmental stimuli
and cues (Hitlin and Elder Jr. 2007). The higher rates of cognitive decline among
older adults thus provides some motivation for examining the extent to which older
adults experience more or less complex activity sequences.

Unfortunately, few studies have analyzed activities in the context of their se-
quencing—and fewer still that consider this in the context of aging. Research that
uses the conventional approach to assessing older adults’ activities has generally
supported the general assumption that later life is a period of relative simplicity. Do
the activity pathways people tend to take through the day in later life indeed wind
through a less complex network of action possibilities?

4.1 The Activity Sequence Data

I study this using time diary data that are collected in the annual American Time Use
Surveys (ATUS). The ATUS is a nationally representative telephone survey that has
been conducted every year since 2003 to assess individuals’ work schedules and
community involvement. For the sake of illustration, the following analysis relies
on data from 2015 only.

To obtain a sample, the ATUS begins by drawing a random sample of households
from those leaving the Current Population Survey (CPS) rotation each month. An
eligible person from the household (who is at least 15 years old) is randomly
selected from the household to be interviewed by phone. In 2015, the response rate
was 48.5%, yielding a total of 10,905 respondents (Bureau of Labor Statistics and
U.S. Census Bureau 2016).
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The main goal of the ATUS is to collect 24-h recall diaries from these respon-
dents, yielding a full account of their activities on the day immediately preceding the
interview. ATUS interviewers start by asking respondents about the beginning of the
previous day: “So, let’s begin. Yesterday [e.g., Thursday], at 4:00 a.m. What were
you doing?” They then work forward through the day, collecting information about:
(1) what the respondent was doing; (2) the times each activity began and ended; (3)
where each activity occurred; and (4) whom the respondent was with. This analysis
focuses on the activity data.

In the interview, respondents provide finely grained accounts of how they spent
the day in question, in time intervals as small as one minute. All activities except
those that occur during periods of paid work are coded using a detailed list of
hundreds of possible activities. For the purposes of this analysis, these are collapsed
to the ATUS’s first-tier coding scheme, which includes 17 possible activities.3

Because weekday and weekend activities are so different, and because weekdays are
bound to provide more structure for most people, this analysis ignores individuals
whose diaries were collected on weekends (roughly half).

The goal is to examine any differences in the activity sequences of younger
and older adults. This can be done by defining two groups of people who fall into
different age ranges and constructing their sequence-networks separately.4 The two
age groups are constructed using twenty-year ranges. For the younger age group,
the time diaries of those ATUS respondents who were between 25–44 years of age
are included (25 being a typical starting point in studies of time use among working
adults.) For the older group, those between 65–84 are included (65 being a typical
starting point for studying retirees). It is likely that any differences that are observed
between the younger and older age groups will reflect difference in employment
status and thus paid work activity. In addition, the data on work activity in the ATUS
is fairly poor and non-specific, which will artificially delimit the activity codes for
workers. To ensure that this is not the case, this study only includes those who are
not in the labor force. Taking all of these restrictions into account, 1,106 respondents
remain in scope. Finally, 199 of these individuals are eliminated because they have
at least one missing activity code during the 24-h period in question, resulting in a
final valid sample of 907 individuals.

The sample includes 219 non-working people between 25–44 years old and 688
non-working people between 65–84 years old. Because the younger age group is
smaller (a common sampling problem), it is treated as the baseline group against
which the bootstrap samples for the larger, older group are compared.

3These activities are: personal care, household (HH), caring for/helping HH members, car-
ing for/helping non-HH members, work/work-related, education, consumer purchases, profes-
sional/personal care services, HH services, government services/civic obligations, eating/drinking,
socializing/relaxing/leisure, sports/exercise/recreation, religious/spiritual activities, volunteering,
telephone calls, and travel.
4One can develop more comparable group by implementing a rigorous matching process, whereby
members of the two groups are not only different by age, but also similar with respect to other
attributes (apart from employment status, which is already controlled here) that could shape activity
sequences, such as socioeconomic status and income.
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Fig. 2 Sequence-networks representing one half hour in the afternoon among younger and older
adults, respectively. Both networks are drawn from equal size groups of 219 individuals. The
tiny circles (nodes) represent activities that were reported as occurring during specific one-minute
intervals, and the lines represent transitions between those activities from one time point to the next.
Blue lines represent pathways characterized by sleep. Orange lines are pathways characterized
by socializing/leisure. The thickness of lines is proportionate to the number of respondents who
reported those exact activity transitions at that time

4.2 Sequence-Network Analysis Findings

This kind of analysis does not focus on the types of activities people engage in,
how that varies over time, or which types of sequences people follow. Rather, it
addresses how sequence pathways intersect in larger networks. This section presents
the unique kinds of findings that such an analysis adds to sequence studies.

A network diagram for the younger group is shown in the top half of Fig. 2.
This diagram was created using Pajek (Mrvar and Batagelj 1996), which places
points adjacent to each other to the extent that they involve similar actors. For
example, when many of the people who are engaged in a given activity at 3:00
p.m. are engaged in another activity at 3:01 p.m., those two activities will appear
close together one step to the right. If, on the other hand, very few of the people
who are engaged in the 3:00 p.m. activity are engaged in a given activity at 3:01
p.m., those two activities will be separated by substantial space on the vertical axis.
This, in turn, means that the diagram adjusts the placement of activities at each time
point such that those which fall on pathways that tend to intersect at that time point
or adjacent time points are placed more closely together in the diagram.
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For illustrative purposes, this diagram shows only a half-hour portion of the 24-h
period, but it holds the same structural pattern as other time periods.5 This network
is composed of nodes (small dots)—which represent activities (e.g., leisure) that
occurred during specific minute intervals (e.g., 3:00 p.m. to 3:01 p.m.)—and lines,
which represent transitions between those activities. Time flows from the left side of
the diagram (i.e., the left-most nodes represent activities that took place during the
3:00 p.m. to 3:01 p.m. interval) to the right side of the diagram (3:29 p.m. to 3:30
p.m.). Pathways and activity time-points that involve spells of socializing/leisure
(a common activity during this time) are marked in orange, while pathways that
involve spells of sleep are marked with blue.

Between the time intervals that are represented here, there are several thick hor-
izontal lines, which represent popular types of activities that many people reported
throughout the half hour that is presented here. For example, this figure shows that
there were numerous people in both groups who exhibited spells of socializing and
leisure during this time (indicated by the thick orange lines in both panels of the
diagram). In general, these more common paths contain people who were engaged in
one of three common activity types: (1) leisure/socializing/recreation; (2) household
activity; and (3) taking care of household members (e.g., children). Thinner strands
that occur throughout the period represent people who were doing less common
activities or who were switching between these and other types of activities during
this time period. For example, spells of sleep were relatively uncommon during this
time period.

Note that there is also considerable switching between activity types during
this period. An example of this is marked in the younger adults’ (top) panel. The
fact that the thickest horizontal lines (which represent the most common types of
activities) lay relatively close together in the network diagram attests to the fact that
there was a lot of switching between these activities throughout the time period.
In other words, the network diagraming software modulates the vertical location
of the activities vis-à-vis each other such that those activity pathways which are
more interconnected via switches appear closer together. This visual connection
is one of the advantages that come with using network-diagrammatic algorithms
to place particular sequence elements relative to particular sequence positions. A
good example is the link between socializing/leisure (orange) and sleeping (blue).
As the afternoon wears on, sleeping becomes more decoupled (i.e., it becomes
less compatible) with the more common activities of this time period, including
socializing/leisure.

5A half hour is used as the analytic time frame because it provides enough granularity to allow a
close visualization of activity pathways but without the indecipherable jumble of lines and nodes
that would appear if a longer period of time were used. This particular time period (midafternoon)
is chosen because so few people were asleep.
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The measures describing the structure of the younger adults’ complete network
for the full 24-h period are provided in Table 1. This network is composed of
the 15,489 unique activity-times that these respondents reported from among the
1,440 × 17 = 24,480 possibilities (63.3% of all possible combinations) available.
There were 18,683 different types of transitions observed between these 15,489
activity-times, out of 1,439 × 17 × 17 = 415,817 possible types of transitions
between all pairs of successive time points. Accordingly, the density of this network
is .045, or 4.5% of the possible level of interconnectedness among pairs of elements
between successive time points.

The network for younger adults is also highly centralized. The average path width
for this age group is 16.9, and the standard deviation around this mean is 35.5, which
is the centralization estimate. This means that path widths tended to vary quite a bit
from each other, with some paths being very dominant (witness the long tails at
the beginning and end of the sequence-network depicted in Fig. 2) and others being
singular and poorly populated. It is evident from the diagram that much of the path
centralization reflects the predominant norm of sleeping through the late night and
early morning hours.

Finally, the homophily estimate is .986. This means that if we observe one of
these younger adults at a given time, s/he will be doing the same activity during the
next minute 98.6% of the time. In short, their sequence chains contain long spells
of the same activity. This high estimate is due largely to the high granularity of
the ATUS data, which contains one observation every minute. (Time diary data that
come in longer time period increments will automatically have lower homophily
estimates.)

A key question is how these aspects of the structure of the older adults’ sequence-
network compare to these estimates for younger adults. Results of the bootstrapping
procedure are presented in the right-most column of Table 1, along with 99%
confidence intervals around the mean estimates for older adults. The main findings
are that older adults’ sequence-networks have an average of 14,181 unique activity-
times, which is significantly smaller than the observed size of the younger adults’
network (p < .01). The older adults’ network also tends to be less dense, with an
average of 4.0% of all possible activity pathways being realized (p < .001).

In addition, centralization remains high in the older adults’ sequence-network.
But the average level of centralization here (40.250) is significantly greater than we
see in the younger adults’ network (p < .001) indicating that there is less variation
around the average path width for this group. Finally, the average homophily
estimate for older adults is .989, which is not substantially different but certainly
significantly greater (p < .001) than the level of homophily in the younger adults’
network.

The differences in structure that were just described can also be seen by
visually comparing the network diagram for the older sample, which is shown
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in the bottom half of Fig. 2.6 The diagrams reveal the same patterns that are
evident in the statistical comparison. The younger adults’ network includes more
activity times overall and, thus, more possible pathways. The network begins and
ends with more activities (15 and 14, respectively) than does the older adults’
network, in which only 13 different types of activities are represented at both
the beginning and end. Furthermore, there are a greater number of moderately
trafficked pathways in the younger adults’ networks. In contrast, the older adults’
network contains a single dominant pathway (leisure/socializing/recreation) and a
secondary moderately sized pathway (household activity). This reflects the greater
centralization around dominant pathways within the older sample that is revealed by
the bootstrap procedure.7 In sum, the older adults’ network is composed of fewer,
wider pathways, which means that they report doing fewer activities and are more
likely to follow a few more common activity sequences.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Increasingly, sequence-oriented scholars are interested in larger structures that
consist of multiple intersecting chains of events, or sequence-networks. This chapter
has argued that one can gain additional insight into these structures by combining
network-analytic with sequence-analytic methods. Scholars have identified several
affinities between the network framework and the sequence framework (Bison 2014;
Cornwell 2015). This chapter expanded on this work by showing how several key
network concepts—including network diameter, size, density, centralization, and
homophily—correspond to key sequence concepts—such as sequence length and
the extent of variation in the popularity of transitions between different sequence
elements. In addition, some network methods, such as visualization of network
diagrams, can reveal new things about sequential social phenomena.

This chapter demonstrated the sequence-network approach via an analysis of the
structure of the network of activity pathways that are followed by individuals in
different age groups. Older adults’ pathways are less complex, as they involve fewer

6For older adults, a representative network is derived from the reports of 219 in-scope older
respondents. The first network that fell within one standard deviation of the means with respect
to network size, density, centralization, and homophily was chosen. The observed levels for these
measures for this network were 13,929, .039, 40.741, and .989, respectively.
7Supplemental analysis (not shown) shows that the structure of this network evolves somewhat
over time. At some time points (e.g., nighttime) there is more centralization in both groups. But
the degree of centralization tends to be greater among younger adults than it is among older
adults in the morning hours (partly because older adults tend to wake up earlier), and this pattern
shifts at midday. Thus, a disaggregation of the network estimates by time would reveal significant
heterogeneity in levels of observed difference by age.
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activities at different times, fewer transitions between different activity-times, are
more centralized around fewer and more dominant sequence pathways, and involve
less switching between different activities. In light of what we know about the
health benefits of complex activity (e.g., Adams et al. 2011), these findings suggest
a new area of concern for social gerontology and research on well-being. These
findings suggest that older adults inhabit less complex action systems, which may
have negative consequences for their social connectedness as well as their cognitive
functioning. On the other hand, it is suggestive of greater levels of organization and
predictability in everyday life (Zerubavel 1981), which may provide psychological
comfort (Giddens 1984) in an otherwise difficult period of the life course. These
substantive findings call for further study. But more work is needed to identify
which network measures and methods are most useful for examining sequential
social action.

I close by reiterating that the network methods that are discussed here are
not substitutes for sequence analysis—they are supplements. These methods are
a first step in an emerging effort to develop new approaches for understanding
how sets of sequences intersect in larger, complex systems. There are several
conventional sequence methods already in use which can be used to analyze
some of the sequence-related attributes that I have analyzed in this paper. But
this paper proposes a new language and analytic framework for the study of
sequential phenomena which has as-yet-unknown levels of correspondence with
existing sequence methods. I argue that the most insightful analyses of sequential
phenomena will come when researchers combine network and sequence methods
together.
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Relational Sequence Networks as a Tool
for Studying Gendered Mobility Patterns

Klaus Hamberger

1 Introduction

In recent years social network analysis and sequence analysis have become increas-
ingly attentive to one another. This mutual interest stems from a profound affinity in
their objects of study. In fact, sequences and networks are not so much separate
domains as complementary dimensions of the same social reality—they belong
together as time and space (see Abbott 1997). On the one hand, sequences are not
just isolated linear series of events. A given event may participate simultaneously
in several sequences, and a given type of event may occur several times in the
same sequence. Put in context, sequences turn out to be mutually intersecting and
potentially nonlinear walks in a comprehensive network of events or event types.
On the other hand, social networks are more than static compilations of relations
between individuals. Social relations are essentially processual, being created,
transformed and dissolved in time, and each of these transformations constitutes an
event in one or more sequences. Considered in their dynamic aspect, social networks
turn out to be the cumulative results of a series of interconnected sequences.
Sequence analysis thus logically leads to network analysis and vice versa.

One reason for the long-standing separation of the two approaches resides in the
fact that they do not involve the same type of elements. The networks constructed
from sequences are networks of events linked by ties of causation or succession.
These event networks have been introduced in the study of narrative (Bearman
et al. 1999; Bearman and Stovel 2000), in life course studies (Bison 2014; Fitzhugh
et al. 2015) and in time use studies (Cornwell and Watkins 2015; Cornwell 2015,
2018). By contrast, the historical core domain of social network analysis has
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been constituted by networks of (individual or collective) agents linked by ties of
friendship, kinship, exchange, and so on. While sequence analysis has been recently
applied to the study of the dynamics of agent networks (Stark and Vedres 2006,
2012), the sequences thus constructed consist of network positions (or positional
states) rather than of events.

Clearly, the two approaches just described are complementary. Sequences consist
of events that are linked to each other in the experience or narration of an agent,
and social networks consist of agents who are connected to each other via their
participation in a common event. Event networks and agent networks thus can be
derived from one and the same bimodal network of agents and events. An integrated
approach should analyze both kinds of networks simultaneously and study their
mutual interaction, as each event transforms the agents’ social environment, which
in turn shapes the path of future events.

A natural candidate for exploring the potential of this integrated method is
the domain of migration and mobility. On the one hand, mobility events are
among the classical subjects of life course studies and sequence analysis. On
the other hand, social network approaches, including longitudinal perspectives,
are increasingly used in migration studies (Lubbers et al. 2010). However, these
approaches generally deal with the relevance of migrants’ social networks to social
integration or transnational support, rather than with the migration process itself.
Studies of the ways in which social networks influence migration processes (Liu
2013) remain rare, and rarer still are studies that examine how social networks and
mobility interact (Wissink and Mazzucato 2018).

This paper adopts an integrated method which uses social network analysis both
to define the alphabet of the sequences (as a set of types of relations) and to represent
the sequences themselves (as oriented networks of relational types).

We will apply this method to examine the impact of gender on the patterns of
local and regional mobility in South-east Togo. In this region of West Africa, both
men and women are highly mobile, though for different reasons. The mobility of
Togolese women is closely connected to their traditional role in trade (Cordonnier
1987) and the long-standing practice of migration of girls and young women to the
capital Lomé as foster children and/or as domestic workers (Pilon and Ségniagbéto
2014). This pattern of non-matrimonial female mobility is complemented and
reinforced by a virilocal post-marital residence pattern combined with traditionally
high divorce and remarriage rates (Locoh and Thiriat 1995). Male mobility, on
the other hand, has historically taken the form of circular labor migration, be it as
farmhands, tenant farmers or lumberjacks to the plantations and forests of Western
Togo, Ghana or Ivory Coast (in the case of the older generation), or more recently
as unskilled workers to urban centres on the west African coast between Abidjan
and Lagos. Even when rural emigration becomes long-term, the paternal home in
the village frequently remains a refuge in case of unemployment, illness, and for
retirement in old age, a pattern that is widespread in colonial and postcolonial West
Africa (see e.g. Cordell et al. 1996).
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The network approach proposed in this paper is intended to improve under-
standing of the logic underlying these broad tendencies by examining the micro-
morphology of male and female migration trajectories and relational environments.

2 Method

2.1 Basic Concepts

Every event sequence can be represented as a path in a network, where nodes
represent events and arcs represent immediate temporal succession. In Fig. 1 (left),
for example, two simultaneous sequences (blue and red), are represented as paths
through five events of four different types (A-D), two of which (B2 and B5) are
common to both. By gathering similar events into larger classes, any such path
will induce a sequence network, the nodes of which are not single events but event
classes. Sequence networks of this sort are a variant of the networks used in life
course analysis, such as life history graphs (Butts and Pixley 2004) or state transition
graphs (Bison 2014). Since events of a given class can occur more than once in these
networks, sequences now will no longer be linear paths but potentially nonlinear
walks. Thus, in Fig. 1 (right), the networks corresponding to the sequences ABCBB
(blue) and CBDAB (red) contain loops (BB), mutual dyads (BCB) and circuits
(BDAB).

Events can be classified according to many different criteria, each giving rise
to another kind of sequence network. For example, a classification by place of
destination will result in the geographical network of migration routes. Here we
are interested in people’s movement in social space, so we shall classify events
according to the relations that link the individuals involved.

Agents can participate in events in a variety of roles (such as “migrant”, “host”,
and so on), and may be related to each other by relations that are polyadic (“A
is child of B with C”) and composite (“father’s sister”, “mother’s employer”
etc.). Complicated as they may appear, networks of this sort are not unfamiliar to

Fig. 1 Event networks (left) and sequence networks constructed from them (right). Nodes
represent events (left) or event types (right), arcs represent immediate succession. Sequences are
represented as (linear) paths in networks of events and as (nonlinear) walks in networks of event
classes (sequence networks)
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social network analysis: kinship networks are commonly conceptualized as bimodal
networks where “individuals” are linked to “families” by a variety of roles such as
“father”, “mother” and “child” (Batagelj and Mrvar 2008; Hamberger et al. 2011,
2014), and kinship relations comprise composite chains of parent-child or marriage
ties. Now what we call “families” in kinship network theory are not so much
sociological units but series of life course events (marriages and births) related to
the same couple. We thus can conceive of “family events” (to which individuals are
linked as “parent” or “child”) in the same way as of “mobility events” (to which they
are linked as “host” or “migrant”) and vice versa. This similarity between kinship
and mobility networks is more than formal. Marriage and divorce usually involve a
change of residence for one of the partners, and every birth is in a sense a mobility
event creating the starting point of an itinerary. Kinship and migration networks
can accordingly be modeled as parts of an integrated bimodal network (see Fig. 2),
where individuals and (mobility or family) events are represented as two different
sets of nodes, and where the various roles that individuals play in these events are
represented by different sets of edges.

The unimodal projections of this integrated bimodal network yield the one-mode
networks usually studied in life course and kinship studies: networks of events
linked to each other by the involved individuals, and networks of individuals linked
to each other by shared events. For a given individual (ego), we can in this manner
derive both the event sequence that constitutes his or her itinerary and the personal
network that results from this itinerary.

The anchorage of both personal networks and event sequences in a single,
multiplex bimodal network makes it possible to classify individuals and events by
means of the relational circuits that emerge as mobility links combine with chains
of other links (kinship, friendship, employment, and so). For example, individuals
C and H in Fig. 2 are linked to each other as migrant and host (via mobility event
2), but also as brother’s wife and husband’s sibling (via birth events 3a and 3b and
marriage event 2), thus forming a relational circuit (marked blue in Fig. 2). Thus,
we can first classify the individuals of ego’s personal network by the relational
chains that link them to ego (for example, host H as “brother-in-law”), and then
classify the events of ego’s itinerary by the relational classes that characterize
individuals in certain roles (for example, mobility event 2 as “move to brother-
in-law”). This relational classification of events in turn allows us to merge similar
nodes of ego’s itinerary, thus transforming it into a sequence network. Since the
alphabet of sequence networks of this kind consists in classes of relations rather
than in exogenous attributes (such as the motive for mobility events or the social
class of the host), we distinguish them as relational sequence networks.

The specificity of relational sequence networks resides in using network tech-
niques both for analyzing and for constructing sequences. They can be applied to
any kind of sequences whose elements are pertinently characterized in terms of
relations. In addition to migration studies, they may, for example, prove useful in
the sociology of interactions, the morphology of folktales or the anthropology of
ritual. The fact that we shall use them to study the impact of what may at first
sight appear as an attribute of the individual—gender—does not contradict this
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Fig. 2 An integrated kinship-mobility network. White nodes represent individuals; green and
yellow relational nodes represent mobility and family events, respectively (family event nodes can
be merged to form conventional family nodes, light-yellow). Edges linking individual to relational
nodes correspond to the individual’s roles in the event. Itineraries are represented as (dotted red)
paths through successive mobility events

thoroughly relational orientation. Actually, the results of our analysis corroborate
the now widely accepted approach that views gender itself in relational terms.

2.2 Data

The study is based on data collected in a field survey conducted in rural South-
east Togo between 2010 and 2015.1 The survey was centered on Afagnan-Gbléta, a
large village whose core area has a population of around 4800 inhabitants (census

1Most of the interviews were conducted by the author in collaboration with Toussaint Yakobi and
Komi Malou Kakanou during four stays (2009-10, 2010, 2012, and 2014-15). Forty-two interviews
during autumn 2010 have been conducted by Ibitola Tchitou (URD, Lomé University) and the same
collaborators.
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conducted by author in 2014).2 It is located in the maritime region of Togo, a very
densely populated area (while it covers 10% of the national territory, 42% of the
Togolese population live there). The region falls within the zone of West Africa
with the highest intra-regional migration. Afagnan-Gbléta is situated close to the
border of Benin, and the capital Lomé, at 81 km distance, can be reached within two
hours by “bush taxi”. The village is located close to a major West African migration
route connecting the cities of Abidjan, Accra, Lomé, Cotonou, and Lagos. Short
geographical distances, affordable transport, easy border crossings in the ECOWAS
region and extended social and kinship networks all facilitate high transnational
mobility.

The sample has been established in a two-step procedure. The first 60 interviews
were conducted with persons drawn at random from the adult (>15 years) residents
of Afagnan-Gbléta (based on the village census effectuated in 2004/5) who were
still alive and resident in Togo at the beginning of the study in 2010.3 In the second
step, we conducted interviews with all persons mentioned by the initial interviewees
as having played a role in their migration biographies or as having been hosted by
them, as far as these persons were alive, reachable within the perimeter of South-
east Togo, and willing to talk with us. Of the 876 living persons (from a total of
1111 persons named), we were able to interview 328 persons on their own and on
their non-adult children’s trajectories, which resulted in 449 additional biographies.
The total snowball sample thus contains 509 migration biographies (260 male and
249 female).

Migration biographies were collected through retrospective semi-directive inter-
views. We asked interviewees to recall all migratory events leading to a change
of residence for more than three months4 from birth to the present (time of the
interview, last update of information in 2014/15), and to describe the context, motive
and course of each migratory event. In particular, we collected information (name,
relation and contact) on the persons who received ego (hosts), accompanied ego
(co-migrants), initiated ego’s displacement (initiators) and financed ego’s journey
(financers). All other persons mentioned in the context of the migration event
were equally noted (others). This set of names was complemented by a list of the
interviewee’s parents, spouses and children. Finally, we asked each interviewee to
name all those persons for whom he or she had acted as a host.

This dataset is completed by a genealogical and residential dataset (about 50,000
individuals including the deceased) collected during three censuses of the village of
Afagnan-Gbléta (2004/5, 2009/10 and 2014/15) as part of ongoing ethnographic

2According to 2010 official census data, Afagnan-Gbléta counts 12,411 inhabitants (5916 males
and 6495 females) when all its hamlets are included.
3Information on present life status and residence were obtained after the draw, so that there were 76
draws in all (35 women/41 men) because 6 (3/3) had died, 5 (1/4) had moved abroad, one woman
refused the interview, and 4 young men appeared in the sample due to errors concerning their age.
4This restriction was meant to exclude short-term stays for funerals, visits or holidays. In fact, the
problem was rather that even year-long stays, for example at the natal home after childbirth, were
often considered by interviewees as temporary absences not to be mentioned, and discovered only
afterwards when dealing with the children’s itineraries.
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fieldwork (see Hamberger 2011). Most of the remote kinship relations (such as
“father’s mother’s brother’s daughter”) and mediated non-kinship relations (such
as “friend’s employer”) were thus not (only) directly reported by interviewees
but computed from data stemming from numerous different oral sources. The
anonymized dataset is available on the Kinsources repository (permanent link:
https://www.kinsources.net/kidarep/dataset-275-watchi-2017.xhtml).

The total snowball sample has only an auxiliary value for the analysis. Besides
the bias in favor of local and circular migration trajectories owing to the geographi-
cal limits of the survey, the snowball technique introduces a systematic bias in favor
of connected and mobile persons, who have a higher chance of playing a role in
the itineraries of the first interviewees. All comparative data concerning the overall
sample thus are likely to overestimate mobility and network cohesion. Moreover,
not being composed of independent observations, the snowball sample cannot be
analyzed with standard statistical techniques. Most of our analyses are therefore
restricted to the random sample of 60 itineraries. The remaining 449 itineraries serve
essentially to construct the ego-centered social spaces and sequence networks of
these 60 cases. For the purpose of illustration, four of these cases will be considered
in further detail below.

2.3 Software Tools

All analyses used in this paper have been made using the open source software
Puck version 2.3.50 (Hamberger et al. 2014), which can be downloaded at http://
www.kintip.net (source code at http://sourceforge.net/projects/tip-puck/). Initially
developed for the study of kinship networks, Puck contains, from its 2.2 version
onwards, a package (org.tip.puck.sequences) for the study of longitudinal data. The
networks of Figs. 3, 6, 7, and 8 have been visualized with the software Pajek (http://
mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/) from files produced by Puck. The detailed procedures for
reproducing the analyses of the paper are described in the document accompanying
the Watchi dataset on the Kinsources repository (see above).

3 Results

3.1 Personal Networks

In order to introduce the analyses presented in the remainder of this paper, let us
begin by considering one empirical case example. We have chosen the itinerary of
Betty,5 a middle-aged female domestic worker with transnational experience (Benin

5First names of the four example individuals have been changed.

https://www.kinsources.net/kidarep/dataset-275-watchi-2017.xhtml
http://www.kintip.net
http://www.kintip.net
http://sourceforge.net/projects/tip-puck/
org.tip.puck.sequences
http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/
http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/
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Table 1 Betty’s (10683) itinerary as sequence of successive mobility events. Relational roles of
hosts and co-migrants are indicated in brackets. Village and quarter names have been replaced by
numbers

Year Age Start and end places Hosts Co-migrants

0 1961 0 > V1 10690 [MOTHER]

1 1973 12 V1 > Lomé-1 41315 [RELATIVE]

2 1985 24 Lomé-1 > Lomé-1 41319 [EMPLOYER]

41320 [EMPLOYER]

3 1986 25 Lomé-1 > V2 10687 [FATHER]

10690 [MOTHER]

4 1987 26 V2 > Lomé-2 41318 [SIBLING]

5 1988 27 Lomé-2 > Lomé-3 10682 [SPOUSE]

6 1990 29 Lomé-3 > V3 10678 [AFFINE]

7 1991 30 V3 > Lomé-3 10682 [SPOUSE] 10685 [CHILD]

8 1992 31 Lomé-3 > Cotonou 41321 [SPOUSES_EMPLOYER] 10682 [SPOUSE]

10684 [CHILD]

10685 [CHILD]

9 2000 39 Cotonou > V3 10682 [SPOUSE] 10684 [CHILD]

10685 [CHILD]

10686 [CHILD]

10695 [RELATIVE_UTERINE]

10 2006 45 V3 > Lomé-1 39670 [AFFINE, MASTER]

11 2007 46 Lomé-1 > Lomé-4 41322 [AFFINE, EMPLOYER]

12 2007 46 Lomé-4 > Dakar 41323 [EMPLOYER]

13 2008 47 Dakar > Lomé-1 39670 [AFFINE, MASTER]

14 2008 47 Lomé-1 > Lomé-5 41324 [EMPLOYER]

15 2009 48 Lomé-5 > Lomé-6 41325 [EMPLOYER]

16 2010 49 Lomé-6 > Lomé-6 56354 [LANDLORD] 10684 [CHILD]

17 2013 52 Lomé-6 > Lomé-7 56751 [LANDLORD]

18 2013 52 Lomé-7 > Mali 56750 [LANDLORD]

and Senegal, most recently Mali). Table 1 represents the sequence of successive
mobility events, each of which links her to one or more hosts,6 some of them also
to co-migrants. Their respective identity numbers are listed in the last two columns
of the table.

In order to study the social networks shaping (and shaped by) individual
trajectories, we first have to look at the way in which the relations created by
a mobility event (linking a migrant to his or her hosts, co-migrants, and so on)

6While birth mothers constitute by convention the starting points of all itineraries (and sequence
networks), they have not been explicitly coded as hosts at birth so as to avoid trivial results of
relational censuses and personal network analyses.
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coincide with other direct or indirect relations between these individuals.7 We have
considered seven main types of relations: (1) kinship ties up to the fourth canonic
degree for consanguines (ex. third cousins) and up to the first degree for affines
(ex. fathers-in-law); (2) non-genealogical kinship (including both kinship ties for
which the genealogical chain is unknown and those for which probably no such
chain exists, such as the “father’s child” relationship established by reference to a
common locality of origin); (3) friendship (including relations between colleagues,
fellow workers and classmates); (4) apprenticeship; (5) initiation (which includes
a more or less prolonged stay at a vodu priest’s home); (6) employment; and (7)
landlord-tenant relationship. Since the latter generally implies the absence of a
preexisting social relation, hosts are classified as “unrelated” only when they have
accommodated ego without payment.

The relations linking Betty to her hosts and co-migrants are given in brackets
in the last two columns of Table 1. As we can see, Betty has been received by her
parents (1 event, without counting the birth event), her brother (1), her husband (3),
a relative (1), three affines (4), one of whom is also an employer (1) and another
a (future) master (2), various unrelated employers (4), her husband’s employer (1),
and various landlords who rented her a room (3). She has mainly travelled alone,
and has only occasionally been accompanied by one or more children (3), a uterine
niece (1), and her husband (1).

Table 2 shows the frequencies of these various kinds of host and co-migration
relations for all itineraries of the total snowball sample (509 cases). The numbers
indicate the number of itineraries in which the migrant-host or the co-migrant
relation coincides at least once with a social relation of the respective type.

A look at the types of hosts and co-migrants occurring in male and female
itineraries instantly reveals some marked differences (but also some important
similarities). The virilocal orientation of residence in Togolese society is clearly
evident: almost all adult women have moved to their husbands or affines on at least
one occasion while the reverse trajectory concerns only a small minority of men.8

A more remarkable feature is the marked tendency to return to the parental home.
This circular pattern holds not only for men who hold land rights in their natal
family, but also for women, who systematically return to it before (re)marrying.

For both men and women, relatives outside the immediate family circle are at
least as important as parents in the role of hosts—with a slight preference of male
and female for agnatic and uterine relatives, respectively.

7Though these relations generally precede the mobility event, there are some cases of relations that
have been created after the move (e.g. by marrying a host’s relative, or by starting an apprenticeship
with the host as master).
8The definition of ‘host’ is here bound to land and residence rights rather than to residential
precedence. Thus, a wife returning to her husband has been classed as returning to her marital
home, while a man returning to his wife has been categorized as returning to his own (or parental,
or rented) home. This is a reasonable assumption to make in the rural context but may introduce
unwarranted male bias into data collected in an urban setting.
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Table 2 Types of relations to hosts and co-migrants occurring in male and female itineraries.
Figures indicate the number of (male, female, all) itineraries where a host or co-migrant in the
corresponding relation to ego appears in at least one event. Percentages refer to the total number
of itineraries concerned (260 male, 249 female, 509 all)

Migrant-host relations Co-migrant relations

Relation type M % F % All % M % F % All %

Own property 52 20.0 8 3.2 60 11.8

Parents/Parental home 167 64.2 149 59.8 316 62.1 88 33.8 79 31.7 167 32.8

Spouse/Marital home 2 0.8 162 65.1 164 32.2 90 34.6 77 30.9 167 32.8

Sibling 67 25.8 56 22.5 123 24.2 117 45.0 98 39.4 215 42.2

Child 2 0.8 14 5.6 16 3.1 72 27.7 116 46.6 188 36.9

Relative 162 62.3 161 64.7 323 63.5 77 29.6 71 28.5 148 29.1

Agnatic relative 68 26.2 54 21.7 122 24.0 34 13.1 27 10.8 61 12.0

Uterine relative 64 24.6 80 32.1 144 28.3 24 9.2 27 10.8 51 10.0

Affine 37 14.2 79 31.7 116 22.8 44 16.9 48 19.3 92 18.1

Landlord 116 44.6 52 20.9 168 33.0

Friend 36 13.8 12 4.8 48 9.4 40 15.4 8 3.2 48 9.4

Employer 39 15.0 29 11.6 68 13.4 1 0.4 0 0.0 1 0.2

Master 51 19.6 9 3.6 60 11.8 7 2.7 0 0.0 7 1.4

Vodu priest 5 1.9 24 9.6 29 5.7

Public (Hotel, Market) 19 7.3 5 2.0 24 4.7

State or NGO 14 5.4 5 2.0 19 3.7

Unrelated 16 6.2 1 0.4 17 3.3

Unknown 10 3.8 12 4.8 22 4.3 9 3.5 2 0.8 11 2.2

Residence with a master during apprenticeship is more relevant for boys than for
girls, who are more frequently employed as market helpers or domestic workers.9

By contrast, it is mainly girls who as initiates spent a (today much reduced) period
of residence with a vodu priest. The male predominance in monetary relations to
landlords may partly reflect a tendency among interviewees to represent the husband
as the contracting party even if both spouses contribute to the rent (we did not verify
who pays). By contrast, stays in state- or NGO-owned facilities (caserns, schools,
hospitals) or in hotels are largely restricted to the educated male elite.

While the gender inflection of host-migrant relations concerns mainly the marital
tie, its impact on co-migration becomes manifest in the parental tie: children move
with mothers rather than with fathers. By contrast, travelling with non-kin (friends
and fellow workers) is more frequent for men than for women. Predictably (since our
data include infant migration), siblings are among the most frequent co-migrants.

After this first inspection of the positions that make up the social space in which
a person navigates, let us now take a closer look at the structure of this space. We

9In cases where masters and employers were relatives, the work relationship has been given
precedence over kinship when constructing sequence networks.
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shall confine our analysis to the personal networks of the 60 initial interviewees.
Clearly, our picture of these networks is incomplete since neither the dead nor most
of those living abroad could be interviewed about their own relations, forcing us to
rely on ego’s indications for them. This data collection bias reinforces ego’s memory
bias, so that the resulting networks are in a sense doubly “ego-centered”, being most
dense in ego’s actual spatial and temporal neighborhood.

The nodes of the networks are made up of all persons who played a role as
host, co-migrant, initiator or financer in ego’s itinerary, but not those persons for
whom ego played only the role of a host. Also, the network does not contain those
named as “others”, whose role consists in providing the general context. Composite
kinship links mediated by persons who are themselves in the network have not been
represented by direct arcs so as to preserve their mediated character.10

Figure 3 shows four example networks, where relation types are indicated by
different colors. Besides Betty’s personal network (upper left), we have selected
the networks of Omar, a male tailor circulating between Afagnan-Gbléta and the
Benin-Nigerian frontier; Sosime, an elderly female trader who has returned to
Afagnan-Gbléta after an itinerary including transnational commuting between Lomé
and Lagos; and Aloesso, a former goldsmith who spent his youth living in his elder
brother’s household at Lomé.

We are interested in the importance of different relations for the network
structure, be it as intermediaries for indirect relations or as nuclei of locally
cohesive clusters. The first aspect can be measured by the betweenness centrality11

of the individuals so related to ego; the second by the fact that these individuals
play a locally central role (measured by node degree)12 in one of the connected
components into which the network decomposes if ego is removed. In Fig. 3, the
individuals (other than ego) with the highest betweenness centrality have been
marked by bold borders, and connected components (after removal of ego) have
been encircled. As can be seen, Betty’s network can be decomposed into 10
components, centered respectively around her parents (1), her husband (1), an
employer (3), a relative (2) and a landlord (3), where all but one of the three last
mentioned categories constitute single-element components. The largest component
(9 nodes) is the marital component centered around the husband, who is also the
individual with the highest betweenness centrality (14%) after ego (85%).

Table 3 indicates the number of itineraries in which each of the considered
relations characterizes the most central alter in the whole network or in one of its
components (in addition, we have indicated the mean size and the maximal number
of the respective components centered on this relation).

10For example, if ego has migrated with his or her mother and maternal grandmother, the network
will contain the grandmother but no direct link between her and ego.
11The betweenness centrality of a node (Freeman 1977) is measured as the normalized number of
shortest paths running through it.
12The (in-/out-) degree of a node is defined as the number of nodes to which it is linked (by
incoming/outgoing arcs).
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Fig. 4 Color code for
Figs. 3, 6, 7, and 8

Table 3 Globally and locally central relations. Figures indicate the (absolute and percentage)
numbers of personal networks where the individual(s) most central in the network or in one of
its components have the corresponding relation with ego. The table also indicates the mean size
and the maximal number of such components; if there is more than one, mean component size
refers to the largest. Percentages refer to the total number of itineraries concerned (30 male, 30
female, 60 in all)

Maximal (non-ego)
centrality Component nucleus

Male Female Male Female

# % # % # % Mean size Max nr # % Mean size Max nr

Father 15 50.0 10 33.3 10 33.3 5.1 1 12 40.0 5.5 1

Mother 11 36.7 4 13.3 7 23.3 6.6 1 2 6.7 4.0 1

Fa+Mo 5 16.7 4.8 1 3 10.0 5.0 1

Spouse 3 10.0 9 30.0 15 50.0 4.1 1 23 76.7 3.7 3

Sibling 2 6.7 2 6.7

Friend 2 6.7 9 30.0 1.1 7 1 3.3 1.0 1

Relative 3 10.0 3 10.0 9 30.0 3.1 2 4 13.3 4.3 2

Affine 1 3.3 2 6.7 8.0

Landlord 1 3.3 14 46.7 1.0 9 6 20.0 1.0 4

Master 1 3.3 5 16.7 1.2 2

Vodu priest 1 3.3 2 6.7 1.0 1

Employer 2 6.7 7 23.3 1.6 3 4 13.3 1.0 3

We now see that the various relations that we previously examined in isolation
operate in quite different ways in organizing ego’s social space. On the one hand,
there are relations that function as connectors: they give rise to other relations which
they mediate, and thus become centers and nuclei of large connected components—
this is the case of kinship relations, in particular the parental ties that mediate all
others. On the other hand, there are relations that operate as divisors: they neither
integrate themselves into an existing social space nor lead to other relations, but
tend to form numerous small components. These “atomizing” relations are usually
mediated by money, linking ego to landlords, masters or employers. However, some
relations of this kind may mediate relations between fellow apprentices or working
colleagues (counted as “friends” in our classification).

The extremes of these two types of relations—one centralizing a singular large
component, the other leading to multiple marginal isolates—constitute a polarity
which to a certain extent characterizes the male mobility pattern. On the one hand,
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the kinship core, while important for both genders, is more fundamental for male
networks: 50% of male networks, as opposed to 33% of female networks, are
centered around the father (who forms the local center of a component in 50% of
both male and female networks). On the other hand, the atomized components of
rent and wage relations occur both more frequently and in greater number in male
than in female networks. The typical male social space is centered around a single
large kinship base from which repeated expeditions are undertaken to a variety of
rapidly changing social and spatial destinations. The rural-urban circular migration
also largely follows this radial pattern, and even those who are in stable employment
(teachers, policemen, etc.) are mostly implicated in continuous displacements.

Not all relations, however, fit into this polarity. On the one hand, there are
relations that are both unique and isolated, such as the relation of initiate to vodu
priest. On the other hand, there is the marital relation, which is both relatively central
and gives rise to cohesive components structured around nuclear families, but which,
in this region of West Africa, is typically multiple. While men can have several wives
at the same time, women generally have several husbands at different times in the
course of their lives. Contrary to men, for women each new marriage involves a
displacement, and mediates a series of new relations that play a role for their future
migrations. Each new husband thus becomes the nucleus of a (frequently large)
component of the wife’s mobility space.

The gender-specific occurrence of different relations noted previously thus
corresponds to different relational logics in the structuring of social space, which
is evident in the contrastive overall morphologies of male and female personal
networks. On average, female networks are more cohesive than male networks:
they contain half as many isolates (1.3 vs 3), their average number of components
is lower (2.8 vs 4.1), and their concentration—measured as the Herfindahl index
of component shares—is higher (0.58 vs 0.52). However, this concentration does
not imply the presence of one dominant giant component, but of two or several
components of roughly equal importance. As a corollary, ego’s own centrality is
generally lower for female than for male egos (0.48 vs 0.62). The more or less
(de-)centered position of ego can be expressed more precisely in considering the
normalized difference between the (betweenness) centralities of ego and the most
central alter. This index of ego’s differential centrality ranges from −100% for
maximal marginality to +100% for maximal centrality, where 0% indicates a central
position shared by ego and one or more central alters. Differential centrality is
closely correlated to the concentration of ego’s personal network (see Fig. 5). The
more disintegrated the network (after removal of ego), the higher ego’s centrality
(with the migrant teacher as an extreme example), and the more integrated the
network, the higher ego’s marginality (with the foster child at the other extreme).

While Fig. 5 shows the moderate average tendency of female networks towards
higher concentration and lower ego centrality, it also shows a great diversity. To
explore further this diversity, let us consider our four case examples, each of
which represents different combinations of differential centrality and concentration
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Fig. 5 Differential centrality (x-axis) and concentration (y-axis) of the 60 personal networks of
the random sample, including the four example cases. Blue triangles and red circles (and the
corresponding blue and red tendency lines) refer to male and female networks, respectively

Table 4 Four case examples (individual attributes and personal network indicators)

Personal attributes Personal network indicators

Case Gender Age Occupa-
tion

Family
status

Size
Compo-
nents

(Isolates)

Diffe-
rential

centrality
Concen-
tration

Central
alter

Betty F 49
domestic
worker

widow, 3
children 23 10 (7) 72 22.3 Spouse

Omar M 28 tailor 2 wives, 2
children 20 5 (1) 27.3 38.5 Mother

Sosime F 79 trader
widow,
divorced, no
children

19 6 (5) -20.3 53.7 Father

Aloesso M 44
farmer
(former
goldsmith)

1 wife, 3
children 18 2 (1) -74.9 88.9 Brother

(Table 4 and Box 1). As one can see from Betty’s and Aloesso’s networks, cases of
female solitary long-distant migration (yielding ego-centered, dispersed networks),
or of male dependent family migration (yielding alter-centered, concentrated net-
works), are not unusual.
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Betty’s network represents the combination of high ego centrality and relatively low network
integration typical for persons whose itineraries are shaped by high mobility outside the
kinship network, such as teachers or soldiers, but also, as in the present case, female domestic
workers. Besides the numerous isolated components she traversed in the course of her
professional migrations, her social space also contains several more cohesive groups, one
of which, organized around her husband, also channeled her professional itinerary.

Omar’s network likewise represents a relatively poorly integrated social network, but ego’s
relative centrality here is much less pronounced. We again meet the combination of several
cohesive components—an initial uterine network centered around the mother, a transnational
migrant trader, a component of friends, and a marital component—each of which has been
important for professional connections. There are fewer isolated components, also due to
ego’s younger age. The mother’s central position results from the fact that she constitutes the
bridge between the two spaces (Togo and Benin) between which ego is oscillating.

Sosime’s network combines high network integration with a moderate decentralised position
of ego. The high cohesion of the network results from the fact that it is largely composed
of (active and passive) fosterage ties with close kin. After having been hosted by paternal
relatives in childhood, she has subsequently hosted (and been accompanied by) a whole series
of young female relatives, including the daughters of her former hosts, to be again hosted,
in old age, by one of her former foster children. However, being childless herself, all these
links are mediated through other members of her personal network, so that the high network
concentration does not imply a high centrality of ego, but of the relative (her father) who
serves as an intermediary. (Since fosterage typically implies a host-migrant relation, we did
not include it into the relations of the personal network so as to avoid circularity. Otherwise,
Sosime’s centrality would have been considerably higher.)

Aloesso’s network represents the extreme case of a highly integrated network where ego
holds a marginal position (expressed by highly negative differential centrality). In fact, the
network’s main component is actually not his but his elder brother’s network, while the
second, marital component has not developed into a larger network, since ego’s marriage
coincided with a definitive return to sedentary life in the natal village.

Box 1 Personal network analysis of the four example cases

3.2 Sequence Networks

After having examined in a synchronic manner the way personal networks have been
shaped by (and have shaped) people’s itineraries, let us now turn to the question
how these itineraries run through the various positions of these networks. We shall
construct the corresponding relational sequence networks by classifying mobility
events according to the type of relation or relational chain that links ego to his or her
host. To facilitate comparison, we have used a very coarse classificatory grid, which,
for example, lumps together all relatives other than the immediate parents into a
single category,13 and generally does not distinguish between different instances of
the same relational type (such as “landlord”), with the only exception of spouses.
Even so, except for the three individuals who have never left their natal social

13The software Puck allows for any kind of precision for the classification of kinship chains.
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Fig. 6 Relational sequence networks of the four case examples. Nodes represent classes of events
according to the type of relation between migrant and host; arcs indicate immediate succession
of events of the corresponding type, numbered by order of occurrence in the itinerary. Numbers
attached to nodes refer to loops (moves to new hosts within the same relational category). For the
color code see Fig. 4

environment, the sequence networks of the 60 individuals of our random sample
are all different from each other.

Figure 6 shows the relational sequence networks of our four example individuals,
briefly discussed in Box 2. Each relational type is represented by a node. All
itineraries start at the parental node (at the bottom), since the host of the first
“mobility event” (birth) is by definition the birth mother.

The network representation of these relational sequences allows us to compare
them by means of network-analytic indicators. Some of these indicators concern the
local position of nodes—such as in- and outdegrees, which measure the diversity of
relations that precede or succeed a given relation, or betweenness centralities, which
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Aloesso’s sequence network is the most simple: an oscillation between the parental home
and a close maternal relative (his brother in Lomé), connected to an intermittent oscillation
between the brother and a variety of hosts to whom Aloesso was only related by his brother’s
mediation. The simplicity of the sequence network is the corollary of Aloesso’s marginality
in the social network, by virtue of which the (orange) “relative” and “via relative” nodes
absorb the quasi-totality of events.

Omar’s sequence network is more complex: it also starts with a move to non-parental
relatives (first his maternal aunt in Benin, later his maternal grandmother and uncles in the
village), but he uses these positions as springboards to engage with hosts of various types
linked to his professional education and activity, such as masters, compatriots, strangers, and
finally landlords.

A quite similar basic pattern can be observed in Betty’s case: again starting with a move to
a maternal aunt, she soon begins staying with various employers and landlords. However,
this professional network is completed by a series of social positions to which she accedes
via marriage: her husband, the husband’s employers, and the husband’s relatives (i.e. her
affines). Note that this marital network is not distinct from, but integrated into the professional
network: just as was the case with her own relatives during her youth, her husband’s relatives
are at the same time her employers or mediate her relations to future employers.

The most complex sequence network is Sosime’s, who combines a long-term shift from
the paternal home (where she is hosted first by her father then by her brother) to several
successive husbands with oscillating movements to and from the landlords of the capital and
the friends and market places of Nigeria. The brother’s home serves as a constant haven of
return in these movements, and also as the crossroad where she “picks up” the young female
relatives who accompany her through the various stages of her career as a trader.

Box 2 Sequence network analysis of the four example cases

indicate the importance of relations as transitions from or to other relations.14 Others
concern the global network structure—such as the number of dyads or cycles, which
correspond to the frequency of direct or indirect returns to relations that appeared
earlier in the itinerary. In Betty’s case, for example, her frequent but intermittent
accommodation by her employers is evident in the fact that the employer relation
has both the highest betweenness centrality and the highest outdegree and forms
part of the two oriented cycles of her sequence network. (For a detailed discussion
of network indicators such as density, centralization or homophily in sequence
analysis, see Cornwell 2018).

To which extent do these sequence patterns follow a gendered logic? To answer
this question, we can proceed in two alternative ways. The first consists in examining
the aggregate male and female networks constructed by merging all sequence
networks of people of the same gender. In these networks, line values represent
the numbers of individual itineraries in which a given event sequence occurs (see
Fig. 7, where line values are indicated by different line widths). Table 5 provides
some basic indicators for the network position of the various types of relations.

14See above footnotes 11 and 12.
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Fig. 7 Aggregate sequence networks of men (top) and women (bottom) (initial random sample,
n = 30 each). For the color code see Fig. 4

As our four examples have already suggested, both male and female networks
are centered around a fundamental axis linking parents and non-parental relatives.
Not only are relatives the most frequent successors of parents as hosts (which is
partly accounted for by the widespread practice of fosterage), but a person who
has been hosted by a relative is also likely to return to the parental home. For
both men and women, a stay with relatives provides the springboard for engaging
in monetarized relations with landlords, which then tend to replicate themselves.
However, men enter two times as frequently into relations with landlords than
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Table 5 Basic indicators of the position of social relation types in male and female aggregate
sequence networks: number of individual networks containing nodes of this type, normalized in-
and outdegree and betweenness centrality of the node in the aggregate network (initial random
sample, n = 60)

Occurrences Indegree Outdegree Betweenness

M F M F M F M F

Parents 30 30 75.0 57.1 81.3 57.1 46.24 34.58

Relative 21 24 56.3 38.1 68.8 47.6 17.63 9.8

Landlord 15 8 50.0 28.6 37.5 28.6 8.56 10.07

Spouse 24 42.9 52.4 29.78

Spouse 2 10 42.9 42.9 18.7

Child 2 9.5 4.8 0.45

Affine 3 12 18.8 33.3 18.8 33.3 1.31 5.47

Employer 8 4 25.0 23.8 25.0 28.6 1.42 2.32

Master 8 2 25.0 14.3 31.3 9.5 1.07

Own home 6 1 37.5 4.8 12.5 2.79 2.06

Friend 5 1 31.3 9.5 31.3 9.5 3.07 0.49

Priest 1 5 12.5 19.0 12.5 19.0 0.45

Public 2 2 12.5 9.5 18.8 9.5 6.67 1.1

State 2 1 18.8 4.8 25.0 4.8 0.12

Unknown 1 4.8 4.8

Unrelated 3 31.3 31.3

Death 1 4 6.3 14.3 1.47

do women, and are also more than twice as likely to progress from a stay with
relatives to a rented apartment. The most significant difference is, of course, the
importance of marital homes for female itineraries, this having no equivalent in
their male counterparts. Note, however, that these spouse-linked positions are far
from representing endpoints: their outdegrees exceed or equal their indegrees; in
other words, the positions they lead to are more diverse than those that lead to
them, indicating continuing residential mobility. Also note that the parental home,
followed by relatives’ homes, is the most frequent base from which women (re)join
their first and subsequent husband(s)—it is extremely rare for women to move
directly from one husband to another.

To sum up, the aggregate female sequence network, rather than being totally
distinct from the male network, represents a variant of it, rendered more complex
by the integration of one or more additional focal nodes. While the typical male
network is largely organized around a triangle formed by the parental home,
relatives and the residential market, the female network contains in addition one
or more spouse nodes, which may become the nuclei of marital subnetworks. As
a consequence, the relative importance of the various focal nodes (as measured
by their betweenness centrality) differs between male and female networks. In
male networks, the parental home clearly constitutes the dominant central node—as
might be expected in a rural environment with agnatic transmission of land rights—
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while in female networks, it shares importance with the almost equally central first
marital home, followed by subsequent marital homes.

The problem with this kind of comparative macro-analysis is, of course, that it
already presupposes that gender is a pertinent classification criterion for merging
individual sequence networks, instead of deriving the classification criteria from
a comparative analysis at the micro-level of individual sequence networks. This
latter perspective characterizes the approach of optimal matching analysis (Abbott
1995) and its more recent network-analytic analogues, where sequence matching
is replaced by graph similarity (Butts and Pixley 2004; Butts 2008; Fitzhugh
et al. 2015). Since in our relational sequence networks each node type appears, by
construction, at most once in each network (the only quasi-exception being first and
subsequent spouses, which we have treated as distinct types), we can construct all
sequence networks with identical node sets (absent nodes being left unconnected),
so that the only edit operations necessary to transform one network into another
consist in adding or removing arcs. Graph edit distance thus boils down to the
(normalized) number of differently connected pairs of nodes (that is, the number
of different cells in the adjacency matrices of the two graphs). Based on this graph
distance matrix, hierarchical clustering techniques can be applied to represent the
similarities and differences of the relational sequence networks. Figure 8 displays
the agglomerative clustering tree of the 60 sequence networks of the initial random
sample, constructed by the neighbor-joining algorithm (Saitou and Nei 1987),15

and spatialized by the Kamada-Kawai spring embedded algorithm implemented
in Pajek. The graphs of the individual sequence networks have been plotted into
the nodes of the tree, and border colors indicate gender (blue for male and red for
female). Our four example cases are emphasized by the use of grey shades.

While the gender difference is neatly brought out by the graph (roughly speaking,
female itineraries are located in the upper half, male itineraries in the lower half of
Fig. 8), a closer look shows that, beyond the great divide introduced by virilocality
(the presence or absence of “yellow” marital nodes in the sequence network), both
male and female sequence networks are differentiated into several branches of
the tree.

Most sequence networks, irrespective of gender, are based on the parent-relative
axis, to which the simplest of them (such as Aloesso’s) may reduce. In the “male”
case, this basic axis frequently combines either with rent (as for the urban migrant
workers), with hosting by the master or employer (as for the rural itinerary masons
or woodcutters), or with both. This combination, eventually enriched by marital
nodes, may also characterize the sequence networks of female domestic workers
(such as Betty). A still more complex variant, characteristic of teachers’ itineraries,
combines rented accommodation with lodging by the state. Finally, the itinerary

15The neighbor-joining algorithm consists in sequentially linking the two nearest neighbors to a
newly created “ancestor” node and recalculating the distances of all other nodes to the ancestor
node from their distances to the joined neighbor nodes. Pairwise distances are adjusted by the
average distance of both neighbors to the rest of the network. In Fig. 8 ancestor nodes are only
represented as bifurcation points of outgoing arcs.
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may involve lodging by friends or unrelated persons, frequently in a transnational
context, as exemplified by Omar’s case. Again, this pattern may be equally found
among female traders (such as Sosime). A quite different type of itinerary is located
at the bottom left of the tree, where the parental node is directly linked to the
landlord node without passing through a relative’s home. This is a minority pattern
generally restricted to men who have migrated later in life for professional reasons,
and to the few boys whose parents could afford to rent apartments for them while
they attended high school. However, we also find this itinerary present in two women
who chose not to marry.

While all the predominantly “male” patterns of sequence networks are accessible
to women, the “female” upper half of the graph is significantly more homogenous.
The upper left part in particular is made up of a large group of highly similar
sequences completing the parent-relative-axis by one or more marital or affinal
nodes, thus giving rise to several distinct clusters according to the complexity of
the marital subnetwork. This pattern may further evolve by integrating stays with
landlords, masters or employers (mainly for trade or domestic work), as can be seen
on the upper right side (actually a female enclave encompassed by predominantly
male patterns). By contrast, we almost never find a female pattern without the
“relative” node in it. Women who leave their parental home directly for a rented
apartment are even more rare then men (though, also here, the exception proves the
rule).

4 Conclusion

Our analysis of the topology of both personal and sequence networks has produced
convergent results with regard to the logics underlying gendered mobility patterns
in South-east Togo. Male and female sequence networks both rest on a basic
kinship axis (linking an “internal” parent pole and an “external” extended-kinship
pole). For both genders (though more so for men), the parental home is a central
place of (definitive or transitory) return, and for both genders, relatives outside the
immediate family circle play an equal (for women even a stronger) role than parents,
in particular before the age of marriage. The simplest migration pattern, and the
starting point for most male and female itineraries, is an oscillation between parents
in the village and relatives beyond.

The main difference between the genders consists in the way their respective
social sequence networks develop from this double kinship core. Due to the sexual
division of labor which renders wage-labor still an essentially male domain (women
are either independent traders or work for relatives as domestic workers and market
assistants), and to the virilocal residence rule, according to which women at least
initially join their husbands’ home, the networks of men tend to evolve through non-
kinship links to friends, masters, employers, strangers or landlords, while women’s
networks grow through the emergence of affinal links to spouses and in-laws.
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This difference is not only one of relational circuits but also of network
morphology. Male non-kin relations, often radiating from the core in a star-like
manner, are generally multiple but socially disconnected (except when they are
linked to the kinship complex). By contrast, female affinal relations, though less
numerous, are structurally productive: they develop into larger subnetworks that
may succeed each other as disjoint spheres or merge into an integrated space
of circulation. While male networks thus tend to evolve through a succession
of structurally isolated non-kinship links, female networks develop into complex
multifocal networks sewn together by marital and affinal ties—that is, the very ties
that link together male and female itineraries. In other words, the central source
of difference between the sequence networks of men and women is precisely their
mutual relation.

Rather than just confirming the macro-tendencies for male and female mobility
patterns (as stated in the demographic literature) at the micro-level of individual
trajectories, sequence network analysis yields insight into the relational logics that
bring these tendencies about. It serves not only to study the differences between
gendered social networks, but also to understand gender itself as a relation between
networks, that is, not just as an attribute of individuals, but as a structural trait of
social space-time. In a more general perspective, the nascent integration of network
and sequence analysis may be the first step towards a full-fledged social topology.
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Part IV
Unfolding the Process



Multiphase Sequence Analysis

Thomas Collas

1 Introduction

Many common notions such as lifecycle, adulthood, turning point or ratchet effect
are based on the idea that various sets of sequences—especially individual careers—
follow regular patterns defined by successive phases. Those phases that all cases
encounter in the same order are usually defined by social moments—such as
graduation, medical treatment, childbirth, job promotion, new research project,
election as a congressman, Oscar nomination, etc.—or by calendar periods—
e.g., minutes, months, years or decades. Such a conception of sub-level temporal
structures nested in sequences and linked to one another is a cornerstone of life-
course studies (Levy and The Pavie Team 2005). Nonetheless, it has rarely been
discussed as a methodological parameter of sequence analysis.

Implementing the notion of phase can in particular deepen our understanding
of how institutionalised narratives shape social processes (Abbott 2001). Dividing
into phases also helps to reduce data complexity. In this chapter, I elaborate on
these ideas by presenting visual and metric tools of multiphase sequence analysis
(MPSA). Throughout the text, I will develop an example of two-phase sequences
drawn from a study of the careers of participants in professional pâtissier (pastry
cook) competitions in France.

In the first section, I present key properties of multiphase sequences. In the
second section, I exemplify and discuss the implications of the division into phases.
In the third section, I present tools to render multiphase sequences, introducing
sliced representations. In the fourth section, I introduce a dissimilarity measure of
multiphase sequences called multiphase optimal matching (MPOM).
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2 Sequences as Multiphase Structures

The pathbreaking proposition of sequence analysis was to study sequences as
wholes (Abbott 1995), constructed as successions of atemporal timeslots.1 The
notion of phase adds an intermediary level to this binary hierarchical structure
(sequences and time slots) by introducing discontinuities within these successions.

2.1 Characteristics of Multiphase Sequences

Lesnard and Kan (2011) provide an example of multiphase sequences in their
analysis of workweeks. The whole sequences they study are each made up of 672
15-min time slots. Lesnard and Kan represent them as successions of 7 days of 96
15-min time slots with a two-state alphabet (work/non-work). For each sequence,
seven successions (days) are nested in a larger succession (a week). This example
of multiphase sequences is extremely regular: all sequences are made up of seven
phases which contain exactly 96 time slots. It is possible to conceive of more diverse
types of multiphase sequences.

First, the phases may be of uneven length within sequences and from one
sequence to another. For instance, in France, whenever a new government is
formed, many recruits enter the ministerial cabinets. Their job careers can be
divided into three phases: their positions before entering the cabinets (for example,
by separating private and public sectors), their positions within the cabinets (by
differentiating cabinets and hierarchical positions) and their positions after they
leave these cabinets (with the same alphabet as in the first phase). The lengths of the
different phases differ because they are not defined according to their duration but
with respect to common events that may happen at different moments in a career.
Take the first phase for example: some enter a cabinet after a 20-year long career
whereas others have only worked for three or four years before being recruited.
More broadly, the division into phases often implies length differences even for
sequences of equal length.

Secondly, some phases may be empty, i.e., of length zero. For example, pâtissier
competitions suppose a division of careers into two phases: a phase in which
competitors are employed as a junior or apprentice pâtissier, followed by a phase in
which they are a fully-fledged pâtissier. Nonetheless, some competitors may quit the
trade just after their apprentice period or enter the trade directly as senior workers.

These characteristics lead to a formal definition. Multiphase sequences S1 and
S2 are successions of n phases such as S1 = (ζ

S1
1 , ζ

S1
2 , . . . , ζ

S1
p , . . . , ζ

S1
n ) and S2 =

(ζ
S2
1 , ζ

S2
2 , . . . , ζ

S2
p , . . . , ζ

S2
n ), where ζ

S1
p is phase p in sequence S1 and ζ

S2
p is phase p

in sequence S2. The length of each phase varies from 0 to the length of the sequence
in which it is nested. If n = 1, we encounter the usual definition of sequences as
continuous series of time slots.

1A time slot is atemporal since a single state is observed from the beginning to the end of it.
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2.2 Two Formal Properties of Phases and Two Methodological
Assumptions

Two formal properties of phases are captured by the “turning point—trajectories”
model theorised by Abbott (2001, p. 253). In this model, turning points differentiate
consistent episodes (trajectories) and link these episodes to the previous and
following ones into a larger narrative. The first property is relative consistency: the
division of a sequence into phases relies on the assumption that the succession of
states within each phase is both consistent and different from successions within
other phases.2 The second property is processual location: a phase is defined by its
position within a sequence, hence by its position relative to other phases. Returning
to the example of the workweek from Lesnard and Kan (2011), Friday is regarded
as a consistent period for work scheduling and its position within the workweek
immediately preceding Saturday distinguishes it from other days.

Two crucial methodological assumptions follow these formal properties.
First, as sequences, phases are approached as sites (or locations) of narratives:

as successions of time slots each containing one state, phases and sequences are
constructed as compartments for modelling narratives.3 To assert that a phase is
relatively consistent and located in a sequence does not imply any assumption
about the narrative it contains. “Stage” models in the traditions of Piaget or Parsons
(for a synthesis, see Levy and The Pavie Team 2005) define the content of both
typical sequences and typical phases within these sequences (the so-called stages).
These models assume that each phase is the location of a single and specific
kind of narrative (for instance, a certain behavioural development or a type of
activity). The notion of phase discussed here helps one to appreciate the relevance
of stage models but is not bound to these models. While comparing sequences, one
assumes that there are patterns, i.e., types of narratives, to be discovered. While
comparing multiphase sequences, one assumes that phase-structured patterns—
types of narratives including types of sub-narratives—are to be discovered. As for
sequence analysis at large, the only assumption about the content of these sub-
narratives lies in the alphabets that are used and in the definition of the boundaries
of the set of sequences. These elements limit the universe of possible narratives.
Identifying these consistent sub-narratives is a different question from dividing
into phases, just as identifying consistent narratives is a different question from
delimiting a population of sequences.

Second, distinct phases are dissociated and should not be compared. In the
workweek example, it would make little sense to compare one sequence’s Tuesday
to another’s Sunday. Similarly, it does not seem relevant to directly compare contests

2As Abbott (2001) and Cornwell (2015, p. 94) indicate, this consistency can be conceived as a
set of stable relationships between states as modelled by Markov chain models. A turning point is
defined by Abbott (2001, p. 247) as a transition separating stable probability regimes.
3By methodological construction and to illustrate the notion of site, a narrative cannot be contained
in a time slot, which can only contain one state.
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in which apprentice pâtissiers compete with contests where senior pâtissiers com-
pete. This incommensurability of phases has major implications for the comparison
of multiphase sequences. I shall return to this point after discussing the practical
operation of dividing into phases.

3 Division into Phases: Reference Frame, Alphabet(s) and
Phase-Structure

This section starts with an example of division into phases before distinguishing
three crucial aspects of this operation.

3.1 A First Hint: The Extended Example

Careers of participants in pâtissier competitions in France offer a case of two-phase
sequences. The data are drawn from results of 2060 professional competitions.
These competitions consist in making or presenting decorative sculptures (out of
sugar, chocolate or ice), cakes or plated desserts before juries of peers.4

Here I present data from 777 pâtissiers who participated in two to 21 com-
petitions and whose careers of participations in competitions began before 2002
and ended after 1990. Each time slot is a participation in a competition. Each
participation is defined by an age category (apprentice, junior, senior), a rank (1st,
2nd, etc.) and a type of competition (preceded or not by screening contests).5

To be compared, these careers have been divided into two phases with respect
to age categories since some contests are for apprentice and junior competitors
only, others for senior competitors. This is a case of institutional division of careers
into phases that is verified in the data. Indeed, returns to apprentice and junior
competitions from senior competitions are unusual: amongst the competitors who
participated in at least two competitions and at least one senior competition, only
7.6% participated in an apprentice or junior competition after competing in a senior
competition. Interviews with pâtissiers within a larger research project made it clear

4For a detailed account, see Collas (2015).
5Data were gathered from archives and trade press collections. 2060 rankings covering the period
1933–2012 were coded. Le Journal du pâtissier (published since 1978), which is the main source,
mentions competitions that are organised in different areas in France, while the other sources
mention mainly competitions taking place in Paris. Beginning (before 2002) and end (after 1990)
dates were chosen because of source heterogeneity and in order to limit right and left censoring. A
first rank in the “Un des meilleurs ouvriers de France” competition was not kept since it was always
gained at the end of a competitor’s career. R software (R Core Team 2014) and the TraMineR
package (Gabadinho et al. 2011) were used to visualise sequences, to compute OM-distances, to
extract sets of representative sequences and to compute other sequence-related metrics.
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that first participation in a senior competition is represented as an entry into a
phase of evaluation which is not based on age or scholarship, but on the fact of
being identified as a pâtissier. Thus, I postulate that participations in competitions
preceding participation for the first time in a senior competition are not comparable
with subsequent participations.

The dissociated phases are, first, the ante-senior phase—including only partici-
pations in apprentice and junior competitions and ending with the last participation
before a participation in a senior competition or with the last participation if the
competitor has never participated in a senior contest—and, second, the senior
phase—which begins with the first participation in a senior competition and can
include any type of participation. Each phase is defined by its relative position within
the sequence and by its postulated internal consistency.

Since many competitors participate only in one type of competition (senior ones
on the one hand, junior and apprentice ones on the other), a large fraction of
sequences include a phase that does not contain any participation (an empty phase,
i.e., of null length): these sequences are made up of participations in competitions
during only one phase. The senior phase includes participations in 84.4% of the
sequences, the ante-senior phase in 44.7% of the sequences.

Division into phases impacts the sequences’ states alphabet(s). In that example,
division leads to a shorter alphabet and, as a consequence, reduced data complexity:
age categories are not taken into account in the definition of each participation since
phases already bear this age dimension.

Two dimensions are used to define the alphabet. First, competitions preceded
by screening contests are regarded as distinct. Amongst these competitions, two
are singular and thus isolated as distinct states in the alphabet: a national plated
dessert competition named Championnat de France du dessert (CFD) (labelled
“C”) and the oldest competition preceded by screening contests still organised today
named Un des meilleurs ouvriers de France (One of the best craftsmen in France
exam, labelled “M”). This competition is for senior competitors only. Several other
competitions are gathered under the “S” label (for Screening contests).6 Other types
of competitions are labelled “W” (for Without screening contests). Second, each
participation is defined by the rank awarded, in three categories: 1st rank (labelled
“L”, for laureate), 2nd or 3rd rank (“P”, for podium) and 4th rank or below (“O”, for
off-the-podium). For example, a state “LC” indicates a first rank in the Championnat
de France du dessert.

In order to include long pauses between two participations in the analysis, a
state named “4Y” (for four years) was created to indicate every period lasting more
than four years and less than eight years between two successive participations.
The alphabet contains eleven possible states (Table 1). One, related to a senior
competition (OM), is observed only during the senior phase.

6Meilleur Apprenti de France (Best Apprentice in France), Meilleur Apprenti du Monde (Best
Apprentice in the World), Coupe du Monde de la Pâtisserie, Grand prix international de la
chocolaterie, World Chocolate Master.
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Table 1 States alphabet

Competition Rank State

Competition without screening contests 1st LW

2nd or 3rd PW

4th or below OW

Championnat de France du dessert, CFD 1st LC

2nd or 3rd PC

4th or below OC

Competition preceded by screening contests
(other than CFD or MOF)

1st LS

2nd or 3rd PS

4th or below OS

Un des meilleurs ouvriers de France, MOF (only in Phase 2) Unranked finalist OM

Four years pause between two successive participations 4Y

3.2 Three Aspects of Division into Phases

This case sheds light on three aspects of division into phases.
The first one is the reference frame of the division. Here, the reference frame is

endogenous: two phases of participations in competitions are dissociated according
to a characteristic of participations in competitions (the first participation in a
senior competition). In other cases, the reference frame is exogenous: an external
dimension is introduced in relation to a research question. For example, careers of
participants in competitions could be divided according to job positions. Taking
another example, in many systems, academic careers are structured by a limited
number of phases (lecturer, assistant professor, associate professor, etc.). The
dissociation of phases of academic activities (e.g., publications) according to
these successive academic ranks helps to explore how institutionalised episodes
impact scientific outputs. Such a division into phases is also a way to reduce data
complexity: what can be regarded as two distinct channels (Pollock 2007; Gauthier
et al. 2010)—academic ranks and publications—are reduced to one channel cut into
successive phases.

The second aspect is the definition of the alphabet(s). Here, the phase division
reduces by a half the number of possible states with a very limited loss of
information regarding the age categories of each participation (only the above
mentioned 7.6% of senior competitors are affected). But the division into phases
can also accompany a definition of several alphabets. Since phases are regarded as
consistent episodes within sequences, the number of relevant states for each phase
may be quite low, especially when the division is endogenous. Such is the case for
the careers in ministerial cabinets mentioned above. The types of possible positions
during the cabinet phase are both more limited and more specific than before and
after this phase. As a consequence, two alphabets may be defined. By delimiting a
relevant universe of possible states for each phase, the plurality of alphabets reduces
data complexity.
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Determining the number and level of phases is a third key aspect to phase
division. The case developed here is simple: only two successive phases are
dissociated. As illustrated by several examples mentioned, this number can be
higher, but the number of assumptions about the structure of the sequences rises
accordingly. We can also envision sub-phases nested within phases. A tennis match
is such a two-level nested structure: points are clustered within games and games
within sets. Careers including gradations within ranks (2nd class, 1st class, etc.)
such as academic careers in France present such a nested structure.

4 Rendering Multiphase Sequences

Two types of graphical representations help to render multiphase sequences. The
event-aligned variety of simple alignment representations is suited for two-phase
sequences. Sliced representations, introduced here, generalise the logic of event-
aligned representations to n-phase sequences.

4.1 Simple Alignment on a Specific Event

Drawing on previous studies (Blanchard 2010; Giudici and Gauthier 2009),
Colombi and Paye (2014) discuss a visualisation method that transforms the
usual left- or right-aligned representation suited for one-phase sequences into a
representation aligned on a specific event. This event is regarded as a turning
point between two phases: “After synchronisation, each sequence (e.g., series of
job positions) is positioned according to an event that takes place in a particular
moment for each individual (e.g., childbirth)” (Colombi and Paye 2014, p. 250).

Two steps are followed. First, a relative time axis aligned on the specific event
under study is introduced: the temporal scale is negative for states observed before
this event, positive for states observed after. The format of each time slot is preserved
but the time axis is distorted so as to preserve a social timing according to a supposed
turning point. Second, blank time slots are inserted at the beginning and end of each
sequence. As a result, the length of every sequence is equal to the length of the
longest observed period preceding the studied event summed with the length of the
longest observed period following this event.

Taking a toy example, if A marries at age 25 and B at age 28, their job sequences
from 22 to 31 are left-aligned and event-aligned (on marriage date) as shown in
Table 2 (E stands for employment, U for unemployment, m on the axis stands for
marriage).
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Table 2 Different alignments of sequences

Left-aligned sequences, age axis

A U U U U E E E E U U

B U U E E E E E E E U

Axis 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Event-aligned sequences, event-relative axis

A U U U U E E E E U U

B U U E E E E E E E U

Axis −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 m 1 2 3 4 5 6

Multiphase sequences, left-aligned sliced axis

A U U U U E E E E U U

B U U E E E E E E E U

Axis s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 m1 m2 m3 m4 d1 d2 d3

Phase Singlehood Marriage Divorce

4.2 Multiple Alignment by Sliced Representation

Event-alignment is convenient for keeping the continuous representation of left-
aligned sequences but such a technique is limited to two-phase sequences. Sliced
representations help to render n-phase sequences. In the previous example, if one
wants to include divorce in the reference frame of division and if A gets divorced
at 29, the representation implies three dissociated phases (see bottom subtable in
Table 2).

As for event-aligned representations, the temporal scale is relative, but the time
axis is indexed on phases, not on a single event. In this example, the axis is left-
aligned for each phase. The origin point is the first time slot of each phase. In
case of a right-alignment, the origin point is the highest possible length for a given
phase. A right-alignment for certain phases and a left-alignment for others can be
envisioned. In that sense, the event-aligned representation is a special case of sliced
representations.

Figure 1 shows three representations of the same sample of five sequences of
participations in competitions. Division into phases underlines the proximity of the
last two sequences during the senior phase. While the event-aligned representation
highlights the sequences’ continuity as the usual left-aligned or right-aligned repre-
sentations of sequences, sliced representation focuses on the different successions
within each phase, not on the sequels and aftermath of a supposed turning point.
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Fig. 1 Three representations of the same careers of participations in competitions (see explanation
of state labels in Table 1)

5 Measure and Interpretation of Pairwise Distances Between
Multiphase Sequences: Multiphase Optimal Matching

Besides visualisation, dissimilarity measures are commonly used tools for com-
paring sequences. When measuring dissimilarities between multiphase sequences,
phases are regarded both as dissociated incommensurable episodes and as sites of
narratives. These are the basic principles of multiphase optimal matching (MPOM)
introduced here. This section focuses on optimal matching (OM) for three reasons:
it is a seminal and widespread dissimilarity measure in the social sciences; the cost
definition operations that OM implies have consequences for MPSA; the principles
of OM are adapted to the example under study (this point is discussed below).
Nevertheless, MPOM’s analytical logic can be extended to other dissimilarity
measures when they are applied to multiphase sequences.7

5.1 Analytical Logic

MPOM’s analytical logic is twofold. First, pairwise distances between sequences
are measured with respect to equivalent phases. Time slots belonging to Phase P1 in
Sequence S1 are only compared with time slots belonging to Phase P1 in Sequence
S2. Second, each phase is regarded as an ordered set of time slots. Equivalent phases

7For a review of dissimilarity measures between sequences, see Studer and Ritschard (2016).
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are compared with the three basic operations of OM (Abbott and Forrest 1986):
substitution, insertion and deletion. Costs assigned to these operations are defined
for each phase.8

For each pair of sequences, MPOM measures a distance per phase (distance
between S1 and S2 on Phase P1, distance between S1 and S2 on Phase P2,
etc.) through OM operations and then a distance between sequences by summing
distances between equivalent phases. The matrix of pairwise distances between
sequences is the sum of the matrices of pairwise distances per phase. Thus, the
contribution of each phase to the distance between two sequences depends on the
differences in state composition of this phase from one sequence to another and on
its maximal length (the longer a phase is, the heavier its impact on pairwise distance
can be, due to the number of insertions and/or deletions necessary to edit one phase
into another).

MPOM-measure is a fractal generalisation of OM measure. In the case of a one-
level phase division, each phase is approached as OM approaches a sequence. In the
case of a higher-level phase division (with multiple levels of phases, phases nested
within phases), the same operation is reproduced at each level. Thus, an n-level
MPOM-distance implies nested sums. For instance, a two-level MPOM-distance
(see the tennis match example above) is a sum of one-level MPOM-distances.

Regarding empty phases, if Phase P1 is of length lP1 = 0 in S1 and of length lP2 ≥
1 in S2, the impact of emptiness on the distance between S1 and S2 is equal to the
cost of insertion and deletion (indel) multiplied by the length of the longest version
of Phase P1 (here l2). More broadly, the impact of a length difference between two
sequences is equal to this difference multiplied by the indel (|l2 − l1| × indel).9

Thus, MPOM rests on two methodological principles that can be applied to other
dissimilarity measures: dissociation of phases and combination of phase pairwise-
distances into sequence pairwise-distances.

5.2 MPOM Applied to Careers of Participants in ‘Pâtissier’
Competitions

Turning to careers of participants in pâtissier competitions, optimal matching
measure offers an appropriate tool for searching for regular patterns in these data for
two reasons. First, these sequences are characterised by a high level of instability
from one participation to another regarding ranking (one may rank first, then ninth,

8This involves a multiplication of cost-setting operations which may seem dubious since many
criticisms of OM have focused on cost-setting operations (Abbott and Tsay 2000). Constant or
data-driven substitution costs may be relevant in some cases.
9Since division into phases often implies length differences, pairwise distances between phases
can be standardised with respect to the maximal possible distance for each phase, which I do not
do here precisely in order to take length differences into account.
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Table 3 Substitution costs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 - LW 0 1.8 1.9 1.95 1.85 1.7 1.7 1.95 1.85 1.7 2

2 - PW 1.8 0 1.7 1.99 1.95 1.92 1.92 1.99 1.95 1.92 2

3 - OW 1.9 1.7 0 2 1.98 1.95 1.95 2 1.98 1.95 2

4 - LC 1.95 1.99 2 0 1.8 1.9 1.9 1 1.8 1.9 2

5 - PC 1.85 1.95 1.98 1.8 0 1.7 1.7 1.8 1 1.7 2

6 - OC 1.7 1.92 1.95 1.9 1.7 0 1 1.9 1.7 1 2

7 - OM 1.7 1.92 1.95 1.9 1.7 1 0 1.9 1.7 1 2

8 - LS 1.95 1.99 2 1 1.8 1.9 1.9 0 1.8 1.9 2

9 - PS 1.85 1.95 1.98 1.8 1 1.7 1.7 1.8 0 1.7 2

10 - OS 1.7 1.92 1.95 1.9 1.7 1 1 1.9 1.7 0 2

11 - 4Y 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

then third, etc.); insertion/deletion operations reduce distance due to lags. The
second reason is relations between states. A first rank is closer to a second rank than
to a tenth rank. Multiple substitution costs lie in the postulate of distance instead of
strict difference between states.

So as to limit the number of assumptions, the same substitution costs between
states are used for both phases. These costs have been set manually with respect
to states’ formal closeness: competitions with screening contests are closer to one
another than to competitions without screening contests; a first rank is closer to
a second rank than to a fourth rank; a second or third rank is closer to a fourth
rank than to a first rank (due to the singular situation of ranking first). Minimum
substitution cost between two distinct states is 1, maximum cost is 2. Minimum
cost is used for a substitution between two states indicating the same position in
two competitions preceded by screening contests (e.g., CFD and World Cup). Other
substitution costs are set between 1.7 and 2 (Table 3). Several trials intended to take
into account the unequal length of sequences without making it the first criterion of
distance lead me to set insertion-deletion cost (indel) at 1.35 for both phases.10

10This indel is higher than the minimum substitution cost for distinct states (1) and lower than the
minimum substitution cost for states differing in terms of both ranking and screening (1.7). For
example, it is less costly to edit one sequence (ABC) into another sequence which is one time slot
shorter and otherwise identical (AB) than to edit one sequence into another same-length sequence
which is different only for the last time slot (ABC into ABD) only if states C and D are similar
with respect to ranking or anterior screening contests.
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Fig. 2 MDS Sequence Index Plot for each cluster (sorted according to the first factor of
multidimensional scaling following Piccarreta and Lior 2010). SC = competitions preceded by
screening contests. (See explanation of state labels in Table 1)
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Table 4 Sets of representative sequences for each cluster

Cluster Ante-Senior Senior

1 LW/3-PW/1-LW/1

OW/1-PW/1-LW/1-OS/1-LW/1

OW/1-LW/3-PS/1

PW/1-LW/2-OW/1-OM/1

LW/1-OW/1-LW/1-OM/1-LW/1-OS/1

LW/1-PW/1-LW/1-PW/1-OS/1-OM/1

OW/1-LW/1-OW/1-PW/1-OS/1-LW/1-OS/1

2 OW/5

3 PW/3

4 OW/1-LW/1

5 OW/1-4Y/2-PW/1

6 PW/1-4Y/2 PW/1

7 OW/1-PW/1

8 PW/1-4Y/1-LW/3-PW/1-LW/2-PW/1-LW/1

PW/1-LW/1-PW/3-LW/1-OW/1-OM/1-LW/2-OW/1

PW/1-4Y/2-PW/3-LW/3-PW/2

PW/2-LW/1-OW/1-LW/1-LW/1-LW/1-PC/1-LW/1-PW/2-OM/1

PW/1-LW/1-OW/1-PW/2-LW/2-OM/1-4Y/2-OW/1

OW/1-4Y/1-LW/1-PW/1-LW/1-PW/2-LW/2-PW/1-OM/1-4Y/1-OM/1

9 PW/1 LW/1-PW/1-OW/1-LW/1

PW/1-LW/ LW/1-4Y/1

1-PW/1

LW/2 PW/1-LW/1-PW/1-LW/1-LS/1

PW/3 PW/2-LW/1-PW/1-LW/1

N.B.: In each cluster, the distance of at least one sequence out of two from one of the representative
sequences is inferior to 30% of the maximum distance in the cluster (for details on the centrality
criterion, see Gabadinho and Ritschard 2013). Sequences are sorted by representativeness. Each
state is followed by its number of successive occurrences

A comparison between several clustering methods invited me to opt for a nine-
cluster Ward’s (1963) partition (see Fig. 2 for sequence index plots and Table 4 for
representative sequences).11

11Any distance-based clustering method could be used including the property-based and fuzzy
methods addressed by Studer (2018) in this bundle. Here, using the R package WeightedCluster
(Studer 2013), several algorithms have been compared for a division into two to ten classes:
hierarchical cluster solutions named Ward, single, complete, average (UPGMA), McQuitty
(WPGMA) and beta-flexible (flexible-UPGMA) (for a presentation, see Müllner 2013; Belbin et al.
1992) and non-hierarchical partition around medoids algorithm (PAM) (Rousseeuw and Kaufman
1990). PBC, HC, HG and ASW measures have been used to compare the quality of the different
clustering solutions (Hennig and Liao 2010). Ward’s nine-cluster solution was the most relevant
regarding both quality measures and readability. Except for PAM, other algorithms tend to produce
a partition between a very heterogenous group containing more than 80% of the cases and two to
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Three key elements of interpretation arise: participation in senior competitions,
length and tonality (the most frequent state or family of states within the sequence).

Cluster 1 (4% of sequences) gathers sequences mainly characterised by an
empty ante-senior phase (only two sequences out of 31 do not start with a senior
competition) and a long senior phase (mean length is 6.87 time slots) including
mainly first ranks and participations in competitions preceded by screening contests
(64.7% of participations). Cluster 2 (3.5% of sequences) gathers medium to long
senior careers (mean length is 8.63) in which first ranks are rare (less than 11%
of participations). Cluster 3 (11.7% of sequences) gathers short to medium length
senior careers (mean length is 4.99), mainly characterised by second and third ranks
(70% of participations). Cluster 4 (28.8% of sequences) gathers short length senior
sequences with no shared tonality. Clusters 5 (16.1% of sequences) and 6 (10.3% of
sequences) are defined by at least one four-year pause, respectively during the senior
phase and during the ante-senior phase. Cluster 7 (17.8% of sequences) gathers
sequences defined by a short ante-senior phase and an empty senior phase with no
shared tonality. Cluster 8 (1.8% of sequences) is made up of very long senior careers
(mean length is 13) including mainly first to third ranks (76% of participations).
Sequences in Cluster 9 (6% of sequences) share a symmetrical intensity regarding
participations in ante-senior and senior phases and a relatively low rate of 4th ranks
or below.

How far does this clustering take phases into account? First, the Ward two-
cluster solution separates Clusters 6 and 7 from the seven other clusters, that is
to say careers first defined by ante-senior participations from careers first defined
by senior participations. Second, Clusters 6 and 7, both characterised by ante-senior
participations, are distinct from one another with respect to participation in senior
competitions. Third, a quarter of the sequences counting one or more ante-senior
participations are not clustered in Clusters 6 and 7. In other words, closeness does
not only rest on the (non-)emptiness of phases, but also on phases’ tonality. Fourth,
when, as here, the reference frame of the division is endogenous, that division
greatly simplifies the interpretation: once the phases mainly portrayed by each
cluster have been identified, interpretation is primarily based on ranking.

5.3 MPOM Compared

MPOM takes cues from two other families of dissimilarity measures that assume a
division of sequences into dissociated and incommensurable episodes.

First, MPOM generalises Hamming Distance (Hamming 1950) and Dynamic
Hamming Distance (DHD) (see Lesnard 2008, 2014), which measure dissimilarities

nine easy to analyse but very small groups. Quality measures are higher for Ward compared to
PAM. A nine-cluster solution is associated with the highest value of HG and HC indexes, the
second highest value of PBC and the fourth highest value of ASW.
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position-wise. DHD can be approached as a specification of MPOM-distance in
which each time slot is a phase (of length 1) and in which substitution costs are
derived from transition rates before and after each time slot. This specification
is suited for sequences defined by a limited number of states, observed in each
sequence and spanning long spells.12

Second, compared with Qualitative Harmonic Analysis (QHA) (Deville and
Saporta 1983; Robette and Thibault 2008; Robette and Bry 2012), in which
sequences are divided into periods that are modelled as bundles of states varying
from one another in proportions of time spent, MPOM pays attention to the order of
the states within phases within phases.

Thus, the main advantage of MPOM is to take into account a unit nested in a
sequence that is more malleable than time slots—its length varies from 0 to the
whole sequence’s length—and that is studied as a time-ordered structure.

6 Conclusion

This chapter has introduced the idea of multiphase sequences and several tools
to study them, especially sliced representations and a multiphase dissimilarity
measure (called MPOM) the logic of which can be extended to other dissimilarity
measures. Two general issues have been raised and invite further investigation in the
development of MPSA.

At the beginning of this chapter, sequences were defined as hierarchical struc-
tures, as narratives including sub-narratives and nested into larger narratives. This
definition is partly consistent with Dumont’s (1980) perspective of hierarchies as
nested entities. Any sequence (marital biographies, job careers, dances, etc.) can be
approached as a fragment of larger social processes (Abbott 2016) including other
fragments of social processes. The approach to sequences as hierarchical structures
could be further developed by investigating the variety of relations between nested
temporal structures. Hybridisations of network analysis and sequence analysis
(Cornwell 2015) may be a possible way to study these relations as a multilevel
issue (Lazega and Snijders 2016).13

12To preserve a division into phases in the comparison of workweeks, Lesnard and Kan (2011)
wrap each phase into an atomic time slot, thus describing each phase by a single state. Their
two-step method identifies types of narratives through DHD and clustering procedure and then
assembles these types in week-sequences analysed with DHD and clustering. Compared to MPOM,
this wrapping solution is suited for periods of identical time spread (such as hours or days). Its main
limitation is that its second step is based on the heterogenous inputs of a clustering procedure.
13Regarding MPOM, the analysis of the articulation of distances between phases and distances
between sequences could be further developed since two sequences can be identical along some
phases and clearly different along others. A related question is the importance of specific phases
in the definition of a whole sequence. Various theoretical perspectives assume that certain phases
are more crucial than others (childhood in a whole life-course for example). Such assumptions can
orientate the parameters of MPOM by differentiating phases’ weights.
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A methodological assumption of MPSA is to approach phases as sites of narra-
tives nested within sequences, which are sites of larger narratives. This assumption
differentiates phases and the narrative patterns that the division into phases makes
it possible to unveil. That echoes other notions centred on temporal substructures,
such as subsequence (Elzinga et al. 2008) or motif (Han 2014). There is an open
field for research on sub-narratives, their typical position(s) within sequences and
their overlaps.14 MPOM assumes a division into phases prior to the identification of
narrative patterns. Different alphabets are defined, thus determining what patterns
can be identified. A comprehensive method would manage three different steps:
identifying types of narratives, identifying phases, identifying patterns of relation
between phases and narratives. In other words, the division into phases could be
dynamically revised and preceded by a moment of identification of patterns for
different fragments of sequences under study.15

These elements invite renewed exploration of the various interrelations and
continuities between temporal structures, a major question that sequence analysts
have already extensively explored.
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Unpacking Configurational Dynamics:
Sequence Analysis and Qualitative
Comparative Analysis as a
Mixed-Method Design

Camilla Borgna and Emanuela Struffolino

1 Introduction

Sequence analysis (SA) was introduced in the social sciences in the 1980s: Andrew
Abbott, inspired by the treatment of DNA strings in biology, developed it as
a technique to study social processes that unfold over time as sequences of
events (Abbott and Forrest 1986). In contrast to the variable-oriented approach
of techniques like event-history analysis, which focus on the timing of specific
transitions, SA’s approach is holistic and case-oriented (Billari 2005). This implies
looking at the whole picture of individuals’ longitudinal realizations rather than at
the effects of variables on single-event outcomes. Against this scenario, processes
of change over the life course are regarded as successions of states/actions located
within constraining or enabling structures. This reflects (Abbott 1992)’s idea that
holistic and analytical approaches can be combined into a multicase narrative
methodology, based on which researchers can compare the unfolding of processes
to pursue categorization and generalization.

SA has been extensively applied in demography and life-course research to study
changes and continuities in individual pathways over time (e.g. Aassve et al. 2007;
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Brzinsky-Fay and Solga 2016; Fasang and Raab 2014; Raitano and Struffolino
2013). Other fields of application include social policy analysis (Frank et al. 2000),
democratization research (Wilson 2014), electoral participation studies (Buton et al.
2014), historical sociology (Abbott and Forrest 1986; Mercklé and Zalc 2014), and
developmental psychology (Dietrich et al. 2014). The mainstream application of SA
relies on optimal matching techniques to measure the distance between sequences
that represent the individual realization of a certain process and on the clustering of
such sequences to identify typical trajectories. Regression analysis is often applied
as a second step to investigate why (and not only how) sequences resemble or
differ from each other (Aisenbrey and Fasang 2010). Yet, multivariate regression
analysis, with its focus on the net effects of single variables, seems to be at odds
with the case-oriented nature of SA. In this chapter, we propose to use qualitative
comparative analysis (QCA) as a second, explanatory step for SA. Compared to
regression analysis, QCA is more coherent with SA’s epistemological framework,
because it shares the notion of analytically approaching social phenomena without
disregarding their complexity. QCA was introduced in the 1980s (Ragin 1987) and
relies on methodological tools that were uncommon in social science until then:
in this case, logic and in particular Boolean and fuzzy-set algebra. Its developer
Charles Ragin, like Abbott, aimed at bridging the divide between variable-oriented
and case-oriented research. However, the joint holistic and analytical perspective of
QCA does not concern over-time trajectories, but rather configurations of factors at
given time points.

We contribute to the growing literature on mixed-methods research (e.g. Creswell
2009; Teddlie and Tashakkori 2006) by putting forward a novel “sequential mixed-
method design” (Hollstein 2014; Teddlie and Tashakkori 2006) that consists of
applying a recent innovation in SA—the so-called discrepancy analysis of state
sequences (Studer et al. 2011; Struffolino et al. 2016)—as a first step, and crisp-set
(Ragin 1987) or fuzzy-set (Ragin 2000, 2008) QCA as a second step. Our proposed
framework allows researchers to analyze individual trajectories as a whole and to
identify combinations of factors that are systematically linked to variations in the
unfolding of such trajectories at potentially critical turning points. This can be read
as an answer to the call for a “processual sociology” (Abbott 2016) that can take on
the challenge of investigating both the dynamics of social phenomena as lineages
of successive events and the complexity of contextual characteristics of “present”
moments.

2 Sequence Analysis and Qualitative Comparative as a
Sequential Mixed-Methods Design

Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) is a method that permits systematic com-
parisons of cases through the highly-formalized tools of logic and set theory. Its
perspective on the study of social phenomena is inherently analytical, but at the same
time holistic and case-oriented (Berg-Schlosser et al. 2009; Ragin 1987; Schneider
and Wagemann 2012).
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In the QCA framework, cases are understood as complex entities of interrelated
attributes. Empirically, this means that cases are classified as members or non-
members of multiple and possibly overlapping sets. For instance, when investigating
countries as cases, researchers can label them as “democracies” but also as
“industrial economies,” “corporatist welfare states” and so on. Each of these labels
represents a set to which the country case can either belong or not. Similarly, if cases
are represented by individuals rather than countries, researchers could envisage sets
such as “working population,” “women,” “mothers,” etc. While belonging to one
set always implies not belonging to its negation, different sets are not mutually
exclusive, as all mothers are women (subset relation) and some women are part of
the working population (set intersection), for instance. In its original formulation—
later known as crisp-set QCA—set membership was dichotomous, while the later
development of fuzzy-set QCA (Ragin 2000, 2008) permits a more fine-grained
assessment: Set membership can vary in a continuum from 0 to 1 (as, for instance,
individuals who work few hours a week could be considered as partial members of
the set “working population”).

QCA can be used as a classification tool, for example for typology building
(Berg-Schlosser et al. 2009). However, most of the applications so far have taken
an explanatory perspective in assessing the empirical regularities that exist between
some factors and an outcome (Marx et al. 2014). Typical fields of application
include comparative politics (Schneider 2009), welfare studies (Emmenegger 2011;
Vis 2009), policy and administration (Sager and Thomann 2016), sociology of
work and education (Borgna 2016; Glaesser and Cooper 2010), and organization
research (Fiss 2011). The technique consists of a first step dedicated to identifying
(combinations of) conditions in presence of which the cases systematically display
a given outcome (a procedure known as truth-table construction). In a second step,
redundant elements are removed from these configurations by applying Boolean or
fuzzy-set algebra (i.e. truth-table minimization). The resulting Boolean expression
represents the logically-minimal combinations of factors that are sufficient for
the occurrence of the outcome and are sometimes defined as “outcome-enabling
context” (Schneider and Wagemann 2012).

In a nutshell, QCA is a powerful method for systematically comparing cases
without ruling out their potentially configurational nature. This complements the
approach of SA, which underlines the complexity of cases in terms of sequencing
of states and duration of events.

In this contribution, we bring together the strengths of SA and QCA in a
sequential mixed-methods design. We propose applying SA in a first research stage,
in order to describe both qualitatively and quantitatively the temporal complexity of
a given social process. By applying QCA in a second stage, it is possible to shed light
on the configurational complexity at given phases along the process and to reduce
such complexity to synthetic combinations of explanatory factors. This combination
is not a simple juxtaposition of methods but rather a genuine example of cross-
fertilization between two methodological traditions that arose from the same desire
to “bring cases back” in quantitative analysis (Ragin and Becker 1992). By adopting
our proposed research design, researchers can approach complexity from different
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angles and thus explore its temporal and configurational dimensions within the same
analytical framework. This exploration is a first step towards the identification of
what (Abbott 1992, 2009) has called “turning points” along the unfolding of social
processes.

Practically, the steps of our proposed framework are the following: (1) sequence
construction, where each time point is designated as a categorical state identifying
the outcome of interest; (2) discrepancy analysis of state sequences, where we
identify the phases when a given factor is mostly or increasingly relevant to explain
inter-sequence differences; (3) truth-table construction, where we assess for each
of these phases which combinations of factors are systematically associated with
the outcome; (4) truth-table analysis, where the logically-sufficient factors for the
occurrence of the outcome are identified.

3 Empirical Illustration

To illustrate the added value of our approach, we apply it to the study of women’s
employment trajectories in divided Germany (1955–1990). The leading research
question for this exercise is: what conditions enabled women in East and West
Germany to continue their education or employment over early- and mid-adulthood?
This question is suitable for our illustrative purposes because there is extensive
literature that accounts for the factors shaping women’s labor-market participation
within the two contexts (Diewald et al. 2006; Rosenfeld et al. 2004). This enables
us to evaluate our results against a wide range of established, substantive evidence.

3.1 Background

During the period of division (1955–1990), the German Democratic Republic
(henceforth, East Germany) and the Federal Republic of Germany (henceforth, West
Germany) differed to a great extent concerning their economic and welfare systems.

The social market economy in West Germany was coupled with the promotion of
a pro-traditional male breadwinner model in a corporative welfare state (Engelhardt
et al. 2002; Rosenfeld et al. 2004). A highly gendered division of labor was
indirectly supported by social policies that did not promote the compatibility of
work and family and by a taxation system that penalized working wives (Brückner
2004; Cooke 2011; Sainsbury 1999). Female labor-market participation was around
50%—mostly part-time—and it was discouraged especially for women with chil-
dren, while for male employment rates were around 80% (Diewald et al. 2006).

In the egalitarian centrally planned economy of East Germany, women’s employ-
ment was supported by an infrastructure and an ideology that affirmed the right and
duty to work. Pro-natalist family policies aimed at improving compatibility of work
and family: The normative pressure to have children in one’s early twenties was
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combined with widespread childcare, and state-controlled resources (e.g. housing or
loans) were available to those who started a family (Kreyenfeld 2004). As a result,
women’s employment rates paralleled men’s, reaching 90% also for women with
children (Huinink et al. 1995).

When considering enabling conditions for employment, we expect gender to play
a major role in the explanation of inter-individual differences along the whole life
course, and especially so when specific life transitions occurred. Moreover, given
the institutional differences outlined above, we expect gender to be a prominent
explanatory factor in the West more than in the East. Finally, within each context, we
expect some combinations of factors to be consequential for women’s employment.
We focus on three drivers that the literature indicates to be relevant to female labor
participation (Engelhardt et al. 2002; Kreyenfeld 2004; Rosenfeld et al. 2004):
partnership status, number of children, and parental education.

To develop our empirical illustration, we analyze longitudinal-retrospective data
from the Starting Cohort Six of the National Educational Panel Study (NEPS)
(Blossfeld et al. 2011). We selected a subsample of individuals born in East and West
Germany (N = 374 and N = 1,695 respectively) between 1944 and 1955, i.e. individ-
uals who experienced most of their early- and mid-adulthood in divided Germany.

3.2 Empirical Analysis

In a first step, we construct individual sequences representing longitudinal employ-
ment trajectories of men and women in West and East Germany. We then apply
discrepancy analysis of state sequences to estimate the proportion of the variation
in employment trajectories explained by gender at each time point in the sequences.
This allows us to identify the phases when gender is mostly or increasingly relevant.

In a second step, we focus on these time points and apply fuzzy-set QCA to the
sample of women to identify the configurations of factors sufficient for them to be
employed or pursuing education in West and East Germany.

3.2.1 Step 1: Sequence Analysis

Sequences’ Construction

We construct individual employment trajectories from ages 15 to 40 as sequences
of monthly intervals1: each of the 300 months is encoded according to a binary
definition that distinguishes being in education or employment from being out
of education and out of employment (unemployment, inactivity, military service,
maternity leave). We adopt this binary definition because both crisp- and fuzzy-
set QCA require a two-dimensional outcome. This does not rule out the possibility

1All analyses are performed in R.3.2.5 by using the packages TraMineR, TraMineRextras
(Gabadinho et al. 2011), and WeightedCluster (Studer 2013). For a discussion on the choice of
the distance measure see Studer and Ritschard (2016).
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Fig. 1 State distribution plot by gender and context: Percentage of individuals in a certain state at
each point in time. (Source: authors’ elaboration on NEPS data)

of adopting more elaborate definitions of states, as SA could be combined with
multi-value QCA (Cronqvist and Berg-Schlosser 2009). From a substantive point of
view, being in employment or in education is often considered a “positive” outcome
during early adulthood and one that is associated with greater chances of societal
integration later on. We censor our observational window at age 40 because we
assume that the most important steps for the establishment of one’s career have
already occurred during this phase of the life course.

Figure 1 shows the state distribution plot by gender in East and West Germany.
For men, periods spent out of employment or education were concentrated in the
years around military service in both contexts. In contrast, women’s employment
trajectories differed according to context: while women in the East exhibited
very limited amounts of time spent out of employment over the whole timespan
considered, in West Germany women’s likelihood of being in employment or
education decreases over time.
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Discrepancy Analysis

We apply discrepancy analysis of state sequences (DA) (Studer et al. 2011), which
translates the ANOVA framework into sequence analysis. The resulting pseudo-R2

values can be interpreted as the share of the total variability between sequences
explained by a specific factor of interest at each point in time (for a detailed
description see Struffolino et al. 2016). The input of DA is a pairwise distance
matrix based on a dissimilarity measure computed by assigning a cost to each
transformation needed to align the couples of sequences (insertion—deletion and
substitution costs). We used the optimal matching dissimilarity measure with an
insertion—deletion cost of 1 and a substitution cost of 2. Notice that in this case,
the sequences are composed of only two states, and therefore any more complex
specification of costs would have been pointless (Studer and Ritschard 2016). Our
explanatory factor of interest is gender. Hence, the pseudo-R2 value for between-
group differences at each time point can be interpreted as the share of the total
variability in the pool of sequences that is explained by gender.

Figure 2 displays the pseudo-R2 values for gender in East and West Germany.
In the East, gender explains 12% of the variation between employment trajectories
around age 20: this is most probably due to men being in military service. After
age 23, gender explains very little of the variation between trajectories, because
employment rates were very high for both men and women. In contrast to this, in
the West gender explains an increasing share of the variability between employment
trajectories starting from age 22; it reaches 15% between age 30 and 36.

The peaks in the pseudo-R2 represent phases of the life course where gender
differences reach their relative maximum: These phases are of particular substantive
interest because they might represent ‘turning points’ along the unfolding of
employment trajectories (Abbott 2009). However, within the SA framework, change
is understood as lasting over a period of time, rather than as happening at specific
time points (Shanahan 2000). Divergence between sequences may then result from
an extended succession of critical moments and not necessarily concentrate at single
peaks. Therefore, both the peaks and the phases where gender differences display
sharp increase can be considered as potential turning points. We randomly select
one specific time point (month) for phases of peaks and sharp increases. To be able
to compare between the two contexts, we additionally selected time points in the
West and applied them to the East, and vice versa. This results in five time points
that constitute the starting point for our second step of analysis: 19 years, 20 years
and 9 months, 23 years, 31 years, and 35 years.

3.2.2 Step 2: Qualitative Comparative Analysis

In the second research stage, we shift the focus to women, because it is their
patterns that diverge from those of men, at least in the West, and investigate which
configurations of factors are systematically associated with being in employment or
in education at each of the five time points identified in the first research stage and
within the two contexts of East and West Germany. Our explanatory conditions refer
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Fig. 2 Share of the variability in employment trajectories over time explained by gender in East
and West Germany: Pseudo-R2 values. (Source: authors’ elaboration on NEPS data)

to women’s partnership status, number of children, and family background. While
many other factors could be listed as potentially explanatory, for the sake of simplic-
ity of this empirical exercise we focus on the three identified as the most relevant
according to previous literature (see Sect. 3.1). Moreover, parsimony in identifying
potentially explanatory conditions is required when applying QCA, as the number
of possible combinations grows exponentially with the inclusion of new conditions.

Calibration

As mentioned in Sect. 2, to apply QCA, the cases under observation must be
classified as members or non-members of the sets corresponding to the outcome
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and the explanatory conditions. While in principle researchers can attribute set
membership based on their own substantive knowledge of the cases, set membership
is often assigned following the more systematic procedure of calibration, which
consists of applying external criteria to transform an interval-scale variable into a
crisp or fuzzy set.2

Two calibration techniques can be distinguished: Following the direct method
(Ragin 2008, 94–97), researchers need to specify three values of the interval scale
(also known as “source variable”) that will identify three qualitative breakpoints
in the set membership: full inclusion, full exclusion, and maximum ambiguity or
crossover. For fuzzy sets, full inclusion usually corresponds to a set membership
of 0.99, full exclusion to 0.01, and the crossover to 0.5, while intermediate
values are assigned according to a logistic function. For crisp sets, only the
value corresponding to the crossover must be specified, as set membership can
only assume the value of 0 or 1. Instead, when following the indirect method of
calibration, one should use substantive knowledge to determine the correspondence
between values of the source variable and set membership scores. The recommended
set membership scores are: 1 for full inclusion, 0.8 for cases “mostly but not fully in
the target set,” 0.6 for cases “more in than out of the target set,” 0.4 for cases “more
out than in of the target set,” 0.2 for cases “mostly but not fully out of the target
set,” and 0 for full exclusion (Ragin 2008, 95–96). For both the direct and indirect
calibration methods, the threshold criteria need to be justifiable and transparent. In
our empirical application, cases are constituted by individuals—or more specifically,
women—in East and West Germany observed at each of the five time points selected
in the SA analytical step. The criteria for the calibration of the sets corresponding
to the outcome and to the explanatory conditions are detailed in the following.

Outcome: Crisp set of “women in employment or in education”. In this case no
calibration is necessary because the source variable, corresponding to the two states
analyzed in the first research stage, is already dichotomous (see above).

Explanatory Conditions:

• PARTNERSHIP: fuzzy set of “women in a stable partnership”; source variable:
self-reported marital status; method of calibration: indirect; threshold criteria and
set memberships: single: 0; cohabiting but unmarried: 0.6; married: 1.

• CHILDREN: crisp set of “women with children”; source variable: number of
children; method of calibration: direct; threshold criteria and set memberships:
no children: 0 for one or more children: 1.

• HIGH-PAREDU: fuzzy set of “women from relatively advantaged social back-
ground”3; source variable: number of years corresponding to the highest edu-
cational qualification attained by either parent; method of calibration: direct;
threshold criteria and set memberships: these are specific to the two contexts

2Remember that for crisp sets membership is dichotomous, while for fuzzy sets it can vary in a
continuum between 0 and 1.
3For the sake of simplicity, in what follows we shall talk of “highly educated parents” vs. “non-
highly educated parents”. However, cases belonging to this set should be understood as women
originating from households where at least one parent has at least an intermediate level of
education—hence, a proxy for a relatively advantaged social background.
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics for the outcome and the conditions, by context and time point

Age, EAST Germany Age, WEST Germany

Variable 19 20+ 9m 24 31 35 19 20+9m 24 31 35

Employment status

Out of employment/

not in education 1.5 6.6 9.4 9.4 6.8 6.3 10.6 22.3 39.8 37.7

Employed/in

education 98.5 93.4 90.6 90.6 93.2 93.7 89.4 77.7 60.2 62.3

Partnership status

Single 90.9 55.5 17.1 7.5 8 87.3 63.3 25.8 7.4 8.7

Cohabiting 2.4 9.2 6.4 4.2 4.6 2.1 6.5 10 8.5 5.4

Married 6.8 35.4 76.5 88.3 87.4 10.6 30.2 64.3 84.1 85.9

Number of children

0 93.2 70.2 26 6.9 3.8 92.9 82.5 61.5 23.2 18.7

1 6.3 29 57.8 34.1 33.1 6.6 15.2 27.6 30.9 28

2 0.5 0.3 15.4 49.4 51.4 0.6 2.1 9.7 37.1 40.2

3 0 0.5 0.3 8.5 10.4 0 0.3 1.2 6.6 9.4

4+ 0 0 0.5 1.1 1.4 0 0 0.1 2.2 3.7

Parental education (years)

8 0.2 0.8

9 1.8 9.8

10 0 0.3

12 73.7 64.8

13 6.6 11.8

15 3.6 4.8

16 2.7 1.7

18 11.3 6.2

N 177 177 177 177 177 820 820 820 820 820

Source: authors’ elaboration on NEPS data
m months

to account for the differences in the degrees of educational expansion and in the
educational systems. East Germany: 15.5 years (university education): 0.99; 12.5
years (above the 12 threshold corresponding to upper-secondary education): 0.5;
11 years (less than upper-secondary education): 0.01. West Germany: 15.5 years
(university education): 0.99; 11 years (above the 10 threshold corresponding
to the intermediate school certificate): 0.5; 9.5 (no or low school certificate
only): 0.01.

Table 1 reports descriptive information on the source variables for the outcome
and the conditions for each time point and context.
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Table 2 Truth tables for the presence of the outcome, by context and time points
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91ega91ega
0 0 0 1 114 1 0 1 0 1 653 0.942
0 1 0 1 38 1 0 0 0 1 69 0.960

0 1 1 1 53 0.904
1 1 1 0 35 0.662

shtnom9+02egashtnom9+02ega
0 0 0 1 64 1 0 1 0 1 474 0.953
1 0 1 1 32 0.761 0 1 1 1 144 0.943
0 0 1 1 29 1 1 1 1 0 102 0.571
0 1 0 1 28 1 0 0 0 1 49 0.97

42ega42ega
1 0 1 1 91 0.856 0 1 1 1 282 0.939
1 1 1 1 23 0.861 1 1 1 0 230 0.476

0 1 0 1 206 0.973
1 0 1 0 45 0.508
0 0 1 1 24 0.935

13ega13ega
1 0 1 1 118 0.901 1 1 1 0 517 0.515
1 1 1 1 37 0.868 0 1 1 1 157 0.930

1 0 1 0 69 0.486
0 1 0 1 36 0.867
1 1 0 0 23 0.646

53ega53ega
1 0 1 1 120 0.930 1 1 1 0 549 0.569
1 1 1 1 38 0.911 0 1 1 1 119 0.915

1 0 1 0 71 0.537
1 1 0 0 35 0.714
0 1 0 1 30 0.886

Source: authors’ elaboration on NEPS data. Logical remainders (N< 20) omitted for parsimony. Consistency threshold:
0.75. In bold: configurations associated with the presence of the outcome.

Truth-Table Construction

Before proceeding to the analysis, we explore the empirical configurations displayed
by the cases and their relation with the outcome for each time point and context.
To this scope, we construct a so-called “truth table,” whose rows correspond to
possible combinations of conditions. Based on the empirical distribution of cases,
each combination is connected to either the presence or the absence of the outcome.
The 10 resulting truth tables are displayed in Table 2.
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The intersection of our three conditions (CHILDREN, HIGH-PAREDU, PART-
NERSHIP) produces eight possible configurations. However, not all configurations
display empirical instances and some rows are therefore empty (the so-called
“logical remainders”). To minimize random noise, we set a frequency threshold
of 20 cases, meaning that configurations with less than 20 cases are classified as
logical remainders.4 In Table 2, logical remainders are omitted for parsimony. Each
row represents a combination of conditions (with 1 indicating the presence, and 0
the absence of the condition) to which a certain number of cases (N) belongs. For
instance, the first row in the right part of the table indicates that, in the sample of
West Germany, when they were 19 years old, 635 women did not have any children,
came from highly educated families, and were not in a partnership (CHILDREN = 0,
HIGH-PAREDU = 1, PARTNERSHIP = 0). Among them, the vast majority was in
employment or in education (OUT = 1), as indicated by the consistency parameter
(Cons. = 0.942). This parameter, roughly speaking, returns the proportion of women
belonging to the 0-1-0 configuration who were in employment or in education.5

Table 2 reveals that in each of the five time points, for both the East and the West,
multiple configurations were associated with the outcome. In East Germany, this
applies to all existing configurations (i.e. displaying at least 20 empirical instances),
in line with the fact that in this context the great majority of women remained in
employment (or education) throughout their whole life course (see Fig. 1).

Looking more closely at Table 2, we note that, with the exception of the second
time point, there are only two configurations for East Germany. Moreover, they
are constant for the last three time points: women in stable partnerships and with
children, with (1-1-1) and without (1-0-1) highly educated parents. This finding is
consistent with previous research underlining the standardization of individual life
courses in the GDR (Fasang and Raab 2014; Struffolino et al. 2016). More diversity
existed in West Germany. This is visible first of all in the number of rows that exhibit
empirical instances: Women are generally grouped in four or five configurations.
Second, such configurations vary considerably over time, as can be seen from
the comparison of the rows across time points. Finally, some configurations are
associated with the presence and some with the absence of the outcome.

Truth-Table Analysis

In order to remove the redundant elements from the configurations associated with
the outcome and thus identify the “outcome-enabling” conditions, we perform the
fuzzy-set minimization of the 10 truth tables.6 Different strategies exist in the
literature for dealing with the issue of limited diversity, which emerges in QCA
as non-existent configurations or logical remainders (Schneider and Wagemann
2012, 160–177). Given the descriptive purpose of our analysis, we refrain from

4Alternatively, one could set a relative threshold corresponding to a given share of cases, e.g. 5%.
5More precisely, the consistency parameter indicates the extent to which the fuzzy set correspond-
ing to the 0-1-0 configuration is a subset of the fuzzy set corresponding to the outcome.
6The analyses were performed using the QCA package (Thiem and Duşa 2013) in R.3.2.5 using
the Enhanced Quine-McCluskey Algorithm without row dominance rule.
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using logical remainders, meaning that configurations with less than 20 cases are
not considered in the minimization process. Therefore, our solutions are to be
intended as conservative (ivi: 182). Additionally, before proceeding to the analysis
one must set a consistency threshold in order to exclude configurations that are not
sufficient subsets of the outcome. We apply a consistency threshold of 0.75, which
is generally considered acceptable in the QCA literature (ibidem), but results are
generally robust even with stricter consistency levels.7

The results are summarized in Table 3, whose columns represent the five time
points and whose rows display the “prime implicants.” The prime implicants are
the essential components of a configuration identified by the truth-table analysis
that, read in combination with each other, constitute the logically-minimal Boolean
expression sufficient for the presence of the outcome (Ragin 1987, 95–98). For
example, for 19-year-old West-German women, in order to be in employment or
in education, it was sufficient not to have children and not to be in a partnership,
or, as an alternative, not to have children and to have highly educated parents. The
resulting logically-minimal Boolean expression is therefore: “child*partnership +
child*HIGH-PAREDU”.8

Table 3 thus shows the dynamic development of the combinations of factors logi-
cally sufficient for being in employment or in education. Indeed, these combinations
changed over time during the phases of early- and mid-adulthood in both contexts.
In both East and West Germany, not having children and not being in a partnership
emerges a prime implicant for the first two time points considered, although in
combination with different prime implicants (high-paredu*PARTNERSHIP in the
East and child*HIGH-PAREDU in the West), but later disappears. As women reached
the stage of their life course when most entered partnerships and had children, the

Table 3 Prime implicants for the presence of the outcome, by context and time point

Age, EAST Germany Age, WEST Germany

Prime implicant 19 20 + 9 m 24 31 35 19 20 + 9 m 24 31 35

CHILDREN*PARTNERSHIP • • •
high-paredu*PARTNERSHIP •
children*high-paredu

children*PARTNERSHIP •
children*partnership • • • •
children*HIGH-PAREDU • • • • •

Source: authors’ elaboration on NEPS data. Conservative solutions. Consistency threshold: 0.75.
Upper-case letters represent the presence and lower-case letters the absence of the condition
m = months

7Applying consistency thresholds between 0.76 and 0.85 produces results identical to those
displayed in Table 3, with the exception of the second prime implicant, which in this case consists
of “child*high-paredu*PARTNERSHIP.”
8In Boolean language, upper-case letters represent the presence and lower-case letters the absence
of the condition; the star sign represents the logical AND (set intersection) and the plus sign
represents the logical OR (set union).
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combinations of factors sufficient for remaining in employment or in education
diverged across the two contexts: In East Germany, the only prime implicant
from 24 years on is constituted by women in a partnership and with children. In
West Germany, where the transition to fertility was generally delayed compared
to the East (Kreyenfeld 2004), for 24-year-old women we still find the alternative
combinations of not having children and having highly educated parents or or not
having children and being in a partnership. However, from age 31, the only prime
implicant left is that of women without children and with highly educated parents.

For both contexts, we observe a collapse over time into a single prime implicant.
However, the implications are very different for East and West Germany: The prime
implicant for East Germany (being in a partnership and with children) corresponds
to the prevailing configuration of attributes for women aged 24 and older. Moreover,
for these Eastern German women, the outcome is skewed to the right or, in other
words, the overwhelming majority were in employment or in education (consistently
with what shown by Huinink et al. 1995). Hence, the prime implicant and the
outcome are in a relation of almost perfect set coincidence, which should not be
interpreted as causal but rather as constitutive (Borgna 2013). In substantive terms,
as noted earlier, this is driven by a strong standardization of individual life courses
(Fasang and Raab 2014; Struffolino et al. 2016). In West Germany, in contrast, the
lasting prime implicant corresponds to a limited portion of the population and can
therefore properly be read as “outcome-enabling”: Among women older than 24,
only those without children and with highly educated parents could systematically
still be found in employment or in education. The prime implicant of women
in a partnership and without children disappears, because for ages 31 and 35 it
corresponds to a group that is too small to be considered an existing configuration,
because the great majority of women in a partnership eventually had children, and
those who did not have any originate from families with highly educated parents
(see also Table 2).

Overall, while we detected a greater heterogeneity in the life courses of women in
West Germany from the mere observation of the truth tables, the truth-table analyses
suggest that this greater diversity does not translate into a greater variety of pathways
towards employment or education. While further research would be needed for
any definitive, substantial conclusions, the results of this empirical exercise are not
only in line with previous evidence on women’s labor-market participation in East
and West Germany but also provide some new insights into the different degree of
complexity of their life courses.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this contribution, we have put forward a sequential mixed-methods design to
unpack the temporal and configurational complexity of social phenomena. By
applying SA, researchers can analyze the unfolding of phenomena over time in
terms of sequencing of states and duration of events. More specifically, through
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discrepancy analysis of state sequences, researchers can identify the crucial points
in time when trajectories (start to) diverge from each other. In a second research
stage, QCA can be applied to investigate whether, at such crucial time points,
some particular combinations of factors explain why the cases display a given state
(or outcome). By analyzing these cross-sectional turning points sequentially, we
preserve the longitudinal and holistic perspective on trajectories.

We have illustrated the usefulness of our framework with an empirical analysis
of employment trajectories in divided Germany. We have shown that, especially
for West Germany, gender significantly explains the divergence of trajectories at
what we characterized as turning points in women’s life course. Moreover, while a
plurality of factors initially explain women’s presence in employment or education
in both contexts, only one configuration of factors for each context is systematically
linked to the outcome at the end of the period considered. Hence, by combining SA
and QCA, we were able to unveil the dynamic of conditions sufficient for women to
be in employment or education.

Notwithstanding the specificities of our empirical illustration, we believe that
our proposed framework holds the promise of being useful to a wide range of
researchers from a variety of disciplinary fields and who are interested in various
kinds of micro-, meso-, and macro-level processes that involve a temporal and
configurational dimension. We limit ourselves to three fields for which this SA-
QCA design clearly appears to be valuable. First, recent developments in social
stratification research have emphasized the role of cumulative advantage (DiPrete
and Eirich 2006) and intersectionality (Platt 2011) but struggle to combine the two
aspects in a single analytical framework. Second, a holistic perspective on both the
context of implementation and the process of change is central in policy analysis and
evaluation, especially for the approach of theory-based evaluation (Befani and Sager
2006). Third, the definition of “critical junctures” in the historical institutionalist
tradition (Thelen 1999) appears to bear more than one similarity to our treatment of
outcome-enabling configurations at turning points along the sequences. Similarly,
Schneider and Rohlfing (2013) and more recently Williams and Gemperle (2017)
have called for an integration of QCA and process-tracing methodologies to identify
the “situational” causal mechanisms. Future research could explore the potential of
combining our SA-QCA framework with more qualitative methods, like process
tracing to the study of social processes and critical junctures in particular.
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Combining Sequence Analysis and
Hidden Markov Models in the Analysis
of Complex Life Sequence Data

Satu Helske, Jouni Helske, and Mervi Eerola

1 Introduction

Longitudinal data often consists of multiple parallel sequences that ought to be ana-
lyzed jointly. For example, life course data may contain sequences of employment,
family formation, and residence. Such data is often referred to as multichannel or
multidimensional sequence data. A multichannel approach often gives a simpler
representation of the data as opposed to combining states across life domains (the
extended alphabet approach); the latter approach rapidly grows the state space as
the number of channels and/or states grows. If some data is only partially observed,
the multichannel approach also allows for handling data as it is instead of having to
make difficult decisions on how to combine observed and unobserved states (Helske
and Helske 2018).

Joint analysis of complex multidimensional data poses several challenges.
Multichannel sequence analysis (Gauthier et al. 2010) has been the standard tool
for the analysis of multichannel sequence data (for empirical applications see, e.g.,
Eerola and Helske 2016; Müller et al. 2012; Spallek et al. 2014). This approach is
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simple and fast in computing dissimilarities between sequences, and cluster analysis
is often used for grouping similar sequences. Describing and visualizing results is,
however, often challenging.

We propose an approach for compressing the information within multichannel
sequences and for facilitating the interpretation of such data by finding (1) groups
of similar trajectories and (2) similar phases within trajectories belonging to the
same group. For the first task we use the standard multichannel sequence analysis
approach and for the second task we propose using hidden Markov models (HMMs).
With the help of HMMs the data can then be illustrated with a graph showing
typical phases within trajectories and the transitions between them and/or shown
as simplified (single-channel) trajectories consisting of these typical phases. We
illustrate this approach with an empirical application to complex longitudinal life
course data but such an approach, and HMMs in general, are useful in various
longitudinal problems across disciplines.

Hidden Markov models have been widely used in economics, bioinformatics, and
engineering (see, e.g., MacDonald and Zucchini 1997; Durbin et al. 1998; Rabiner
1989), often to study single long sequences such as time series. In social sciences,
such models are commonly referred to as latent Markov (chain) models (Wiggins
1955, 1973; Van de Pol and De Leeuw 1986); typically they have been used for
analysing panel data with a few measurement points. In the social science frame-
work, Vermunt et al. (1999) extended the HMM to include individual covariates and
Bartolucci et al. (2007) further developed it for multichannel observations. See also
Taushanov and Berchtold (2018) in this bundle.

Hidden Markov modelling have been applied in various longitudinal settings; for
accounting for measurement error and unobserved heterogeneity (e.g., Van de Pol
and Langeheine 1990; Poulsen 1990; Breen and Moisio 2004; Vermunt et al. 2008;
Pavlopoulos and Vermunt 2015), for finding latent sub-populations (e.g., Van de Pol
and Langeheine 1990; McDonough et al. 2010; Bassi 2014), and for detecting true
unobservable states (e.g., various periods of the bipolar disorder in Lopez 2008).

To the best of our knowledge, few papers apply HMMs to multichannel social
sequence data and they all consider binary observations. Bartolucci et al. (2007)
studied criminal trajectories of 11,400 offenders, applying HMMs to ten-channel
data with six time points. Ip et al. (2015) analysed and classified 18-item profiles
of food security among 248 Latino farm worker households in the USA for eight
time points. Rijmen et al. (2008) studied 12 parallel trajectories of emotions at 63
time points among 32 anorectic patients. Our analysis extends this framework into
multichannel data with much longer and multinomial sequences.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We start by giving an introduction
to HMMs (we assume that the reader is familiar with sequence analysis and refer
to the introduction chapter in this book for the less experienced). We then proceed
to framing our goals in the context of complex life course data. We continue by
describing the data and the empirical analysis and show the results. We conclude
with discussing the usefulness of the method, the challenges it poses, and mention
some future directions.
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2 Hidden Markov Model

In hidden Markov models, observations are related to a hidden process following a
Markov chain. Hidden states can only be detected through the observed sequence(s),
as they generate or “emit” observations on varying probabilities.

Let us assume we have multichannel sequence data with N individuals, T

timepoints, and C channels and a hidden Markov model with S hidden states.
Now zi = (zi1, zi2, . . . , ziT ) represents the hidden state sequence for individual
i = 1, . . . , N from time 1 to time t and yitc denotes the observation of individual i

at time t = 1, . . . , T in channel c = 1, . . . , C.
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of an HMM for two-channel data. The first order

Markov assumption states that the probability of transitioning to the hidden state at
time t only depends on the hidden state at the previous time point t−1. Here we also
assume the same latent structure applies to all channels, i.e., hidden state zit emits
observed states yitc in all channels c and observations yit1, . . . , yitC are assumed
conditionally independent given the hidden state zit .

The following probabilities characterize a discrete first-order hidden Markov
model for multichannel data:

• Initial probability vector π = {πs} of length S, where πs is the probability of
starting from the hidden state s:

πs = P(zi1 = s); s ∈ {1, . . . , S}.
• Transition probability matrix A = {asr } of size S×S, where asr is the probability

of moving from the hidden state s at time t − 1 to the hidden state r at time t :

asr = P(zit = r|zi(t−1) = s); s, r ∈ {1, . . . , S}.
• C emission probability matrices Bc = {bs(mc)} of size S × Mc, where bs(mc) is

the probability of the hidden state s emitting the observed state mc in channel c

and Mc is the number of observed states in channel c:

bs(mc) = P(yitc = mc|zit = s); s ∈ {1, . . . , S}, mc ∈ {1, . . . ,Mc}.

zi1 zi2 zi3 ... ziT

yi11 yi21 yi31 ... yiT1

yi12 yi22 yi32 ... yiT2

Fig. 1 Illustration of hidden and observed state sequences in a hidden Markov model for two-
channel data of individual i. The hidden state at time t is illustrated with zit inside a circle and
the observed state at time t in channel c with yitc inside a rectangle. Arrows indicate dependencies
between states
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Typically, the maximum likelihood estimates of these probabilities are calcu-
lated with the Baum–Welch algorithm, i.e., the expectation–maximization (EM)
algorithm for HMMs (Baum and Petrie 1966; Rabiner 1989). The most probable
path of hidden states for each subject given their observations and the model can
be computed using the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi 1967; Rabiner 1989). Missing
observations are handled straightforwardly. When observation yitc is missing, it
does not contribute to the estimation of model parameters nor hidden states.
See Helske and Helske (2018) for a more extensive presentation on HMMs for
multichannel data.

3 Combining Sequence Analysis and Hidden Markov Models
for Complex Life Sequences

For analysing complex life sequence data, we aim to compress the information into
two types of components:

1. groups with similar life course patterns and
2. typical life stages within each group.

The first component corresponds to finding clusters or latent classes of individuals
who have experienced similar life events in similar order and timing. The other,
time-varying components should correspond to life stages during which individuals
are more likely to have similar experiences, e.g., observed states within the
sequences. These life stages could be either stable episodes between two transitions
(e.g., employed and married without children) or characterized by transitions in
some of the life domains (e.g., moving between unemployment and short-term jobs).
Individuals may, and typically do, go through several different life stages during
their life course.

SA followed by cluster analysis is a typical strategy for grouping life trajectories.
Hidden Markov models, in turn, may be used for finding time-varying latent
structures and transitions between them. At first, we use multichannel SA to
compute pairwise dissimilarities and then group individuals into clusters. Separate
HMMs are then fitted for each cluster. The number and nature of the hidden states
are determined independently for each group.

We estimate left-to-right HMMs where transitions to previous hidden states are
not allowed. We had several reasons to do this. First, left-to-right models are simpler
to estimate since some of the parameters are restricted to zero. Second, due to the
nature of the life trajectories, also the observed states tend to show a left-to-right
behaviour and many of the HMMs would end up being estimated close to left-to-
right models anyway. Third, we find that left-to-right models are often easier to
interpret in the context of life course: individuals go through different life stages
but even if they return to have a similar life stage compared to a previous one – say
re-marriage after a divorce – this second life stage comes with a different history
compared to the first time.
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4 Data

We illustrate the analysis of complex life sequence data using a subsample of the
German National Educational Panel Survey (NEPS) (Blossfeld et al. 2011). We
restricted the analysis to the life courses of an age cohort born in 1955–1959. Only
individuals who were born in Germany or moved there before the age of 14 are
included.

The data consisted of monthly life statuses of 1731 individuals in three life
domains (labour market participation, partnerships, and parenthood) from age 15 to
age 50. For each individual, there were three parallel sequences of length 434, which
made altogether 2,253,762 data points (of which 2,232,730 were observed and
21,032 were missing). Using the monthly time scale also allowed for the detection
of smaller fluctuations in life courses, e.g. recurrent transitions between short-term
unemployment and employment.

4.1 Sequences

The sequences in three life domains were constructed as follows:

Labour market participation with 4 states:

• Studying (in school, vocational training, or vocational preparation)
• Employed (full-time or part-time)
• Unemployed
• Out of the labour market (for other reason than studies, e.g., parental leave,

taking care of children or other family members, military or non-military service,
voluntary work, or other gap in the employment history)

Partnerships with 4 states:

• Single (never lived with a partner)
• Cohabiting
• Married/in a registered partnership
• Divorced/separated/widowed

Parenthood with 2 states:

• No children
• Has (had) children (biological, adopted, or foster children)

The coding for parenthood was very simple. A practical reason was that this
record was available for most individuals, whereas more detailed information was
often missing. On the other hand, we can argue that specifically the experience
of becoming a parent is relevant as one step in the developmental process into
adulthood.
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For the latter two life domains, the status of each month was usually determined
from the latest event. An exception was made for the rare partnerships that lasted
for less than a month; there separation was coded from the following month onward.
In a case of multiple records per month in the career domain, the final status was
given according to assumed importance: school and vocational training came before
employment, which in turn dominated over vocational preparation, unemployment,
and other non-employment statuses.

Altogether 306 individuals (17.7%) had some missing information in one or two
life domains. Thus, at each time point we had at least some information from each
individual.

5 Analysis

We have little prior knowledge on the structure of the model; hence, how many
clusters to choose and how many hidden states to include in each cluster? Since
the complexity of these types of life course trajectories varies a lot (e.g., some
individuals have no family-related transitions while others have many), we expected
the groups to have varying numbers of hidden states.

5.1 Sequence Analysis and Clustering

We started by applying multichannel sequence analysis and computed the dissimi-
larities between the sequences. These were then used in cluster analysis.

The dissimilarities between sequences were determined according to the general-
ized Hamming distance with user-defined substitution costs (see Table 1). We set the
highest cost to be the same in all life domains to give them equal weight. We gave no
cost for substituting missing states since we wanted to determine dissimilarity based
on the observed trajectories. Regarding the costs within different life domains, our
choices were mainly based on how far the states are regarded on the pathway to
adulthood and, in terms of labour market participation, also on how close the other
states can be regarded to employment which is often the favourable state. The metric
compares observed states time point by time point and gives a cost for mismatches.
It generally works well in a multichannel problem where timing is important (Studer
and Ritschard 2016) and resulted in meaningful clusters with high goodness-of-fit.

We used Ward’s clustering method for the Hamming dissimilarities and chose
six clustering solutions with 7–12 clusters for further examination. The choice was
based on goodness-of-fit statistics, the dendrogram, and the interpretability of the
clusters. Ward’s method was chosen because it typically produces usable and rela-
tively even-sized clusters compared to most of the other clustering methods (Aassve
et al. 2007; Helske et al. 2015). Also, the method is hierarchical (agglomerative),
so when two smaller clusters are merged, all other clusters remain the same. This
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Table 1 Substitution costs for Hamming distances in three life domains: labour market
participation, partnerships, and parenthood

Labour market participation

→ ST → EM → UN → OU → *

Studying (ST) → 0 3 2 1 0

Employed (EM)→ 3 0 2 2 0

Unempl. (UN) → 2 2 0 1 0

Out of LM (OU)→ 1 2 1 0 0

Missing (*)→ 0 0 0 0 0

Partnerships

→ S → C → M → D → *

Single (S)→ 0 2 2 3 0

Cohab. (C)→ 2 0 1 2 0

Married (M)→ 2 1 0 2 0

Div./sep. (D)→ 3 2 2 0 0

Missing (*)→ 0 0 0 0 0

Parenthood

→ NC → CH → *

No child (NC)→ 0 3 0

Has child (CH)→ 3 0 0

Missing (*)→ 0 0 0

means that among the 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 11 + 12 = 57 clusters in the six sets
of clustering results, only 7 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 17 were unique, resulting
in significant decrease in the number of models to be estimated compared to non-
hierarchical clustering.

5.2 Hidden Markov Models for Clusters

At the next step, we estimated five HMMs with 4–8 or 5–9 hidden states separately
for each of the 17 unique clusters—fewer hidden states for clusters with simpler
observed trajectories, more for the more complex ones. Since the goal was to
find general life stages between adolescence and middle age in a given group,
having too few or too many hidden states was not plausible nor interpretable. When
increasing the number of hidden states, at some point they lost their distinctive
nature (consecutive states had very similar emission probabilities) and/or they were
rarely “visited” in the most probable paths of hidden states.

A well-known problem with the HMM estimation is that most of the optimization
methods are sensitive to initial estimates of the parameters. In order to reduce the
risk of being trapped in a poor local optimum, we estimated the models numerous
times with random starting values. We continued re-estimation until we had found
the same optimum for at least 100 times (which turned out to be much more than
necessary).

For each cluster, we compared the HMMs with a different number of hidden
states to find the best model. Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and other
information criteria are common choices for comparison of HMMs with different
numbers of hidden states. Another common option for model selection is cross-
validation.
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We chose to use BIC as it generally selects parsimonious models. Unfortunately,
here BIC kept suggesting models with more and more states. We did, however,
use BIC as one source of information for choosing the number of hidden states by
looking for turning points in BIC after which additional hidden states offered little
improvement. In addition to BIC, the choice of the number of hidden states was
based on the interpretability of the model and the prevalence of the hidden states in
the individual trajectories.

5.3 Software

Analyses were conducted with the R software (R Core Team 2015) by using
the packages TraMineR (Gabadinho et al. 2011) for sequence analysis, cluster
(Maechler et al. 2015) for cluster analysis, and seqHMM (Helske and Helske 2018)
for hidden Markov modelling. For the estimation of HMMs we used the automatic
re-estimation routine for the EM algorithm provided in the model estimation
function.

6 Results

The number of hidden states per cluster varied between six and eight. The model
of eight clusters resulted in the smallest BIC (even the highest likelihood) and was
chosen as the best model. We present a few different ways to describe the results:
a table showing the most typical transitions in each cluster, a figure illustrating the
structure of the HMMs, and a figure of the most probable hidden states, i.e., the
trajectories of general life stages for each individual.

Table 2 describes each cluster in terms of some important transitions and states:
typical labour market participation (showing the timing of completing education and
the type of employment after that), partnership histories (age at first partnership, the
type and number of partnerships), and parenthood (the timing of the first child).
It also shows the number of individuals in each cluster and the proportion of the
sample, as well as the hidden states described with the most important transitions.

Figure 2 illustrates the HMM structure for each of the eight clusters. It shows
the HMMs as directed graphs where the pies represent hidden states and the slices
show the emission probabilities of observed states within each hidden state (to draw
attention to the most prevalent observations, we only show probabilities that are
greater than 0.05). The arrows indicate transition probabilities between the hidden
states—the thicker the arrow, the higher the probability.

Figure 3 illustrates the most probable hidden state paths. We have assigned
similar colours to similar hidden states across clusters.

As an example of how to interpret these figures, let us look at the smallest of the
clusters titled Single parents (cluster H). All individuals start from the first hidden
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state (State 1, indicated with light blue in the hidden state paths), a life stage where
they are childless singles and mostly studying. For almost all, the next transition is to
State 2 (dark blue), moving to employment. A few make a straight transition to State
3 (light pink), a life stage of becoming parents and being out of the workforce. State
4 (darker purple) describes a life stage during which individuals are singles, have
children, and are employed. This is the most prevalent life stage for the members
of this cluster and many stay there until the end of the follow-up. A few move out
of employment, mostly to unemployment (State 5, light purple). During the last
life stage, experienced by almost half of the members, individuals form their first
partnerships (State 6, yellow).

In general, the clusters were well separated from each other by the timing and
occurrence of labour market participation and family states. The two largest clusters
composing of half of the respondents were characterized by (mostly) short education
and family. The biggest difference was in the timing of partnership and parenthood
transitions which occurred either earlier in life (cluster A) or later (cluster B). The
third largest cluster (cluster C) mostly consisted of individuals, more often men, who
had long education and later family transitions. Another cluster with early family
transitions (cluster D) consisted of mostly women and was characterized with a
long career break for mostly taking care of children.

Two clusters were characterized by no or very late parenthood. They differed
in the timing of the partnerships; the larger cluster (cluster E) had earlier first
partnerships while in the smaller cluster (cluster F) partnerships were delayed or
omitted altogether. The two smallest clusters consisted of parents living divorced or
separated (cluster H) or single parents (cluster G).

7 Discussion

When analysing complex sequence data with multiple channels, describing and
visualizing the data can be a challenge. By combining sequence analysis and hidden
Markov models the information in data can be compressed into hidden states (life
stages) and clusters (general patterns in life courses). Hidden states were able to
capture general life stages that included not only rather stable episodes such as
being employed and married with children (e.g., State 7 for cluster A) but also life
stages characterized by change, e.g., moving between unemployment and short-term
employment (State 3 for cluster F).

We presented two different ways of HMM-based visualizations that give com-
plementary information but could also be shown alone—it is up to the researcher
to decide which one is more informative in each case. The HMM graphs show
the structure of the hidden states and the transitions between them; also parameter
estimates could be easily included in the graph. The most probable paths of hidden
states show individual-level information on the approximate prevalence and timing
of different life stages.
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Despite its usefulness as a data reduction technique, this approach comes with
some challenges. A major one is the estimation of several HMMs when the number
of hidden states and clusters is unknown. For these challenges, we used a few
approaches. In terms of the number of clusters, we used a hierarchical clustering
method which reduced the number of models to be estimated compared to non-
hierarchical clustering. We then estimated a single model numerous times with
randomized starting values to find the one with the highest likelihood, using parallel
computation for improved efficiency.

Another issue is that we take the SA clusters as fixed. In reality, there is, of
course, a lot of uncertainty which we do not take into account. Also, we do not
discuss other trajectory grouping techniques besides SA. To our knowledge, there
are not many methods suitable for multichannel sequence data; we experimented
with latent class analysis (Collins and Wugalter 1992) which did not lead to
satisfactory results. On the other hand, regarding the parameter uncertainty, in
theory it is possible to compute asymptotic standard errors from the Hessian matrix
obtained from the numerical optimization algorithms, but in practice the underlying
asymptions are typically not met (Zucchini and MacDonald 2009).

The mixture hidden Markov model (MHMM) offers a solution to the problem of
uncertainty of clustering. In the MHMM, instead of fixing individuals to the clusters
defined during the SA step, we could use all data to estimate a mixture of HMMs
where each individual belongs to each cluster with some probability (preferably with
a large probability for one cluster and a small probability to all others). In a complex
setting, SA can be used to determine the range of potential clustering structures. It
can also be of aid when setting initial values for the estimation process, which is
often essential when using very large models.

Although in theory the MHMM approach allows even more flexibility to the
modelling and potential for more interesting ways of inference, there are some
practical computational problems in the MHMM methodology. The parameter
estimation of HMMs is often very sensitive to initial values, and the computational
costs increase rapidly when the number of hidden states grows. These problems
are even more prominent in complex MHMMs, especially when the structure of
the model (in terms of the number of hidden states and/or clusters) is not known.
For this study, we were not able to find stable solutions for MHMMs despite large
computational resources available—the multichannel structure, long sequences,
and the relatively large number of individuals in our data was too challenging a
combination for parameter estimation. Nevertheless, the MHMM can be useful
in other settings. It has been successfully used for simpler problems, e.g., for
accounting for measurement error and unobserved heterogeneity.

An extention not covered in this paper is the inclusion of external covariates.
Personal characteristics and other relevant factors, time-constant as well as time-
varying, could be used to predict transition probabilities between life stages. In
MHMMs, time-constant covariates may also be used to predict cluster member-
ships. See, e.g., Vermunt et al. (2008) for a general presentation of such models.
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We are currently studying algorithmic variations which can reduce the com-
putational complexity of the MHMM estimation. Further research is also needed
regarding model selection and the goodness-of-fit of left-to-right HMMs and
MHMMs. Further theoretical and empirical studies are needed for detecting the
reasons for the failure of BIC and for discovering selection criteria that are better
suited for finding parsimonious HMMs.

Another topic for future research is the potential of hidden Markov models and
Markovian models in general as mechanisms of generating social sequence data.

The aim of our study was to describe complex life sequence data and for that goal,
the SA-HMM approach gave satisfactory results in a reasonable time. We were able
to find meaningful and well-separating clusters and to visualize their complex life
course information by using HMM graphs and the most probable paths of life stages
for each individual.
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Markovian-Based Clustering of Internet
Addiction Trajectories

Zhivko Taushanov and André Berchtold

1 Introduction

The clustering of trajectories has gained much interest in recent years from the
scientific community, especially in the social sciences, because the number of
longitudinal studies, as compared to cross-sectional ones, has been constantly
increasing. As regards categorical data, the most common approach relies on the
Optimal Matching (OM) to compute a distance between each pair of trajectories
before clustering them, whereas the Growth Mixture Model (GMM) can be applied
for continuous data. However, these two approaches suffer from some shortcomings,
calling for the need to develop and apply alternative approaches. For instance, OM
requires the choice of a substitution cost measure and other parameters. GMM gives
a lot of importance to the shape of sequences. Therefore, there is a risk to overfit the
data when nonlinear trajectories are considered on quite short sequences. The other
issues of GMM include computational load, presence of local optima, missing data
treatment, model selection criteria, the need for large sample size, and unclear Type
I error rates (Wang and Bodner 2007).

In this paper, we study the use of a specific class of Markovian Models called
the Hidden Mixture Transition Distribution (HMTD) model (Bolano and Berchtold
2016) for clustering purpose. Even if this model-based approach was developed as a
tool for the analysis of continuous trajectories, it also allows for their clustering
without a priori knowledge of cluster membership. Moreover, covariates can be
easily included in the model.

The HMTD and GMM clustering approaches are applied and compared on a
dataset of trajectories of the Internet Addiction Test (IAT). Excessive Internet use,
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especially among youths, is an emerging health issue in the medical literature, with
studies showing contrasting results. Surís et al. (2014) show a significant association
between problematic Internet use and several somatic disorders, including back,
weight, musculoskeletal, and sleep problems. Moreover, several chronic conditions
are also significantly associated with problematic Internet use. In contrast, another
study finds no significant Internet use effect on the development of overweight
among youths (Barrense-Dias et al. 2015).

While several alternative approaches (e.g. Skarupova et al. 2015) have been
introduced over the years, the tool most often used to quantify the degree of
addiction to Internet is still the Internet Addiction Test (IAT), developed by Young
(1998). However, since the test’s scale is based on 20 items and is quite long, its
psychometric properties are matters of controversy (Faraci et al. 2013) and the test
is not considered suitable for the successive measurement of the same subjects (test-
retest). Its use in longitudinal contexts remains problematic because of the difficulty
to distinguish between the real evolution of subjects and changes due to behavior of
the IAT itself.

To gain information on the behavior of the IAT in longitudinal studies, we need
to compare the typical trajectories of the repeated IAT measurements with other
characteristics of the subjects under study. Thus, we first cluster the IAT trajectories
into a finite set of meaningful groups and then compare these groups with the
known characteristics of subjects that are either time-invariant or evolve over
time. Specifically, the goals of this study are (1) to separate the Internet addiction
trajectories into an optimal number of meaningful categories using HMTD, (2)
to explore how does the introduction of the covariates influence the previous
optimal partition, and (3) to compare the HMTD clustering with an equivalent
GMM clustering in order to gain information on the respective strengths of both
approaches. We hypothesize that (1) the IAT scores computed for the same person
can vary considerably over time, implying that the trajectories are difficult to
classify; (2) a classification using covariates is easier to interpret than a classification
without any additional information on the clustered variable itself; and (3) the
HMTD approach can lead to more sound and easier-to-use solutions as compared to
the solutions obtained using GMM. However, we must stress that it is impossible to
conclude that one method is superior to another, especially using real data, without
knowing the true cluster membership. So this work must be considered as a first step
in the comparison of HMTD and GMM as clustering tools.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Data

The data we considered are from ado@Internet.ch (Surís et al. 2012), a longitudinal
study on the use of Internet among youths in the Swiss canton of Vaud (the largest
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canton in the French-speaking part of Switzerland). The data were collected five
times every six months from Spring 2012 (T0, baseline) to Spring 2014 (T4) using an
online questionnaire. The data for the first time were collected from schools during
the computerlab periods. Then, the students who agreed to participate in the study
were contacted again by email from T1 to T4 to answer follow-up questionnaires on
their home computer. A convenience sample of n = 185 adolescents who answered
all five questionnaires is used for the present study (67% females; mean age at T0:
14.1 years). For more details on the overall design of the study and data collection,
(see Surís et al. 2012; Piguet et al. 2016).

The main outcome is the IAT score measured at each wave for each subject. The
IAT developed by Young (1998) and validated in French by Khazaal et al. (2008)
is a scale ranging from 0 to 100, based on the answers to 20 items whose possible
answers range from Never (coded 0) to Always (5). Examples of items are, How
often do you find yourself staying online longer than you intended? and How often
do you fear that life without the Internet would be boring, empty, and joyless?

In addition to the IAT, we also considered several important characteristics of
the subjects, either fixed in time—gender, age at baseline, and education track at
baseline (extended requirements vs. basic requirements)—or evolving over time—
emotional well-being (measured by the WHO-5 index) and Body Mass Index (BMI,
computed from auto-reported measures of height and weight). Note that the WHO-5
index was not evaluated on the third wave of the study, and so for the present paper,
we imputed values as the simple mean between the values of the second and fourth
waves. Similarly, we imputed the BMI for the second wave of the study as the mean
between the values of the first and third waves.

2.2 Clustering Using the HMTD Model

We used a specific class of Markovian Models, the HMTD model, to cluster
the longitudinal sequences of continuous data. This model combines a latent and
an observed level (Bolano and Berchtold 2016). The visible level is a Mixture
Transition Distribution (MTD) model that was first introduced by Raftery in 1985 as
an approximation of high-order Markov chains Raftery (1985) and then developed
by Berchtold (2001, 2003) and Berchtold and Raftery (2002). Here, we used a
Gaussian version of the MTD model, where the mean of the Gaussian distribution
is a function of past observations. Because of the small size of each sequence
of the observed outcome (five data points, from T0 to T4), long dependencies
between successive observations could not be considered, and therefore we fix the
dependence order for the mean of the Gaussian distributions of each component
to one:

μg,t = ϕg,0 + ϕg,1 xt−1
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where ϕg,0 is the constant for the mean for component g and ϕg,1 is the autore-
gressive parameter indicating the dependence from the previous observation xt−1.
Similarly the variance of each component can be written as a function of the past
periods variability: σ 2

g,t = θg,0 + ∑S
s=1 θg,s x2

t−s . However given the small number
of time periods in our dataset, and for the sake of simplicity, we decided to treat the
variance as a constant: σ 2

g,t = θg,0.
In the HMTD model, the latent level is a homogeneous Markov chain. Each state

of the chain is associated with a different Gaussian component at the visible level,
with the transition matrix used to determine which component best represents the
current observation. To use the HMTD model as a clustering tool, we assume the
hidden transition matrix to be the identity matrix. Consequently, each sequence of
successive observations is associated with only one component of the model, thus
generating a clustering of sequences into mutually exclusive groups. Notice that in
this case, the resulting model is no more a hidden Markov model, but a mixture of
Gaussian distributions. However, it is still interesting to view it as a HMTD, because
it is then possible to compare the clustering model with other models, especially
with semi-clustering models whose transition matrix is not the identity matrix, but
a triangular matrix letting data trajectories move from one group to another in a
specific order.

In addition to the clustering based on the IAT variable only, we performed
a second clustering adding information from five covariates (gender, age at T0,
education track at T0, WHO-5, and BMI). These covariates are introduced as
additional terms in the specification of the mean of each visible component of the
model, and the categorical variables are introduced as dummy variables. We then
rewrite the mean of the g-th component as

μg,t = ϕg,0 + ϕg,1 xt−1 + ϕg,2 Gender(male) + ϕg,3 Age

+ϕg,4 Education(extended) + ϕg,5 WHO-5 + ϕg,6 BMI

with female and basic requirements used as reference modalities for Gender and
Education, respectively.

In practice, continuous covariates are centered around the sample mean before
computing the clustering model in order to allow for a better convergence of the
estimation algorithm. A comparison of the two specifications of the mean, with and
without covariates, illustrates whether the inclusion of covariates in the model helps
to improve the clustering process. It must be mentioned that, in addition to these
two HMTD models, many other specifications were tried, following a hierarchical
approach (Bolano and Berchtold 2016), but none of these alternative specifications
seemed to give a more useful clustering of IAT trajectories.

The HMTD model is estimated by maximizing its log-likelihood. When the
variance of each component of the model is constant, the log-likelihood can be
derived with respect to all parameters, but in the general case of time-varying
variances (Berchtold 2003), the log-likelihood is generally not differentiable, and
the solution space can be very complex. A specific heuristic is then applied to obtain
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the solution (Taushanov and Berchtold 2017). Since this heuristic can accommodate
to all possible specifications of the HMTD model, we used it for all computations.
Regarding cluster assignation, we used the standard Viterbi algorithm which is able
to find the best sequence of hidden states in function of the observed data and of the
current model (Forney 1973). In the specific case of clustering, the Viterbi algorithm
simply assign each observed trajectory to the most likely component.

We used a bootstrap procedure to obtain confidence intervals for each parameter,
but since our goal here was to validate not the initial classification itself, but the
parameters associated with the model describing each visible component of the
model, we adopted the following approach: Instead of performing the bootstrap
on the whole original sample, we divided the original sample into as many groups
as can be retained in the final classification. We then applied a single-component
version of the HMTD model to each sub-sample separately in order to estimate the
coefficients using bootstrap. By applying the model on the sub-samples separately,
instead of on the initial sample, we avoided the so-called label-switching problem
that is very common in latent variable clustering. The inconvenient of separate
bootstrapping is that since we rely on the validated clustering solution, we ignore
the model uncertainty including the weights of each cluster. We computed the
confidence intervals using 1000 bootstrap samples, and we used the results to
evaluate the significance of the estimated parameters.

All computations were done using R, and a specific package should be released
soon. In the meantime, a first version of the R syntaxes is available on https://github.
com/ztau/5352.

2.3 GMM as a Gold Standard Alternative

To evaluate the HMTD approach as a tool for clustering sequences of continuous
data, we need a gold standard alternative. We choose the Growth Mixture Model
(GMM) approach for that purpose, since it is the only true longitudinal clustering
tool used in the social sciences.

Growth modeling includes several similar frameworks aiming to model and
discover the patterns of individual changes in a longitudinal data framework
(Reinecke and Seddig 2011; McArdle and Epstein 1987). The basic growth model
assumes that all trajectories belong to the same population and that they may be
approximated by a single average growth trajectory using a single set of parameters.
However, several models extend these assumptions; for example, the latent class
growth analysis (LCGA) model, which assumes null variance-covariance for the
growth trajectory within each class (Nagin 1999; Jung and Wickrama 2008), and
the heterogeneity model (Verbeke and Lesaffre 1996), which goes a bit further but
still imposes the same variance-covariance structure within each group of subjects.
Therefore, we discuss the more flexible GMM in this section and use it in our
analysis as gold standard.

https://github.com/ztau/5352
https://github.com/ztau/5352
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The GMM developed by Muthén and Shedden (1999), Bauer and Curran (2003),
and Wang and Bodner (2007) is designed to discover and describe unknown groups
of sequences that share a similar pattern. This method may be represented as a
mixture of mixed-effects models in which each of the unknown subpopulations
follows a distinct linear mixed-effects model. Its main advantage over other similar
models—like the heterogeneity model (Verbeke and Lesaffre 1996)—is that it
allows for estimation of a specific variance-covariance structure within each class
(Francis and Liu 2015). Within-class inter-individual variation is possible for latent
variables via distinct intercept and slope variances, represented by a class-specific
fixed-effects and random-effects distribution. In other words, the variation in an
expected group-specific trajectory is distinct for each group (heterogeneity in
growth trajectories). Because of these advantages, the model is a reference point
in continuous longitudinal data modeling with various applications in criminology
(Francis and Liu 2015; Reinecke and Seddig 2011), health and medicine (Muthén
and Shedden 1999; Ram and Grimm 2009), psychology, and social science (Muthén
2001), among others.

The GMM approach uses both observed and latent variables. The observed
variables consist of a p-dimensional vector of continuous dependent variables
Y (often a variable with repeated measurements) and a q-dimensional vector of
covariates X. The latent variables are represented as a continuous m-dimensional
vector η. Finally, to indicate the group in which each subject is included, we use
a dummy variable with multinomial distribution stored in a k-dimensional binary
vector c (Muthén and Shedden 1999). The equation of the GMM approach for
individual i then becomes

Yi = Ληi + εi, (1)

where Λ is a p ×m parameter matrix (or matrix with basis vectors) that can be seen
as a matrix of factor loadings, ηi is a vector of latent continuous variables, and εi is
an error term vector with zero mean.

In our case, the latent variable parameter matrix Λ has one column with
parameters for the latent factor accounting for the intercept and another for the latent
factor accounting for the slope. The general equation for every η is

ηi = Aci + Γ xi + ζi, (2)

where A is a matrix with columns of intercept parameters for each class, Γ is an
m × q parameter matrix and ζi is an m × 1 vector of zero mean residuals (and
covariance matrix Ψ ).

If we assume that some time-independent covariates z could influence the
group membership ci , a multinomial logistic regression can be considered (with
parameters a and b) as follows:

P(ci = K|zi) = expak+bkzi

∑K
c=1 expac+bczi
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An alternative notation of the model for subject i as part of class k at time t is

Yi,t |ci=k = X1i (t)
T β + X2i (t)

T γk + Vi(t)
T uik + wi(t) + εi,t , (3)

where X1i is a vector of covariates with common fixed effects β, X2i is a vector of
covariates with class-specific fixed effects γk , and Vi is a set of covariates with
individual class-specific random effects uik . Finally, wi(t) is an autocorrelated
Gaussian process with null mean and covariance equal to cov(wi(t)wi(s)) =
σ 2

w exp(−ρ|t − s|).
The GMM is estimated by maximizing its likelihood using an ordinary EM

algorithm. The continuous latent variables η and group membership variables c are
considered missing data. The R package lcmm (Proust-Lima et al. 2017) was used
to compute the GMM.

2.4 Statistical Analyses

To start with, we used the HMTD model to identify the best clustering of the IAT
dataset without covariates, considering solutions from two to five groups. The best
solution was selected on the basis of the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
(Raftery 1995). We then added covariates to this first model and analyzed the two
resulting models, with and without covariates, particularly focusing on the IAT
trajectories that did change group when covariates were added to the initial model.
In order to isolate the impact of the covariates from any other computational issue
or local optimum, we used the optimal solution obtained without covariates as a
starting point for the full model. Therefore, we observe how this new model escapes
the previous optimum.

We then computed the GMM models using the same dataset, and we compared
the classifications obtained with the HMTD and GMM approaches. The usefulness
of each covariate for discriminating between groups was evaluated using either a
chi-square test for categorical covariates, or a single factor ANOVA for continuous
ones. Notice that since it is not easy to compare two solutions with different number
of clusters, we chose to compute a four-cluster GMM solution with all covariates
instead of finding its own optimal number of clusters.

Our results are presented as figures displaying the IAT trajectories, and as
tables describing the characteristics of subjects classified into groups and giving
the HMTD model parameters.
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3 Results

We provide here the results of the various clustering performed using the HMTD
and GMM approaches, and we compare the resulting classifications. Notice however
that given the iterative nature of the optimization algorithms, it is never possible to
be sure that the final models are the best possible ones. Therefore, results should
never be overinterpreted.

3.1 HMTD Clustering

Without covariates, the best model identified by the BIC is a four-component model
(model 1). Figure 1 shows the IAT trajectories in each group. We clearly differentiate
a group with average volatility and IAT level (group 1), a group with relatively
low scores and variability (group 2), a group with very low variability and a low
and constantly diminishing IAT score (group 3), and a group with more complex
trajectories and hence variability (group 4).
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Fig. 1 IAT trajectories associated with each group in the four-group HMTD solution without
covariates (model 1)
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When we include the covariates in model 1 (Fig. 2) and relabel the four groups
of the solution in order to match the groups of model 1, we obtain a similar four-
group structure (model 2). As a comparison of the two figures might show, the most
important difference is with the first two groups: group 2 of model 2 lost its higher-
valued trajectories and focused more on a low IAT-level and stable trajectories. This
change will be explored in more details later.

Table 1 provides the parameter estimation for both models. In addition to the
point estimates, we also provide the 95% bootstrap confidence intervals.

As regards the first model without covariates, the θ0 parameters giving the
variance of each component of the model confirm the first impression given by
Fig. 1: Group 4 is characterized by a much higher variability than the three other
groups, and group 3 has the lowest variance, indicating less variation among the
successive observations of a single individual. Parameters ϕ0 corresponding to the
constant in the modeling of the mean of each component also take expected values,
with higher values associated with groups showing higher average IAT level. Finally,
the autoregressive parameter ϕ1 takes a value closer to one for the groups with
trajectories showing smoother evolutions from one wave to the next, that is groups
1 and 3. All parameters of this first model are significant at the 95% level, as
demonstrated by the confidence intervals.
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Fig. 2 IAT trajectories associated with each group in the four-group HMTD solution with five
covariates (model 2)
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As regards model 2, even if the first three parameters (θ0, ϕ0, and ϕ1) take
values different from those of model 1, θ0 and ϕ1 take values in the same range
as of model 1. On the other hand, important differences are found for the constant
parameter ϕ0, and this parameter is no more significant in any group. Note that
θ0 and ϕ1 tend to take smaller values in model 2. This can be interpreted as the
first proof of interest of the covariates included in model 2: the groups are now
more homogeneous (lower intra-group variance) and the explanation of a specific
trajectory relies less on the immediately preceding observation. As regards the
covariates, Age is never significant and could be eventually removed from the
model. This could be due to the lack of a real age difference between participants
(from 13 to 15 years old at baseline). However, the four other covariates remain
significant for at least one of the groups.

When we consider each component of model 2 separately, the changes occurring
in the trajectories associated with the first component are found related to the well-
being of the concerned adolescents: a higher well-being such as measured by the
WHO-5 index is significantly associated with a lower IAT-level. Males tend to have
a lower IAT level than females, and a higher BMI is associated with higher IAT
level. In group 3, a higher WHO-5 or BMI is associated with reduced IAT level, but
being in the extended requirement school track is associated with a higher IAT level.
Finally, in group 4, a higher WHO-5 or BMI is associated with reduced IAT level,
and males tend to show a much higher IAT level than females.

Table 2 provides the main characteristics of the subjects classified into each
group. For time-dependent variables, we considered the average value of each
individual. A comparison is performed for each variable separately to test whether
the groups are significantly different with regard to the variable. Considering only
the two HMTD models, we observe that in addition to the expected differences in
IAT level, the only other variable with significantly different values across groups
is the WHO-5 measure of well-being. For both models, we observe two groups (2
and 3) with lower average IAT scores. The same two groups also display higher
emotional well-being, as compared to the other groups, confirming previous results
(Surís et al. 2014). No differences are observed for the other covariates, even if
Gender comes close to significance in model 1. Even if not significant at the 95%
level, probably because of the reduced sample size, we find a gender separation at
the sample level; groups 2 and 4 contain a higher proportion of boys compared to the
other two groups. The education track also shows a difference at the sample level:
the first two groups contain more individuals following the highest education track
as compared to groups 3 and 4. On the other hand, no notable difference is observed
between the groups for Age and BMI, even if BMI, used as a covariate in model 2,
is statistically significant in the modeling of the mean of each component.
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Table 2 Characteristics of subjects classified into groups for different clustering. The p-value
gives the result of the test comparing the different groups for each variable. The number of
sequences classified into each group is provided in brackets after the group number

IAT WHO-5 BMI Gender Age at T0 Educ. at T0
mean (sd) mean (sd) mean (sd) % male mean (sd) % extended req.

HMTD model 1

Group 1 (46) 30.94 (11.7) 63.43 (15.6) 19.97 (2.35) 24 14.13 (0.50) 80.5

Group 2 (56) 20.29 (9.78) 71.01 (15.6) 20.02 (3.30) 45 14.05 (0.59) 67.9

Group 3 (50) 13.31 (9.88) 72.28 (13.6) 20.45 (2.57) 24 14.14 (0.67) 64.0

Group 4 (33) 34.69 (16.1) 63.49 (16.8) 20.06 (3.03) 39 14.27 (0.45) 60.6

p <0.001 <0.001 0.764 0.055 0.381 0.214

HMTD model 2

Group 1 (52) 27.43 (11.3) 67.35 (16.6) 20.12 (2.40) 31 14.19 (0.60) 71.2

Group 2 (45) 18.57 (8.41) 70.85 (15.2) 19.96 (3.53) 40 14.02 (0.45) 73.3

Group 3 (48) 13.62 (9.97) 70.64 (14.0) 20.46 (2.54) 21 14.10 (0.69) 64.6

Group 4 (40) 36.36 (15.6) 63.06 (16.4) 19.96 (2.86) 43 14.22 (0.48) 65.0

p <0.001 0.015 0.741 0.113 0.331 0.746

GMM 2

Group 1 (169) 22.08 (13.2) 68.79 (15.8) 20.20 (2.90) 32 14.15 (0.57) 0.68

Group 2 (16) 39.90 (14.8) 61.13 (13.9) 19.40 (2.12) 43 14.00 (0.52) 0.75

p <0.001 0.022 0.210 0.496 0.322 0.771

GMM 4

Group 1 (76) 13.35 (8.97) 73.32 (14.2) 20.69 (2.75) 32 14.09 (0.61) 0.63

Group 2 (31) 38.98 (11.2) 58.48 (16.2) 20.15 (2.40) 29 14.16 (0.52) 0.74

Group 3 (75) 26.46 (10.2) 67.09 (15.4) 19.62 (2.98) 33 14.17 (0.55) 0.73

Group 4 (3) 54.06 (18,3) 62.40 (9.66) 18.78 (3.30) 100 14 (0) 2/3

p <0.001 <0.001 0.043 0.094 0.802 0.593

GMM 4 cov

Group 1 (98) 18.79 (10.6) 69.64 (14.6) 20.06 (2.90) 29 13.91 (0.32) 77.9

Group 2 (44) 18.58 (10.5) 68.88 (17.8) 20.85 (2.95) 24 15.16 (0.55) 44.0

Group 3 (28) 39.38 (12.9) 64.95 (18.2) 20.14 (2.73) 48 14.24 (0.44) 48.3

Group 4 (15) 41.98 (14.8) 60.00 (13.7) 19.36 (2.05) 54 14.00 (0.41) 76.9

p <0.001 0.032 0.321 0.058 <0.001 <0.001

3.2 Usefulness of the Covariates

From the results of the previous section, we find that the inclusion of covariates in
the first classification obtained with the HMTD model helped us better differentiate
the four groups, but without entirely changing their interpretation. We would like
to better understand the changes in trajectory classification that occurred between
these two models. Table 3 indicates how many subjects changed groups between the
initial model without covariates and model 2 with covariates. As noted earlier, most
of these changes occurred between groups 1 and 2. In particular, 19 second-group
subjects of model 1 were transferred to the first group in model 2, and the steady
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Table 3 Number of IAT
trajectories associated with
each group in HMTD models
1 (without covariates, rows)
and 2 (including covariates,
columns)

Model 2
Model 1 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group 1 31 6 2 7

Group 2 19 34 1 2

Group 3 2 3 45 0

Group 4 0 2 0 31

Table 4 The characteristics of 19 subjects moving from group 2 to group 1 (group 2→1) as
compared to subjects staying in the same group (either 1 or 2) in both HMTD classifications. The
means (numerical variables) or proportions (categorical variables) are provided, and differences
with the subjects remaining in the same group (either 1 or 2) are assessed using t-tests and χ2-tests
with continuity correction: ns: non-significant

IAT WHO-5 BMI Sex (% male) Age Education

Group 2→1 22.76 72.93 19.69 57.9 14.26 52.6

vs group 1 31.26** 62.77** 20.41 ns 9.70*** 14.16 ns 80.6 ns

vs group 2 18.72 ns 71.42 ns 20.30 ns 38.2 ns 13.97 ns 73.5 ns

*p <0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001

low Internet addiction profile of the second group became even more pronounced,
with the higher Internet addiction subjects joining the first group. However, since
some trajectories simultaneously left group 1 for the three other groups, the average
IAT level of group 1 also decreased. Overall, the inclusion of covariates appears
beneficial for the differentiation of trajectory features among groups.

The 19 individuals who switched from group 2 to group 1 represent the main
difference between the two models, with all the other changes concerning at the most
seven subjects. Thus, it is interesting to explore how these individuals differed from
those who remained in the first or second group in both classifications. Table 4 sum-
marizes our findings using t-tests and χ2-tests to compare the different variables.
The average IAT scores are quite different between the three considered sub-groups,
and, as expected, the “moving” sub-group shows an Internet dependence level
between the two “stable” sub-groups. Thus, the moving individuals were among the
most Internet-problematic members of the full second group of model 1, and even
if the average IAT score is not the only indicator of group affiliation, a visualization
of the trajectories would confirm the ambiguous nature of these individuals. The
moving subgroup is also significantly different from the group of individual staying
in group 1 as regards the WHO-5 index of well-being and the gender ratio, with a
higher well-being and higher proportion of males among the moving subgroup. No
other significant differences are observed.
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3.3 GMM Clustering

Without covariates, the best GMM solution in terms of BIC is a two-group solution,
but given the high difference in number of trajectories associated to each group
(169 vs 16), this solution in not really interpretable and hence less useful than the
four-group solution given by the HMTD approach. Therefore, we also estimated a
four-group GMM (Fig. 3).

In the two-group solution, a large majority of trajectories are associated with
group 1, and only 16 sequences are associated with group 2. The average IAT
level is higher in group 2, but both groups exhibit an important variability, as
indicated in Table 2. Moreover, in terms of interpretation, one can only say that
IAT sequences with a clear increasing trend are separated from the other sequences.
In the four-group solution, even if the number of groups is the same as in the HMTD
models, there is no a priori correspondence between the HMTD and GMM groups.
In the four-group GMM solution, the number of subjects per group shows much
more variability than that observed with the HMTD group, with the majority of
individuals classified in groups 1 or 3, and only three subjects in group 4.
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Fig. 3 IAT sequences associated with each group in the four-group GMM solution without
covariates
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Fig. 4 IAT sequences associated with each group in the four-group GMM solution with four
covariates

Finally, as with the HMTD approach, we enhanced the four-group solution
by adding covariates. Four of the five covariates used in the HMTD approach
appeared useful in the GMM solution as well. Figure 4 displays the resulting groups
obtained after adding Gender and Education as predictors for group membership
(multinomial regression on ci), and WHO5 and BMI as fixed effect. On the other
hand, Age was not included in the final model because the estimation process would
then lead to a one-group solution. Another important issue with the GMM approach
is the results’ sensitivity to the order in which the covariates are included in the
model. Various covariate combinations were tested before we chose the above-
mentioned combination as the best one in terms of clustering results. For instance,
classmb = gender + education sector does not give the same results as classmb
= education sector + gender. This surprising result may be due to a bug in the
lcmm R package, but in our opinion the reason could rather be the optimization
procedure. It is well known that EM-type algorithms converge to the nearest local
optimum, and that this optimum is not always the global one. Therefore, the solution
depends on the initial values of the parameters, especially when the solution space
is complex, which is the case here.

As Fig. 4 shows, the number of trajectories associated with each group is quite
variable, with the large majority assigned to group 1. The first two groups are
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characterized by low variability and an overall low IAT level. The trajectories in
these two groups seem very similar, but since this four-group solution might be
suboptimal and is computed only for the purpose of comparison with HMTD models
1 and 2, a three-group solution could merge these two groups into one group. The
last two groups have a higher average IAT level, both exhibiting a general linear
trend over time, decreasing in group 3 and increasing in group 4.

Table 2 gives the characteristics of individuals classified in each group of the
GMM models and compares the groups for each variable. Note that given the large
differences in group size, the test results for the GMM models should be interpreted
with caution. As observed earlier in the HMTD case, significant differences exist
between groups for both the IAT and WHO-5 variables. A significant difference
exists also for BMI in the four-group GMM model without covariates. More
interestingly, the Age and Education track at baseline also show significantly
different values across groups, with one of the variables (Education track) being
included in the model as covariable, but not the other. This difference between
the HMTD and GMM clustering points to the fact that the solutions provided by
both approaches are not identical or interchangeable, and that the two models used
information in a different manner to provide usable data sequence clusterings.

4 Comparison of HMTD and GMM

When used for clustering purposes, the HMTD and GMM models share some
characteristics: They both represent a kind of mixture model, they can include
covariates of any type at the visible level, and they can also include covariates at the
latent level and use them to estimate the initial probability of each cluster. However,
HMTD and GMM also have several differences. First of all, since GMM is a
mixture of mixed models, it is able to accept both fixed and random effects. Another
difference is the possibility of HMTD to include an autoregressive specification for
the variance and thus to allow for the clustering of longitudinal sequences whose
variance evolves in time. For instance, sequences becoming more instable over time
can more easily be grouped together. However, to exploit this feature, it is necessary
to work with long data sequences, what was not the case here with the IAT example.

Another feature of HMTD that is worth stressing is the possibility of using it to
perform different kind of clustering (Bolano and Berchtold 2016). The transition
between components is driven by the hidden transition matrix A. In this paper, A

was constrained to be a diagonal identity matrix, implying that each sequence was
assigned to one and only one group, and all sequences assigned to the same group
were described by the same visible model. However, there are several alternatives.
For instance, different latent states may be required to alternate over time in order
to find the optimal modeling of a given sequence. If A is constrained to have the
following structure:
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A =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

a1 1 − a1 0 0
a2 1 − a2 0 0
0 0 a3 1 − a3

0 0 a4 1 − a4

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

where a1, a2, a3 and a4 are transition probabilities, then one performs at the same
time a modeling and a clustering of the data sequences. The first two states are used
to model the first cluster, and states 3 and 4 are used to model the second cluster.
In other words, data sequences are clustered into two groups, but inside each group
there are two different visible models allowing for a better representation of these
sequences when their behavior evolves over time.

Another specification of A would allow some sequences to remain always in the
same cluster, whereas other ones could transit at some point in time from the first to
the second cluster:

A =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

a1 1 − a1 0 0
a21 a22 1 − a21 − a22 0
0 0 a3 1 − a3

0 0 a4 1 − a4

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠

5 Conclusion

Hidden Markovian models are known to be valuable tools to analyze the dynamics
in longitudinal continuous data and in life course data (e.g. Helske et al. 2018). The
present study demonstrates that the sequences of continuous longitudinal data can
also be classified into as many groups as required, and that the HMTD model can be
used as a valid alternative to GMM. The inclusion of covariates has beneficial effects
on clustering, because the resulting groups have lower intra-variability compared to
the solution without covariates.

In a comparative study involving the use of GMM for clustering, our first finding
is that the HMTD approach is a good alternative to GMM, because in terms of
interpretability its results are at least as interesting as the results given by GMM.
However, on the basis of just one practical example, we obviously cannot conclude
that one approach is better than the other; moreover, this is not the purpose of this
study. What we can conclude is that the HMTD approach is not only theoretically,
but also practically useful to classify sequences of continuous data in mutually
excluding groups.

In the literature, excessive Internet use has been found to be highly related to
several somatic conditions, sleep disturbance in particular. However, in this paper,
our main objective is not to explain IAT trajectories, but to find ways to classify
such trajectories into meaningful groups. Moreover, there is still an ongoing debate
on the direction of the relationship between Internet use and sleep disturbance, not
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to speak of causality. Therefore, we chose not to consider sleep disturbance in this
analysis, but to concentrate on other covariates that are more neutral to IAT scores.
Nevertheless, even with this restriction, the results obtained with the HMTD model
are highly significant and allow for a sound interpretation. The four resulting groups
differ in terms of average value and variability. The relationship observed between
IAT and the emotional well-being of subjects suggests that both concepts are linked
and that a higher risk of Internet addiction is related to poorer well-being. Gender
is also a discriminating factor between groups, with a lower proportion of males in
the first and third groups, but, given the small sample size, the differences are not
significant at the population level.

The main strength of this study is the demonstration of the usefulness of the
HMTD approach as a valuable alternative to the GMM approach for clustering con-
tinuous data sequences. Researchers would be advised to consider both approaches
to take full advantage of the information in their data. However, some weaknesses
of this study are to be mentioned. At the theoretical level, we include covariates in
the HMTD model only at the visible level, but it is also possible to include them
at the latent level as well in order to enhance the prior probabilities of each cluster.
As regards the application of the model to IAT trajectories, we used a rather small
convenience sample; this is not representative of the population of adolescents living
in the canton of Vaud. More analyses need to be conducted with larger databases to
define a real typology of IAT trajectories.

Overall, in spite of some shortcomings, the HMTD model can be considered
as a complete framework for the analysis of continuous data sequences. It is an
explanatory tool as well as a clustering tool, and by adding covariates, constraints
on the transition matrix, and autoregressive modeling of the mean and variance of
each component, the model goes well beyond the traditional Markovian models such
as homogeneous Markov chains or hidden Markov models.
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Divisive Property-Based and Fuzzy
Clustering for Sequence Analysis

Matthias Studer

1 Introduction

In this paper, we introduce property-based and fuzzy clustering and discuss their
usefulness in the context of sequence analysis. We also present some tools available
in R code by which to conduct these analyses. These two clustering methods aim to
overcome some of the limitations of the more “traditional” ones, such as partitioning
around medoids or agglomerative clustering.

Most of the clustering methods used in sequence analysis are polythetic, with the
notable exception of model-based clustering. This means that cluster memberships
are defined according to a broad set of properties and by comparing a given sequence
to all the other ones. For this reason, the rules that define which sequences belong to
which cluster are implicit. In other words, we do not know exactly on which grounds
a sequence is assigned to a given cluster. Having a typology based on implicit rules
of cluster membership has two disadvantages.

First, the resulting clustering is sample-dependent, which means it cannot be
compared to another typology that is created in a subsample or another sample,
for instance. Even comparing two typologies that appear to be similar might be
problematic, since their underlying implicit clustering rules might differ.1 On the
other hand, having explicit rules would allow one to validate a typology in other

1We cannot be sure that the clustering rules are sufficiently similar, because we do not know them.
They are only implicit.
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samples and reproduce a given (validated) typology in other studies. Implicit rules
therefore hinder the reproducibility of life-course research, as well as the possibility
of undertaking a large-scale literature review.

Second, implicit rules make the interpretation of clustering more difficult. The
first step after creating a typology is usually to try to interpret and recover these
implicit rules by using different kinds of graphics and analyses. Explicit clustering
rules would make the interpretation of clustering results much easier.

Monothetic clustering—which here we call “property-based clustering”—aims
to create a sequence typology defined by explicit classification rules. In this paper,
we introduce a method that is based on the “DIVCLUS-T” algorithm proposed
by Chavent et al. (2007). Following the work of Piccarreta and Billari (2007), we
also discuss its use in sequence analysis and extend their work by proposing for
consideration new sets of state sequence features. Finally, we make the analytical
results broadly available in the WeightedCluster package.

In this paper, we also discuss the use of fuzzy clustering, which aims to overcome
another limitation of “traditional clustering.” In sequence analysis, we usually use
crisp clustering (i.e., each sequence is assigned to only one sequence type). In fuzzy
clustering, however, each sequence belongs to one or more clusters, with a certain
degree or strength (D’Urso 2016).

The fuzzy approach has several advantages over the more usual crisp one (D’Urso
2016). First, sometimes some sequences are between two sequence types. In crisp
clustering, these sequences would be assigned to one of the two types; in fuzzy
clustering, however, these sequences would be considered a hybrid-type or a mixture
of the two types (D’Urso 2016). From a statistical viewpoint, fuzzy clustering might
lead to better results if some sequences are between two (or more) sequence types.
This case might occur frequently, according to Warren et al. (2015), who argue that
exact cluster membership should not be trusted. From a sociological perspective,
this approach is of special interest when the trajectories are not strongly structured
into types, and when we can think that some individuals can be influenced by several
sequence types.

Second, in fuzzy clustering, membership is thought to be gradual. Some
sequences are more central (typical) of a given type than are others. This is also
an interesting property from a sociological viewpoint. From the Weberian ideal–
typical perspective, nobody is the perfect incarnation of an ideal type, but some
are closer to it than others. This sociological perspective is similar to the gradual
membership approach inherent in fuzzy clustering.

For all these reasons, the use of the fuzzy clustering approach is promising in
life-course research and sequence analysis. However, to the best of our knowledge,
it has been only seldom used in sequence analysis. One of the likely reasons for this
paucity is the lack of proper tools by which to analyze sequences in conjunction
with a membership matrix, instead of a categorical covariate (as in crisp clustering).
For instance, Salem et al. (2016) used fuzzy clustering, but they ultimately assigned
each sequence to the cluster with the highest membership in all subsequent analyses,
thus turning in fact back to crisp clustering. In this paper, we propose different tools
to fill this gap and make use of the full information of the membership matrix.
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This paper is organized as follows. It starts by presenting property-based
clustering and the set of sequence properties whose consideration we propose.
We then turn to the presentation of fuzzy clustering and introduce several ways
of representing the results, before interpreting them. We also discuss how to
properly analyze cluster membership according to some explanatory covariates.
Before concluding, we briefly show how to run the proposed analysis in R, using
our WeightedCluster library.

2 Sample Issue

The usefulness of the proposed methodology is illustrated by using the data and the
research question from McVicar and Anyadike-Danes (2002), who studied school-
to-work transition in Northern Ireland. Their analysis was undertaken in two steps.
They started by identifying ideal-typical trajectories, before explaining clustering
membership by using information such as qualification at the end of compulsory
schooling, family background, and demographic characteristics. Their aim was to
“identify the ‘at-risk’ young people at age 16 years and to characterize their post-
school career trajectories” (p. 317). To build our clustering, we use optimal matching
with constant cost.

3 Property-Based Clustering

The aim in using property-based clustering is to build a sequence typology by
identifying well-defined clustering rules that are based on the most relevant prop-
erties of the analyzed object. In the literature, these clustering methods are called
monothetic divisive clustering methods (Chavent et al. 2007), and they were first
introduced in sequence analysis by Piccarreta and Billari (2007). We propose here
a conceptual presentation of the “DIVCLUS-T” algorithm (a detailed presentation
can be found in Chavent et al. 2007). The “DIVCLUS-T” algorithm is very similar
to one proposed by Piccarreta and Billari (2007). Our choice between the two is
based on availability in R. Here, we mainly extend the work of Piccarreta and Billari
(2007), by proposing new sets of sequence features for consideration.

3.1 Principle

Property-based clustering uses two kinds of information. First, the sequence proper-
ties are used to build the rules. Second, it uses a dissimilarity matrix, which is used to
measure variation in the sequence and how much of this variation can be explained
by a given property; this is in line with the discrepancy analysis framework (Studer
et al. 2011).
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The method then works in two steps: tree building and splits ordering. In the
tree building phase, all sequences are grouped in an initial node. Then, this node is
split according to one of the object properties, into two subnodes or clusters. This
property and the associated split are chosen in such a way that the split “explains”
the biggest share of the sequence discrepancy (Studer et al. 2011; Chavent et al.
2007; Piccarreta and Billari 2007). The process is then repeated on each new node
until a stopping criterion is found. First, the algorithm might stop because there are
no further relevant properties by which to make a split. Second, nodes with only
one observation are obviously not split. This first step is roughly equivalent to the
procedure that Piccarreta and Billari (2007) propose.

As in Piccarreta and Billari (2007), our implementation of the “DIVCLUS-T”
algorithm also makes it possible to specify a minimum number of observations per
node. Splits that would lead to at least one node with fewer than this minimum
number of observations are discarded. This is a useful extension, if we want to
ensure that all clusters represent at least a given percentage (for instance, 5%) of
the sequences. One might also restrict to “significant” splits by using permutation
tests, as in discrepancy analysis (Studer et al. 2011). However, the usefulness of the
latter approach is subject to discussion, as the concept of significance is not very
well defined in cluster analysis. This first step of the procedure can be seen as a
decision tree, where the splits are chosen according to the explanatory power of the
considered properties. In fact, our implementation is based on the tree-structured
discrepancy analysis.

Once the whole tree is built, the splits are ordered according to their overall
“relevance.” More precisely, this “relevance” is measured by calculating the increase
in the share of the overall discrepancy that is explained by adding a split. This
procedure has the advantage of maximizing a global criterion. Ultimately, the result
of this procedure is a series of nested partitions ranging from one group to a
number of groups, any of which depend on the stopping criteria or a maximal
number of groups to consider.2 This second step is the major difference from the
procedure proposed by Piccarreta and Billari (2007), where the final clustering and
the stopping criteria depend on a pruning procedure.

Figure 1 graphically represents the procedure, using our illustrative example of
school-to-work transition in Northern Ireland, for the first nine splits. The order
of the splits is presented on the right, with the associated number of clusters. We
start at the top of the tree with a single cluster. At this stage, the most relevant
feature in splitting this top node into two is to have spent more (or less) than
17 months in higher education (property “duration.HE”). Stopping at this level
would result in a cluster in two groups (presented on the right of Fig. 1). The
clustering in three groups is obtained by splitting the node “less than or equal to
17 months in higher education” in two groups: having spent more (or less) than
33 months in employment (criterion “duration.EM”). This last split was preferred
to the solution of splitting the node “more than 17 months in higher education,”
because it has greater explanatory power regarding sequence variation at a global
level. The procedure then continues until some stopping criteria are met.

2In other words, new groups are added by dividing one of the existing groups into two subgroups.
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Fig. 1 Clustering tree
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As with any agglomerative or divisive clustering, the choice of the number
of groups can be grounded on cluster quality measures (see Studer 2013, for a
review). Here, various clustering quality measures agree on choosing either the
solutions in four (ASW = 0.41) or nine (ASW = 0.38) groups as the best
clustering. According to the empirical evaluation of Chavent and Lechevallier
(2006), for a small number of groups, the “DIVCLUS-T” algorithm tends to produce
better clustering (measured on the basis of statistical criteria) than Ward clustering.
However, the reverse becomes true as the number of groups increases.

3.2 Property Extraction

The results of property-based clustering are highly dependent on the properties
of the object to be clustered. In the empirical evaluation made by Chavent and
Lechevallier (2006), having a large number of meaningful properties was one of
the key elements that led to good-quality clustering. In this section, we propose a
set of properties worthy of consideration. In our implementation of the algorithm,
these properties are automatically extracted.

Within the life course paradigm, three main dimensions of the trajectories are of
central interest: the timing, the duration, and the sequencing of the states (Studer
and Ritschard 2016). We propose the automatic extraction of various properties that
measure each of these dimensions.

To measure the timing of the state, we consider the state at each time position t . If
we consider the sequence of length �, we therefore end with � categorical covariates
that measure the situation over time. Piccarreta and Billari (2007) propose another
way of measuring the timing, by considering the spells that form the sequences.
They generate one property As,k that stores the age at the beginning of the kth spell
in state s. If the property is not observed (i.e., there is no kth spell in state s), they
propose setting it to � + 1, where � is the length of the sequence. However, we take
here a slightly different strategy: we set it to a missing value. Missing values are
then treated as a special case when defining a split. Although we use the numeric
information, when available, to define the split by using an inequality, the missing
values are attributed to one of the two groups—whichever gives the best result.

We propose the use of two sets of properties to measure duration. First, we
consider the duration in the successive spells. This is achieved by generating one
property Ds,k that stores the duration of the kth spell in state s. Second, we consider
the overall time spent in each state that results in one property per state.

We use frequent subsequence mining to extract the properties that measure the
state sequencing. With this method, the aim is to uncover frequent subsequences
within a set of sequences (Studer et al. 2010; Agrawal and Srikant 1995; Zaki 2001).
A subsequence s is defined as a subsequence of x if all the states of s occur in the
same order as in x. For instance, the sequence A − C is a subsequence of sequence
A − B − C because A and C occur in the same order. A subsequence is said to
be frequent if it is found in more than a predefined percentage of sequences. Using
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this framework, several sets of sequence properties can be extracted. First, we look
for frequent (in our case, 1%) subsequences in the sequence of distinct successive
states (DSS). This step generates one property (i.e., variable) per identified frequent
subsequence, and stores the number of times that the subsequence is found in each
sequence. For instance, the subsequence A−C occurs twice in the sequence A−B−
C −B −C. We also consider the age at the first occurrence of the pattern (i.e., when
the pattern starts). Second, we look for frequent subsequences within the transition
sequences. This is achieved by specifying a distinct state for each transition. For
instance, the DSS A − B − C will be recoded as A − AB − BC before running the
analysis. Here again, the number of occurrences and the age at the first occurrence
are stored as properties.

Finally, the user can consider and add other properties. The algorithm computes
different sequence complexity measures. Piccarreta and Billari (2007) suggest
adding information about covariates such as education level. Application-specific
sequence properties could also be of interest. For instance, one might have an
interest in adding the time spent in a state of joblessness within the last 12 months
of our sequences, if professional integration at the end of the sequence is of primary
concern.

Although all these properties are automatically extracted, they need to be
carefully chosen according to the issue under investigation. For instance, for a study
that mainly concerns itself with timing differences, we suggest restricting attention
to timing-related properties. For this reason, in our implementation of the algorithm,
one can specify the sets of properties to be considered. Table 1 summarizes the
properties considered in this study. The first column contains the name of the
property used in our R implementation, and the second provides brief descriptions
of the sets of properties.

Table 1 Sequence properties considered in the clustering algorithms

Name Description

state The state in which an individual is found, at each time position t

spell.age The age at the beginning of each spell of a given type

spell.dur The duration of each of the spells presented above

duration The total time spent in each state

pattern Count of the frequent subsequences of states in the DSS

AFpattern Age at the first occurrence of the above frequent subsequence

transition Count of the frequent subsequence of events in each sequence,
where each transition is considered another event

AFtransition Age at the first occurrence of the above frequent subsequence

Complexity Complexity index, number of transitions, turbulence
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3.3 Running the Analysis in R

Property-based clustering can be run using the seqpropclust function available
in the WeightedCluster package. Aside from the state sequence object myseq,
one needs to specify the distance matrix (argument diss), the properties (by
default, all properties are computed), and the maximum number of clusters under
consideration.

R> ## Clustering using properties "state" and "duration"
R> pclust <- seqpropclust(myseq, diss=diss, maxcluster=5,

properties=c("state", "duration"))
R> ## Displaying the resulting clustering
R> seqtreedisplay(pclust, type="d", border=NA, showdepth=TRUE)
R> ## Computing clustering quality and cluster membership
R> pclustqual <- as.clustrange(pclust, diss=diss, ncluster=5)

The clustering membership can be extracted by using the as.clustrange
function, which also computes various cluster quality measures. See Studer (2013)
for a detailed presentation of this procedure.

4 Fuzzy Clustering

In crisp clustering, each sequence is assigned to exactly one sequence type. The
result is a categorical covariate that summarizes the typology. In fuzzy clustering,
each sequence can belong to more than one cluster; this is achieved by computing
the degree or strength of membership of each sequence to each identified sequence
type (D’Urso 2016). This is of central interest when the sequences are not thought
to be strongly structured, or when some sequences could have been influenced by
more than one type.

More precisely, the result of fuzzy clustering is a membership matrix u com-
prising one row per individual and one column per cluster. Each value uiv of this
matrix measures the membership strength of an individual i to each cluster v.
These membership degrees, which usually sum to 1, are also called “probabilities,”
and they lead to two slightly different interpretations. The concept of membership
“strength” or “degree” refers to the closeness of each sequence to each type. The
notion of “membership probabilities” refers to the chances that the underlying
sequence was generated according to one of the types.

In this section, we start by presenting the algorithm used herein. We then propose
different approaches to describing and visualizing the results of fuzzy clustering,
using the membership matrix. Finally, we discuss possible strategies by which to
analyze how explanatory covariates are linked to cluster membership; again, this is
based on the membership matrix. We hope that the availability of these tools will
lead to more widespread use of fuzzy clustering in sequence analysis.
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4.1 Fanny Algorithm

We use the Fanny algorithm proposed by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) and later
adapted by Maechler et al. (2005). This algorithm aims to minimize the following
function:

k∑

v=1

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1 ur

ivu
r
jvd(i, j)

2
∑n

j=1 ur
jv

, (1)

where n is the number of observations, k a predefined number of groups, uiv the
membership value of individual i to cluster v, and d(i, j) the distance between
sequences i and j . The exponent r is a fuzziness parameter that needs to be set
by the user. A value of 2 is often used, but values between 1.5 and 2.5 are usually
recommended (D’Urso 2016). The standard procedure is to start with r = 2 and use
a smaller value if the algorithm does not converge.

Using our sample data, we used a value of 1.5 for the fuzziness parameter.
We kept a solution in seven groups, based on the interpretability of the resulting
clustering and the aim of the study.

4.2 Plotting and Describing a Fuzzy Typology

Once the clustering has been computed, typically, the first step is to describe
each cluster and give it a first interpretation. In this section, we propose several
approaches to doing so by using the membership matrix.

4.2.1 Most Typical Members

A first way to label the clusters and interpret them is to identify typical sequences.
In “traditional sequence analysis clustering,” this can be done by identifying the
medoid or a representative sequence based on other criteria, such as neighborhood
density (Gabadinho et al. 2011). A natural way to do it with fuzzy clustering is to
choose the sequence with the highest membership strength in each cluster. The first
row of Table 2 presents this information. Using this strategy, we can have a first
look at our clustering membership matrix. We found a first cluster related to full
employment, then three patterns of education (i.e., training or further education)
followed by employment: two patterns leading to higher education, and one pattern
of training followed by joblessness.

Table 2 also presents descriptive statistics of membership strength for each
cluster. As one will recall, in fuzzy clustering, each sequence has a measure of
its membership strength in each cluster. Hence, it is not possible to compute
a percentage of sequences belonging to each cluster, as we would do for crisp
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Table 2 Descriptive
statistics of the cluster
membership matrix

Mean Min. Max. SD Sum

(EM,70) 0.20 0.00 0.99 0.31 142.98

(TR,23)-(EM,47) 0.17 0.00 0.94 0.25 123.27

(FE,22)-(EM,48) 0.17 0.00 0.94 0.23 119.09

(FE,46)-(EM,24) 0.12 0.00 0.88 0.19 88.22

(FE,25)-(HE,45) 0.10 0.00 0.96 0.23 73.96

(SC,25)-(HE,45) 0.14 0.00 0.98 0.29 97.21

(TR,22)-(JL,48) 0.09 0.00 0.80 0.16 67.27

Table 3 Example of an
augmented dataset

Sequence Weight Cluster

s1 u11 1

s1 u12 2

s1 u13 3

clustering. However, average cluster membership provides similar information: it
can be interpreted as the relative frequency of each cluster, if sequences are weighted
according to their membership strength.

The maximal value is also interesting, as it provides an estimation of the
quality of the chosen representative. The higher the membership, the better the
representative (i.e., a value of 1 would identify a sequence that fully belongs to that
cluster). In some clusters, the maximum is quite low, if we consider that the maximal
possible value is 1. For instance, in the training–joblessness cluster, the maximum
equals 0.8. Hence, our representative is also close to other clusters—perhaps cluster
2. To describe the clusters, we therefore need to take into account more information
than just the sequences with the highest membership.

4.2.2 Weight-Based Presentation

Our second proposition in analyzing the fuzzy cluster is to weigh the sequences
according to their membership strength or probabilities. We augment the dataset by
repeating the sequence si of individual i k times (i.e., once per cluster). We therefore
have k sequences for individual i, denoted as si1 · · · sik . We weight these sequences
according to their membership degree ui1 · · · uik . Hence, even if the same sequence
were repeated k times, its weights will sum to 1. We then create a new categorical
covariate in this augmented dataset, and it specifies the cluster (ranging from 1 to k)
of the associated membership degree.

Table 3 presents a small example, to make the presentation clearer. Suppose we
have three clusters named 1, 2, and 3. For individual 1 with the sequence s1, we have
three observations (i.e., one per cluster). The first observation is weighted according
to the strength of membership to the first cluster, and the associated cluster covariate
is set to 1. We then repeat the same procedure for each observation.
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Fig. 2 Membership-weighted plots of the sequence for clusters “(SC,25)-(HE,45)” and “(TR,22)-
(JL,48)”

This weighting strategy allows us to use any tools available for weighted
sequence data. For instance, we can use a sequence distribution plot. Figure 2
proposes several plots of these membership-weighted sequence data for the clusters
“School–Higher Education” and “Training–Joblessness.” Subfigures (a) and (e)
present sequence distribution plots for these clusters. If the cluster “School–Higher
Education” seems to be quite well defined, the “Training–Joblessness” one shows
more discrepancy, as we already noted.

This weighting strategy is also supported from a more statistical perspective.
Minimizing Eq. 1 is equivalent to minimizing a residual sum of squares in a
discrepancy analysis of this augmented dataset (Studer et al. 2011). More precisely,
it minimizes the residual sums of squares of this augmented dataset, where each
sequence is weighted ur

i1 · · · ur
ik and the explanatory categorical covariate would be

the cluster 1 . . . k.
Following this reasoning, we can weigh the sequences by using the exponent

(here, r = 1.5). The result might be closer to the underlying algorithm. However,
the interpretation is more difficult and, as we will see, it is also interesting in the
following analysis to rely on the membership strength. For this reason, this approach
should be used mostly to describe the clusters. The result of this strategy is shown
using a d-plot in subfigures (b) and (f); in both cases, the cluster seems to be better
defined.

By using index plots, we can take a closer look at the longitudinal patterns. In
this case, we additionally suggest ordering the sequences according to membership
degree. The result is shown in subfigures (c) and (g). The most typical sequence lies
at the top of the subfigures, with a high membership degree; meanwhile, the bottom
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shows less-characteristic patterns. Interpretation should be made with caution, as
it depends on the maximal membership degree. In the cluster “School–Higher
Education,” this maximum is close to 1, while in the other one it reaches only 0.8.

It can be interesting to focus on the sequences with the highest membership.
In subfigures (d) and (h), we discarded sequences with a membership degree
below 0.4. Interestingly, among the sequences with the highest membership in the
“Training–Joblessness” cluster, we find sequences starting in “Further Education”
or “Employment,” for instance.

We propose several methods by which to visualize and describe a fuzzy typology;
these methods allow us to properly interpret this typology. However, most sequence
analysis applications go beyond the typology description by studying the factors
that influence the kinds of trajectories being followed. We now turn to this kind of
analysis for fuzzy clustering.

4.3 Analyzing Cluster Membership Using Dirichlet Regression

In typical sequence analysis, one often relies on multinomial regression to explain
cluster membership (Abbott and Tsay 2000). The aim is to identify how covariates
explain the trajectory type that is followed. This cannot be done with fuzzy
clustering, because our typology is described by a membership matrix and not
by a categorical variable. Assigning each sequence to the cluster with the highest
membership strength is not a solution either, for in doing so, we would lose all the
added value inherent in fuzzy clustering.

Several models are available to analyze membership matrices, which can be
seen as “compositional data” (Morais et al. 2016; Pawlowsky-Glahn and Buccianti
2011). Here, for two reasons, we suggest relying on Dirichlet regressions (Maier
2014), which are extensions of beta regression (Ferrari and Cribari-Neto 2004).
First, interpretations of them are very similar to those of multinomial models, if we
use the so-called alternative parametrization. Second, good performance is reported
in Maier (2014) and in Morais et al. (2016), even under some violations of the
statistical assumptions. In the current model, one of the categories (i.e., clusters)
is chosen as the reference; we then estimate how explanatory factors influence the
likelihood of being fully classified in a category, rather than in the reference.

Interpretations of the coefficients are very similar, then, to the multinomial
ones, and they can be interpreted in the usual log-odds scale. Their exponents
can therefore also be interpreted as “odds-ratio” values on cluster membership.
In a Dirichlet regression, one can also estimate the effect of covariates on a
“precision” parameter that measures the precision of estimation. (This parameter
is named “precision” because it takes a high value when the residual variance of the
dependent variable tends to be lower.) This can be used to take into account possible
heteroscedasticity.

Table 4 presents the coefficients of the Dirichlet regression. We used the
employment cluster as the reference. To simplify our presentation, we included
only three covariates: gcseq5eq (the qualifications gained by the end of compulsory
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Table 4 Dirichlet regression of cluster membership

(T
R,
23
)-(
EM

,47
)

(F
E,
22
)-(
EM

,48
)

(F
E,
46
)-(
EM

,24
)

(F
E,
25
)-(
HE

,45
)

(S
C,
25
)-(
HE

,45
)

(T
R,
22
)-(
JL
,48
)

(Intercept) −0.14 ∗ −0.14 ∗ −0.40 ∗∗∗ −0.77 ∗∗∗ −0.92 ∗∗∗ −0.53 ∗∗∗
(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

Grammaryes 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.18 0.82 ∗∗∗ 0.16
(0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.12) (0.13)

gcse5eqyes 0.13 0.37 ∗∗∗ 0.55 ∗∗∗ 0.98 ∗∗∗ 1.06 ∗∗∗ 0.42 ∗∗∗
(0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10)

funempyes 0.10 0.06 0.13 0.09 0.04 0.26 ∗
(0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.13)

Log likelihood = 6402.14; Num. obs. = 712; Precision= 1.22∗∗∗(0.02); ∗∗∗p< 0.001, ∗∗p< 0.01, ∗p< 0.05

education: five or more GCSEs at Grades A to C, or equivalent), Grammar (grammar
school secondary education), and funemp (father unemployed at the time of the
survey).

Let us interpret the coefficient of our covariate on the membership degree
(adequacy with) or chance (if we think about probabilities) to follow the more
“at-risk” pattern “(TR,22)-(JL,48),” as opposed to employment. We observe no
significant difference between those having had a grammar school education and
those who had not. However, individuals with unemployed fathers did tend to
have a higher membership in this cluster (significant positive coefficient) than in
the employment cluster—or, if we take the “probability” interpretation, they have
a lower chance of following this pattern than the reference (employment). The
same applies to those who had the five-grade qualification (variable gcse5eq)—
probably because they are very unlikely to follow the reference employment
trajectory.

Additionally, it is often useful to understand the distinctive features of each
cluster. For crisp clustering, this can be achieved by running a logistic regression on
a dummy variable that measures cluster membership. Here, we can make use of beta
regression, which aims to model a dependent variable that lies in the [0, 1] interval
(Ferrari and Cribari-Neto 2004).3 The interpretation of the coefficient is similar to
that of the Dirichlet regression. The exponent of the coefficients can be interpreted
as an “odds-ratio” on cluster membership. Here, again, a “precision” parameter
allows us to take into account over- or under-dispersion. The results lead to similar
conclusions but further highlight that those who had the five-grade qualification
(variable gcse5eq) are very unlikely to follow the employment trajectory type of
sequence.

3Unlike logistic (binomial) regression, beta regression does not assume that the dependent variable
is a proportion (i.e., the result of a count of 0 and 1). Furthermore, it can cope with over- or under-
dispersion.
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4.4 Running the Analysis in R

The Fanny algorithm is available in the cluster package, through the fanny
function. Aside from the distance matrix diss, one needs to specify the number
of groups (argument k=7) and set the argument diss=TRUE to specify that we
provided a distance matrix and not a dataset. Finally, the value of the fuzziness
parameter r can be set through the memb.exp argument (default value of 2). The
returned object provides the membership matrix (fclust$membership) and
additional information such as quality measures or related crisp clustering.

R> ## Fuzzy clustering in 7 groups using r=1.5
R> fclust <- fanny(diss, k=7, diss=TRUE, memb.exp=1.5)
R> ## Display the resulting clustering with membership

threshold of 0.4
R> fuzzyseqplot(myseq, group=fclust$membership, type="I",

membership.threshold=0.4, sortv="membership")
R> ##Estimation of Dirichlet Regression
R> ##Dependent variable formatting
R> fmember <- DR_data(fclust$membership)
R> ## Estimation
R> bdirig <- DirichReg(fmember~var1+var2|1,

data=mydata, model="alternative")
R> ## Displaying results of Dirichlet regression
R> summary(bdirig)
R> ## Estimation of beta regression
R> breg1 <- betareg(fclust$membership[, 1]~var1+var2, data=mydata)
R> ## Displaying results
R> summary(breg1)

All the visualizations proposed here are available in the WeightedCluster
package, through the fuzzyseqplot function. The function works in the same
ways as the usual seqplot function available in TraMineR, except that the
group argument should be a membership matrix or a fanny object. Furthermore,
one can specify a membership threshold (for instance, 0.4) and whether graphics
should be weighted by membership strength. If one wants to weights the sequences
using the fuzziness parameter, one should set memb.exp to the correct value. By
default, the fuzziness parameter is not used; hence, the memb.exp=1. When using
index plots (type="I"), one can additionally set sortv="membership" to
sort the sequences in each plot according to their membership strength.

Dirichlet regression can be estimated using the DirichReg function in the
DirichletReg package (Maier 2014), while the beta regression can be computed
with the function betareg available in the betareg package (Cribari-Neto and
Zeileis 2010). For the former, the dependent variable should first be formatted using
the function DR_data before estimating the model using DirichReg. For beta
regressions, a separate regression should be estimated for each cluster. One needs
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to specify the cluster membership strength on the right-hand side of the R formula,
while adding covariates on the left-hand side as usual. In both cases, one can set a
data frame where covariates should be found, using the usual data argument.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced two alternative clustering methods, each of which has
its own strengths. We believe that property-based clustering is a very promising
sequence analysis tool. Having clustering membership rules allows one to reproduce
and validate a typology; furthermore, it significantly simplifies the interpretation of
the clustering.

Property-based clustering is also useful in understanding the underlying criteria
used by a dissimilarity measure to compare trajectories. For instance, in our example
application, all splits were made according to the overall time spent in different
states. This prevalence of duration illustrates once again that optimal matching tends
to favor duration while comparing sequences. The use of other distance measures
such as those reviewed in Studer and Ritschard (2016) or those introduced in this
bundle in Collas (2018) or Bison and Scalcon (2018) would lead to the selection
of other properties. For instance, sequence pattern properties would probably be
selected by using a distance sensitive to sequencing, such as SVRspell (Elzinga and
Studer 2015).

On the other hand, fuzzy clustering has been seldom used in sequence analysis.
Nonetheless, the method should be useful in many situations. First, in many cases,
exact cluster membership is doubtful (Warren et al. 2015). Fuzzy clustering allows
one to relax the assumption that cluster memberships have been correctly retrieved
by the cluster analysis; it does so by allowing multiple cluster memberships. This is
also an interesting perspective from a sociological viewpoint, as trajectories might
be influenced by several trajectory types. Second, in fuzzy clustering, membership is
thought to be gradual; this too is interesting from a social science perspective. Some
trajectories might be more typical of a type than others.

The aim of this study was to develop tools by which to facilitate the use,
interpretation, and analysis of both clustering methods. However, further application
of these methods is still needed to fully assess their strengths and weaknesses
with regards to sequence analysis. We believe that this study is a first step in that
direction.
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From 07.00 to 22.00: A Dual-Earner
Couple’s Typical Day in Italy

Old Questions and New Evidence from Social Sequence
Analysis

Ivano Bison and Alessandro Scalcon

1 Introduction

How do dual-earner couples organize their workdays and how do they
(de)synchronize their daily activities? These are the questions that we address
in this paper using a multichannel sequence analysis approach. Our purpose is
to consider the couples’ division of work-family activities in holistic terms by
setting it within the context of everyday life, that is, the overall temporal pattern of
combination of His and Her multiple activities.1

Our multichannel approach is based on a Lexicographic Index (Bison 2011) that
seeks to overcome some optimal matching limits of sequence analysis (Bison 2009).
The case-study concerns Italian dual-earner couples and uses data from the Italian
Time Use Survey 2008 (Istat 2011).

We know that for dual-earner couples the risk of experiencing a certain “lack
of family time” is higher than for other couples (Saraceno 2012), due to the
combination and the rigidity of His and Her work constraints. The spouses of
these couples face various challenges: according to their working schedules, they
are required to find the right amount of time for their family—i.e. housework,
childcare and other non-paid work—as well as with their family—i.e. desirable

1We immediately point out that, in this paper, we only consider heterosexual couples, because of
the limitations of the Italian Time Use Survey questionnaire. Moreover, we stress that the choice
of using the male pronoun before the female one is perfectly conscious: to make the reading easier,
we needed to follow a single criterion and we decided to cite the spouses following the order of
records in our data files, i.e. male-female.
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and shared activities, such as free time—integrating collective needs with individual
ones. In other words, the time scarcity of dual-earner couples obliges them to adopt a
complementary strategy (Mansour and McKinnish 2014) in order to reconcile their
multiple family needs of “production” and “consumption”, while preserving their
personal satisfaction with work and daily life. The two individual careers have to
coexist with a third one: family life.

In this scenario, an important component of a dual-earner couple’s strategy
is synchronization/desynchronization. For instance, previous studies show that a
certain degree of desynchronization of working schedules may be a useful solution
for partners because it can promote a more equal division of housework and child
care (Presser 1994; Chenu and Robinson 2002; Lesnard 2008; Naldini and Saraceno
2011). At the same time, it is recognized that a certain degree of synchronization
in work commitments can encourage the partners to spend time together in other
desirable activities (Hamermesh 2002; Lesnard 2008).

More generally, looking at (de)synchronizations is important because they reveal
a latent behavioral pattern of different work-family specializations and suggest new
explanations for the continuing persistence of gender inequalities in the division
of work-family activities. The study of (de)synchronizations could enable identifi-
cation of multiple equilibria (Esping-Andersen et al. 2013). According to Esping-
Andersen and colleagues, such study could reveal different behavioral patterns
of work-family specializations—(i) egalitarian, (ii) unstable and (iii) traditional—
resulting from systematic co-action by different generative mechanisms, both
symbolic-cultural (e.g. Berk 1985; West and Zimmerman 1987) and economic-
material (e.g. Becker 1964; Coverman 1985; Manser and Brown 1980).

How do we measure (de)synchronizations? There are two radically different
main approaches: time budgets—the dominant approach in the time use literature—
and sequence analysis.

In the former approach, we measure (de)synchronizations as the amount of time
in which both the spouses have or have not done an activity at the same time or have
or have not spent that time together in the same place. Thus, we obtain synchronicity
ratios or percentages. However, in this way nothing is known about when the activity
schedules overlap. This is a crucial limitation for two main reasons.

First, time is socially structured, and so too are social rhythms and constraints.
Hence, being simultaneously at work at 10 a.m. or 10 p.m. has radically different
impacts on a couple’s daily life. Furthermore, different timings in working schedules
may have radically different impacts on daily life if combined with other time
demanding features, like for instance the institutional constraints of children’s
schedules (e.g. school hours).

Second, take the case of a full-time shift perfectly synchronized with a part-time
afternoon shift: by considering only the duration of the overlap, we will mistakenly
classify it as a highly desynchronized working schedule. However, such kinds of
structural desynchronization—due simply to differences in duration—should not be
compared with hypothetical other kinds with the same off-scheduling amount but
different and more complex organization during the day (Nock and Kingston 1984).
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According to Lesnard (2008), if we know little about how family time is daily
balanced with work time for both spouses, this is mainly because we are used to
adopting the too simplistic approach of the dominant time-budget perspective. To
date, scholars have underestimated the importance of daily scheduling, while paying
more attention to total amounts of time (Lesnard 2008). They have traditionally
acquired time budget information related to different daily activities, but these
should be seen in a holistic perspective that makes it possible to study the couple’s
days as a whole, avoiding the manipulation of time as if it were clay.

An alternative to the time-budget approach is sequence analysis (Lesnard 2008).
According to Hallberg (2003), “while the traditional time allocation model typically
studies the total time spent in, e.g., market work, over a day or a week, it provides
little or no insight into the temporal pattern of time-use and therefore, potentially,
misses a vital part of the mechanisms underlying empirical observations”. A
sequence analysis of time-use would evidence the routine aspects of daily life,
as well as the couples’ projects (Hagerstrand 1982), the performance of their
complementary strategy across several daily constraints and unexpected events
(Hellgren 2014). Finally, the analysis of time-use temporal patterns—instead of time
budgets—seems more relevant in the study of the daily strategies and behaviors of
a couple (Hallberg 2003).

We have pointed out that in order to understand the complexity of work-family
balance strategies, it is necessary to study the couple’s daily time-use pattern as a
whole and in a more holistic way by adopting a multichannel sequence analysis
approach. In the following section, we introduce the Lexicographic Index used to
measure the resemblance between multinomial sequences. Section 3 sets out the
data and methods. Section 4 presents the main statistical and graphical results of
this study. Finally, Sect. 5 is devoted to summing up the main findings.

2 The Lexicographic Index

There are three main problems with current techniques used to compute the
distances among sequences. One derives from the way in which similarity between
two sequences is defined (Abbott and Tsay 2000; Wu 2000; Dijkstra and Taris 1995;
Elzinga 2003; Bison 2009); the second is how to handle multinomial sequences
(Abbott 1990); the third is how to treat a multichannel sequence as a whole
(Gauthier et al. 2010).

Here we present an alternative method for computing distances among
sequences. The lexicographic index (Bison 2011) is based on the sorting order
of two different modes of observing events in a binary sequence. The first order is
given by duration, that is the quantity of time, and is therefore based on the total
number of observed events u in the sequence x. The second order is timing, that
is when this event happens, i.e. the ‘places’ sk (k = 1, . . . , u) in the sequence
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when 1 occurs.2 For instance, we may have only three binary sequences of length
3 and u = 1. They differ according to when the event occurred; at time t1, t2 or
t3. Hence, we may order these sequences [100], [010] and [001] according to the
time order of events. Because the nature of the sorting order is double, the proposed
index consists of two distinct parts.

The first part, d ′(x), ranging from 0 to 1, takes account of the duration and
therefore the different amounts of realization u recorded in the sequence:

d ′(x) = u/T for u > 0 and 0 for u = 0 (1)

where T is the length of the sequence.
The second part, d ′′(x), ranging from 0 to 1, takes account of timing and therefore

the different numbers of combinations displayed by the sequences with variation in
the amount of time. It is

d ′′(x) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 for u = 0
(
T
u

)

(
T
u

) + 1

1 + (
T
u

) − [(
Bu

Cu

) − ∑u
k=1

(
Bk

Ck

) − (
Ak

Ck

)]

(
T
u

) for 0 < u < T

1 for u = T

(2)

where Ak is the exact position of sk in the sequence, Bk is the last position that sk
can occupy within the sequence, and Ck is the first position that sk can occupy. For
example, for sequence [0101], with T = 4 and u = 2, we have: for s1 the exact
place of the first 1 is A1 = 2, the last position is B1 = 3 and the first position
is C1 = 1; for s2 the exact place of the second 1 is A2 = 4, the last position is
B2 = 4 and the first position is C2 = 2, the value of d ′′([0101]) is 0.285714 and is
obtained as

4!
2!(4−2)!
4!

2!(4−2)! + 1

1 + 4!
2!(4−2)! −

(
4!

2!(4−2)! − ( 3!
1!(3−1)! − 2!

1!(2−1)! + 4!
2!(4−2)! − 4!

2!(4−2)!
))

4!
2!(4−2)!

.

In turn, these two indices are the coordinates of the sequence in a bi-dimensional
space and the distance between two binary sequences (xi, x�) is the Euclidean
distance between a couple of lexicographic indices

r(xi, x�) =
√

(
d ′(xi) − d ′(x�)

)2 + (
d ′′(xi) − d ′′(x�)

)2
. (3)

2Duration and timing are two of the three aspects identified by Studer and Ritschard (2016) as
mattering in sequence comparison. Here, we do not pay attention to the third one, sequencing,
which is not a concern for studying (de)synchronization.
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Passing from a binary sequence to a multinomial sequence is easy. Just as a
qualitative variable of m modality can be represented by m dummy variables,
so a multinomial sequence of alphabet Q can be represented by |Q| binary
sequences xq with values 0–1. For example, the sequence x = [123321] and
alphabet Q = {1, 2, 3} can be represented by the following three binary sequences
x1 = [100001]; x2 = [010010]; x3 = [001100]. To each of these binary
sequences it is possible to apply the lexicographic index and compute the coor-
dinates {d ′

q(xq); d ′′
q (xq)}. The multinomial sequence x is therefore described by a

vector of real numbers. The distance between two multinomial sequences (xi, x�)

is the Euclidean distance between their transformations {d ′(xiq); d ′′(xiq)} and
{d ′(x�q); d ′′(x�q)}. Formally, it is:

r ′(xi, x�) =

√
√
√
√
√

|Q|∑

q=1

(
d ′(xiq) − d ′(x�q)

)2 + (
d ′′(xiq) − d ′′(x�q)

)2
. (4)

We conclude this section of the paper by briefly discussing the index just
presented. Firstly, it is not a comparison between the sequences that defines their
distance. The index has a known beginning and end; each point is univocal and
identifies one and only one combination of states in sequence. Two sequences which
differ in the position of only one element will have different positions. From every
point one can retrace the exact sequence that has produced it. A second characteristic
of the index concerns its output. Each value of the index, in fact, can be conceived
as a coordinate in the space of the multinomial sequence. This characteristic enables
the researcher to adopt different methods to calculate the distance, but also to define
forms of space other than Euclidean. Furthermore, the third characteristic is the
natural way in which to handle multichannel sequences.

3 The Data, Their Organization and the Coding of the
Activities in a Multichannel Approach

The goal of our analysis was to discover how 873 Italian dual-earner couples
organized their daily activities during a typical work day from Monday to Friday.We
used data from the Italian Time Use Survey 2008 (Istat 2011). We considered time-
use diaries of dual-earner couples’ activities (His and Her) from 7.00 to 22.00.3

Each daily activity was observed every 10 min, and the data files for the sequence
analysis consisted of 873 pairs of sequences, one for Him and one for Her, with

3Excluded from the sample were: (a) couples living with other couples (parents or others); (b)
couples that filled in the questionnaire on different days, or during the weekend; (c) couples with
incomplete information by one or both of the spouses; and, (d) couples in which his or her age was
over 65.
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a total of 90 points in time. Each couples of rows of this file corresponded to a
cohabitation, while each variable corresponded to 10 min of observation and each
cell of the row/column intersection stated the activities of Him or Her at time t .

In order to simplify the analysis, six different groups of activity were considered:
Sleep; personal care—i.e. having a shower, eating, etc. (P.Care); paid work (Work);
moving—any kind (Move); unpaid work—i.e. housework, child care, repair, etc.
(H.Care); free time and other activities with or without others (F.Time).

Having defined the six daily macro-activities, the next step was to establish
how to codify the daily activities of Him and Her in the couple. In this case,
His activities and Her activities interact in time to give rise to the couple’s daily
activities. Taken individually, each of these two sequences takes the form of a
series of mutually exclusive episodes. The problem is therefore how to codify two
interacting sequences composed of a plurality of mutually exclusive events. To date,
all the solutions proposed have been based on the generation of events combinations
(Pollock 2007; Gauthier et al. 2010; Aisenbrey and Fasang 2017): that is, on the
construction of a single sequence that combines the states of Him and Her.

This operation has several consequences. Firstly, as Abbott pointed out, using
combinations of events requires one to pay “. . . the price of losing all information
about the temporal ‘shape’ of events—their duration and their intensity in terms
of producing occurrence—in short their time horizon” (Abbott 1990, p. 146).
Secondly, there is the risk that distinct time-use patterns will be tied together,
although the order of causality may be bi-directional.

There are various reasons to believe that daily activities of Him and Her cannot
be reduced to a simple combination of states. Internally, moreover, each sequence
consists of states regulated by their own mechanisms which operate differently in
defining the timing and duration of each individual episode. For instance, consider
the mechanisms that underlie the regulation of the states of free time and housework.
In the former case, it is the working time that mainly regulates the time spent on
these two activities; in the latter, we should expect a stronger interaction between
gender roles.

It is therefore possible to hypothesize that the sequences of Him and Her—
and the states of which they are composed—have their own underlying generative
mechanisms which establish the timing and duration of episodes. These generative
mechanisms work independently of each other and interact in time: they stand in
a coexistence relationship. Finally, the couple’s daily activities are the result of
a complex process of co-action between two sequences, that of Him and that of
Her, regulated by different generative mechanisms resulting from the co-action
between different states. Consequently, reducing everything to a combination of
events means loss of a large part of information about the temporal ‘shape’ of events.

A couple’s daily activities, or more correctly the couple sequences analyzed here,
are therefore configured by the co-action of two multinomial sequences composed
of mutually exclusive episodes. By extending the proposed application of the
Lexicographical Index (see Sect. 2) to this case-study, 12 binary sequences can be
defined, six for His states and six for Her states, each one of length t = 90, that
is, the overall number of points of observation. The couple sequence is defined as a
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point in a 24-dimension space whose coordinates are the 24 lexicographic indexes
defining the respective sequences of Him and Her. The distance between two couple
sequences is given by the Euclidean distance between the two points of the two
sequences in the 24-dimension space.

The coordinates defined for all 873 couples were analyzed using a k-means
cluster algorithm.4 The joint exam of the scree plot (Makles 2012) of the kink in
the curve generated from the within sum of squares (WSS), the η2 coefficient (0.43)
and the proportional reduction of error, suggests that seven is the optimal number of
groups drawn from a set of 20 cluster solutions with random starting points.

4 From 7.00 to 22.00: A Typical Working Day
of a Dual-Earner Couple in Italy

It is not news that the everyday life of a dual-earner couple is complex. It involves
a long and difficult schedule of: waking up, having a shower, breakfast, taking the
car-bus-train, going to work, beginning work, lunch, resuming work, coming back
home, then housework and family/child care for Her, relaxation for Him, dinner, and
at the end of the day, before they go to sleep, some leisure activity. Overall (Fig. 1),
this was also the typical daily routine followed by our 873 Italian dual-earner
couples from 7.00 to 22.00. Looking at the most frequent activity combinations
in the morning, at 7.00, 75.0% of couples were involved in personal care or going
to work. From 8:00am to 6:00pm all the couples were at work.5 At 6:00pm, the
couples started to be desynchronized: She was engaged in housework/children care;
meanwhile He continued to work until 7.00pm. From 7.00pm to 7.30pm, He had
some free-time activities, while She continued her housework activity. Finally,
together, they had dinner and engaged in free-time activities.

Differences in the spouses’ daily time-budgets for each activity (Table 1) also
confirm a well-known finding on the unequal gender division of work-family
activities (Gershuny and Robinson 1988; Raley et al. 2012; Craig et al. 2014).
For instance, on average, She spends 2 and a half hours more than her partner on
housework and childcare, while He spends 1 h and a half more than his partner on
paid work.

However, the timing of this daily organization changes when we move from
general into the seven clusters. In this case, there emerges a more composite
picture of daily life, where “multiple equilibria” (Esping-Andersen et al. 2013) of
time allocation during a typical workday and (de)synchronization strategies jointly
explain the dual-earner couple’s patterns of time use. The average time activities
(Table 1) show a clear difference in the time spent on each activity by Him and Her
within partners and among clusters.

4Our distance measure between sequences could as well be used for clustering with the property-
based and fuzzy methods addressed by Studer (2018) in this bundle.
5The absence of a break for lunch does not mean that spouses do not eat; only that, overall, there
is not a common time interval for lunch due to the different work schedules.
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Fig. 1 Modal sequence graphs of the (de)synchronized patterns of His/Her activities (labels show
Him activity/Her activity in that order)

Moreover, on shifting the focus to the schedules of each activity, the modal
sequence graphs6 (Fig. 1), give us a clearer picture of how the strategies of dual-
earner time-use change over time in a typical workday. Both within the spouses
and among the clusters the differences in time-use (Fig. 1) mainly occur in the
second part of the workday. Until noon the couple’s everyday lives are quite
“synchronized”. Him and Her show differences in the afternoon, when fewer women
than men are at work and when the women shift their activities from paid to unpaid
work (housework, child care, etc.). In other words, gender inequalities in the work-
family balance are generally set in the afternoon.

6For each cluster and for each point-in-time, the most frequent activities combination was
identified. On this criterion, only 16 of all the 36 (six for each spouse) possible combinations
were found to be frequently performed by the couples, suggesting a certain routine by couples in
everyday life.
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Table 1 Mean time (in hours:minutes) spent on each activity, by cluster

Sleep Personal Care Paid Work Unpaid Work Moving Free Time
Cluster M M M M M MW W W W W W N

(A) 01:04 00:44 02:02 01:58 07:27 06:09 01:10 03:27 01:17 01:19 02:00 01:24 108
(B) 00:04 00:03 01:50 01:49 07:26 06:30 01:51 03:51 01:23 01:18 02:27 01:28 158
(C) 00:14 00:11 02:06 02:01 07:58 06:16 01:13 03:30 01:42 01:26 01:47 01:36 67
(D) 00:03 00:38 02:09 02:01 08:38 06:07 00:50 03:35 01:18 01:17 02:02 01:23 99
(E) 00:51 00:02 02:10 01:53 07:46 06:58 01:05 03:25 01:14 01:24 01:55 01:18 129
(F) 00:08 00:08 02:08 01:51 08:45 06:07 00:30 03:59 01:24 01:18 02:05 01:37 179
(G) 00:01 00:00 02:02 01:50 08:32 07:28 01:08 03:15 01:35 01:38 01:42 00:49 133
Total 00:19 00:13 02:03 01:54 08:06 06:32 01:06 03:37 01:24 01:23 02:02 01:22 873
F test 31.5** 42.5** 3.6** 1.6 12.9** 8.6** 18.9** 2.8* 3.1** 3.9** 4.3** 6.9**

Note: *p< 0.1, ** p< 0.05, *** p< 0.01

Hence, the preliminary results seem to suggest that, on the one hand, gender
specializations in different activities can assume different meanings when contextu-
alized in the whole day and, on the other hand, that the partners’ daily life seems to
develop with socially shared, recognized, and identifiable patterns of combined time
use. This insight raises two further questions. The first is how these patterns result
from a complex process of adaptation to both work-social-family constraints and
individual needs. The second question concerns how the daily times are combined
by spouses, and how their performed combinations are random instead of being
regulated by common generative mechanisms.

In order to investigate the complex process of adaptation of dual-earner couples’
daily time organization, we ran a multinomial logistic regression model to verify
if such patterns resulted from working-social-familial and individual constraints
(Table 2). For this analysis, we used information about the couple’s educational
qualifications, social class, economic sector, and the presence of children.7

A joint reading of the modal multichannel sequence graphs (Fig. 1), the multino-
mial logistic regression parameters (Table 2) and the margins estimated probability
(Table 3) quite clearly shows what are the (de)synchronization strategies adopted by
couples and what may be the hidden generative mechanisms (Hallberg 2003). We
highlight the importance of the presence of children, work sector and the educational
level in explaining the cluster differences (Table 2).

Three different forms of time-use organization are highlighted by the graphs
(Fig. 1). The first is characterized by a general synchronization of the spouses’

7Educational qualifications were classified as: (1) compulsory level—elementary school certificate
(including no educational qualifications) and lower-secondary school certificate (including 2-to-
3 year vocational certificates); (2) upper-secondary school diploma (including post-secondary
diplomas); and, (3) university degree (including postgraduate qualifications). Social class was
classified according to the EGP scale: (I+II) Service class; professionals, administrators, and
managers; (IIIa) Routine non manual workers; (IVabc) Petty bourgeoisie; Farmers; (VI+VIIab)
Skilled and non-skilled workers; Agricultural Labourers. The economic sector (agriculture and
industry, private services and public services) of the couple was the combination of the main job
sector of Him and Her. The couple’s educational level (and social class) is defined as the highest
educational level (social class position) between the spouses.
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Table 2 Multinomial logistic regression on the seven clusters by presence of children and sector,
level of education and social class of couple. (Jackknife replication). Reference cluster (A)

B C D E F G

Children (ref. No child)

Children 0–14 0.72** 0.15 0.13 0.66* 0.52 0.92***

Children 14+ 0.84** −0.17 0.52 0.54 0.82** 0.93**

Sector (ref. both Industry)

Both priv. services −2.22*** −1.47** −1.62** −1.61** −2.58*** −1.89***

Both pub. services −0.38 −0.39 −1.60* −0.92 −1.23 −1.45*

He industry & −0.84 −0.70 −1.08 −1.25 −1.12 −1.78**

She pub. services

He priv. services & −1.39* −1.16 −0.66 −0.45 −1.10 −1.44*

She pub. services

Others −1.24* −1.23* −0.99 −0.85 −1.58** −0.97

Education (ref. University)

Upper-secondary 0.73** 1.11** 0.72* 0.18 0.77** 0.88**

school diploma

Compulsory 0.24 0.56 0.54 −0.04 0.75* 0.88*

Social class (ref. I+II)

IIIa 1.29** −0.99* 0.03 0.65 0.36 0.67

IVabc 0.90 −0.62 −0.59 0.71 0.25 −0.47

VI+VIIab 1.93** −0.23 0.20 1.25** 0.64 −0.04

Constant −0.73 0.37 0.43 −0.10 0.59 0.00

Note: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01; Pseudo R2 = 0.05

different activities during the day. This maximally “egalitarian” (Esping-Andersen
et al. 2013) gender participation in unpaid work seems able to preserve the free
time of the spouses. Couples in clusters (A) and (B) are associated with the highest
synchronization levels.

These dual-earner couples are characterized by a tertiary educational level for
couples in cluster (A) and a secondary educational level for those in cluster (B)
(Table 3). Thus, a low educational level seems to be an obstacle to an egalitarian
strategy of synchronization.

What distinguishes the two clusters is the presence of children (Table 2), which
increases the probability of being a member of cluster (B), while the couples in
cluster (A) are more likely to be without a child. There are also differences of
occupational sector and class between the couples in clusters (A) and (B). Couples
in cluster (A) work in the private services sector, while those in cluster (B) are
mainly employed in the public services sector. At the same time, couples in cluster
(B) are mainly employees (IIIa or VI + VIIab), while in cluster (A) they are more
likely to be self-employed (I + II or IVabc).

This particular combination of characteristics—and constraints—creates syn-
chronized couples’ patterns (Fig. 1). However, there are some substantive differ-
ences. In cluster (B), the spouses seem to have breakfast together before going
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Table 3 Predictive margins probability (in percentage) on the seven clusters by presence of
children, sector, level of education and social class of couple. Marginal effects at reference profile∗

A B C D E F G

Children (ref. No child)

Children 0–14 7.9 7.8 13.2 13.8 13.7 23.9 19.8

Children 14+ 7.1 7.8 8.6 18.4 11.0 29.2 18.0

Sector (ref. both Industry)

Both priv. services 46.3 2.4 15.4 14.1 8.4 6.4 7.0

Both pub. services 26.7 8.8 26.1 8.3 9.6 14.2 6.3

He industry & She pub. services 28.9 6.0 20.7 15.1 7.5 17 4.9

He priv. services & She pub. services 26.4 3.2 11.9 21.1 15.2 15.9 6.3

Others 30.6 4.3 12.9 17.5 11.8 11.4 11.6

Education (ref. University)

Upper-secondary school diploma 5.9 5.8 25.8 18.7 6.4 23.1 14.3

Compulsory 7.2 4.4 18.2 19.1 6.2 27.5 17.4

Social class (ref. I + II)

IIIa 9.0 15.6 4.8 14.2 15.5 23.4 17.5

IVabc 11.6 13.7 9.1 9.9 21.4 27.1 7.3

VI + VIIab 6.7 22.2 7.7 12.6 21.3 23.0 6.5

Reference profilea 12.2 5.9 17.7 18.8 11.0 22.1 12.3
aReference profile: Children (No child), Sector (both Industry), Education (University), Social class
(I + II)

to work and starting it synchronically. They both stop working quite early in the
afternoon, favored probably by their kind of job and the economic sector in which
they are employed. At 17:00 She is already at home, while He comes back at 17:40.
Thereafter, both the spouses spend the rest of the day at home, doing housework and
childcare before having dinner together and, finally, enjoying most of their free time
synchronically. The only second part of the day in which they are not synchronized
is the one immediately after dinner, when She postpones her free time for 20 min
due to housework (Fig. 1).

In cluster (A) the absence of children and the type of work (self-employment
in the private services sector) would seem to explain why the couples start their
day in a manner differently from the others (Fig. 1). Both the spouses wake up
together, and later than the couples in other clusters. They also have breakfast at
the same time. Then He leaves the house while She quickly tides up before going to
work. Job commitments fill equally most of their daily time. Moreover, their lunch
and dinners are synchronized. Finally, the extent of their job commitments and the
parallel absence of children seem to pull the spouses in cluster (A) directly to free
and leisure time.8

8The absence of housework does not mean that spouses do not perform any housework. Simply,
they are more likely to do it in a non-regular way, during brief and scattered moments of spare time.
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Cluster (C) falls—although not completely—within the synchronized time-use
patterns (Fig. 1). Couples in this cluster have some features in common with those
of cluster (A). In particular, like dual-earner couples (A), those in cluster (C) are
more likely to be childless. They also are mainly members of the upper class (I+II)
(Table 3).

Cluster (C) has some characteristics in common with clusters (A) and (B) also
in terms of daily time organization, even if its pattern ends with a longer tail of
synchronized personal care: spouses may still be having dinner together at the end
of the observation (22:00). However, what really makes cluster (C) unique is the
time organization around lunch. While for cluster (B), there is no specific time for
lunch, and for cluster (A) the time interval for lunch is well defined between two
work ‘segments’, for cluster (C) the break from work is longer for Her. Moreover,
around a certain synchronized lunch-time, there is a certain desynchronization due
to His work commitments and Her housework tasks. Finally, before going back to
work, She is even able to spend a short time relaxing. Here, the sequence of activity
combinations around lunch is much more chaotic, fragmented and desynchronized
compared with the clusters (A) and (B). However, except for this desynchronized
part of the day, probably due to different work commitments, the rest of the day is
mainly synchronized.

Alongside the synchronized patterns other desynchronized daily time-use pat-
terns emerge. These strategies of desynchronization seem to be specialized into two
forms, on the basis of the kind of tasks sequentially performed and combined by the
two spouses during the day.

The first kind of strategy is called functionally desynchronized. Here, gender
differences in activities-in-time appear to be an adaptation to structural desyn-
chronization (Nock and Kingston 1984) of His and Her working schedules. The
difference in work duration between men and women appears to produce a
counterbalancing force by which—at the end of the work day—She ‘compensates’
the different spread of paid-work commitments of Him with unpaid work, in a quite
calibrated way that preserves the free time of both the spouses. The gender division
of work-family activities is “unstable” (Esping-Andersen et al. 2013), mostly due to
“structural constraints” of the partners’ working schedules.

Couples in clusters (D) and (E) are associated with the clearest functionally
desynchronized patterns. For both clusters, Her working schedule is shifted forward
in the afternoon (Fig. 1) and in most cases at least one spouse of these dual-earner
couples is employed in the public sector. The most important differences between
these couples is that (D) do not have a child while (E) do so (Table 2).

In cluster (D), He starts work much earlier than Her. On the other hand, She
spends more time on personal care before going out to work. The probable absence
of children may be helpful in this regard. At the end of the workday, these spouses
come back home later and synchronically. Once at home, they desynchronize

Moreover, they may not necessarily do the housework every day, maybe postponing the chores to
the weekend.
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themselves again (Fig. 1) and while He takes a break to relax, She does some
housework. It seems that there is some sort of compensation of daily time activities:
He starts work much earlier than Her in the morning, and the gendered housework
at the end of the day seems useful in establishing the balance, before dinner. Finally,
they both eat and relax together (Fig. 1).

In the time-use pattern (E), She wakes up a little before Him, probably because of
the young children’s demands. They have breakfast together before going to work,
and they start working synchronically. In the afternoon, She leaves the workplace
much earlier than Him, perhaps in order to devote herself again to childcare
and housework. After His return from work, they eat together, before spending
synchronous free time. Again, the clear non-cooperation of Him in the household
tasks may be due to the evident spread of work commitments during the whole day.

The second desynchronizations strategy is what we call traditional. Here, the
couple’s distribution of activities during the day does not seem to follow any
compensatory mechanism. The overall desynchronization seems to be weakly
linked to the “structure” of the spouses’ work commitments (Nock and Kingston
1984). Conversely, it appears to be an outcome of a more “traditional” gender
attitude to the work-family balance. Here, the result is a marked overload in
paid/unpaid work for women (Mattingly and Blanchi 2003), with stronger evidence
of the gendered leisure gap (Beblo and Robledo 2008).

Couples in clusters (F) and (G) are characterized by the presence of younger
children, a low level of education, mainly compulsory level, and are mainly
employed in the industrial sector. There are some differences in job features: couples
in cluster (G) are mainly members of the white collar middle class (IIIa), while
those in cluster (F) are mainly members of the petty bourgeoisie (IVabc). Moreover,
cluster (G) shows a relatively high presence of couples where He works in the
industrial sector and She in the public sector or He does so in the private sector
and She in the public sector.

The time-use pattern of cluster (F) is apparently similar to that of cluster
(E). In fact, She comes back home before Him and deals with domestic chores.
However, compared with cluster (E) we note a greater extension of Her household
commitments, from the early afternoon until the evening, when He has already
finished his workhours. Thus, on one hand the desynchronization seems functional
for the long time spent by Him at work; on the other hand, this couple’s time-
use pattern does not show any cooperative or compensatory forms of time-use
organization between the spouses (Fig. 1).

Last but not least, cluster (G) is certainly the maximum expression of the
traditional desynchronization. The time-use pattern (G) describes a couple in which
everything is on Her shoulders. The delay of the exit from home is followed by a
long journey to work. Then, she continues to work until the late afternoon. Finally,
when both the spouses return home, He takes a break and rests, while She continues
to do housework and child care. The only synchronized moment in the final part of
this couple’s pattern is when they have dinner. Among all the time-use patterns, this
is certainly the one with the highest level of gender inequality in regard to the daily
work-family balance challenge (Fig. 1).
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5 Conclusions

In the introduction of this paper, we pointed out the importance of adopting a multi-
channel sequence analysis approach to gain better understanding of the complexity
of the work-family balance through holistic study of dual-earner couples’ daily time
use as an overall pattern. At the end of this paper, it is evident that the sequence
analysis of time use diaries provides a rather clear and meaningful representation
of the main patterns of the everyday organization of Italian dual-earner couples.
The analysis shows the clear co-action of multiple generative mechanisms that
give shape and relevance to each of seven patterns and define different forms
of (de)synchronization in the everyday-life organization of both individuals and
couples.

These patterns are attributable to three different strategies for organization of
daily activities, and three types of equilibria (Esping-Andersen et al. 2013) within
the family. In fact, these patterns describe three sets of work-family equilibrium
strategies performed by dual-earner couples, with different expected levels of
desirability. The first defines the synchronization strategies (clusters A, B and C).
Hence, the housework division by gender is “egalitarian” because both partners
participate in the housework and are able to share most of the free time available.
The second defines the functional desynchronization strategies (clusters D and
E). The division of housework by gender is “unstable” (Esping-Andersen et al.
2013) mostly because of “structural constraints” of the partners’ work schedules
(Nock and Kingston 1984). Nevertheless, the behavior of Him and Her reflects a
collaborative complementarity which still tends to preserve the free time of both.
The third pattern defines the traditional desynchronization strategies (clusters F and
G). Partners are characterized by an unequal division of housework. They exhibit
the classic features of a “traditional” equilibrium where the woman has heavy
overexposure to home/child care tasks and limited free time availability (Mattingly
and Blanchi 2003; Beblo and Robledo 2008).

The close relations with certain household features (the presence of children and
the couple’s level of education, social class and job sector) support the contention
that such behaviors and patterns result, on the one hand, from the internal bargaining
among each couple conditioned by the cultural-economic characteristics of the
partners themselves, and, on the other, by external social constraints.9

The time-use patterns result from the complex co-action among individual,
family and social factors whose combination defines the relevance and the shape of
patterns. The time balance within His and Her activities, as well as its configuration
across the day, is not random; rather, it changes according to multiple latent factors.

Dual-earner couples package their daily life mainly in accordance with their
work and its schedules, and therefore mainly the type of job and the economic
sector (Hamermesh 2002; Warren 2003; Lesnard 2008). Moreover, the analyses

9The solutions of these particular couples in daily scheduling affected the spouses’ level of
satisfaction as an outcome of daily life quality. For details see Bison and Scalcon (2016).
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show that this time packaging changes in relation to the presence of children. We
observed that the presence of children (especially young ones) introduces elements
of desynchronization and specialization within the couples. The impact of young
children, however, may differ according to both the couples’ work schedules and
their gendered attitudes to work-family activities. According to such a view, the
last factor is the couples’ level of education. We can assume it as a proxy for the
predisposition towards egalitarian gender attitudes (Hakim 2003; Oláh et al. 2014).
Not by chance, the most “egalitarian” strategies of synchronization are performed
by high-educated couples, while the most “traditional” strategies of not functional
desynchronization are performed by couples with a low level of education.

In conclusion, the presence of children, the level of education, and job character-
istics are three dimensions that contribute to defining the patterns of couples’ daily
activities, already constrained by several social rhythms (i.e. school hours; lunch
and dinner time; shop opening hours; etc.).
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Measuring Sequence Quality

Anna Manzoni and Irma Mooi-Reci

1 Introduction: The Quality of Binary Sequences
of Successes and Failures

Examination of binary sequences, that is, sequences containing only two distinct
characters, each of which represents a class of separate states or events of the process
observed, is of key interest in social science research. Binary sequences, which can
be seen as a series of positive versus negative characters – that is, of successes versus
failures – are abundant in health and applied social science research. For instance, in
the study of the course of a therapy, patients may show several kinds of unfavorable
reactions, the failures, as well as various kinds of positive reactions, the successes.
Similarly, pupils may make various kinds of mistakes, as a result, for example, of
failures of the teaching process; alternatively, they may produce correct responses,
the successes of the teaching process. Yet, another example refers to individuals’
labor market careers, which can be represented as the succession of favorable and
unfavorable labor market states; employment and vocational training, for example,
can be considered as successes, while unemployment and inactivity as failures.

The presence of successes and the absence of failures defines the quality of
a sequence. Over the course of the treatment, therapy quality is higher when
the patient’s unfavorable reactions – the failures – gradually disappear from the
gamut of observed behaviors; the teaching quality is higher when inadequate
responses disappear from the pupil’s repertoire; and career quality improves if
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unemployment is overcome by finding stable employment. However, available
techniques to quantify sequence quality have been lacking with existing measures
focusing predominantly on the comparison of ordered sequences (Abbott 1995) or
the variability of sequences (Elzinga and Liefbroer 2007). Brzinsky-Fay (2007) and
Gabadinho et al. (2011) already recognize the need of such a measure and make
an attempt to quantify the quality of sequences. Our study builds on and expands
this knowledge by proposing a new method which distinguishes between states of
differing quality, that is, states with different characteristics. We operationalize the
concept of positive and negative states, which define successful and less successful
sequences, and take into account the variation in the frequency, duration, and
recency of successes and failures over the course of a trajectory. We interpret binary
sequences as series of Successes (S) and Failures (F ) and encode them as strings
consisting of the characters S and F . Of course, the quality or successfulness,
of a therapy may also depend on various characteristics of the therapist, the
therapy, and the patient; the quality of teaching may depend on the teacher, the
teaching instructions, or the pupil; the quality of a career may depend on individual
characteristics of the worker, or labor market opportunities, among other factors.
Hence, in many situations, it would be interesting to model the quality of a binary
sequence in terms of one or more independent variables.

In Sects. 2 and 3, we briefly review existing methods to compare and describe
trajectories, outline elementary requirements of our proposed measure of sequence
quality, and discuss its properties. Next, we show an application of our measure to
model the quality of labor market careers. In doing so, we provide a direct test
of unemployment “scarring” theories that expect the number, duration, and the
most recent spell of unemployment to largely determine the path of subsequent
employment career quality due to human capital depreciation and signaling pro-
cesses (Arulampalam 2001; Mooi-Reci and Ganzeboom 2015). Specifically, we
ask to what degree unemployment is negatively associated with the quality of
one’s future employment career, and at what rate, if at all, previously unemployed
individuals eventually recover from it. Using data from the Household, Income, and
Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) Survey, we investigate the evolution of
employment career quality after the occurrence of an initial spell of unemployment
and as a function of an individual’s attributes. We conclude with a discussion of
potential extensions to our measure.

2 Common Methods for Studying Sequence Trajectories

Sequence analysis has advanced rapidly in the last few decades, and several
developments have been proposed, among which extensions of Optimal Matching
(Abbott 1995) based on alignment techniques (e.g., Lesnard 2008, 2010; Stark
and Vedres 2006; Stovel et al. 1996; Stovel and Bolan 2004), as well as non-
alignment techniques (e.g., Elzinga 2003, 2010); see Studer and Ritschard (2016)
for a full review. Newly developed measures, such as for example the “turbulence”
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or “complexity” measures (Elzinga and Liefbroer 2007; Elzinga 2010; Gabadinho
et al. 2011) have offered a quantification of the variability within rather than between
sequences, but fall short in distinguishing between “good” or “bad” events over the
course of a trajectory. This results in treating a series of positive events (e.g., upward
job mobility) equally as a series of negative events (e.g., downward mobility), which
may lead to serious substantive misinterpretations about the evolution of trajectories.
Failing to attach a quality connotation to the states results in measures that ignore
the variation in sequence quality.

An attempt to quantify the quality of sequences is proposed by Brzinsky-Fay
(2007). The study uses data from the European Community Household Panel
(ECHP) over the period 1994 to 2011 to examine sequences of school-to-work
transitions of school leavers across ten European countries. It draws on explorative
methods of optimal matching and cluster analysis to identify positive from negative
variation of sequences where transition types with high volatility are considered
negative and those with low volatility positive. While valuable, this volatility index
accounts for the sequencing and variability of the transitions to infer indirectly
about the nature of the transitions. However, the index suffers from the same ‘old’
shortcoming in which upward and negative job mobility are quantified equally
because the index captures the volatility rather than the quality of the transitions.
To our knowledge, one of the studies that comes closest to our measure of sequence
quality is the “precarity” index proposed by Ritschard et al. (2018) in this bundle.
The index draws on the complexity index as proposed by Gabadinho et al. (2011)
that combines entropy with the number of transitions in the sequence and then uses a
correction factor that reflects the penalizing versus rewarding quality of a transition.
This correction factor is derived from the proportions of negative and positive
transitions in a sequence. In doing so, the measure allows the user to determine
the negative or positive transitions based on theory or data.

Different from the measure proposed by Ritschard et al. (2018) that is based on
the quality of the transitions between states, our sequence quality measure is based
on the quality of the states themselves and takes into account various dimensions of
a particular state, such as the frequency, duration and its recency.

In the following section, we will introduce our new measure and its properties.

3 Developing a Measure of Sequence Quality: Formal
Properties

Here, we introduce some notations and concepts. First, we define an alphabet, i.e.,
the set of states or characters that we deal with, as A = {F, S}, where F denotes a
failure of some sort and S denotes a success of some kind; the specific interpretation
will depend on the substantive meaning of the sequences. By concatenating the
characters from the alphabet, we obtain sequences which we may denote as x,
y, or z, for example. Let x denote such a sequence; then xF denotes the same
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sequence, elongated with a failure F and, similarly, xS denotes the same sequence,
elongated with a success S. If y is another such sequence, then xy denotes the
(right-)elongation of x with y. A run is a number of consecutive successes or
failures. Thus, if x = FFSSSF , we say that x consists of three runs: F 2, S3, and
F 1 = F . More generally, we say that e.g., Sn denotes a run of n successes where n

is a nonnegative integer, the run-length. Nonnegative, since it is convenient to have
an empty sequence λ = S0 = F 0 that does not materially elongate any sequence:
we have that xλ = x = λx for all sequences x.

These simple concepts and notations suffice to discuss some fundamental
requirements that all quality measures of successfulness should adhere to. First,
we require that such a measure, say Γ (x), increases when the number of successes
in a given sequence increases, independent of sequence length. Hence, we require
that:

(1) For any xy 	= λ, 1 ≥ Γ (xSy) ≥ Γ (xy), equality holding precisely when
x = Sn and y = Sm for any nonnegative n and m.

Stating that there is an upper bound of 1 is a way of saying that Γ (x) is
independent of the sequence length; however long the sequences, Γ (x) will not
exceed the value of 1. Requirement (1) also states that wherever we put an extra
success into a sequence, the result will be that Γ (x) increases, with the only
exception that Γ (Sn) = 1 for all positive n. Substantively this effect can be seen
as a “compensating effect” in which a positive event or state (e.g., employment)
counteracts a previous negative state (e.g., unemployment or inactivity).

Our second requirement is the mirror image of the first as it pertains to the effect
of failures on the value of Γ (·):
(2) For any xy, 0 ≤ Γ (xFy) ≤ Γ (xy), equality holding precisely when x = Fn

and y = Fm for any nonnegative n and m.

Requirement (2) implies that the lower bound of Γ (·) equals zero, which is
attained for any sequence that consists exclusively of failures or that contains only
the empty character λ. Furthermore, requirement (2) states that the quality of a
sequence diminishes when we add more failures. Hence, requirements (1) and (2)
jointly imply that in a given sequence, a quality measure: (a) has a fixed range of
[0, 1]; (b) increases when the number of successes increases; and (c) decreases when
the number of failures increases.

Now consider the sequences x = SSF and y = FSS. These two sequences
only differ in the position of the failure F : x ends in a failure and y ends in a
success. Whether x and y stood for sequences of responses of patients, pupils, or
labor market states, in all cases we would consider y as the highest quality sequence
because of the recency of the success. We believe this to be a general principle: the
more recent the successes, the more positive the quality of the sequence. Therefore,
we formulate a third requirement that precisely formalizes this principle:

(3) For any xy, Γ (xFSy) > Γ (xSFy).
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While frequency refers to how often states occur in a sequence, we may also be
interested in “durability”, which is the consecutive frequency of states or, in other
words, the length of spells in a sequence. Frequency refers to the occurrence of a
state, independent of whether it is part of the same or of different spells. Durability
refers to state frequency within a spell. Higher durability is manifested in higher
frequency of a state. However, the reverse may not be the case, as high frequency
of a state may be due not only to a single durable spell, but also to several spells of
short duration, in which case we will see low durability despite high frequency. For
example, take the sequence x = S2F 2, which includes two consecutive states of
success, that is a spell of success with a duration of two units, followed by a spell of
failure with duration of two units. Then take a sequence y = S1F 1S1F 1 including
alternating spells of successes and failures, each of the duration of one unit, for a
total frequency of two states of failures and two states of success. Sequences x and
y will have the same frequency of successes. However, the durability of success
differs, reaching a value of two consecutive successes in sequence x and only one
in sequence y. Note that differences in duration at equal frequency will affect the
recency of success. Therefore, a measure fulfilling the above requirements (1–3) and
accounting for both frequency and recency will capture duration differences as well.
In sequence x, consecutive success durability is higher compared to sequence y,
although success is more recent in sequence y. In the next section, we will discuss
an implementation of Γ that satisfies the above requirements.

4 Using S-Positions: Successes Weighed by Frequency and
Recency

For a binary sequence x over A = {F, S}, we write x = x1, . . . , xn when x has n

characters and xi stands for the i-th position in x. Thus xi ∈ A for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
For example, with x = SSFSF , x1 = x2 = x4 = S and x3 = x5 = F . The length
of x = x1, . . . , xn equals n; we denote this by writing |x| = n. For a sequence x

with |x| = n, the k-th prefix of x is the sequence xk = x1, . . . , xk for 0 ≤ k ≤ n

and x0 = λ.
We begin by discussing a simple example. Consider the sequence: x =

x1x2x3x4x5 = SSFSF . First, we note that the first, second and fourth characters
are successes. Then, we add the position-indices of these characters: 1 + 2 + 4 = 7.
If these three successes had occurred later in the sequence, as for example in
the sequence FFSSS, the sum of the position indices would have been bigger:
3 + 4 + 5 = 12. Therefore, we see that the sum of the position indices of the S-
observations quantifies the quality level: the more S-observations and/or the more
recent these are, the bigger the sum will be. However, we cannot judge the size of
this sum independently of the length of the sequence, since longer sequences will
have larger position indices. To adequately quantify quality, we divide the sum of
the observed S-positions by the sum of all positions and we denote this ratio as Υ

to distinguish it from the general Gamma. Hence, we obtain:
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Υ (1 + 2 + 4)/(1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5) = 7/15 = 0.47.

Clearly, this ratio is always in the range [0, 1] as the numerator is non-negative
and at most as big as the denominator. Formally and more generally, it is convenient
to first define a position variable:

pi =
{

i if xi = S

0 otherwise
(1)

and then define:

0 ≤ Υ w(xn) =
∑n

i=1 pw
i∑n

i=1 iw
≤ 1 (2)

for some nonnegative exponent w. Note that in the above example, we set w =
1. Clearly, Υ 1 quantifies sequence quality in the required way: the more failures
and the later in the sequence, the smaller its numerator. As the numerator of Eq. 2
is nonnegative and cannot exceed the size of the denominator, Υ w will be tightly
bound by 0 and 1; the upper bound will be attained when all states are S-states,
while Υ w = 0 when the sequence shows no successes at all. Table 1 illustrates the
behavior of Υ w. Specifically, the left part of the table illustrates the behavior of Υ w

when failures get more recent for three different values of the parameter w; the right
part illustrates the combined effect of recency and number of failures on Υ w.

Let us now turn to the meaning of the parameter w in Eq. 2. First, let us set
w = 0. The denominator then reduces to

∑n
i=1 i0 = ∑n

i=1 1 = n and the numerator
counts the number of S-states, regardless of their position in the sequence. Hence,
we see that:

Υ 0(xn) = f (S)

n

i.e., the measure calculates the fraction of S-states in the sequence xn.

Table 1 Illustration of Υ w behavior with varying w and recency of failure

Υ (x) Υ (x)

w = 0.5 w = 1 w = 2 w = 0.5 w = 1 w = 2

FFFSSS 0.62 0.71 0.85 SSSS 1 1 1

FFSFSS 0.59 0.67 0.77 SFSS 0.77 0.8 0.87

FSFFSS 0.56 0.62 0.71 SSFS 0.72 0.7 0.7

SFFFSS 0.53 0.57 0.68 SSSF 0.67 0.6 0.47

SFFSFS 0.5 0.52 0.58 FSSF 0.51 0.5 0.43

SFSFFS 0.48 0.48 0.51 SFSF 0.44 0.4 0.33

SSFFFS 0.45 0.43 0.45 SSFF 0.39 0.3 0.17

SSFFSF 0.43 0.38 0.33 FSFF 0.23 0.2 0.13

SSFSFF 0.41 0.33 0.23 SFFF 0.16 0.1 0.03

SSSFFF 0.38 0.29 0.15 FFFF 0 0 0
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Next, we consider:

Υ 1(xn) =
∑

i pi
∑

i i
=

∑
i pi

n(n + 1)/2

which is simply a formalization of the example above.
In Table 1, we illustrate how Υ w(x) reacts to changes in the recency of failures

and to changes in the number of failures. To demonstrate the effect of the parameter
w, Fig. 1 illustrates the dynamic behavior of Υ w for different values of w.

Specifically, we plot Υ w for various values of w applied to a fixed sequence
x = S4F 4S6F 2S8F 1S25 of length |x| = 50. To draw Fig. 1, we calculate, for each
fixed value of w, Υ w(xn) for n = 1, 2, . . . , 50. Hence, the plots show how Υ w

develops “over time”, as the sequence develops from a single state to a sequence
of 50 states. The sequence chosen has three runs of failures, each next run shorter
than the previous one. The plots demonstrate that the bigger the parameter w, the
more severe is the effect of failures, but recovery from the failures due to subsequent
successes is also faster for bigger w. This holds independent of the order of success
and failure runs and their length. Moreover, the plots suggest that, given enough time
and enough subsequent successes, the sequences will “fully recover” from previous
failures. Here, “full recovery” means that Υ will be arbitrarily close to 1. Formally,
this can be seen from the fact that:

.2
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1
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w=2

Fig. 1 Plot of Υ w(xn) (vertical axis), for various values of w and n (horizontal axis) ranging from
1 to 50, and x = S4F 4S6F 2S8F 1S25
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Υ w(x) =
∑

i iw − SF
∑

i iw
= 1 − SF

∑
i iw

(3)

wherein SF denotes the sum of (the powers of) the positions on which failures
occurred: given enough subsequent successes after the last failure, the fraction
will converge to 1 since the quantity

∑
i iw will increase while the quantity SF

will remain constant. Full recovery from failures is a phenomenon that happens,
for example, in labor market careers of former criminals: after enough clean time
(“Success”) after conviction (“Failure”), their chances of getting employed are equal
to those never arrested (Blumstein and Nakamura 2009).

Calculating the quantity Υ w is straightforward; for the denominator of Υ w,
closed expressions can be derived and w does not have to be an integer (Knuth
1993). However, in applications, such closed expressions are not required since the
denominator is easily calculated simultaneously with the numerator while parsing
the sequence. Thus, calculating Υ w is proportional to the length n of the sequences.
The reader is aware that Υ w as defined in Eq. 2 is just one of the many possibilities
to construct a quality measure on the basis of the position-numbers pi : in fact, for
any function f that satisfies f (a) > f (b) precisely when a > b, the quantity

0 ≤ Γ (xn) =
∑n

i=1 f (pi)
∑n

i=1 f (pi)
≤ 1

is a quality measure, i.e., satisfies the requirements (1) to (3) as formulated in
the previous section. We believe that, by picking f (pi) = pw

i , we have covered
sufficient potentially useful possibilities.

Theoretical reasons may lead a user to define a w of 0 and get an index that does
not correct for the recency of failures or successes. Alternatively, a w of 1 quantifies
sequence quality in the required way: the more failures and the later in the sequence,
the smaller its numerator. However, should theory assign deeper penalties to failures
and faster recoveries to most recent successes, then a w > 1 would be preferable.

5 An Application: The Quality of Labor Market Careers
Among the Unemployed

In this section, we apply Υ w to labor market careers in order to test whether unem-
ployment has long-term negative effects on people’s career outcomes, also termed
in the literature as unemployment “scarring” (Arulampalam 2001; Mooi-Reci and
Ganzeboom 2015). Two prominent theoretical mechanisms have been suggested
to drive unemployment scarring. First, from a human capital perspective, loss and
depreciation of firm and occupation specific skills over a spell of unemployment
is thought to make workers less productive. This translates into job offers of a
poor quality (e.g., non-standard or temporary type of jobs) that are more likely
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to be discontinued and result in recurrent unemployment spells in the future. This
implies that the longer the elapsed time in unemployment the lower the chances of
reemployment will be.

Signalling has also been suggested as an alternative mechanism driving scarring
(Spence 1973). When employers have little information about one’s qualifications
or abilities they use a range of observable characteristics to infer an applicant’s
productive capabilities. Characteristics that are subject to individuals’ own actions,
such as previous unemployment spells, are likely to raise red flags about a worker’s
unobserved quality and the tasks that they are expected to perform. The views
that employers hold of applicants with previous unemployment spells are most
likely to translate into lower reemployment rates and wages for some age groups
(Mooi-Reci and Muñoz-Comet 2016; Mooi-Reci and Wooden 2017; Pedulla 2016).
However, not all “red flags” related to previous unemployment are of equal weight.
When the reason for unemployment is believed to relate directly to a worker’s poor
performance with the previous employer, chances of reemployment will be much
lower for reasons related to unobserved worker quality. Additionally, various studies
provide considerable support that unemployment spells experienced far in the past
– and thus no longer relevant to the current application – or during an economic
downturn tend to carry less of a negative weight compared to spells experienced
directly prior to the job application (Mooi-Reci and Ganzeboom 2015; Omori 1997).
This means that more recent spells of unemployment will influence more negatively
one’s employment prospects.

These two potential scarring mechanisms raise the following two-fold question:
if unemployment is negatively related to one’s future career outcomes, do previously
unemployed individuals eventually recover from it, and if so, at what rate? This
question will guide our analyses in the next sections.

5.1 Data

We use the Household, Income, and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA)
Survey, one of the richest and longest running household longitudinal survey in
Australia (Summerfield et al. 2015). The HILDA survey commenced in 2001 and
data is collected every year among household members 15 years and over. In 2001,
the initial sample counted 13,969 persons across 7,682 households, with the main
sample remaining about the same in the subsequent data collection waves. The
wave-by-wave response rates are exceptionally high in the HILDA survey, with
retention rates varying between 86.9% in wave 2 to 96.4% in 2013. The retention
rate of the first sample was 67.4% in 2013 (i.e. this is the number of people
responding in both the initial wave and the 2013 wave), which is noticeably high.
Every year respondents are asked to identify their labor market status at the time
of interview, that we recoded into: employment (E), unemployment (U), non-
participation/inactivity (N) and retirement (R) (see Summerfield et al. 2015 for
a complete list of the questionnaires). Since the focus of this study is on career
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sequences, we have restricted the sample to those men and women who are not
in full-time education and for whom information on labor force status is available
at any interview date over the period 2001–2013. This selection leaves us with
a sample of 22,081 person-year observations. Of these 22,081 observations, by
far the largest concentration (i.e. 44.42%) is among the group for which we have
complete labor force status information for the entire observation period between
2001 and 2013. All the analyses are performed using Stata 14.1

Measures: Our dependent variable, binary sequence quality, is a time-varying
measure defined as discussed in Sects. 3 and 4 and captures the quality of career
sequences starting from a first unemployment experience up until t . To investigate
the evolution of employment careers after the occurrence of an initial spell of
unemployment, we define a variable counting the years elapsed since the first
unemployment experience (i.e. our reference category). As we observe respondents
up to 12 years following a first unemployment experience, we construct 12 dummies
capturing each of the years in which a respondent was observed in any of the labor
market statuses. These time-specific dummies allow us to trace the rate of recovery
since the initial episode of unemployment.

We also control for socio-demographic characteristics, including variables for
age and age squared, and account for human capital with a variable capturing the
highest attained educational level at the time of interview. Education is specified as
a categorical variable with Year 11 and below (i.e., early childhood education and
primary school) as the reference category and six additional categories for Year 12
(i.e., lower secondary school), Cert III or IV (upper secondary school), Advanced
diploma (i.e., post-secondary non-tertiary education), Bachelor or honors, Graduate
diploma, Postgraduate education. We also include a variable for Gross Domestic
Product per capita as proxy of economic growth in a specific year (GDP). Finally,
to guard against the possibility that observed career outcomes are driven by career
fluctuations that existed prior to the first unemployment (e.g., due to periods of
inactivity), we include a variable specifying the career quality before the first
unemployment experience in our models. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for
our person-year sample.

5.2 Method

A key statistical challenge for our analysis is non-random selection into the initial
employment state that is correlated with unobservable traits. To solve this issue, we
estimate a model with correlated random effects, also known as the ‘hybrid’ model
(Allison 2009). The hybrid model allows time-varying covariates to be decomposed
into individual specific means and deviations from these individual-specific means.

1The sqsuccess package in Stata implements our quality measure as described in this paper.
We thank Ulrich Kohler for developing it.
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Table 2 Summary descriptive statistics

Men Women
Mean SD Mean SD

Career quality

w = 1 0.44 0.39 0.40 0.38

w = 0.5 0.41 0.37 0.38 0.36

w = 2 0.47 0.43 0.43 0.42

Career quality before unemployment

w = 1 0.35 0.45 0.31 0.42

w = 0.5 0.62 0.43 0.47 0.43

w = 2 0.62 0.45 0.47 0.45

Age 35 14.74 36 13.99

GDP 1.5 0.67 1.5 0.68

Percent Percent

Education

Year 11 or less 35% 36%

Year 12 21% 20%

Certificate III or IV 20% 19%

Advanced diploma 7% 7%

Bachelor or honors 9% 11%

Graduate diploma 2% 3%

Postgraduate 3% 3%

N observations 11,106 10,975

n workers 2,137 2,026

The advantage of the hybrid model is that it corrects for unobserved heterogeneity
across the time-varying variables and allows for inclusion of time-constant variables
which otherwise would have been dropped from a fixed effect specification (Allison
2009). The model takes the form:

Υ w
it = α + βΥ w

BEFORE i + D(dit − d̄i ) + γ d̄i + δ(xit − x̄i ) + ηx̄i + μi + εit (4)

where Υ w
it is the measure for sequence quality of worker i in year t (which covers

the period 2001 to 2013); Υ w
BEFORE i controls for the career quality of individual

i before the time of the first unemployment occurrence and β captures its effect.
D is a vector of coefficients associated with the deviations of the specific time
dummies from the overall time cluster mean denoted in the bracket (dit − d̄i ),
which gives us the within-effect estimates. In addition to these time deviations, the
model adds a vector of coefficients (γ ) associated with the time cluster mean (d̄i) to
control for dependency of the repeated observations. Next, within-effect estimates
for individual characteristics that are supposed to influence the overall sequence
quality are captured through δ, while (xit −x̄i ) refers to the difference between time-
varying variables expected to be associated with one’s sequence quality (including
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age, education, and GDP) and their individual specific cluster means. Next, a vector
of coefficients (η) associated with the individual specific cluster means x̄i is added
to the model. As described by Allison (2009) and later by Schunck (2013) this
addition is necessary to estimate the evolution of the variations around the mean and
to control for correlations between level 1 (i.e., respondents) and level 2 errors (i.e.,
occasions). Note that interpretation of cluster means is not of interest because we
aim at predicting career quality based on the variations of individual characteristics
around the mean, which in essence, mimics the logic behind fixed effect models.
Finally, μi refers to the individual specific error (i.e., level 2 error) with εit referring
to the level 1 error. To capture sex-specific unemployment effects, we estimate
separate models for men and women.

5.3 Findings

Table 3 shows, separately for men and women, the estimated coefficients from three
hybrid models that are based on three weight specifications of our career quality
measure, that is: w = 1, w = 0.5 and w = 2. In each model, the year coefficients
show how the rate of career quality of previously unemployed workers evolves in
each year following unemployment. To ease the interpretation, Fig. 2 plots the key
results from such models. As we clarified above, the weight parameter determines
the extent to which the quality measure is affected by a failure, with stronger
penalties for failures, but faster recovery for successes the bigger the parameter w.

Although coefficient estimates from both individual-specific means and their
deviations are shown in Table 3, only coefficients from deviation specific means are
used for interpretation, because coefficients pertaining to individual specific means
have no substantive interpretation (see above and for a review, see Allison 2009).

The large positive coefficient estimates for the year dummies in all three models
suggest that, for both men and women, there is a trend of recovery. Specifically,
using a w of 1 among the male sub-sample in Model 1, coefficient estimates indicate
an improvement in the career quality with 0.36 points in the first year following the
initial unemployment spell. This improvement in the career quality continues in the
second and third year with 0.49 and 0.55 points, respectively, before flattening nine
years after the first unemployment spell. We find a similar progressively improving
trend among women. Interestingly, in the longer run women’s patterns of recovery
exceed men’s. However, from the confidence intervals shown in Fig. 2 (and from
tests of interactions, not shown but available upon request) we can establish that
gender differences are not statistically significant. Other model specifications with
different weights follow expected trends of recovery: using a weight of 0.5 (Model
2) coefficient estimates are lower, indicating less penalizing failures but also slower
recovery, while weights of 2 show faster recovery in the years following first
unemployment. As mentioned earlier, the choice of the w estimator is determined
by theory and varies depending on the purpose of research. All other parameters
included in the model act in the expected direction. Age, which can be interpreted
as a proxy for experience, improves the career quality, which is also positively
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Table 3 Coefficients from hybrid models predicting career quality (Yit ) over time since first
unemployment, by sex

Men Women
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(w = 1) (w = 0.5) (w = 2) (w = 1) (w = 0.5) (w = 2)

Deviations

Years since first unemployment

1 0.364** 0.319** 0.437** 0.349** 0.307** 0.416**

2 0.489** 0.444** 0.550** 0.466** 0.424** 0.520**

3 0.549** 0.508** 0.596** 0.531** 0.492** 0.573**

4 0.587** 0.550** 0.624** 0.569** 0.535** 0.601**

5 0.616** 0.583** 0.646** 0.602** 0.571** 0.628**

6 0.634** 0.604** 0.659** 0.623** 0.595** 0.643**

7 0.653** 0.626** 0.673** 0.645** 0.620** 0.662**

8 0.669** 0.646** 0.685** 0.672** 0.648** 0.688**

9 0.678** 0.658** 0.687** 0.699** 0.675** 0.715**

10 0.688** 0.670** 0.694** 0.715** 0.692** 0.728**

11 0.688** 0.674** 0.689** 0.734** 0.711** 0.744**

12 0.687** 0.678** 0.681** 0.728** 0.711** 0.728**

Education (ref: year 11 or less)

Year 12 0.047** 0.034* 0.069** 0.093** 0.074** 0.124**

Certificate III or IV 0.019 0.012 0.031 0.118** 0.101** 0.144**

Advanced diploma 0.072* 0.056* 0.099** 0.172** 0.151** 0.200**

Bachelor or honors 0.094** 0.075** 0.126** 0.208** 0.181** 0.246**

Graduate diploma 0.067* 0.056 0.087* 0.192** 0.166** 0.231**

Postgraduate 0.130* 0.108* 0.163* 0.241** 0.212** 0.286**

Age 0.024** 0.023** 0.025** −0.006 −0.006 −0.005

Age squared −0.000** −0.000** −0.000** −0.000* −0.000* −0.000*

GDP −0.001 −0.001 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.005

Means

Years since first unemployment

1 0.320** 0.280** 0.386** 0.324** 0.283** 0.390**

2 0.529** 0.479** 0.598** 0.419** 0.382** 0.468**

3 0.661** 0.612** 0.716** 0.573** 0.531** 0.621**

4 0.433** 0.406** 0.460** 0.53** 0.492** 0.572**

5 0.811** 0.759** 0.862** 0.432* 0.405* 0.458*

6 0.377 0.366 0.380 0.757** 0.734** 0.768**

7 0.631* 0.618* 0.634* 0.381 0.376 0.373

8 1.211** 1.126** 1.311** 0.898** 0.844** 0.956**

9 0.360** 0.352 0.355 0.773* 0.722* 0.831*

10 0.645** 0.607 0.690 0.170 0.193 0.127

11 0.745** 0.726 0.749 0.192 0.167 0.236

12 0.760** 0.728 0.787 0.390 0.404 0.353

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Men Women
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(w = 1) (w = 0.5) (w = 2) (w = 1) (w = 0.5) (w = 2)

Education (ref: year 11 or less)

Year 12 0.061** 0.056** 0.068** 0.037 0.033 0.041

Certificate III or IV 0.059** 0.053** 0.067** 0.063** 0.057** 0.073**

Advanced Diploma 0.106** 0.098** 0.117** 0.125** 0.112** 0.143**

Bachelor or honors 0.118** 0.109** 0.130** 0.111** 0.101** 0.125**

Graduate dipl 0.070 0.066 0.076 0.144** 0.134** 0.158**

Postgraduate 0.067* 0.063* 0.073* 0.089* 0.084* 0.096*

Age 0.011** 0.010** 0.012** 0.011** 0.010** 0.013**

Age squared 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 0.000** 0.000**

GDP 0.037* 0.033* 0.043* 0.034* 0.031* 0.039*

Other control variables

Career quality before unemployment

w = 1 0.138** 0.135**

w = .5 0.130** 0.128**

w = 2 0.146** 0.140**

Intercept −0.271** −0.247** −0.304** −0.285** −0.255** −0.326**

R-squared-between 0.541 0.543 0.533 0.424 0.427 0.415

R-squared within 0.583 0.616 0.526 0.509 0.545 0.451

Sigma u 0.166 0.159 0.171 0.188 0.179 0.196

Sigma e 0.183 0.162 0.218 0.191 0.168 0.228

Rho 0.450 0.490 0.381 0.492 0.532 0.425

Chi-squared 6283.534 6153.035 6443.005 4654.766 4643.767 4657.001

N 11,106 11,106 11,106 10,975 10,975 10,975

∗∗ = p < 0.01; ∗ = p < 0.05

associated with higher levels of education and economic growths; that is, the higher
the education level and economic prosperity the higher the probability for previously
unemployed men and women to find re-employment. Finally, a high level of career
quality before the first observed unemployment is related to higher career quality
later in careers.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

In this study, we proposed a novel measure of sequence quality, which differs from
existing methods of sequence analysis in that it is the first to quantify sequence
quality by accounting for the variation in the frequency, duration and recency of
failures and successes over the course of a trajectory. The possibility to differently
weigh such measure also allows researchers the flexibility to adjust it based on
their theoretical considerations. While quality may encapsulate more than positive
or negative states, our measure captures a major dimension of quality.
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Fig. 2 Post unemployment career quality since first unemployment. Coefficient estimates from
hybrid models with different weights, by sex
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Drawing on theories about unemployment scarring, we defined states of unem-
ployment and inactivity as failures and those of employment as successes to
predict whether prior unemployment lead into descending spirals into inactivity and
joblessness or whether patterns of full career recovery exist. We used data from the
HILDA survey in Australia over the period 2001–2013 to illustrate the usefulness
of our measure and investigate whether unemployment has adverse effects on future
careers. Our results reveal no full career recovery among previously unemployed
men and women, even over an extended period of 12 years. These results can
be explained in the light of human capital depreciation and job mismatching,
but signaling-related factors may be equally important in driving labor market
disparities.

Some limitations with regard to the application of our measure should be
mentioned. First, we applied our measure to the labor force status reported at the
time of interview. Though labor force information at the time of interview is less
likely influenced by inaccuracy and recall errors than retrospective types of data, it
misses important information about labor force changes that occurred in-between
the interview dates. Therefore, the measure of failure may be underestimated
if workers experienced unemployment or inactivity spells in-between interviews.
Further, the data used here are illustrative of binary sequences in which we
distinguish between four possible crude labor force states. With more detailed data
on people’s careers it is possible to study more fine-grained labor force outcomes
such as job-to-job changes in the same hierarchical position or moves to better or
worse positions. Finally, an interesting issue for future research is to move beyond
binary sequences to include more categories and variation in the sequences. Not all
outcomes are binary. People can have neutral outcomes or outcomes that are more
continuous. Therefore, quantifying the quality of categorical or continuous types of
outcomes remains an important avenue for future research.
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An Index of Precarity for Measuring
Early Employment Insecurity

Gilbert Ritschard, Margherita Bussi, and Jacqueline O’Reilly

1 Introduction

Young people have found it increasingly difficult to access work or have cycled
between precarious employment, inactivity or unemployment since the stark
increases in youth unemployment following on from the financial crisis of 2008
(O’Reilly et al. 2015). Therefore policy approaches have sought to address the
consequences of social exclusion and “scarring effects” caused by precarious
trajectories (Bell and Blanchflower 2011; Gregg and Tominey 2005; Tumino 2015).
In the light of this concern, we aim at developing an index of precarity that allows us
to assess the quality of early employment trajectories. At the same time, this index
allows us to investigate to what extent the quality of early employment trajectories
is linked with future youth employment outcomes.

A vast body of literature acknowledges the increased precarity experienced by
young people in the labour market; however, there is a lack of quantitative tools able
to grasp the complexity of trajectories and, at the same time, assess their effects in
the long run. Filling this gap implies developing a tool that evaluates quantitatively
the desirability of employment trajectories and adapts to the longitudinal feature of
life-course analysis. We suggest using a modified version of the original “index
of complexity” elaborated by Gabadinho et al. (2010), by applying weights to
differentiate between the value of labour market transitions.
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The added value of the index of precarity is to assess the degree of insecurity
of employment trajectories experienced by individuals. Furthermore, it can be used
to predict, together with other covariates, to what extent the precarity embedded
in complex employment trajectories has an impact on the type of labour market
positions in the future. Another contribution of our index is its transferability: it
can be used across ages, social groups and countries and for any transition across
relevant states whose succession leads to a cumulative (dis-)advantage.

This contribution shortly presents the social challenges faced by young people in
their first labour market experiences. Then it presents how the index is constructed
and justifies this choice. We finally calculate the index using a dataset that comes
from a study by McVicar and Anyadike-Danes (2002) on transition from school to
work using the Status Zero Survey 2000. The dataset includes a time series sequence
of 72 monthly labour market activities for each of 712 young people in a cohort
survey. These young people, living in Northern Ireland were followed up from July
1993 to June 1999. We find that young people with precarious trajectories in the
first three years after leaving school have dramatically higher risk of experiencing
negative labour market positions two years later.

2 Rising Precarity Among Young People

Changes in the skills structure and the education provision, new forms of employ-
ment and the recent economic crisis have contributed to making youth first
transitions in the labour market more unstable, complex and individualised (Mills
and Blossfeld 2005; Kalleberg 2009; Smithson and Lewis 2000; Gardiner 2016).
These changes, crystallised in the multifaceted phenomenon called globalisation,
affect young people’s first transitions directly and indirectly. Directly these have
increased competition among workers and imposing a fast-changing technological
environment. Indirectly the effects have affected institutions that shape young
people’s first employment transitions such as education and welfare systems,
employment relations and family structures.

These changes have turned out to be more detrimental for those groups in
the labour market with low skills and educational attainment and more likely to
be discriminated, such as young people, women, ethnic minorities and migrants.
Moreover young people’s low negotiating power is worsened by the lack of seniority
or work experience (Mills and Blossfeld 2005). According to Standing (1999) these
groups have been increasingly experiencing a process of churning between various
forms of employment precarity and inactivity.

Protracted experiences of precarious employment—i.e. “employment that is
uncertain, unpredictable, and risky from the point of view of the worker” (Kalleberg
2009) and often of poor quality—and joblessness have become more common
(Gebel 2010; Ortiz 2010; Worth 2005; Scherer 2001). These contribute to add
further precarity when individuals are expected to make critical decisions that shape
their life-course (Mills and Blossfeld 2005).
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Volatility of employment trajectories can result in stigmatisation, negative sig-
nalling to employers. In the long run, this is likely to entail a “scarring” effect. This
means that past negative and precarious experiences in the labour market can have
long-term negative consequences in terms of repeated periods of unemployment,
lower wages and lower levels of human capital attainment over the life cycle (Ayllón
2013; Manzoni and Mooi-Reci 2011; Cable et al. 2008; Schmelzer 2011; Weich and
Lewis 1998), but also in terms of well-being (Daly and Delaney 2013).

Rising levels of precarious forms of employment as typified in the UK by
zero hours contracts where working hours are not guaranteed (Bussi and O’Reilly
2016) or mini-jobs in Germany (Palier and Thelen 2010) are a reflection of this
increasingly fragmented and fragile labour market. In these circumstances Schmid
and Schömann (2004) have argued that it is more useful to think of (early-)
employment insecurity rather than of (early-) job insecurity. Employment insecurity
is better at capturing how precarity affects labour market integration and how
individual negotiated choices are embedded in multiple changes and transitions over
time. Employment security can involve changing employer and job but maintaining
an employment relationship and stable income (Chung and Van Oorschot 2011).
Schmid (2015) argues that the welfare state needs to actively contribute to secure
employment over the life course rather than a focus on job security. Employment
security requires an investment in skills to reinforce employability and access to
work (Muffels and Luijkx 2008).

On the basis of this body of literature, we propose to develop an index of precarity
to capture a range of labour market precarity comprehensively and test the hypothe-
sis that young persons will be unemployed, inactive or in temporary employment in
latter periods if they have a trajectory dominated by non-employment or precarious
employment.

3 Conceptualising Precarity

Measuring precarity and its impact is not straightforward. Barbier (2005) explains
that the experience of employment precarity does not translate in the same way
across institutional and cultural contexts. Most of the existing literature has focused
on different aspects of precarious experiences in the labour market: among others the
quality of jobs (Leschke and Watt 2008); the capacity of precarious work contracts
acting as bridges towards more stable jobs (Booth et al. 2002; Scherer 2004;
de Graaf-Zijl et al. 2011; Cockx and Picchio 2012); and the impact of precarious
work on health and well-being. Furthermore, studies on the impact of spells of
inactivity and unemployment have mostly looked at single spells, or cumulative
spells of unemployment/inactivity. They have rarely assessed the disadvantage
derived by a succession of negative spells and downward changes in the labour
market, i.e. of a protracted precarity.

Our index aims to provide a quantitative tool accounting for the cumulative
process of precarity and its impact. Different summaries of a sequence more or
less related to employment precarity can be found in the literature. The diversity
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of the states visited, i.e. here of the labour market positions experienced, is often
considered as an indicator of the uncertainty—in the sense of unpredictability—of
the trajectory. It can be measured, for example, by the entropy (lack of predictability)
of the distribution of the states within the sequence or by the inverse of the variance
of the time spent in the successive distinct states. However, such measures do not
account for the sequencing, i.e. order of the states. For example, the sequences
FFUU and FUFU have same entropy but the order of states is different. At least
two composite measures that combine a diversity indicator with something sensitive
to this sequencing have been proposed in the literature. The turbulence index of
Elzinga and Liefbroer (2007) combines the inverse of the variance of the durations in
the distinct successive states with the number of subsequences that can be extracted
from the sequence of distinct successive states. The complexity index of Gabadinho
et al. (2010) combines entropy with the number of transitions in the sequence.

These indexes are intended to measure the unpredictability or instability of
sequences, but this is done without taking the nature of the states into account. For
example, letting E, W , and U stand for education, work, and unemployment, the
sequences EEWWW and EEUUU would get the same entropy, turbulence and
complexity values, while the second is evidently a more precarious trajectory.

Although sequence instability as measured by the turbulence or complexity
index certainly contributes to understanding the precarity of a sequence, a precarity
indicator has to account for the nature of the states that constitute the trajectory.
A first simple solution is to distinguish between positive (e.g. employed or in
education) and negative (e.g. unemployed) states like in the volatility indicator of
Brzinsky-Fay (2007). This indicator is defined as the ratio between the number
of positive and negative positions in the sequence. Based on this same distinction
between positive (success) and negative (failure) states, Manzoni and Mooi-Reci
(2018) propose a refined solution where precarity increases with the recency of
failures. However, these two solutions do not explicitly account for the instability of
the sequence.

A general approach to get a precarity index accounting for both the instability of
the sequence and the nature of the states is to apply a correction factor based on the
nature of the states to any measure of sequence instability. For example, we would
get such an indicator by multiplying either the turbulence or the complexity index
by Brinzky-Fay’s volatility indicator.

Instead of just distinguishing between positive and negative states, we could
assign degrees of precarity to the different states. A temporary job would, for
instance, get a higher degree of precarity than a full time job and a lower degree
compared to unemployment. Moreover, the precarity of a trajectory depends on the
evolution within the sequence and we should, therefore, not only account for the
nature of the states but also for the type of the state transitions—changes of states—
in the sequence.

Here, we consider that the precarity of a sequence

1. increases with the sequence instability due to the lack of predictability of the
different states experienced;
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2. increases with the proportion of downward transitions in the sequence, i.e.
proportion of transitions to a less favourable state, and decreases with the
proportion of upward transitions;

3. increases with the precarity degree of the starting state.

In addition, we consider that the transitions may have different advantageous
or disadvantageous degrees that should be taken into account when computing the
proportion of negative and positive transitions. For instance, we could consider that
a transition from full time employment to unemployment is more damaging than a
transition from a full time to a part time job. We would also expect that a transition
from full time to unemployment generates a higher precarity weight than a transition
from a temporary job to unemployment when the former is less likely to occur than
the latter.

4 The Precarity Index

We use the complexity index (Gabadinho et al. 2010, 2011) as a measure of the
sequence instability and propose to qualify—penalize/reward—it by means of a
correction factor derived from the proportions of negative and positive transitions
in the sequence.

4.1 Defining the Index

The index of complexity of a sequence is a composite index defined as the geometric
mean between the normalized entropy of the sequence and the normalized number
of transitions in the sequence. The entropy is normalized by dividing it by the
logarithm of the size of the alphabet, i.e. the logarithm of the number of all possible
states that the person can experience, which is the maximal possible entropy given
the alphabet. The number of transitions is normalized by � − 1, i.e. the length of the
sequence minus one. Formally, the complexity c(s) of a sequence s reads

c(s) =
√

h(s)

log(na)

nts

(�s − 1)

where h(s) is the entropy, na the size of the alphabet, nts the number of transitions,
and �s the length of the sequence.

Now, assuming the states—the labour market positions—can be ordered from the
best to the worst state (see Sect. 4.4 for how to relax this strict order requirement),
we say that a state transition A → B in a sequence is negative when there is a
deterioration, i.e. when the difference rank(A) − rank(B) between the ranks of the
origin and destination states is negative. Likewise, the transition is said positive
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in case of improvement, i.e. when rank(A) − rank(B) > 0. Letting q−(s) be
the (weighted) proportion of negative transitions in the sequence s and q+(s) the
(weighted) proportion of positive transitions, we define the correction factor in terms
of the difference between the two:

q(s) = q−(s) − q+(s).

Since q−(s) and q+(s) are proportions, we have −1 ≤ q(s) ≤ 1. The correction
factors will be 1 + q(s) and the proposed qualified complexity index reads

prec(s) = λ a(s1) + (1 − λ) c(s)α(1 + q(s))β (1)

where c(s) is the complexity index of the sequence and a(s1) ∈ [0, 1] the starting
cost, i.e. the degree of precarity associated to the starting state s1 in the sequence.
The correction factor (1 + q(s)) is non negative. It is greater than 1 when q(s) is
positive, i.e. when there are more negative than positive transitions. Thus the greater
q(s) the stronger the penalization of the original complexity index. The parameter λ

serves to control the trade-off between the starting cost and the corrected complexity
while the exponents α and β control the respective importance of the complexity and
the correction. The choice of the values of these parameters is addressed in Sect. 4.2.

Different variants of q(s) may result depending on whether we take into account
the transition costs, and, if so, on how these costs are determined.

Let w(st , st+1) be the cost of a transition from state st to state st+1 over two
successive time positions t and t + 1. To get q(s), we first compute the total cost
nw(s) of the successive transitions in the sequence s, the total cost nw−(s) of the
negative transitions, and the total cost nw+(s) of the positive transitions:

nw(s) =
�−1∑

t=1

w(st , st+1)

nw−(s) =
�−1∑

t=1

I−(st , st+1) w(st , st+1)

nw+(s) =
�−1∑

t=1

I+(st , st+1) w(st , st+1)

where I−(st , st+1) is a deterioration indicator taking value 1 for state deterioration
and 0 otherwise, and I+(st , st+1) a similar function for state improvement. The
proportions of cost-weighted negative and positive transitions are then:

q−(s) = nw−(s)

nw(s)
q+(s) = nw+(s)

nw(s)
.
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4.2 Tuning the Index

The formula (1) has three tuning parameters λ, α, and β that allow the formula to
encompass a whole family of indexes. We should chose these parameters such that
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0.

The parameter λ determines the trade-off between the precarity of the starting
state and the corrected complexity. With λ = 0, the precarity level of the starting
state in the sequence would simply be ignored while with λ = 1 the precarity of the
whole sequence would just be that of its starting state. It seems reasonable to give
less importance to the starting state than to the corrected complexity and we suggest,
therefore, a value λ = 0.2. With this value the precarity degree of the starting state
receives a 20% weight while the corrected complexity counts for 80% of the index.

Parameters α and β are exponential weights that allow for some control on the
respective importance of the complexity and the correction factor in the corrected
complexity term. For instance, we would get an index that does not account at all
for the complexity by setting α = 0. Setting in addition λ = 0, the index would
reduce to the mere correction factor. Likewise, β = 0 suppresses the correction. We
get unweighted effects with α = β = 1. With α > 1 we increase the importance
of the complexity. Likewise, a value β > 1 strengthens the correction, which may
prove useful in case we feel the correction is insufficient. We got good results in our
experiments with α = 1 and β = 1.2.

Alongside the values of the tuning parameters, the analyst has also to make
a choice regarding the precarity degree a(s1) of the starting state—the offset
in formula (1)—and the weights w(st , st+1) of the transitions that impact the
correction factor 1 − q(s). Different strategies can be envisaged for these choices
including defining them on theoretical grounds, on the hypothesized rank order of
the states, or deriving them from the data.

Regarding the precarity degree of the states to be used as a(s1) value, a solution
using the hypothesized state order is to assign the na equally spaced values between
0 and 1 as precarity degree to the sorted states. The ith state would in that case get
a precarity degree of (i − 1)/(na − 1). As a data-driven approach, we could, for
example, set the precarity degree of each state as the probability to visit at least k

bad states during the next m periods.
Likewise, referring to the rank order of the states, we could set the costs

w(st , st+1) of the transitions as the difference between the ranks of the origin
and destination states. Data driven approaches for the transition costs could be for
instance

1. Give higher cost weights to rare transitions by defining the weight of each
transition as a decreasing function (e.g. 1 − p) of its estimated transition proba-
bility p(st+1|st ). Here, we could either compute this probability on the original
sequences or ignore the durations of the successive states in the sequences and
compute the probabilities of transition on the sequences of distinct successive
states (DSS).
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2. Define the cost of each negative transition as the estimated probability to be in a
bad state say k periods after the transition, and for each positive transition as the
estimated probability to be in a good state k periods after the transition.

For the illustrative example in Sect. 4.3 and the application in Sect. 5, we retain
the values λ = 0.2, α = 1, and β = 1.2, set the precarity degree a(s1) as the
na equally spaced values between 0 and 1, and we use the complement to 1 of the
transition probabilities in the DSS sequences as transition costs.

4.3 Behavior of the Precarity Index

To illustrate the behaviour of the index, we consider the set of fictitious sequences
shown in Table 1 where the states are F , Full time permanent employment, P ,
Part time, T , Temporary employment, U , unemployment, and I , inactivity. We
assume that there is a decreasing hierarchical order of the first four states, namely
F,P, T ,U . We also assume that I is neither better nor worse than the other states
and can therefore not be classified.

So far we have assumed the states are strictly ordered. Therefore, we consider
for now only the first 15 sequences where the non-comparable state I does not
appear. In Table 1, the first two sequences are the most complex with three
transitions each. The first one is slightly more complex with four different states
as opposed to three states in the second sequence. Nevertheless, the second looks
more precarious with two downward transitions compared to only one in the first
sequence. Sequences 14 and 15 are composed of only one state. They have a zero
complexity degree. However, sequence 14 in which the stable state is unemployment

Table 1 Example dataset Sequence

1 U/2-P/3-F/2-T/2

2 F/4-P/2-U/2-F/1

3 F/2-T/2-U/5

4 F/2-P/5-T/2

5 U/2-F/5-T/2

6 U/2-P/5-T/2

7 U/2-T/2-F/5

8 T/4-U/5

9 F/4-U/5

10 F/4-P/5

11 T/4-F/5

12 T/4-P/5

13 F/7-U/2

14 U/9

15 F/9

Sequence

16 F/3-T/3-I/3

17 T/4-I/2-P/3

18 T/3-P/3-I/3

19 F/5-P/2-I/2

20 I/3-P/3-I/3

21 F/4-I/5
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Fig. 1 Precarity and its components under the strict state order assumption

(U ) looks more precarious than sequence 15 composed of one favourable state (F ,
full-time employment). We expect the index of precarity to reflect these differences
in quality and complexity.

The values of the precarity index (computed with λ = 0.2 and β = 1.2), as well
as of the complexity index are shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. In the middle panel
the figure shows for each sequence s the starting cost a(s1), i.e. the precarity degree
of the first state in the sequence, and the correction factor (1 + q(s))β .

The index behaves as expected regarding the first two sequences: The second
sequence gets a slightly higher precarity value than the first despite its lower
complexity. Sequence 14 with zero complexity—i.e. no transitions—gets a non-
zero precarity value because the cost of its starting state—U , being unemployed—is
high in terms of precarity. This is not the case for sequence 15 the other sequence
with zero complexity, which starts off with employment, i.e. zero cost in terms of
precarity. We observe that the sequences with highest precarity are not the more
complex ones but those with only negative transitions. The index of precarity is
highest for sequences 3 and 4. It is slightly lower for sequences 8, 9, 10 and 13 that
also have only negative transitions, but lower complexity due to only one transition.
In addition, as expected sequences with only positive transitions (7, 11, 12) get low
values of precarity.
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4.4 Relaxing the Strict State Ordering Requirement

A strict order of the states is hardly compatible with the complexity of reality,
especially when some states could not be clearly ranked with respect to the others
(e.g. should education be considered as worse or better than employment?). We
consider two situations that depart from the strict state order assumption: equivalent
classes of states and non-comparable states.

A class of equivalent states is a subset of states that are considered equivalent, i.e.
states with no ordering between them. In our example, F and P could be considered
as equivalent if we assume that the choice between a full-time and a part-time job is
a pure employee’s choice.

A non-comparable state is a state that cannot be ordered, i.e. a state that is neither
better nor worse than any other state. This is the case of the inactivity state I in our
example.

We need solutions to handle these cases at two levels: for the computation of
the proportions of negative and positive transitions, and for determining the state
costs in the case where we want to derive them from the state order as we do in our
example.

For equivalent classes, we do not penalize or reward any transition between
states of a same equivalent class. In other words, all transitions between elements
of an equivalent class get a zero weight in the weighted proportion of negative and
positive transitions. As for transitions from or to any non-comparable state, we also
chose to neither penalize nor reward them by giving them zero weight. In addition,
however, subsequences such as PIIIU , where non-comparable states—the I s in
the example—occur in-between two regularly ranked states will be counted as a
transition from its first element to the last, e.g. PIIIU is counted as a transition
P → U , i.e. as a negative transition.

Regarding starting costs based on the state order, we assign to each state (labour
market position) in an equivalence class the mean cost of the states in the class, and
the overall mean starting cost (i.e. 0.5) to each non-comparable state. A consequence
is that in case the highest ranked state belongs to an equivalence class, its cost would
be the non-zero mean value of the class and there would be no zero starting cost.

To illustrate we have computed the precarity index for the full set of sequences
shown in Table 1, i.e. including those with the non-comparable state I and assuming
in addition that full-time, F , and part-time working, P , form an equivalence class.
We used again a trade-off value λ = .2 and an exponent weight β = 1.2. Figure 2
shows the obtained precarity values and their components the complexity index c(s),
the weighted correction factor (1 + q)β , and the starting cost a(s).

Looking at the first 15 sequences, we see a few differences with what we found
in Fig. 1 using the strict order assumption. We first observe that there is now no
sequence with a zero precarity value. Sequence 15 that had a zero value under
the strict order assumption gets now a small positive value. This is because of the
equivalence class between the two best ranked states in the state order. The starting
state F gets here the non-zero mean value between F and P as precarity degree.
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Fig. 2 Precarity and its components in presence of the non-comparable state I and the equivalence
class {F,P }

Considering F and P as equivalent also has consequences on the ranking of the
sequences. Sequence 1 gets here a higher precarity value than sequence 2. Because
of the equivalence class, the two sequences have the same number of positive and
negative transitions, which is reflected by correction factors close to 1. The main
difference between the two sequences is the worse starting state in sequence 1.

Among the sequences with the non-comparable state I , sequence 16 appears to
be the most precarious. It is made of a single downward transition and has maximal
complexity for a sequence with 3 out of 5 states. Sequences 17 and 18 have only
an upward transition and get therefore low precarity values. Finally, sequences 19,
20, and 21 have only zero weighted transitions—hence a neutral correction factor
of 1—and get mid precarity values.
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5 Application to the School to Work Transition

We now show how the index can be used on a real world dataset using the Status
Zero Survey data of McVicar and Anyadike-Danes (2002) on the school to work
transition of young Northern Irish.1 This cohort survey was used to establish a
link between individual, family and school characteristics and types of trajectories.
The aim was to identify those young people who are more likely to experience
unsuccessful trajectories in the adult labour market. The survey provides monthly
information on the labour market activities of 712 young people for 72 months (6
years) after they left compulsory schooling. Despite the fact that these data refer
to the period between July 1993 and June 1999, they represent a good testing
ground for our index of precarity as they focus on early employment trajectories
of young people who just left education. We complete the study from McVicar and
Anyadike-Danes (2002) by assessing the quality of trajectories of young people
and testing whether this contributes, beyond static individual school and family
characteristics, to predicting future labour market positions. This is particularly
relevant in the current economic and labour market situation, where young people
have been hit hard by the crisis and are often overrepresented in temporary and
precarious employment.

Due to its collection structure, all individuals are aged 16 at the start of the
trajectories. Here we shall ignore the first two holiday months and retain the
sequences from September 1993 to June 1999, i.e. sequences of length 70. The
data distinguishes between six labour market activities: school (SC), training (TR),
further education (FE), higher education (HE), employment (EM), and joblessness
(JL).

We use the dataset to study how the degree of precarity of the trajectory during
the first 36 months—from September 1993 to August 1996—impacts the situation
of the young person two years later, i.e. the 6th year after the end of compulsory
school. Hence, we aim to measure the scarring effect of early precarious trajectories
in mid-term labour market outcomes. More specifically, we examine the chances to
be at least one month in one of the states JL, TR, or SC during this 6th year, i.e.
between September 1998 and June 1999.

In order to study the precarity of the trajectories during the first 36 months, we
consider the three equivalence classes:

C1 = {FE, HE, EM}, C2 = {SC, TR}, C3 = {JL}.

In addition, we assume the decreasing order C1 > C2 > C3 of the equivalent
classes. Thus, for example, changing from employment (EM) to training (TR)
will be considered a downward transition, a change from school (SC) to further
education (FE) as an upward transition, and a change from further education (FE)
to employment (EM) as neutral.

1The data ship with the R package TraMineR (Gabadinho et al. 2011).
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Table 2 Weights based on
transition probabilities in the
DSS

→EM →FE →HE →JL →SC →TR

EM→ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.94 0.75

FE→ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.97 0.90

HE→ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 1.00 1.00

JL→ −0.44 −0.80 −0.97 0.00 −0.99 −0.80

SC→ −0.68 −0.83 −0.68 0.87 0.00 0.00

TR→ −0.30 −0.93 −1.00 0.78 0.00 0.00

Table 3 Ten sequences with highest precarity value

Id Sequence Prec

705 FE/10-TR/12-EM/11-TR/3 0.38

98 SC/8-JL/4-FE/10-JL/2-FE/10-EM/2 0.39

70 FE/22-EM/2-TR/10-JL/2 0.39

110 TR/5-JL/2-EM/6-JL/6-EM/17 0.39

634 SC/10-JL/1-EM/5-JL/2-EM/18 0.39

305 FE/5-JL/3-EM/2-JL/2-FE/5-JL/1-EM/11-JL/2-EM/5 0.39

377 JL/10-EM/2-JL/10-EM/2-FE/10-EM/2 0.40

520 SC/9-JL/3-FE/5-TR/19 0.42

405 SC/6-JL/6-FE/3-JL/7-TR/7-JL/7 0.45

408 SC/1-JL/2-EM/4-JL/5-FE/18-JL/4-EM/2 0.45

We compute the index using λ = .2, β = 1.2, and transition weights based on
the transition probabilities in the DSS. The weights are shown in Table 2. Weights of
upward transitions are displayed with a negative sign to recall their reducing effect
on the correction factor. Table 3 lists the ten sequences with the highest values for the
precarity index. All these most precarious sequences have at least as many upward
than downward transitions except sequence 377 that starts with the worst state JL.
Sequence number 377 appears to be precarious because it starts with the worst state
JL, i.e. a high starting cost. We can also observe that among the ten most precarious
trajectories the upward transitions are typically transitions with lower weights than
the downward transitions. E.g., the transition JL→EM that occurs frequently in the
precarious sequences has a 0.44 weight, while SC→JL present in half of the ten
sequences has almost twice that weight.

In order to predict the impact of the quality of the trajectory during the initial 36
months on the future situation we build two variables from the 10 last months of the
observed sequences, i.e. months 61 to 70—September 1998 to June 1999—of our
sequences. The first, bad.dur, is the total time spent in one of the states JL, TR, or
SC during the last 10 months (6th year), and the second is a binary variable, is.bad,
taking value 1 when bad.dur> 0, i.e. when the individual has spells of negative
states during the 6th year. There are 19.4% of the followed individuals who spent
at least a month in a negative state, and Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the total
number of months for those 121 cases. Clearly most of those who had bad spells
spent all ten months in undesirable states. Figure 4 shows that the distribution of
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Table 4 Linear regression for time in bad states during last 10 months and logistic regression for
‘More than 0 months in bad states during the last 10 months’

Linear Logistic
Estimate Sig. Odd Ratio Sig.

(Intercept) 0.64 0.05 0.10 0.00

Precarity 8.10 0.00 632.77 0.00

Good End CS Qualification −0.85 0.00 0.40 0.00

Male −0.66 0.01 0.62 0.02

the precarity degree during the first 36 months greatly differs between those in bad
situation two years later and the others.

The impact of the precarity degree can be measured through a logistic regression
using is.bad as the dependent variable and the precarity as predictor. Table 4
shows the effect of the precarity degree when controlled for two other covariates,
namely whether students gained good qualification at the end of compulsory school
(gcse5eq) and whether they are males (male). The results evidently demonstrate
the strength of the precarity degree of the early trajectory as predictor of the future
situation. An increase of the precarity index by 0.1 unit for example multiplies the
odd of experiencing a negative situation a few years later by about 60. From the
linear regression, an increase of the precarity degree during the first 3 years of 0.1
unit leads on average to an increase of the time in negative states during the 6th year
by almost one month.
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6 Conclusion

In this study, we set out to develop an index to quantify the degree of precarity of
individual sequences and to predict future insecurity in professional careers. Starting
from the assumption that the complexity of the sequence contributes to the precarity
of the trajectory, we have defined the index as a corrected complexity index. There
is a multiplicative correction based on the difference between the proportions of
downward and upward transitions in the sequence and an offset correction to
account for the degree of precarity at the start of the sequence. Despite its relative
simplicity, the index proved to be able to effectively grasp precarity. Using the
data from McVicar and Anyadike-Danes (2002) on the school to work transition
of school leavers in Northern Ireland, we also demonstrated the usefulness of the
index for studying how precarity during the first years after compulsory schooling
impacts future outcomes. There is certainly room for further improvements, for
instance, by accounting for the time elapsed between transitions and/or the timing
of the transitions. The concept of recency used by Manzoni and Mooi-Reci (2018)
for their own quality index is also an interesting dimension to consider.

The precarity index is very flexible and can be tuned by choosing the transition
weights, the degree of precarity of the starting costs, the trade-off parameter λ,
and the exponent weights α and β that determine the respective importance of the
complexity and the correction factor. These weights and parameters offer the analyst
the possibility to adapt the index to specific contexts. However, making choices
is not indispensable. The index provides most often sensible results with default
parameter values and automatic methods for setting transition weights and starting
precarity degrees. The only necessary information that the user has to specify is the
rank order of the states with possible equivalence classes and non comparable states.

Although the indicator was specifically developed for measuring the precarity
of sequences of labour market activities in order to predict future insecurity in
professional careers, the index could as well be used for sequences of other domains
of the life course such as family or health trajectories. The only requirement is the
existence of some (partial) order between the states of the alphabet adopted, i.e. at
least some states should be preferable to some others. Moreover, it could also be of
interest to use the index as the dependent variable to study how precarity depends on
personal characteristics such as sex, social origin or previous educational trajectory.

The index has been implemented as a beta version in TraMineRextras and
should be made available in a next release of TraMineR (Gabadinho et al. 2011).
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